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Abstract 

This thesis examines the phenomenon of recovery as it is experienced and understood by 

members of Alcoholics Anonymous in Newfoundland and Labrador. Recovery involves more 

than just changes in the brains and bodies of the addicted person. lt is more than changes in 

positive affect, mood or personality structure. Recovery is more than the gradual modifications 

of behaviour associated with learning models. In this dissertation, I present a new and alternative 

interpretation of recovery by applying insights from the fields of ritual theory and dramaturgy. A 

qualitative research design, using participant observation and in-depth interviews, were used to 

generate detailed descriptions of the social processes involved in recovery. Data generated from 

these methods have yielded new insights into the inner workings of AA not yet described in the 

existing sociological literature. Data from this study reveal recovery as a dynamic social process 

wherein the novice AA member, referred to in this study as the penitent, experiences dramatic 

personal change and transfom1ation through the twelve step program. The experience of working 

the twelve steps is presented in this study as a personal rite of passage involving three phases of 

transfom1ation: separation, liminality and incorporation or aggregation. At each stage of this 

transfom1ational process the AA member must follO\v certain emotion display rules and learn 

how to work with others in the home group to become a contributing member of a performance 

team. The emotions and behaviours associated with recovery are thus strongly influenced by 

social factors which are unique to the subculture of AA. Findings from this study have the 

potential to flesh out and expand conceptual models of recovery and to bet1er infom1 social 

policy on addictions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.0 Notes from the Field, March 27, 2009 

Tonight was a special night for Tony, a man in his forties who grew up in rural 

Newfoundland. The occasion was Tony's 'birthday' marking his first year of continuous 

sobriety as a member of Alcoholics Anonymous. He brought his wife and two children, 

boys around the ages of 10 and 6, and his two older brothers who sat quietly in the corner 

of the room. The chairs in the small church basement were arranged theatre style to 

provide enough space for the larger than average crowd on this Friday night. I estimated 

the crowd at about 50 people, perhaps 35 men and 15 women. I recognized the faces of 

the regulars but there were a dozen or so people who I hadn't met before, including 

Tony' s family. Fan1ily and friends of AA members will sometimes participate in the 

meetings on Friday nights, especially for a birthday celebration, since Friday meetings are 

open, not like the closed meetings on Mondays and Wednesdays which are reserved only 

for those who profess to have a drinking problem. 

The meeting opened in the usual manner with the chair requesting a moment of 

silence. With heads bowed, the Serenity Prayer was recited in unison: ··God. grant me the 

serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can. and 

the wisdom to know the difference.' · This was fo llowed by the reading of the Twelve 

Steps and Twelve Traditions, the devotional reading ·Thought for the Day" and the 

standard read ing from the AA Big Book ·How it Works." Joe. a man in his sixties. called 

the meeting to order by te lling the story of how he became an alcoholic and how he 

recovered v.;ith the help of AA. It is a requirement in AA for the person chairing a 



meeting to first qualify as an alcoholic; to prove he has a drinking problem. It becomes 

obvious to everyone in the room that Joe is indeed an alcoholic after he describes multiple 

drinking and driving offenses, time spent in jail, and being fired from jobs because of 

alcohol. "But AA changed all of that. I've learned how to live my life and how to find 

some peace and contentment here in these rooms. If it can work for me, it can work for 

anyone," Joe stated with confidence. After a briefrendition of his recovery story, Joe 

asked Tony' s sponsor, a middle-aged man named Dave, to come forward. Dave stood 

before the crowd and paid tribute to Tony' s hard work and his commitment to AA. "Tony 

has come a long way since he came to us a year ago. I remember when he came here he 

would hardly say a word. But that's changed. Tony has contributed a lot to our group. He 

chairs meetings, he visits the boys and girls at the detention center to spread the AA 

message, and he' s always willing to help out. Tony is faithful to our motto that in order 

to keep sobriety, you have to give it away. '· Dave called Tony forward to hand him a 

bronze plated medallion about the size of a loony, adorned with a triangle with the 

number 1 etched inside and a personalized inscription bearing Tony' s name and the 

words "To Thine Own Self Be True.'' Tony thanked Dave, and told the audience that 

without his sponsor's help. he wouldn "t have made it. He turned to his wife and children 

and thanked them for their support. ·'J didn't think I would make it. But I had a lot of 

reasons to get sober.'· Pointing at them. he said tearfully ··they are my reason for being 

here. AA saved my famil y:· Several old-timers in the group commented how inspiring it 

was to see how AA can still change lives and heal families. The meeting formally closed 

with everyone in attendance joining hands and forming a large circle to say the ·Lord·s 
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Prayer. ' At the end ofthe meeting, everyone gathered to shake Tony's hand and to share 

in the birthday cake purchased for this special occasion. 

1.1 Introduction 

These field notes are part of an ethnography of men and women who belong to AA in 

Newfoundland. The human drama found in "the rooms," as members of AA often refer to 

their meeting spaces, is played out in scenes like the one described above on a daily basis 

around the world. About six months after this event I would witness another drama, this 

time involving Tony's relapse. At the end of a meeting one night in August, I would hear 

news from several members of the group that Tony had gone out drinking over the past 

week and was now back on the bottle. I had noticed that Tony's attendance at AA 

meetings had become sporadic over the past couple of months. When he did show up, he 

had little to say, muttering the words "I think rll pass tonight thanks .. ."' whenever the 

chair asked him if he wanted to share his experiences with the group. Instead of hanging 

around after the meeting to share a cigarette or two with the guys on the front step, I 

noticed that the normally affable Tony would leave immediately after the 'Our Father' 

prayer had been said and walk briskly to his car in the parking lot. It was hard to piece 

together the reasons for Tony's departure from AA, why after a full year of sobriety, he 

had decided to quit the group and resume his destructive drinking habits. There is a 

maxim in AA that when an alcoholic resumes drinking. his or her alcoholism becomes 

worse than before, and this appeared to be the case for Tony. According to one member 

of the group, Tony was facing another drinking and driving offense and his wife had left 

him. 
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AA etiquette suggested that members not openly discuss Tony' s relapse. This 

would be ' doing an inventory' of another person' s program. It is encouraged, even 

expected, for members to conduct their own self-examination, to measure their own 

progress by doing what is called a moral inventory, but to measure Tony's or another 

member's progress (or lack thereof) in recovery is frowned upon. However, over the next 

several weeks, Tony's relapse would be discussed discreetly outside of the meeting hall 

as members ofthe home group struggled with collective feelings of worry, guilt and 

resentment over their friend who had become such a valued member of the AA 

fellowship. "Maybe we let him down by not properly preparing him for the program," 

shared Mike, a 20 year veteran of AA. Joan, one of the few women in the group, offered 

her opinion: "I never sensed he was working his program like he should have. Maybe he 

thought that coming to meetings was all that was necessary. But the real work takes place 

outside of the meetings when you work the twelve steps.'· "I saw it coming," shared 

another, "Tony would always say he was coming to AA for his family. That's the wrong 

motivation. You have to do it for yourself." Another offered the opinion that Tony was 

not vigilant enough about fighting his disease. ''Alcohol is cunning, baffling and 

powerful," said Bob, quoting from the AA Big Book, ·'but ifs also patient. Our disease 

will wait a long time to try to trip you up, to try to get you back on the bottle," he shared. 

The way Bob described the 'disease' - it was as if alcoholism was an internal enemy of 

Tony" s soul. patiently working a strategy to trip him up. to prevent him from becoming a 

better man. 
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This ethnography will attempt to make sense of scenes like the ones I have just 

described and to make sense of the drama sunounding recovery within the fe llowship of 

AA. Readers will acquire an insider's view of how the men and women of AA socially 

construct their disease and how they experience recovery, a complex personal 

transfom1ation that continues until the day the recovering alcoholic dies. In conducting 

my research, I set out to answer the following questions: How are men and women in 

Newfoundland and Labrador socialized into the role of recovering alcoholic within the 

fellowship of AA? How do AA members conceive of, and make sense of, their disease? 

How do members of AA display or ' act out' their recovery and what signs and indicators 

do they look for as proof that an alcoholic is recovering? What are the implications of 

these social constructions of disease and recovery for social theory and social policy as it 

relates to the field of addictions - to alcoholism in particular? 

I begin this chapter by introducing the reader to the debate over whether 

alcoholism is a disease, and what recovery, remission or cure might mean for alcoholics. 

Following this discussion. I will examine an alternative paradigm for the examination of 

alcoholism and recovery. This paradigm views disease and recovery as dramatic 

productions involving AA members as actors learning their roles as recovering alcoholics. 

Much of this role preparation takes place back stage where AA members leam emotional 

management strategies worked out with significant others \vithin the fellowship. After 

engaging in this emotion work. alcoholics then perform their recovery on the front stages 

ofthe rooms of AA, subjecting themselves to the careful scrutiny of fe llow members who 

are looking for signs to validate the actor' s truth claims that they have found sobriety, or 
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better yet, 'contented sobriety. ' In the final part of this chapter, I will lay out the 

organization of the study so that the reader can better understand the phenomenon of 

recovery from the perspective of members of AA. 

1.2 The Debate over Alcoholism and Recovery 

"Addiction is a disease of the brain, and the associated abnormal behavior is the result 

of the dysfunction of brain tissue, just as cardiac insufficiency is a disease of the 

heart" (Dr. Nora Volkow, Director of the U.S. National Institute on Drug Abuse 

quoted in Time, March 17, 2005). 

"Addiction: New Research Suggests It's Not An Illness. It' s a Choice." (Maclean 's, 

June 1, 2009). Feature article with Harvard psychologist & addictions researcher Dr. 

Gene Heyman. 

Attempts to describe alcoholism remind me of the story of the three blind men trying to 

describe an elephant. One man, holding the tail , says '·an elephant is long and nan ow." 

Another, feeling a tusk, describes the elephant as sharp and pointy. The third, holding a 

foot, declares that an elephant is round and flat. Because of their limited powers of 

observation, none of the men has it quite right. I believe it is the same way with 

alcoholi sm. The voices most likely to be heard in the discourse over alcoholism are those 

who work within the medical establishment - the medical researchers, psychiatrists and 

physicians, clinical psychologists and the various helping professionals who try to help 

the 'sick' alcoholic recover from his or her disease. 

Medicine focuses primarily on the bodies and brains of alcoholics. According to 

genetic researchers, alcoholism is a genetic d isorder that p lagues those unfortunates who 

happen to be born with the A 1 or alcoholic gene (Cloninger et al. , 1981 ; Babor et al., 

2005) . The etiology of the sick brains possessed by these unfm1unates is traced back to 
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early childhood trauma involving deprivation or abuse - stressors which activate pre

existing genetic codes for alcoholic drinking patterns. Researchers point to the flawed 

brain chemistry of addicts as major contributors to this phenomenon, specifically to 

elevated levels of the stress hormone cortisol or the impeded production of the feel-good 

chemicals of dopamine and serotonin (Nixon, 1994; Spear, 2000). 

For researchers who focus on the physiological dimension of this disease, the cure 

for alcoholism rests on the ability to heal a sick brain, to re-balance the hormonal and 

chemical systems of the body' s most vital organ (West et al. , 1999; Mate, 2008). This 

paradigm has spawned billions of dollars in pham1aceutical research to create new 

medications for the alcoholic and the drug addict. For example, the drug antabuse 

(Disulfiram), created by Dutch researchers, was designed to induce acute sensitivity to 

alcohol by preventing the breakdown of the neurotransmitter dopamine (Ulrichsen et al. , 

201 0). Unfortunately, an tab use has enjoyed limited success in the treatment of 

alcoholism. Its principal benefit is that it buys some time for recovering alcoholics by 

reducing their craving for alcohol ; however. it does little to address any of the underlying 

physiological or psychological causes of the illness. The medical establishment aided by 

the pharmaceutical industry, has yet to find a pill that can cure alcoholi sm. 

Psychologists, social workers, therapists and counselors tend to focus on the 

maladaptive thinking and behaviour of the alcoholic. Those working within this paradigm 

focus upon the cluster of behavioural and cognitive traits associated with the alcoholic 

personality like his or her tendencies toward impul siveness. gregariousness, self

destructiveness and self-loathing (Barnes. 1979: MacAndrew. 1986). Or they point to the 
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presence of obsessions and compulsions as the hallmarks of this disease . Obsessions are 

the pervasive, persistent thoughts about drinking that preoccupy the minds of alcoholics 

and which seem to block out almost all other concerns. Compulsions are the actual 

behaviours that drive the alcoholic to drink at unhealthy, destructive levels despite the 

fact that the drinker wants to stop and recognizes the fact that if s/he doesn't stop 

drinking, s/he may die. The key for those working out of this paradigm is to identify the 

roots of these destructive tendencies, to understand the social dynamics that spawned 

them, and to replace these destructive behaviours and cognitive processes with more 

socially acceptable, adaptive behaviours (Scott, 2005). 

According to the medico-scientific paradigm, alcoholism, as one fonn of 

addiction, can be objectively measured, assessed, diagnosed and classified according to 

clinical criteria based on empirical observations - and those responsible for the diagnosis 

and prognosis of this disease are considered experts by virtue of their medical training 

and credentials. Nowhere is this paradigm better reflected than within the pages of the 

Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Illness (DSM IV, 1994), the so-called 'bible' for 

medical professionals who seek to diagnose and treat patients afflicted with alcoholism 

and other addictions. The Substance-Related Disorders in the DSM are divided into two 

categories: Substance Use (Dependence and Abuse) and Substance-Induced (intoxication, 

withdrawal, delirium, dementia, amnesic, psychotic. mood disorder, anxiety, sexual 

dysfunction, and sleep di sorder) . To meet the criteria for dependence, the client must have 

a maladaptive use pattern causing some type of impairment with at least three of the 

foll owing occmTing in one year: tolerance; withdrawal: more or longer use than plmmed; 

desire without ability to cut down or control usage. time spent on obtaining, using or 
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recovering from the substance; impact on activities that are social. occupational, or 

recreational (do less or not at all); and continued use in spite of physical or psychological 

problems related to use. 

Perhaps the reason why such experts seem to dominate the public discourse 

surrounding alcoholism and recovery stems from the relative power of the medical 

establishment. As the eminent philosopher Michel Foucault points out, medical 

knowledge in Western societies is highly valued (Foucault, 1963). Knowledge is power 

and the burgeoning addictions-recovery industry and the specialized field of addictions 

medicine attests to the stronghold the medical establishment has over this disease known 

as alcoholism. Healthcare economist Christopher Roebuck has estimated that the weekly 

cost of treatment per patient in the U.S.A. runs between $91 (for outpatient care) to $700 

(for extended stay residential treatment). The treatment industry is thus a substantial 

economic sector, with vested political interests and considerable lobbying power 

(Roebuck et al. , 2010). 

Despite the enom1ous expenditures on addiction treatment, the disease concept of 

alcoholism has come under a great deal of scrutiny in the social sciences. In their book 

Deviance and Medicalizalion: From Badness to Sickness (1985) Peter Conrad and Joseph 

Schneider discuss the reasons for the medicalization of alcoholism despite the inherent 

weaknesses of medical and scientific explanations of the disease. One reason for the 

promotion of alcoholism as a disease in the 19111 century involved the politicization of the 

drinking issue by the temperance movement. The National Commission on Alcoholism 

and the Yale School of Alcoholic Studies. institutions staffed by medical doctors, social 

workers and social scientists, were successful in challenging ideas promoted by 
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temperance supp011ers who suggested that alcoholics needed to repent and abstain from 

alcohol for the rest of their lives. Instead, the proponents of the new science of alcoholism 

presented evidence that alcoholism was an illness and that it should no longer be 

addressed as a moral issue to be handled by the church. As Gusfield (1967) and 

Rosenham (2002) point out, the statement that alcoholism is a disease was not so much a 

declaration of scientific discovery as a shift in public policy redefining the alcoholic as 

sick and thus bringing him into the domain of medical clinics, university research 

institutions and welfare agencies of the state. 

Other critics suggest that addiction and perhaps mental illness in general , is a 

myth concocted by the medical establishment to maintain their power and prestige 

(Scheff, 1999; Szasz, 1961 ). Thomas Szasz, the distinguished ' anti-psychiatrisf argues 

that it makes no sense to call alcoholism a disease when there is no identifiable difference 

in the morphological structure of the brain. or any conventional indicators of pathology 

when alcoholics are compared to normal drinkers. Furthermore, professionals working 

within the medical paradigm often di sagree on the diagnosis of addiction using the 

criteria established in the DSM IV (1994). Szasz points out that there is still a subjective 

element to making the diagnosis of a ··maladaptive·· use pattern and that two physicians 

treating the same patient wi ll often come to different conclusions ( chaler. 2004:196-

199). 

Stanton Peele. the author of Diseasing of America (1 995). suggests that medicine 

still offers the best hope for the suffering alcoho lic. despite the fact that researchers may 

not agree on the etio logy. the diagnosis and the prognosis of the disease. He sees the 
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position advocated by Szasz and his followers as an abdication of medicine· s 

responsibility to care for the ailing patient: 

Like many who deny the existence of something called addiction (and also mental 

illness), Szasz can be clueless when confronted with real human compulsion and 

emotional despair. People kill themselves with drugs and alcohol, believing until 

their last breath that they cannot escape their substance abuse. People roam the 

streets babbling to themselves, commit suicide, and are lost in delusion and 

despair (Schaler, 2004: 180). 

If the disease concept is a matter of confusion and contention, so too are the ideas 

surrounding recovery. What exactly is meant by recovery, remission or cure from this 

disease? Does proof of a cure lie in the fact that the alcoholic no longer drinks to the point 

of intoxication or even drinks at all? Is the state of abstinence, being clean and sober the 

only marker or proof of recovery? Is it the fact that the alcoholic can resume nonnal 

social functioning becoming productive once again in the social domains of work, family 

and community? Or, does recovery have more to do with a general increase in positive 

affect and emotional well-being so that the alcoholic can become a happier, more 

contented person? In a recent article titled ·'What is Recovery? A Working Definition 

from the Betty Ford Institute·· a blue ribbon panel on addiction and recovery sponsored by 

the prestigious Betty Ford Clinic concluded that ··no one has yet defined or 

operationalized an acceptable definition of recovery from addictions .. :· Researchers 

suggested that although the term recovery is widely used, the lack of a standard definition 

for it has hindered research on recovery-oriented interventions (.Toumal of Substance 

Abuse Treatment (33) 2007: 221-228). 
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What is curious about the debate over whether alcoholism is a disease, what 

constitutes recovery, and whether the medical model provides the best hope for those 

suffering from addiction, is the fact that a group who identify themselves as recovering 

alcoholics have been largely excluded. Members of AA have a distinct perspective on 

alcoholism and recovery: yet their perspectives have been largely ignored, undervalued 

or unappreciated. The public may have heard about the twelve steps and about the AA 

organization but there is relatively little research to reveal the intricate workings of this 

fellowship and the distinctive social processes involved in recovery. 

If we study the experiences of those who belong to AA, we will discover a 

significantly different perspective on the disease of alcoholism. Let me direct the reader's 

attention back to my field notes describing Tony's one-year birthday celebration. If we 

look more closely at the interactions among the actors, the symbols employed by the 

group, and the various rituals performed in the meeting, we will uncover a much more 

nuanced, richly textured presentation of alcoholism and recovery. 

1.3 Interaction Rituals, Emotional Energy and the Front Stage of Recovery 

Drama is an important term used in my analysis of the AA experience. The sociologist 

Erving Goffman suggested that social interactions of the type described at the beginning 

of this chapter have much in common with dramatic productions (Goffman, 1959. 1963). 

What members of AA describe as the disease of alcoholism and their attempts to anest it 

to put it into remission. or to achieve what is commonly called recovery. can be 

conceived in terms of a theatrical presentation. There is a front-stage performance. as 

described in my field notes where Tony accepts his one-year medallion before an 
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audience of fellow AA members. The event was carefully planned beforehand, in the 

back-stages, where Tony's sponsor, along with other old-timers. carefully orchestrated 

the presentation of the medallion with the intention of selling the AA solution to others in 

the audience that night. The cakes, the medallion, the readings - all were essential props 

in the theatrical presentation of Tony's one year celebration. Even the decision to remove 

the tables in the cafeteria and to arrange the seats row by row in theatre-style was made at 

a business meeting prior to the Friday night celebration as a way to improve the visibility 

of all attendees and to bring greater focus on Tony' s accomplishment. The entire event 

was staged so that everyone in attendance would get the message that if they have a 

drinking problem, AA can help. 

When we examine the back stage scene which takes place outside of the meeting 

room, as AA members grapple with Tony' s departure and relapse, we will also find an 

underlying social script, a subtext in the conversations and interactions between members 

of AA, which speaks to the complexity of their social order and their unique perspective 

on the phenomenon of recovery. Hidden tensions emerge around the problem of who is 

'getting' the program and who isn' t, who is experiencing authentic recovery and who 

isn' t, and how the progress of each and every member affects the group as a whole. 

In AA a good deal of the front stage work involves the enactment of rituals as 

members meet in the public domains of the rooms. These rituals direct the dynamic social 

processes involved in the enactment of recovery. Rituals are not necessarily religious in 

nature: the tem1 is used in sociological literature to describe the etiquette followed by 

members. the largely unconscious, routine observance of interpersonal or common 
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courtesies demonstrating members· commitment to a vast array of shared rules of 

interpersonal conduct. As Goffman (1959, 1963, 1974) points out, what we commonly 

call etiquette is, in fact, a complex code of ceremonial or ritual prescriptions and 

proscriptions governing our interactions with one another. The social world of AA relies 

heavily on ritual. These have never been explicitly coded into the AA Twelve Steps or the 

AA body of literature, but nonetheless rituals guide the interactions of members as they 

individually and collectively experience recovery. When multiple rituals are employed in 

succession, with one ritual flowing into another, as a way of orchestrating a ceremony or 

shared experience, they comprise what Randall Collins (2005) calls interactional ritual 

chains. 

Interactional rituals and interactional ritual chains are designed to heighten and 

enhance what Collins (2005) calls '·emotional energy'· which is a vital ingredient for the 

creation, maintenance and sustenance of a social group. Emotional energy is 

communicated both verbally and non-verbally through interaction rituals, giving it an 

almost contagious quality. For example, interaction ritual chains are at work when a 

group of sports fans communicate excitement and enthusiasm as they raise their hands in 

the ritualized wave fom1ation now so commonly seen in orth American stadiums. The 

wave builds up, first from one or a fev; enthusiastic fans who are the first to raise their 

anns in the air. followed by those seated next to the originators of the v;ave, until finally, 

thousands of fans catch the initial enthusiasm as the wave motion repeats itself around the 

stadium. Emotional energy of a more negative quality can also be experienced v;hen a 

church is fil led with mourners who experience an apparent build-up of sadness and 
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appear to cry in unison. almost on cue, to express collective feelings of loss and sadness 

at a particular moment in a funeral ritual. 

In meetings of AA, one can witness the same build up and release of emotional 

energy through the enactment of interactional rituals. Interaction ritual chains create 

positive, invigorating emotional energy that is necessary for both novices and old-timers 

to want to return and participate in AA events and gatherings. In my fieldwork notes, I 

refer the reader to several rituals which were designed to build up positive emotional 

energy (feelings of camaraderie, togetherness, calm, serenity) among adherents of AA: 

(1) the collective recitation of the Serenity Prayer - "Lord, Grant me the serenity 

to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and 

the wisdom to know the difference," and the reading of authoritative 'sacred texts ' 

from the AA Big Book to open the meeting; 

(2) the chair qualifying as an alcoholic by describing his/her story; similar to the 

ritual of testifying of how one is saved in evangelical Christian churches; 

(3) the sharing of the birthday cake to mark ceremonial milestones. in this case, 

the one year birthday (read ' rebirth '). In fact, the whole cake-sharing ritual is a 

type of communion involving the partaking of sacred foods among the faithful ; 

(4) the ritualized form of communication whereby each AA member begins a 

public utterance with the words ·'Hi. my name is _ and I am an alcoholic:· 

Goffman (1974) would describe this as an inclusion ritual. In an AA context it is 

also a type of social leveling device to reflect the organizational value that all 

members are ostensibly the same. regardless of age. gender. profession or 

experience in the group: 

(5) the holding of hands and the communal recitation ofthe Lord· s Prayer. 

These are just a few of the ritualized forn1s of behavior one wil l find in AA. If 

these rituals are performed as intended. those in attendance at an AA meeting will report 

that they enjoyed the fee lings of togetherness and camaraderie. that they felt better (calm. 
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at peace, energized) as a result of participating and that they feel motivated to return. The 

participants in an AA ritual are also left with the hopeful feeling that it is possible to 

overcome the despair of their addiction, that they are part of something bigger, (the 

international body of AA), and that they carry a special message of hope for anyone who 

still suffers from alcoholism. 

Props and symbols like the one year medallion, with the AA symbol of the 

triangle and the words unity, service and recovery etched on each side, play an important 

part in the enactment of rituals. There are also the sacred texts displayed around the room 

including the book "Alcoholics Anonymous" commonly known as the "Big Book" 

among those in the fellowship, along with various posters displaying popular mottos and 

aphorisms- "One Day at a Time," "To Thine Own Self Be True,'· "Let Go and Let God." 

These props provide a sense of historicity among adherents, conveying the idea that AA 

traditions go back in time and are rooted in much older legitimized forms . The triangle, 

for example, is an important symbol used in many secret societies, but in the case of AA 

there may be a c01mection to fraternal organizations, such as the Sons ofT emperance, 

which probably served as an organizational forerunner for the fellowship (Kurtz. 1991 ). 

The historical connections between AA and other organizations will be explored later but 

we can see how symbols, in the enactment of rituals, contribute to the overall production 

value of disease and recovery among members of this subculture. 
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1.4 Emotion Work and the Back Stage of Recovery 

In AA much of the work of recovery takes place outside of the public domain of the 

rooms. As novices enter the program they are encouraged to work the twelve steps of 

recovery, a systematic program of personal transformation which involves a great deal of 

private, very intimate emotional interactions between a novice and his/her mentor or 

sponsor. In these interactions, AA members engage in a type of emotion work wherein 

highly negative emotional states involving guilt, shame, fear and anger are processed 

through a complex series of emotion management strategies as formulated in the twelve 

steps. In my analysis of this emotional work (which AA members are more likely to 

describe as spiritual work), I employ certain concepts and theories from the field of the 

sociology of emotion, an emerging field within sociology, which helps us to understand 

how human emotions are managed, manipulated and expressed in social contexts such as 

are found within the fellowship of AA. 

The emotion work that is performed in AA most often takes place between a more 

seasoned. experienced AA member who acts as a sponsor to the less experienced 

sponsee. The experience of becoming a sponsor, and learning what the job of sponsee 

entails. is an area that has received little attention in the research literature. Yet 

sponsoring is critical to the mission of AA and like any specialized role. it has its rewards 

as well as its hardships and challenges. I wi ll examine this important social role with the 

aim of trying to understand how sponsoring contributes to the recovery of the alcoholic. 
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I will also attempt to explain how emotion work is carried out through activities 

like prayer and meditation. These tem1s are loaded with religious connotations but very 

little is known about how members of AA actually conceive of prayer, meditation and 

other spiritual techniques and practices that they consider to be vital to their recovery. I 

will examine how AA members incorporate these practices into their recovery programs 

and how they utilize written texts like the AA Big Book and the Twelve and Twelve, 

along with other resources offered through the AA organization. 

1.5 Organization of the Study 

This study considers recovery from alcoholism as a lived experience. This experience is 

reflected in each AA member's recovery story, a narrative account of how each person 

comes to the realization that they have a drinking problem and how they use the AA 

program to achieve recovery from alcoholism. The recovery stories examined in this 

ethnography all share a common narrative structure or social script around which this 

study is organized. 

In the next chapter, I will examine the history and structure of Alcoholics 

Anonymous. The intemational fellowship of AA provides the social context for the 

recovery stories of alcoholics in Nev.foundland and Labrador. If we examine the history 

of this organization more closely, we will discover that the AA program ofrecovery is 

based upon a unique blend of ideas from science and religion; ideas emanating from such 

diverse figures as Carl .lung, Sigmund Freud and William James and from organizations 

like the Washingtonian Movement of the 19111 Century and the Clu·istian Oxford groups of 
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the early 20111 Century. The ideas derived from these sources inf01m the twelve steps as 

well as the organizational principles directing each local group as embodied in the twelve 

traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous. An examination of the history of the twelve steps, 

the twelve traditions and how AA was established provides a necessary social and 

historical context for the recovery stories examined in this ethnography. 

In chapter three, I will consider how sociological theories, particularly those 

within the interactionist tradition, can provide conceptual tools to make sense of the 

recovery experience. I will also consider how the theoretical approach used in this 

research can complement the existing medical and social scientific literature dealing with 

alcoholism and addictions. 

In chapter four I will examine the research methodology employed to understand 

the AA experience. With an emphasis on social interaction, symbols. rituals and 

performance, research methods are required that will best reveal these dimensions of 

recovery. In chapter four I will outline the different methods employed in my research 

which include participant observation, in-depth interviews, textual analysis and secondary 

analysis. I wi ll further explain some of the challenges I encountered in carrying out my 

research with a group of subjects who belong to a deviant subculture. 

In chapter five. I will describe how individuals become affiliated V·.'ith Alcoholics 

Anonymous and the social processes involved as they come to the conclusion that they 

are alcoholics. The social context for becoming an alcoholic occurs v.'ithin the local AA 

group known as the home group. Each home group in AA is autonomous and it is within 
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the context ofthe home group that each member experiences the program of recovery. 

These early socialization experiences with the home group are critical as novice members 

learn how to play the role of recovering alcoholic. 

In chapter six I will study how members experience the twelve steps as a 

systematic program to achieve personal transformation. I will consider how individuals 

make sense of concepts like surrendering to their disease and reaching out to a 'higher 

power' as well as their experiences with performing each of the twelve steps. As we shall 

see, AA members describe alcohol as a powerful enemy and it is the experience of being 

defeated by this powerful enemy that provides the pivotal experience of being drawn into 

the fellowship and establishing a common bond and sense of camaraderie. 

ln chapter seven I will explore the various social roles which exist within the 

home group and AA as a whole. These social roles provide opportunities for AA 

members to work as a unit or perfom1ance team in the enactment of recovery. I will also 

examine the important relationships established within the group among significant 

others, particularly between sponsor and sponsee, a type of mentoring that is vital to the 

recovery experience of each member. 

Finally, in chapter eight, I will conclude by looking at implications for social 

theorizing about the complex public health problem of addiction. l will also consider the 

practical social policy implications of the research findings presented in this study. 
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1.6 Conclusion 

Several decades of scientific research have provided great insights into the psycho-social

biological nature of alcohol dependency. Much of this research has been highly critical 

of the disease model of alcoholism promoted by AA, particularly the view of alcoholism 

as a chronic condition wherein the individual suffers from an 'allergy' to alcohol and, 

instead of becoming cured, finds him or herself in a perpetual state of remission. This 

model has been criticized as scientifically outdated and highly disempowering to people 

who struggle with addiction (Thatcher, 2004; Mate, 2008). Indeed, the term ' alcoholism,' 

commonly used in the fellowship of AA, has been rejected by many addictions 

professionals today. In its written materials, the World Health Organization (WHO) has 

formally replaced the term alcoholism with the term '·alcohol dependence syndrome." As 

noted earlier, the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM IV, 1994), currently classifies 

alcohol dependence as a mental illness. This new scientific language represents a 

deliberate distancing from the allergy metaphor and the disease model championed by 

AA. 

Although AA has done a great deal to popularize and solidify the disease concept 

of alcoholism, my research will demonstrate that the conception of alcoholism from an 

AA perspective sharply diverges from the rational. positivist understanding of disease 

promoted by the medical model. While recognizing the important criticisms of the 

disease model of alcoholism as reflected in more recent scientific studies. 1 deliberately 

adopt the non-scientific term ·alcoholism· and refer to it as a ·disease· to expose the 

unique and distinct understandings and perspectives of those \Vho belong to AA. Thus. for 
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the purposes of this study, an alcoholic is a person '"'ho defines him or herself as an 

alcoholic and who claims to have the 'disease' of alcohol ism. 

As my research will reveal, there are no expert diagnosticians standing at the 

entrances of church basements to detem1ine whether an individual is an alcoholic. Instead 

of consulting the DSM, the so-called bible of the psychiatric profession, AA members 

apply the knowledge contained within their own authoritative texts like the B ig Book and 

the Twelve and Twelve. AA members ultimately determine for themselves whether they 

are alcoholics, making sense of their disease as they interact with others in the fellowship. 

Tem1s like disease, along with other ostensible medical tenninology like obsession and 

compulsion, are used within the fellowship but they are used metaphorically, to represent 

a particular world view and to legitimate shared life experiences. When AA members 

allude to their disease they convey the message that "I am a sick person, not a bad 

person." This message allows members to approach the problems of alcoholic drinking 

with a greater measure of compassion, gentleness and empathy as they work their cure 

which involves the twelve steps of recovery. 

My research will demonstrate that the AA program of recovery is strange 

medicine indeed as it contains a curious mixture of liturgical readings, prayers and 

auricular confessions of past misdeeds from one drunk to another. These practices, which 

are far-removed from the worl d of conventional medicine. are used to achieve the ' ·total 

psychic change'· that is necessary to achieve sobriety. as stated in the principal text of AA 

(AA World Services Inc .. 200 1: xxix) . I wi ll explain that in their attempts to achieve this 

total psychic change, some members fa ll short and experience simple sobriety or 



abstinence. They manage to ' put the plug in the jug' as AA's would say but they never 

learn to experience contented sobriety, an elusive state of recovery closer to what the 

eminent psychologist Abram Maslow described as self-actualization (Maslow, 1954). A 

person who claims to have contented sobriety has fully fathomed the AA program and 

reports that s/he has learned the art of joyful living. Such claims attest to the status 

hierarchies found within AA, an organization that is no different from any church, 

religious body or secular institution wherein members construct their own criterion for 

success and failure. If you stick with AA long enough you will hear that some members 

get the program while others don' t. By examining the recovery stories of the men and 

women who participated in my study, I will expose these hidden status hierarchies and 

explain the rules of recovery as they exist within the unique social world of AA. 



----

Chapter Two: The History and Structure of Alcoholics Anonymous 

2. 0 Profile of a Key Informant 

Bob is a key informant for this study. He has been a member of AA for nearly twenty five 

years. He is well-known and well-regarded within the provincial fellowship and even 

enjoys a high level of notoriety across Canada and parts ofthe United States. Bob's 

recovery story is colourful and fascinating. He grew up in rural Newfoundland where he 

experienced horrific levels of physical violence, psychological abuse and neglect as a 

child and eventually turned into a career criminal. Bob' s is the classic AA redemption 

story and he captivates his audiences wherever he shares his story- to inmates at Her 

Majesty's Penitentiary, to young offenders at the provincial correctional facility or to the 

lnnu and Inuit of Labrador when he travels the Labrador coast on AA outreach missions. 

Studying the history of AA in this province remains a passion for Bob. For many 

years, he collected artifacts like old photographs or pamphlets from the first known AA 

group in Newfoundland and Labrador which was located in Comer Brook. on the 

province's west coast. Bob's favorite archival piece is an old photo of Jerry M., credited 

with founding the Comer Brook fe llowship. 

Bob explained how Jerry's sponsor was himself a sponsee of AA ' s founding 

father. Bill W. "Imagine, .. said Bob, "Nev-found land ' s founder has a direct connection to 

the great man himself. .. Despite Bob· s enthusiasm for the historical connection between 

the founder of AA and the founder of the first AA group in Nev,·found land. further 

research reveals a somewhat more convoluted path from Bill W. to the shores of 

Canada· s newest province. 
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Little research exists on the history of AA in Newfoundland other than what is 

described on the website silkworth .net. According to this source, AA began in Canada in 

1940 in the province of Ontario. The Reverend George Little of Toronto was apparently 

so impressed with the Big Book, with its Christian-oriented solutions for alcoholism, that 

he initiated the country's first AA meeting with the help of a fellow clergyman, the Rev. 

Percy G. Price of the Metropolitan United Church. The first AA group in Canada 

consisted of six alcoholics, along with the two clergymen, who met weekly in a private 

dining room at a Toronto restaurant. When the good news was reported to the New York 

office, Bill W. was apparently delighted that AA "is now established in Canada. " From 

there, the Toronto group expanded to Windsor, on to London and Sault St. Marie, 

drawing more and more members into the AA fold . 

Rev. George Little's interest in AA continued undiminished and in 194 7 he 

ananged for a weekly AA meeting to be held in the Mimico Reformatory. This was the 

forerunner of extensive and effective AA work in conectional institutions from coast to 

coast in Canada. The same year, a committee oftlu·ee Toronto AA members presented a 

brief to the Ontario Minister of Health, urging that a long-tem1 program to deal with 

alcoholism be considered. This resulted in the setting up of the well-known Addiction 

Research Foundation. first with offi ces and detox facilities located in Toronto. AA also 

began to flouri sh among mil itary persom1el and veterans of World War II. \\ ·ith AA 

meetings begim1ing to appear on military bases and in veterans' hospitals- at Sunnybrook 

Hospital in '48 and at Camp Borden soon afterward. 
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AA continued its expansion into Quebec, then westward to the Pacific and later, 

into the Atlantic provinces. The account of AA in Newf oundland and Labrador is 

somewhat scanty, due to a lack of historical research, but it appears that the province 

acquired its first AA group through the efforts of an alcoholic named "Jerry M.'. The 

description of Jerry M. offers very little about his own personal struggles with alcohol or 

of the conditions surrounding the establishment of the province's first AA group. The 

brief caption from silkworth.net simply reads: 

Jerry M. had left home and become a drunk in Montreal. He reached New York, 
where he joined AA before returning to form a group in his own town. Shortly 
afterward, a group began in St. John' s. the capital city. 

"Knowing our history as a fellowship is important," shares Bob, "because if we 

don't know where we come from, we will never be able to reach our full potential as an 

organization. I know that my experience as a member of this fellowship is c01mected 

through a long line of other recovering alcoholics in Newfoundland and Labrador and 

even to the founders of Alcoholics Anonymous in New York:· 

2.1 Introduction 

The official beginning of AA is listed as June 10, 1935 in Alcoholics Anonymous Comes 

of Age (1957). This organization fl ourished in a specific social climate that existed in 

middle-class America in the early 20111 century. The U.S.A. had struggled with the 

problems of drinking for centuries prior to the formation of AA and a number of 

preceding social movements. fraternal organizations and religious groups had tried to 

offer solutions to the perplexing problems surrounding alcohol. As Sagarin points out 
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'· ... the meeting between Bill W. and Dr. Bob would not have led so easily to AA's 

fom1ation had there not already existed in America both the necessary social climate and 

a history of somewhat similar rehabilitative efforts .. (1969: 32). 

In this chapter I will discuss the social and historical processes at work in defining 

alcoholism as a disease. The medicalization of drinking occurred at a time when the 

medical establishment was becoming one of the most powerful social institutions in the 

United States. Following this discussion, I will examine AA as a fellowship that 

originated with an enigmatic stock broker named William Griffith Wilson (Bill W.) and a 

down and out physician, Robert Holbrook Smith (Dr. Bob). I will identify the major 

organizational forerunners and trace the intellectual and philosophical roots of AA. 

Finally, I will examine some of the more important legacies for those who continue to 

follow the AA path today. 

2.2 Medicalization and the American Drinking Culture 

The U.S.A. has had a tumultuous relationship with alcohol throughout its history. As 

early as 1657 the General Court of Massachusetts made illegal the sale of strong liquor 

"whether known by the name of rumme, strong water, brandy or wine'· (Moore and 

Gerstein 198 1: 16). This legal intervention was unusual because informal social controls 

(like gossip or ostracizing drinkers) had nom1ally been sufficient to curb the abuse of 

alcohol among the colonists. Indeed, by toda{s standards. the early American colonists 

were prodigious drinkers. Alcohol was \'iewed as a gift from God and in the State of 

Massachusetts the population enjoyed this gift, consuming on average tbJee and a half 

gallons (about 13 liters) of absolute alcohol per year per person. That rate was 
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dramatically higher than the present rate of consumption, estimated at 4.2 liters per adult 

worldwide and 8.6 liters per adult in the United States (Blue 2004: 73). 

Alcohol had always been an important social lubricant in the civic life of America 

but it was a decidedly male prerogative in the 19111 Century. DeTocqueville, the famous 

French philosopher who traveled through America in the 1800s included a depiction of a 

Michigan tavern in his journal: 

We had ourselves taken to the finest inn ofPontiac (for there are two), and we were 
introduced, as usual, into what is called the bar-room; it's a room where you are given to 
drink and where the simplest as well as the richest men of the place come to smoke, 
drink, and talk politics together, on the footing of the most perfect exterior equality (Blue 

2004: 246). 

As evident from DeTocqueville's writing, much of male socializing took place in these 

gathering spots where all classes came together to drink heavily, swap stories, gamble and fi ght. 

A number of fraternal organizations like the Masons, for example, favoured the tavern as a 

meeting place before the establishment of the lodge. Yet even outside of the taverns, drinking 

was a pervasive part of life and an important part of the customs and rituals that bonded men 

together in fraternal relationships. Drinking customs formed part of the initiation rites associated 

with the admission of apprentices into their crafts ; similarly the practice of '·footing .. - the 

payment of whisky to the shop by every newly hired journeyman on his first day of work -

established a ritualized means for new workers to be incorporated into the workplace. W.J. 

Rorabaugh (1979: 1 0) estimates that only about twenty percent of alcohol consumption in the 

19th century took place at taverns. that is. at places specifically intended for drinking: the 

remaining eighty percent occuned in the course of commercial transactions. manufacture. 

elections. and other communal gatherings. Men commonly drank v.·hile working. as did ministers 
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while preaching. for liquor was. in Paul Johnson· s words, ··an absolutely normal accompaniment 

to whatever men did in groups·· ( 1978: 56). 

Concerns about excessive drinking became increasingly politicized by the late 18
111 

century and various social elites were sounding the alarms that drinking constituted a serious 

social problem (Gusfield, 1996). During this period, alcoholism was viewed as a vice, a moral 

problem, even a spiritual condition (O 'Dwyer, 1993). Moral models labeled alcoholics as "bad," 

"weak-willed" or "degenerate" individuals who needed to repent or change their wicked ways 

(Keller, 1976). Punishment in the form of incarceration, banishments, even public flogging was 

preferred to treatment because a cure was not envisioned (McHugh et al. , 1979) . 

A challenge to the moral model first appeared with the work of a Swedish physician, 

Magnus Huss (1807-1890). The importance of his work lay in the fact that he was the first to 

systematically classify damage that was attributable to alcohol, describing in detail the various 

gastric problems and mental disorders associated with excessive drinking. He wrote his work 

Alcoholismus Chronicus. or Chronic Alcohol Illness. A Contribution to the Study of Dyscrasias 

Based on my Personal Experience and the Experience of Others in Swedish first. to reach 

Swedish-speaking readers. It was later translated into Gem1an and Engli sh (Wi lkerson, 1996). 

Huss was ce11ainly not the first to conceive of excessive drinking in d isease terms. The notion 

that excessive consumption of liquor could be described as an illness \i\'as articulated much 

earlier by Benjamin Rush. the Surgeon General of George Washington·s revolutionary am1y. in a 

pamphlet called An Inqui1y in fo the Effects of Ardent Spirits on the Human Mind and Body in 

1784. ···Drunkenness is the result of a loss of will power. Initially dri nking is purely a matter of 

cho ice. It becomes a habit and then a necessity:· This notion. which sees the drinker as 
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dependent upon his poison, is well-founded, but the treatment Rush considered necessary to 

effect a cure-cold baths, total abstinence and blood-letting-was ill conceived and gave only 

disappointing results. Since it proved almost impossible for Rush to impose his radical therapy in 

everyday surroundings, he proposed the construction of detoxification establishments, asylums 

and ' sober houses', where regular offenders would be shut up until cured (Bennett and Ames, 

1985). 

Rush sparked a rancorous debate within the medical establishment about the most 

effective way to treat the alcoholic. Jean-Charles Sournia, in A History of Alcoholism (1990) 

suggests that institutional and professional conflicts began to emerge in the 181
h century. 

According to Soumia, heads of the insane asylums did not want to have inebriates there, because 

it would damage the reputation of their faci lities. Heads of inebriate treatment fac ilities equally 

did not want to send inebriates to the early insane asylums, where free whisky, opium and other 

drugs, between both patients and staff, were more the rule than the exception. Despite the 

apparent differences between the insane asylums and the inebriate facilities. many of the same 

treatment approaches were adopted including various nutritional regimes. exercise, leisure, work, 

sun baths. a great variety of water cures, electrical and chemical convulsion therapy. and even 

infecting alcoholics with gonorrhea because this allegedly reduced their craving to drink 

(Soumia. 1990: 110-11 9). 

Inside these institutions many of the debates focused on how to rehabilitate the drunkard. 

debates which continue to resonate today. One debate. for example. centered on ,,vhether former 

addi cts should be allowed to work within inebriate treatment facilities or whether non-addicted 

professional staff were more appropriate. The etiology of alcoho lism was also hotly debated. 
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Soumia quotes one prominent theorist of the mid 1800s who defined .. drunkeru1ess .. as a moral 

vice of the lower classes requiring punishment, whereas ··inebriety .. was a disease of the higher 

classes, meriting rest and renewal. Among the occupational groups represented for treatment of 

inebriety were physicians, lawyers, engineers, druggists, reporters, clergymen and actors - in that 

order (Soumia, 1990: 150-160). 

In the early history of alcoholism treatment, entrepreneurs quickly realized that recovery 

meant big business. The Keeley Institutes were a hugely successful chain of privately owned 

miracle cure centers peddling injections of a secret formula which supposedly took away all 

desire to drink or use drugs or tobacco. The formula was later shown to be a placebo. The Keeley 

Institutes helped many thousands of alcoholics to achieve long-term abstinence in the 1890s and 

later. The secret formula, allegedly based on chlorides of gold, was a catchy gimmick that 

captured the imaginations of alcoholics hoping for a quick cure. Historians suggest that the real 

curative power lay in the spirit of mutual support and self-respect engendered by the Institutes· 

treatment and post-treatment approaches (Lemanski, 2001 ). 

By 1900 there were more than fifty such special recovery institutions in the United States 

(Wilkerson, 1996: 142-151 ). Many of these facilities resembled prisons with their barred 

windows. locked doors, room inspections and personal searches of patients. As such, they were 

highly effective agents of social control. By 1925 most of these treatment centers had collapsed 

as the temperance movement and prohibition advocates were able to focus attention on legal 

controls as the only solution to the alcohol problem. With the passage of the Prohibition 

Amendment in 19 19. the medical model lost much of its appeal and the recovery business 

dwindled. 
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In retrospect. the early treatment centers and asylums represented the first cohesive 

institutional attempts to treat alcoholism as a medical problem. They pioneered physiological 

explanations of inebriety and physical methods of treatment. They managed to reconstruct public 

dialogue in such a way that the inebriate was seen Jess as a moral and religious failure and more 

as a vulnerable sick person. Yet, they failed to demonstrate any cohesive and convincing 

methodology of treatment that could seduce the American public away from the conviction that 

drunkards should be thrown in jail and alcohol should be outlawed. While Prohibition proved to 

be a setback for the medical model and its disease proponents, the process of medicalization 

would soon be aided by other emerging social forms, namely the mutual aid and self-help 

movements. 

2.3 Organizational Forerunners of Alcoholics Anonymous 

Prohibition proved to be an interesting social experiment but it ultimately did not solve the 

"alcohol problem,'' which weighed heavily on the American consciousness. Americans 

recognized that alcohol could pose a serious problem for men, for their families and for the 

nation at large, but there seemed to be little appetite for the kinds of solutions proposed by the 

Prohibitionists. Yet, where the state had failed , a number of civic organizations and groups did 

boldly come forward with their own unique solutions for rehabilitating the problem drinker and 

addressing the larger social problems sunounding alcohol. Of these organizations, three in 

particular stand out as early forerunners of Alcohol ics Anonymous: the Washingtonian 

movement of the 1840s. the fratemal temperance organizations of the late 19
111 

century and an 

evangelical Protestant movement known as the Oxford Group movement. which was active in 

the early 1900s. 
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The Washingtonian Movement 

The Washingtonian Movement provides an interesting historical parallel to AA. The movement 

can be traced back to the 1840s at a time when the temperance movement was gaining 

momentum across large urban centers of the United States. The basic idea ofthe Washingtonians 

was for reformed drunkards to tell their stories of how they were disgraced by the evils of 

alcohol and how they managed to redeem themselves with the help of God. McCarthy, 

commenting on this movement, reports that "everywhere the pattern was the same. A former 

inebriate, telling his story in dramatic fashion, was able to persuade hundreds in the audience to 

take the pledge and in turn become missionaries in the cause" (1958: 17). 

The movement lacked endurance, however, as there appeared to be little follow-up and 

support for the converts who pledged to abstain from alcohol after hearing a stining lecture. It is 

estimated that the Washingtonian movement lost its appeal after little more than a decade of 

staging speeches and lecture events. An impmtant reason for its decline in popularity is 

attributed to its involvement in Prohibition politics, which moved the organization away from its 

central task of preaching the message and winning new pledges for the temperance cause. 

It is unlikely that the founders of AA considered the Washingtonian Movement as a 

model for its organizational structure. However. the demise of the movement as a result of its 

political action was duly noted by the founders of AA and became an impottant guiding principle 

for the way it related to outside agencies. In Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age (1986: 124-

125), the political conflicts within the Washingtonian movement and its rapid decay were 

explicitly used to suppott the principle that AA should take no stands on outside issues 

..., ..., 
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(Tradition Ten in the Twelve Traditions of AA). This principle of non-aligm11ent remains an 

important feature of AA groups today. 

The Washingtonian movement was significant in the fom1ation of AA for another reason: 

it focused exclusively on a specific actor who was thought to be at the center of the alcohol 

problem: the drunkard. This was a radical departure from the message of the temperance 

movement: that any alcohol consumption could be potentially dangerous and that drinking in any 

form was a matter of concem. The habitual drunkard was considered merely one form of victim 

in the scourge of alcohol consumption. As Gusfield (1996: 192) points out in his study of 

alcoholism and its emergence as a social problem: 

The idea that there exists a specific segment of the population of drinkers who suffer 
from the use of alcohol, that they cmmot be helped without special procedures of 
intervention, and that a specialized referral structure of organizations and professionals is 
needed to help them is not an old one ... while excessive use of alcohol was often 
observed as a matter of concem before the nineteenth century, it was not organized as a 
problem - as a demand that public organizations attempt resolutions to alleviate the 
problems of troubled people. When alcohol did emerge as a public issue, the concern of 
the temperance movement was with drinking, and not only with a special segment of 
drinkers. 'Habitual drunkards' were, of course, recognized, but only as a part of a 
problem of drinking. The general incapacities of alcohol were given dominance in 
thought and policies of the movement. The alcohol problem was not encapsulated, nor 
was the remedying of the ' habitual drunkard ' a primary. or even major. aim. Only in the 
Washingtonian movement of the 1840s and 1850s was there an attempt to direct attention 
specifically toward the drunkard as the target of an anti-alcohol movement. 

Gusfield and others (Levine, 1978; Schneider 1978; Comad and Schneider 1980) point 

out that the Washingtonian movement succeeded in shifting public attention away from the 

general problems of alcohol to the more specific pathologies of the drunkard . This shift in public 

attention also provided support to the disease conception of alcoholism that was beginning to 

emerge by the late 1800s. By this time. a group of physicians working in mental institutions 
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became aware of alcohol patients as presenting a unique kind of mental illness. In the 1870s 

these doctors established the Quarterly Journal of Inebriety and also championed the creation of 

special clinics, hospitals, and other facilities specifically for the inebriate (Wilkerson 1996). As 

we will see, AA adopted, intact, the argument of doctors in the temperance era that alcoholism 

was a type of medical problem and that the only cure for the disease was to stop drinking 

forever. 

Fraternal Temperance Orders 

In terms of its organizational structure and ideology AA bears some resemblance to the groups of 

craftsmen and professionals in the early temperance movement who met to support each other in 

their pledge to abstain from spirits. Fraternal organizations such as the Masons and the 

Oddfellows share a polycephalous group structure, a strong emphasis on regular meetings and 

fellowship. and in many cases, secretiveness with respect to the outside world. 

There is no direct evidence from the AA literature that the founders looked specifically to 

these organizations but it is plausible that the founders and early members of AA drew together 

practices and principles from fraternal orders and adapted them for AA purposes. In testimony 

before the Special Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Narcotics ofthe U.S. Senate Committee on 

Labor and Public Welfare, on July 24, 1969 Bill alluded to AA as a '·secret society"" as he 

recounted the early history ofthe fellowship: 

The first AA group came into existence in June 1935 in Akron. Ohio. Then there was a 
return to New York, and a group started there. A few people in from Cleveland began to 
come to the group meetings in Akron. We grew very. very slowly. trial and error all 
along the way ... Up to this time (1939). we have been virtually a secret society (Bill W, 

1969: 59). 
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One fraternal order with close philosophical ties to AA was the Sons of Temperance. 

This brotherhood of men originated in 1842 at the same birthplace as AA, New York. The 

organization had a highly restricted membership and developed its own system of secret rituals, 

signs, passwords, hand grips and regalia. In order to become a member (called a "brother"'), a 

man had to be nominated by an existing brother. Three other brothers would then investigate his 

life to detern1ine if he was worthy of membership. A bylaw required fellow brothers to visit any 

sick brother at least once a day, and one of the orders of business at each meeting was to identify 

any brothers who were ill. The Sons of Temperance was somewhat unique among fraternal 

organizations as it later admitted women into the organization (see www.masonicmuseum.com). 

Although noble in their ambitions, fraternal organizations met with some opposition in 

the growing temperance movement. Many people felt that a secret society, with its elaborate 

rituals, might not be in the best interests of the movement, particularly in the aftermath of the 

Anti-Mason Movement which depicted fraternal organizations as unfriendly, even heretical, to 

the Christian tradition. Another criticism arose out of the recognition that, while Temperance 

Fraternities like the Sons did admit women, they did not offer a hospitable, welcoming and 

supportive environment for them (Clawson, 1990). Interestingly, the same criticism has been 

leveled against AA from its early history and the organization sti ll struggles with the recruitment 

and retention of female members who often report that AA meetings are chauvinistic and 

insensitive to women·s problems (Beckman. 1993 ; Aaltonen & Makela. 1994). Yet. fraternal 

organizations grev.: at an impressive pace throughout the 19
111 

Century and helped plant the seeds 

of mutual help movements that stressed regular fel lowship and the pursuit of self-improvement 

or self-transfonnation within a small group context. And. as we shall see. the impo11ance of 
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maintaining a written tradition through certain revered texts has also helped AA maintain at least 

a modest degree ofuniformity between AA groups. 

Oxford Group Movement 

The Oxford Group Movement is specifically cited as a key agent in the establishment of AA (AA 

World Services Inc., 2001). The Oxford Group itselfwas an offshoot ofthe Young Men·s 

Christian Association, which sought religious conversions with methods developed in missionary 

work in China (Kurtz, 1991; Peterson, 1992). Founded by a Lutheran minister from central 

Pennsylvania, Frank Buckman, the Oxford Group stressed that people could solve their own 

problems by confessing their sins and dedicating their lives to God (Cantril, 1963). Buchman 

insisted that members of the Oxford Group should be guided by the .. four absolutes" - absolute 

honesty, purity. unselfishness, and love. Somewhat similar to the Washingtonians. Oxford Group 

members would spread their message through aggressive evangelical campaigns featuring 

prominent members who would publically confess their sins and their experience of redemption. 

One Buckman protege was instrumental in establishing AA at its birthplace in lew York 

C ity. Sam Shoemaker, who had received an elite education at St. George's School. ewport. 

Rhode Island and at Princeton University, first met Buckman in Peking in 1918 while he was on 

an overseas missionary trip. Inspired by Buckman's missionary work in exoti c places and by his 

personal charisma. Shoemaker became an Episcopalian !linister at Calvary Church in ew York 

in 1931 . When he was established there as the Rector. Shoemaker irwited Buckman to make 

Calvary Church the headquarters for the burgeoning Oxford Group movement. 

Woolverton ( 1983). in his historical analysis of the Oxford Group Movement offers a 

description ofBuckman·s skil ls as a spiritual empire builder: 
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Like Shoemaker, Buclunan relied on the wealthy as well as on the famous for both 
conversions and contributions. A dexterous spiritual director, he encouraged the 
confession of sins (often of a sexual nature) in small groups or house parties. Buclm1an 
was consistently reductionistic, j ingoistic, and generally a stranger to subtlety. One of his 
favorite personal mottos was "Sorry is a magic little word." A showman himself, he made 
extremely able use first of radio and film, then television; he showed extraordinary 
administrative ability and dominated his movement autocratically (Woolverton, 1983 :8). 

By 1937 the Oxford Group movement had become increasingly politicized and its leader, 

Frank Buckman, expressed some fascist sympathies, which created tensions with his friend and 

colleague, Sam Shoemaker. When Buchman repudiated the specifically Christian character of 

the Oxford Group and renamed his now anti-communist movement Moral Re-Armament, 

Shoemaker got out and turned to pick up the pieces of his spiritually devastated parish. "I got 

completely out of the old group in 1941," he wrote to a friend, "and have seen nothing of any of 

them since." No doubt it was Buclm1an's support of Adolph Hitler that prompted Shoemaker to 

declare that Buchmanism was "a religious counterpart of the total itarian movements" 

(Woolverton, 1983 :23). 

In spite of his split with Buckman and the controversies surrounding Moral Re-

Arn1ament, Reverend Shoemaker and his Episcopolian Calvary Church are still credited with 

providing a spiritual home to AA since Bill W . was a member of the Oxford Group under 

Shoemaker· s spiritual leadership. The AA Big Book lists the key tenets borrowed from Oxford 

Group practices: the need for moral inventory. confession of personality defects. restitution to 

those ham1ed, helpfulness to others. and the necessity of belief in and dependence upon God. 

These goals would necessarily be achieved through fe llowship in a small cell group which would 

meet regularly. Indeed, Reverend Shoemaker was emphatic that a program of spiritual recovery 

could only be achieved within the "the crucible of laymen working it out among themselves, 
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sharing experiences with one another" (Woolverton. 1983: 49). That was the key to success. 

according to Shoemaker. to maintain the group guidance that the founders of AA learned from 

the church. 

2.4 The Emergence of Alcoholics Anonymous 

It was the failure of the temperance movement and the Prohibition experiment that set the stage 

for AA in the 1930s. Early AA members made a point of stressing that alcohol as such is not 

bad, that there are simply individuals who cannot drink moderately (Room, 1989). Prior 

rehabilitative efforts, like the Washingtonian Movement and the Oxford Group Movement, were 

able to tap into America's rich spiritual resources but these groups became highly politicized and 

used aggressive proselytization techniques, thus alienating the very constituency they tried to 

help: the drunkards and alcoholics. At the same time, America· s history with alcohol revealed 

that older, more established fraternal and religious organizations contained ideas and fom1ulas 

which could be put to use in the battle against inebriety and alcoholism. All of these lessons of 

history were taken to heal1 by two people with severe drinking problems - William Griffith 

Wilson (Bill W.) and Robert Holbrook Smith (Dr. Bob) and used in a creative way to establish 

Alcoholics Anonymous. 

AA managed to revive the disease model after a period of latency brought on by the 

Prohibition era. AA suggested that alcoholism was a type of allergy that caused individuals to 

experience an insatiable craving and a loss of control (AA, 1935). The Big Book describes 

alcoholics thus: 

We alcoholics are men and women who have lost the ability to control our drink ing. We 
know that no real alcoholic ever recovers control. All of us fe lt at times that we were 
regaining control. but such intervals. usually brief, were inevitably fo llowed by still less 
control, which led in time to pitiful and incomprehensible demoralization (200 1: 30). 
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Dr. Bob, a physician and cofounder of the organization describes the life of the alcoholic : 

After they have succumbed to the desire (i.e. the 'lust for alcohol") again. as so many do. 
and the phenomenon of craving develops, they pass through the well-known stages of a 
spree, emerging remorseful, with a firm resolution not to drink again. This is repeated 

over and over (2001: XXIX). 

There is some debate among historians about whether the modem disease model of 

alcoholism was invented by AA. William Miller ( 1989) and Ernest Kurtz ( 1991 ), both renowned 

AA historians, categorically reject any claim that the origin of the disease concept is to be found 

in AA. According to Kurtz, the original AA conceptualization of alcoholism is "emotional and 

spiritual maladjustment" (1979:5). When AA did use medical terminology, it was primarily for 

metaphoric value as when Dr. Bob suggested that alcoholics are allergic to the substance of 

alcohol. As Miller suggests, the allergy metaphor was more for sense-making than for science 

(Miller, 1989). 

That having been said, however, there is no doubt that AA later became, and is today, 

inextricably interwoven with the disease concept. Dr. Bob and Bill W. were instrumental in 

mobilizing the American medical conununity and solidifying the disease concept of alcoholism 

by helping to establish the Yale University Institute of Alcohol Studies and its empirically based 

Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol (both founded in 1940). A key proponent of the disease 

model was the charismatic Marty Marm, the first woman to attribute her recovery to AA. 

Sponsored by the Yale Institute of Alcohol Studies and promoted by AA. she crisscrossed the 

U.S.A. making thousands of speeches popularizing the di sease concept. She portrayed the 

alcoholic not as a bad person who should be puni shed but as a good person ,,_·ho was sick and 

could be helped. What Kurtz adds to this story is strong evidence that Mann's presentation ran far 
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ahead of anything that scientific research at that time could support. Indeed, Dr. Tiebout. one of 

the seminal thinkers of AA, reflected in 1955 that he trembled to think "how little we have to 

back up our claims. We are all skating on pretty thin ice" (quoted in Kurtz, 199 1: 65). 

Key Figures in the Establishment of AA 

"Bill W. ' s Story" is featured in chapter one of the Big Book, giving him preeminence as the 

Founding Father of AA (AA World Services Inc. 2001). Wilson was a veteran of World War I 

and was already a rambunctious drinker by the time he became a stock company investigator in 

New York City in the early 1920s. The volatile stock market of the early twenties was good to 

Bill in the early part of his career and allowed him to enjoy a life filled with drinking and 

partying. However, Bill' s economic prospects abruptly changed with the stock market collapse 

of October, 1929 and the ensuing Great Depression. Bill turned even more to the bottle to ease 

his fears about supporting himself and his young wife. In his own words ·'Liquor ceased to be a 

luxury; it became a necessity. Bathtub gin, two bott les a day and often three. got to be routine" 

(AA World Services Inc., 2001 :5). Bill continued his heavy drinking to the consternation of 

family and friends for the next several years. As a result of his drinking, he lost his house, his 

livelihood and nearly his marriage. He struggled with delirium tremens, thoughts of suicide and 

worried that he was going insane as a resul t of his drinking. Bill"s brother-in-lave. a physician, 

recommended the bella-donna regime as a medi cal intervention oflast resort consisting of a 

combination of rest. hydrotherapy. mild exercise and Yitamin supplementation in a hospital 

setting. Unfo11unately. B ill did not respond favourably to the treatment. 

While Bi ll was in hospital. he received care from a psychiatri st named Dr. William 

Silkworth. Silkworth shared his O\·Vn clinical impress ions concerning the etiology of alcoholism. 
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suggesting that drinkers like Bill shared a built-in predisposition or allergy to alcohoL which was 

incurable and which required a life-time of abstention from drinking. As Silkworth would 

explain in a letter of endorsement for AA: 

We believe .. . that the action of alcohol on these chronic alcoholics is a manifestation of an 
allergy; that the phenomenon of craving is limited to this class and never occurs in the 
average temperate drinker. These allergic types can never safely use alcohol in any form 
at all ; and once having fom1ed the habit and found they cannot break it, once having lost 
their self-confidence, their reliance upon things human, their problems pile up on them 
and become astonishingly difficult to solve ... men and women drink essentially because 
they like the effect produced by alcohol. The sensation is so elusive that, while they 
admit it is injurious, they cannot after a time differentiate the true from the false. To 
them, their alcoholic life seems the only normal one. They are restless, irritable and 
discontented, unless they can again experience the sense of ease and comfort which 
comes at once by taking a few drinks- drinks which they see others taking with impunity. 
After they have succumbed to the desire again, as so many do, and the phenomenon of 
craving develops, they pass through the well-known stages of a spree. emerging 
remorseful, with a fim1 resolution not to drink again. This is repeated over and over, and 
unless this person can experience an entire psychic change there is very little hope of his 
recovery (AA World Services Inc., 2001: XXVIII). 

This notion, that alcoholism was the result of an allergic response and constituted a life-long 

ailment would later inform a core AA belief that alcoholism is a disease (Judge, 1994). 

Bill seemed to take little comfort from this notion that he suffered from a fatal allergy to 

alcohol. His situation was desperate and he had given up all hope that he could ever be 

rehabilitated. His outlook changed, however, when a chi ldhood acquaintance. a self-described 

alcoholic named Ebby T., paid him a visit at the hospital and reported that he had become sober 

by finding God through the Oxford Group. At first, Bill was suspicious of his friend· s conversion 

and questioned the need to tum over his drinking to some invisible deity. Ebby T .. sensing Bill" s 

reluctance to accept religious dogma. suggested a formu la for conceptualizing God that would 

become a fundamental tenet of AA theoloQv. As Bill recounts in his own '"'ords: 
~-
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Despite the living example of my friend, there remained in me the vestiges of my old 
prejudice. The word God still aroused a certain antipathy. When the thought was 
expressed that there might be a God personal to me this feeling was intensified. I didn' t 
like the idea. I could go for such conceptions as Creative Intell igence, Universal Mind or 
Spirit ofNature but I resisted the thought of the Czar of the Heavens. however loving His 
sway might be .. .. My friend suggested what then seemed a novel idea. He said, ' Why 
don ' t you choose your own conception of God?' (AA World Services Inc., 2001: 12) . 

Ebby T's suggestion to reach out to a 'higher power' of one' s own making should be seen 

in historical context. In the 1930s the relationship between spirituality, psychiatry and higher 

states of consciousness were popular themes explored by such writers as William James, Carl 

Jung and to an extent, Sigmund Freud. We can see the influence of these figures in Bill W ' s own 

testimony of the origins of Alcoholics Anonymous: 

Alcoholics Anonymous had its start in the offices of one of the founders of modem 
psychiatry. I refer to Carl .Tung, who in the early 1930s received a patient from America, 
a well-known businessman (Rowland H.). He had run the gamut of cures of the time and 
desperately wanted to stop drinking, and could get no help at all. He came to Dr. Jung 
and stayed with him about a year. He came to love the great man. During this period the 
hidden springs of his motivation were revealed. He felt that now, with this new 
understanding, plus communication with this new and wonderful friend, he had reall y 
shed this strange illness of mind, body and spirit. 

Leaving there, he was taken drunk, as we AA's say, in a matter of a month, 
perhaps, and coming back, he said, "Dr. Jung, what does all this mean?" Then Jung made 
the statement that I think led to the formation of AA. It took a great man to make it. He 
said, ·'Rowland, up until recently I thought you might be one of those rare cases who 
could be aided and made to recover by the practice of my art. But like most who will pass 
thTOugh here, I confess that my art can do nothing for you.'' 

"What,'' said the patient, "Doctor, you are my port of last resort. Where shall I 

turn now? Is there no other recourse?" 
The Doctor said, ·'Yes. there may be. There is the off chance. l am speaking to 

you of the possibility of a spiritual awakening - if you like. a conversion." 
--oh,'' said the patient, ·'but I am a religious man. I used to be a vestryman in the 

Episcopal Church. I still have faith in God. but he has little in m e. I should think.' ' 
Dr. .Tung said. ··r mean something that goes deeper than that. Rowland -not just a 

question of faith. I am talking about a transforn1ation of spirit that can motivate you and 
set you free from this. Time after time. alcoholics have recovered by these means. The 
li ghtning strikes here and there. and no one can say why or how. All I suggest is that you 
expose yourself to some religious environm ent of your ov>n choice. 
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The patient went to England. He became associated with the group of that day in 
later years called Moral Re-Armament. and to his great surpri se he began to feel released 
from this hideous compulsion. He returned to America. He had a place in Vermont. There 
he ran into a friend of mine. a friend about to be committed, a friend we AA · s lovingly 
call Ebby. Ebby, at the time a wealthy man, had just run his car through the house of a 
fanner, into the kitchen. pushing in the walL and when he stopped, out stepped a honified 
lady from inside, and Ebby said, ·'how about a cup of coffee?" This was the extent of his 
illness ... Rowland got hold of him, took him to New York, and exposed him to the Oxford 
Groups, whose emphasis was upon hopelessness - in the sense that on one· s unaided 
resources one could not go far. Another was on self-survey. Another was on a species of 
confession, and then there was restitution and belief in a Higher Power. That movement 
was rather evangelical, but AA owes it a great debt, in what to do and also in what not to 
do (Bill W. 1969: 80). 

Bill W. conesponded with Carl Jung as he continued to work out the formula for the 

twelve steps and the AA program of recovery. Jung, in turn, encouraged Bill W. to pursue his 

interest in psychiatry and religion, as reflected in a letter addressed to Bill W. in 1961. In this 

letter .Tung offers some explanation as to why he would encourage Roland H. to explore 

spirituality as a potential cure for his alcoholism: 

Our conversation had an aspect of which he did not know. The reason that I could not tell 
him everything was that in those days 1 had to be exceedingl y careful of what I said ... His 
craving for alcohol was the equivalent, on a low level, of the spiritual thirst of our being 
for wholeness, expressed in medieval language: the union with God. How could one 
forn1ulate such an insight in a language that is not misunderstood in our days. The only 
right and legitimate way to such an experience is. that it happens to you in reality. and 
that it can only happen to you when you walk on a path which leads you to higher 
understanding. You might be led to that goal by an act of grace. or through personal and 
honest contact with friends. or through a higher education of the mind beyond the 
confines of mere rationalism .. .I am risking giving you a full explanation because I 
conclude from your very decent and honest letter that you have acq uired a point of \'iew 
above the misleading platitudes one usuall y hears about a lcoholi sm. A lcohol in Latin is 
.. spiritus .. and you use the same word for the highest reli gious experience as wel l as for 
the most depra\'ing poison. The helpful fo rn1ula therefore is: spiritus contra spiritum 
(quoted in Lead and Nonis 1997:455). 
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In another Jetter to Jung, Bill W. goes on to describe the impm1ance of religious 

conversion in the transformation of the alcoholic. recognizing that there might be different 

varieties of conversion experiences as detailed in the writing of the psychologist Wil liam James: 

I find myself terribly depressed ... caused by my inability to find the slightest faith. Ebby 
again visited me and repeated the simple Oxford Groups· formulas. Soon after he left me 
I became even more depressed. In utter despair, I cried out, 'ifthere is a God, will He 
show himself?' There immediately came to me an illumination of enormous impact and 
dimension, something which I have tried to describe in the book Alcoholics Anonymous, 
and also in AA Comes of Age ... My release from the alcohol obsession was immediate. At 
once I knew that I was a free man. Shortly after my experience, my friend Edwin came to 
the hospital, bringing me a copy of William .Tames' s The Varieties of Religious 
Experience. This book gave me the realization that most conversion experiences, 
whatever their variety, do have a common denominator of ego collapse at depth (quoted 

in Leach and Norris, 1997:454). 

Finally, we have the intellectual contributions of Freudian psychoanalytic theory. Freud" s 

contributions to the AA program are perhaps more subtle and understated than the fom1ally 

acknowledged contributions of .Tung and James. Certainly, there is no evidence that Bill W. ever 

personally corresponded with Freud as he did with .Tung. Still, Bill W . borrowed from Freud the 

idea that the neurotic personality was arrested or delayed in an early stage of personality 

development and subj ect to narcissistic pathology. Freud refened to such an individual as "His 

Majesty, the baby:· as described in hi s 1914 essay On Narcissism: An Introduction. ln the 

earliest AA literature. including the AA Big Book. one will find a number of references to the 

plu·ase ·'His Majesty, the baby,·· to describe the selfislmess. immaturity, haughty arrogance and 

low self-esteem ofthe alcoholic. In the Big Book. Bill W. offers th is description of the alcohol ic: 

Selfishness - self-centeredness! That, we think. is the root of our troubles. Driven by a 
hundred forms of fear. self-delusion. self-seeking. and self-pity, we step on the toes of 
our fellows and they retal iate. Sometimes they hUJ1 us. seemingly v,rithout provocation. 
but we invariably find that at some time in the past we have made decisions based on self 
which later placed us in a position to be hurt...So our troubles. we think. are basically of 
our own making. They arise out of ourse lves. and the alcohol ic is an extreme example of 
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self-will run riot though he usually doesn ' t think so. Above everything. we alcoholics 
must be rid of this selfislmess. We must or it kills us! God makes that possible. And 
there often seems no way of entirely getting rid of self without His aid. Many of us had 
moral and philosophical convictions galore. but we could not live up to them even though 
we would have liked to. Neither could we reduce our self-centeredness much by \·Vishing 
or trying on our ov.rn power (AA World Services Inc., 2001: 62). 

In Bill W' s formulation, the alcoholic drinks excessively because of unresolved issues 

from the past that generate guilt, shame, anger and an overall negative emotional state which 

dominates the present. The alcoholic is not mature enough, not grov.rn up enough to handle life 

on life's terms and to deal with the wreckage of the past. In Freudian language, the alcoholic has 

little conscious awareness ofthe motivations and emotional states driving the present; instead 

s/he is controlled by the unconscious mind, which is rooted in the past. This unconscious mind, 

according to Freud, is the repository of primitive instinctual motives, and also memories and 

emotions that are so threatening to the conscious mind that they have been unconsciously pushed 

down through the process of repression (Storr, 1989: 20-30). 

Bill W. adapted these ideas and suggested that the alcoholic, "his Majesty, the baby," 

could only recover from the disease of alcoholism by dealing with the past and becoming more 

aware ofthe underlying causes of excessive drinking. As we shall see later in this study, this 

objective. of dealing with the past. of ' expanding the personal consciousness· in Freudian 

language, is achieved largely through steps four and five of the .A.A program of recovery. 

Sounding like a Freudian acolyte, Bill W. describes excessive drink ing as but a symptom of 

these deeper. underlying conditions affecting the psyche: 

We (alcoholics) needed a personal housecleaning. which many of us had never attempted. 
Though our decision was a vital and crucial step (Bill is referring to the decision to accept 
God· s help through steps 1.2 & 3). it could have little pem1anent effect unless at once 
followed by a strenuous effort to face. and to be rid of. the things in ourselves which had 
been blocking us. Our liquor was but a symptom. So we had to get down to causes and 
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conditions ... therefore, we started upon a personal inventory. This was step four. A 
business which takes no regular inventory usually goes broke. Taking a commercial 
inventory is a fact-finding and fact-facing process. It is an effort to discover the truth 
about the stock-in-trade. One object is to disclose damaged and unsalable goods, to get 
rid ofthem promptly and without regret. If the owner of the business is to be successful , 
he cannot fool himself about values. We did exactly the same thing with our lives. We 
took stock honestly. First, we searched out the flaws in our make-up which caused our 
failure. Being convinced that self, manifested in various ways, was what had defeated us, 
we considered its common manifestations (AA World Services, 2001: 64 ). 

I will examine how these steps are interpreted and experienced later on in this study but 

we can see how Bill W. was able to apply some of these ideas from the prevailing philosophies 

and intellectual currents of his day and how he managed to incorporate them into the AA 

progran1 of recovery. 

Another key element in the program revolved around the notion of mutual-help and the 

provision of service to other suffering alcoholics. \\Then Ebby T. fi rst visited Bill in hospital, he 

encouraged his friend to reach out to other alcoholics as a way of maintaining his own sobriety. 

This would become another cornerstone of the AA approach summed up in their motto that " in 

order to keep it (sobriety) you've got to give it away." 

Bill ' s first attempt to give it away occurred when he met his AA co-founder on a business 

trip in Akron, Ohio. After a business deal fell through, Bill was tempted to get drunk. Convinced 

that he had to talk to another alcoholic or relapse, Bill W . sought out the company of Dr. Bob 

after contacting a local Oxford Group minister who was listed in a church directory . B y 

contacting the minister and eventually a woman named Mrs. Henriette Sierberling, Bill obtained 

the name of another alcoholic in the area. Dr. Bob. v,rhom he met at Mrs. Sierberl ing· s house 

(Leder and Martin, 1982). Some weeks after their encounter. on June 10. 193 5 Dr. Bob took his 

last drink. a date that is commemorated as the birth of AA. 
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There is some debate about the exact roles and contributions made by Dr. Bob and Bill 

W. as co-founders of AA. By many accounts. Bill W. is seen as the principal organizational 

pioneer of AA - drafting The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of the program and doing 

much of the work in setting up the organization. Dr. Bob, on the other hand, is often depicted as 

the Spiritual Progenitor of the movement and his experience of finding his ' higher power' 

certainly influenced the traditions evolving out of the Akron and Mid-West AA movement. As 

Kurtz (1991 ) reports, Dr. Bob maintained closer ties with the Oxford Group as he worked with 

AA groups in Akron in the early years of the organization. Dick B., a member and historian of 

AA, recounts in his elaborate on-line website (wwvv.dickb.com), that Dr. Bob was much more 

comfortable with the evangelical tenor of the Oxford Group and its conservative, Christ-centered 

theology. In Akron, for instance, joining AA usually meant first being hospitalized, then 

kneeling and praying in the presence of the group for help with one's problem and one·s life. Dr. 

Bob would reportedly visit alcoholics in hospital daily and invite them to ··surrender their lives to 

Jesus Christ" as a precondition to joining AA. In Akron meetings, members were also 

encouraged to publically confess their sins before their group. 

In New York. a more secularized and cosmopolitan urban center, members were not 

expected to kneel and there was a strong emphasis on not preaching when talking to another 

alcoholic. Furthennore. Catholics in the New York groups reported that they felt uncomfortable 

confessing before a group and were apparently influential in convincing Bill W . to formulate the 

movement's fifth step. which encourages more private disclosure (Jolu1son. 1987). Another key 

difference Jay in Bill W.'s apparent fondne ss for the writings of William James who adopted a 

pragmatic approach to religion hea\'ily infused with concepts from popular psychology . .Tames 
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emphasized the role of beliefs and thoughts in a conversion experience and prompted Bil l W. to 

emphasize the impmiance of correcting the .. stinking thinking·· that permeated the cognitive style 

of alcoholics (Kurtz, 1991; Pittman, 1988: Relun, 1993). Critics of the New York legacy like 

Dick B. lament the fact that AA has strayed from its pure, biblical, Christian heritage and has 

been saddled with ' psychobabble' (www.dickb.com). 

The Growth of AA 

Despite these initial growing pains and adjustments, AA attracted 100 members between 1935 

and 1939, and in 1939, it received its name "Alcoholics Anonymous" from its book that 

discussed a theory of alcoholism, the 12 steps, and stories of alcoholics (AA World Services, 

2001 ). The book is better known in recovering conununities as the Big Book. 

The creation of an organizational structure for AA began in 1938 with the fonnation of 

the Alcoholic Foundation, tasked with the responsibility of raising funds for the movement, and 

with the setting up of a company to publish the Big Book. A headquarters for AA, later called the 

General Service Office, was set up in New York, in connection with the publication of AA 

literature, videos and meeting directories. 

Since AA had no real models to fo llow, it struggled in its early years to define positions 

on issues like leadership. professional staffing of offices. ownership of property including profits 

accrued from Big Book sales and public relations. Bill W. became the key person in managing 

the day to day operations of the General Service Office. including overseeing the publication of 

the AA periodical Grapevine and formally conveying important organizational principles 
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through what is now known as the AA Preamble.2 In 1946 Bill published his views on the 

successful methods AA groups had used to deal with organizational problems. These were called 

the Twelve Traditions. 

The basic program of AA is outlined in the Twelve Steps. published in the Big Book. 

There is some debate about the authorship of The Steps but they were widely debated among 

members during 1938 and 1939 and the wording reflects these collective discussions and the 

consensus that emerged. According to Dick B., the most controversial debates occurred over 

references to the notion of a higher power with Dr. Bob favoring references to Jesus Christ in 

place of references to a "Power" or "God ... as we understood him." The 12 Steps serve as the 

backbone of AA for the individual member: 

The Twelve Steps 

1. We admitted we were powerless over alcohol -that our lives had become 
U1U11anageable. 
2. We came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity. 
3. We made a decision to tum our will and our lives over to the care of God as we 

understood him. 
4. We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. 
5. We admitted to God, to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of our 

wrongs. 
6. We were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character. 
7. We humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings. 
8. We made a list of all persons we had ham1ed. and became willing to make amends to 

them all. 
9. We made direct amends to such people wherever possible. except when to do so would 
injure them or others. 

1 -AA Preamble: Alcoholics Anonymous is a fe llowship of men and \Vomen \\'ho share their 
experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and 
help others to recover from alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop 
drinking. There are no dues or fees for AA membership: we are self-support ing through our own 
contributions. AA is not allied with any sect. denomination. politics, organization or institution: 
does not wish to engage in any controversy: neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our 
primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety. 
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10. We continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted 

it. 
11. We sought tlu·ough prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God 
as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to 

carry that out. 
12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this 
message to alcoholics and to practice these principles in all our affairs. 

The 12 Traditions, published in 1946 and confim1ed in 1950 at the First International Conference 

of AA (AA World Services, 1953), are guidelines for the development of AA. 

Twelve Traditions 

1. Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon AA unity. 
2. For our group purpose, there is but one ultimate authority - a loving God as He may 
express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not 

govern. 
3. The only requirement for AA membership is a desire to stop drinking. 
4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or AA as a 

whole. 
5. Each group has but one primary purpose- to carry its message to the alcoholic who 

still suffers. 
6. An AA group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the AA name to any related facility 
or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our 

pnmary purpose. 
7. Every AA group ought to be fully self-supporting. declining outside contributions. 
8. Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever non-professional. but our service 
centers may employ special workers. 
9. AA, as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service boards or 
committees directly responsible to those they serve. 
10. Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the AA name ought 

never be drawn into public controversy. 
11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion: we need 
always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press. radio and fi lms. 
12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place 

principles before personalities. 

Written Traditions in AA 

The written word has ah\'ays been important in transmitting ideas from one generation of AA 

members to the next. By far. the best-known AA book is the Big Book. It was an attempt to 
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describe the experiences of the early founders of the movement as well as to present the success 

stories of those ,;.,,ho participated in AA · s 12 step recovery program. The stories comprise more 

than half of the text. The Big Book is now into its fourth edition (Alcoholics Anonymous World 

Services Inc. , 2001) and only the story section has received any substantial editing. The most 

recent edition includes more personal stories from women and ethnic minorities. 

The first issue of AA Grapevine was published in 1944, originally for members in the 

New York area. Since then, Grapevine has become an international periodical, with many of its 

articles expanded into books or edited down in pamphlet form. A collection of Bill W.' s 

Grapevine writings was later published as The Language of the Heart (1989). Another collection 

of Bill W. ' s texts had been published earlier in As Bill Sees It (1967). 

Other texts produced by AA' s own publishing company, called AA World Services, Inc. , 

are called "conference-approved literature .. and include: 

• 

• 

• 

Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (1986, originally published in 1953) - consists of 
Bill W's essays on the content and meaning ofthese two sets of principles 
Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age (1957) - describes the events ofthe 1955 
convention, from which it took its name. It also includes the speech given by Bill W. on 
the history of AA. 
The AA Service Manual and Twelve Concepts for World Service (1 962)- lays out a 
detailed description of the organizational structure of AA but focuses more on the 
structure of AA in the U.S. and Canada. 
Dr. Bob and the Good Oldtimers (1980). Pass it On (1984), Came to Believe (1973). 
Living Sober (1975) - shorter monographs of the experiences of the early members and 
co-founders along with some practical advice for maintaining sobriety. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Alcoholics Anonymous remains one of the most resil ient and influential ciYic organizations of 

the 20111 Century. In the United States. AA reports a membership of 1.190.63 7. Canadian 

membership is listed at 95.984 and members in other countries number 729.097 (www.aa.org). 
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The growth of AA is all the more impressive because many of the organizations from which Bill 

W. bon·owed ideas have suffered from steady declines in membership including fraternal 

organizations, political parties, churches and many civic organizations - a pattern noted in 

Putnam's famous study Bowling Alone (2000). 

AA is also responsible for the twelve step movement and the generation of a host of 

mutual-help groups built around its organizational principles. These include Narcotics 

Anonymous, Gamblers Anonymous, Co-Dependents Anonymous, Al-Anon, Al-Ateen, 

Overeaters Anonymous, Incest Survivors Anonymous to the more esoteric Sex and Love Addicts 

and Women Who Love Too Much. The AA motto that "all you need to form a new group is a 

resentment and a coffee pot'. has indeed proven to be a successful fonnula for growth all over the 

world. 

When we look more closely at the history of AA, we can identify important legacies, 

which provide a blueprint for the AA experience today. First, AA can be considered as an 

organizational and intellectual bricolage. This French term is used to describe how something is 

made or put together using whatever materials happen to be available. The founder of AA, Bill 

W. was. in a sense. the ultimate bricoleur. borrowing judiciously from the fi elds of psychology. 

religion. medicine and hi story. In crafting his own recovery. and in constructing a systematic 

program of change for other alcoholics - Bill W. adopted ideas from such d iverse figures as Carl 

Jung. Mary Baker Eddy. the founder of Chr istian Science, and William James. considered by 

many as the father of modern popular psychology. Bill W. dabbled in various therapies and 

treatments invol\'ing Christian Science. ESP. and according to one biographer even 
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experimented with LSD in the 1960s in an effort to raise his personal consciousness (Cheever, 

2004). 

In creating an organizational structure for AA, Bill W. learned from the successes and 

failures of fraternal organizations, Christian sects as well as political and religious movements 

like the Washingtonians, fraternal orders and the Oxford Movement. His organizational genius 

lay in his ability to recognize the failings and shortcomings of much older organizations and his 

adaptation of institutional features that seemed to fit into his unique vision for AA. In testimony 

before the Special Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Narcotics of the U.S . Senate Committee on 

Labor and Public Welfare, on July 24, 1969, Bill explained his approach to organizational 

engineering: "If it seemed to work, get with it! If it failed, discard it. That was our practice until 

about four years later, when after hundreds of fai lures, we found that we had a hundred people 

sober·· (Bill W, 1969: 91). Ultimately, the creation of AA catapulted William Wilson from 

defeated, alcoholic stock broker to be declared by Time Magazine in 1999 among the top 20 of 

the Time 100: Heroes and leans who exemplified "courage. selflessness, exuberance, 

superhuman ability and amazing grace" in the 20th century. 

Perhaps Bill 's wisest move as bricoleur was to deliberately align his fledgling organization 

with the medical. scientific establishment by crafting alcoholism as a disease. For A.A. the marriage 

to the medical establ islm1ent represented a coup of sorts for its founder. In an address to the New 

York Medical Society Section on Neurology and Psychiatry in 1944. Bill suggested that AA: 

... is a synthetic concept - a synthetic gadget. as it were. drawing upon the resources of 
medicine. psychiatry. religion. and our own experience of drinking and recovery. You will 
search in vain for a single new fundamental. We have merely streamlined old and proven 
principles of psychiatry and religion into such forms that the alcoholic will accept them. And 
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then we have created a society of his own kind where he can enthusiastically put these very 
principles to work on himself and other sufferers (Bill W .. 1954: 25). 

He went on to say: 

We have torn still other pages from the Book of Medicine, putting them to practical use. It is 
from you gentlemen we learn that alcoholism is a complex malady; that abn01mal drinking is 
but a symptom of personal maladjustment to life; that.. .our obsession guarantees that we shall 
go on drinking, but our increasing physical sensitivity guarantees that we shall go insane or 
die if we do. When these facts, coming from the mouths of you gentlemen of science, are 
poured by an AA member into the person of another alcoholic, they strike deep - the effect is 
shattering ... the alcoholic is reduced to a state of complete dependence on whatever or 
whoever can stop his drinking. He is in exactly the same mental fix as the cancer patient who 
becomes dependent, abjectly dependent if you will, on what you men of science do for 
cancer. Better still, he becomes 'sweetly reasonable,' truly open-minded as only the dying 
can be (Bill W., 1954: 31 ). 

The relationship Bill W. forged between AA and the medical establishment can be best 

described as symbiotic or win-win. For the medical establishment AA provided a pool of subjects 

from which to test its theories and carry out its medical research. This was certainly the case for 

E.M. Jellinek who is credited with establishing the modem disease concept of alcoholism but it 

continues with more contemporary medical researchers particularly in the field of genetic and 

heredity studies of alcoholism. Even the powerful pharmaceutical-medical alliance has benefitted 

from its association with AA as it was able to find willing participants in its drug trial research for 

the drug Antabuse. which was designed to eliminate or reduce the physical cravings of alcoholics. 

The provision of willing subjects for medical research and experimentation was certainly a benefit 

for the medical establishment but even more importantly. medicine could claim a measure of success 

for the rehabilitation of alcoholics who managed to find remission from their disease -even if the 

physicians making refenal s knew little of what actually occurred inside the rooms. ln a sense. the 

medical establishment has managed to piggyback on the v;ork of AA. and in doing so. it has 
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extended its hegemony over this disease and managed to create an impressive addictions-recovery 

industry in the process. 

For members of AA the alliance with medicine allowed them to legitimize their approach as 

medically approved and provided them with a more humanistic approach to dealing with their 

disease. Framing alcoholism as a disease allowed Bill W. and his fellowship to escape the moral 

judgment of drunkards as bad in favour of a view of the alcoholic as sick. The language of medicine 

and disease also established a sense of community, a shared vocabulary among AA members. To 

say, "I am sick but I am in recovery" is a code for modem members of AA and other twelve step 

groups to signify inclusion into a community built around shared life experiences. 

Like their founders, modern members of AA are also bricoleurs, borrowing concepts, ideas 

and principles from the AA program, applying these to their own lives in the hope of recovery. Even 

the famous 12 steps are presented as suggestions to be used in an individualized program of 

recovery. On an individual basis, AA members cobble together parts of the AA program that seem 

to work for them, adopting ideas. concepts and theories which are personally meaningful , in an effo11 

to make sense of this phenomenon they call a disease; while discarding elements of the AA program 

that don ' t seem to fit their particular stories. As 1 hope to demonstrate through this research. the 

work of recovery from this disease of alcoholism is very much a type of bricolage where AA 

members make use of a diverse range of ideas. conceptual tools and materials available through the 

AA program to construct a new sense of self through the identity of recovering alcoholic. 

The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditi ons. as well as the advice and guidelines detail ed in the 

body of AA literature. offer a type of conceptual model or map for AA members to follov•. Stil L the 

heaz1 of the program is based on the concept of one alcoholic helping another. especially during 
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periods of stress (Km1z, 1991). This helping is canied out during AA meetings as members talk 

about their own experiences and listen to others in what is supposed to be a supportive, non

judgmental atmosphere. It is in the meetings that members are exposed to the AA model and its 

precepts in a formalized, ritualistic sense. These principles and precepts are then reinforced and 

given new meaning through the unique helping relationship that evolves between an individual and 

his/her sponsor. 

Those who enter any of the rooms in the province ofNewfow1dland and Labrador inherit a 

script of recovery built around the twelve steps and the twelve traditions. Like Bill W. and Jeny M., 

the founder of AA in this province, each new member of AA is challenged to examine themselves 

with rigorous honesty and to overcome significant obstacles on their journeys of recovery. 

As I have demonstrated in this chapter, the tools of recovery in AA are drawn from diverse 

traditions and intellectual backgrounds. AA is indebted to fraternal temperance organizations. the 

Oxford Group and the Washingtonian Movement for inspiring the design of localized, autonomous 

home groups that are linked together into an impressive organizational structure of international 

scope. The guiding principles for each home group are reflected in the twelve traditions of AA, 

which offers a sense ofuniforn1ity and consistency for any AA member who might take in a meeting 

anywhere in the world. Spiritually, the twelve steps are grounded in Christian principles which 

involve confession, taking stock of one ·s faults or flaws. making amends and committing to personal 

change with the help of a higher power. Intellectually. much of the work that is involved in doing the 

steps, particularly the fourth and fi fth steps as I will demonstrate. involve bringing to the awareness 

of the AA member moti\'ations and urges which are buried deep in the unconscious. Thus. when AA 

members speak of becoming more aware of their defects of character and learning how to correct 
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them, they owe a debt of gratitude to Freud, .lung and William James, who inspired Bill W."s ideas 

about the twelve steps. Ultimately, the promise of the steps is that the AA member can transfom1 

him or herself from a self-centered, immature and itTesponsible ·'his Majesty. the Baby .. into a 

mature, selfless, responsible and functional member of society. 

In the next chapter, I will review the sociological literature as it pertains to the AA 

experience and highlight some theories and concepts that will help us to better understand the 

personal transformation of men and women who share this challenging joumey. 
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Chapter Three: Theoretical Framework and Literature Review 

3.0 Introduction 

There are more than two million members of AA worldwide. In Newfoundland and 

Labrador, AA reports over 82 active groups (those which meet at least once per week) 

with approximately 700 members- men and women like Tony, introduced at the 

beginning of this study, whose lives have been tom apart by alcohol. The growth of AA 

from a union oftwo solitary drinkers, Bill W. and Dr. Bob in 1930s America, to a 

fellowship which extends to remote conununities throughout Newfoundland and 

Labrador, is indeed a significant social phenomenon. Yet, despite the popularity and 

influence of this social movement, a review of the research literature reveals that little is 

known about how members subjectively experience the social world of AA. 

In this chapter, I will examine a sociological perspective which can inform the 

study of recovery from the disease of alcoholism as it is experienced by members of AA. 

This perspective is known in sociology as interactionism, a broad theoretical field, from 

which I have mined several concepts and principles which are relevant to the 

phenomenon of recovery. I will highlight four approaches in particular from this 

theoretical field: dramaturgical analysis, the sociology of emotion, symbolic 

interactionism and the study of interaction rituals. Following the discussion of theories I 

will present an analysis of the body of sociological literature on the subjective experience 

of recovery as well as the medical and social scientific literature on the nature of this 

' disease.' 
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3.1 Dramaturgical Analysis 

Erving Goffman (1922-1982) was, perhaps, the most creative and influential theorist of 

interactionist processes since George Herbert Mead. In both his first and last major works 

- The Presentation o.fSe?f in Everyday Life (1959) and Frame Analysis: An Essay on the 

Organization of Experience (197 4), respectively - Goffman suggested that day-to-day 

interactions have much in common with being on stage or in a dramatic production. He 

begins with a rather simple observation: 

When an individual enters the presence of others they commonly seek to acquire 
information about him or to bring into play information about him already 
possessed. They will be interested in his general socio-economic status, the 
conception of self, his trustworthiness, etc. Although some of this information 
seems to be sought as an end in itself, there are usually quite practical reasons for 
acquiring it. Information about the individual helps to define the situation, 
enabling others to know in advance what he will expect of them and what they 
may expect of him (Goffman, 1959:1 ). 

Goffman viewed social life as something like a staged drama where members of 

the audience judge our performances and are aware that we may slip and reveal our true 

character. Consequently, most of us attempt to present ourselves in ways that are most 

favorable to our own interests or image. This is part of the overall strategy of " impression 

management" (Goffman,1959; 1963). For example, a waiter may dress neatly, be polite 

and try to demonstrate a mastery of the menu when s/he interacts with diners. By 

maintaining this '·personal front'" (Goffman, 1959:24), the waiter tries to manage the 

diner's impression ofhim, influence their definitions of the situations and affect their 

conduct. This is part of what Goffman called a front stage performance designed in this 

particular example to please the diner and hopefully to maximize the tip. Goffman also 
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points out that in this simple interaction, the waiter may engage in back stage behaviour 

where s/he is not required to perfom1 a specific role and can relax since s/he is now out of 

the view of the audience. When s/he enters back stage in the kitchen, for example, the 

waiter can poke fun of the diners and mock their behaviour. 

In Goffman's dramaturgical analysis, face-saving behaviour refers to the strategies 

that we use to rescue our performance when we experience a loss of face. One such face

saving technique is studied nonobservance, where one role player ignores the flaws in 

another's performance to avoid embarrassment for everyone involved. For example, 

waiters will often overlook the fact that a diner mispronounces the name of a dish or s/he 

will gently assist someone who is completely inept at using a cork screw on a bottle of 

wine. Of course, actors may experience slips in their performance at times, in which case 

members of the audience will look for evidence of deception. Parents often do this with 

their children when they evaluate their verbal responses along with their nonverbal 

behaviours. (Can they look you in the eye, for example? Do they appear nervous etc.?). 

Although Goffman approaches the front stage and other aspects ofhis system as a 

symbolic interactionist, he also discusses their structural character. For example, he 

suggests that actors attempt to manage others· impressions of the groups, establishments, 

and organizations that they represent. The members and personnel of such social units 

often constitute what Goffman calls '·perfom1ance tean1s·· that cooperate in "staging a 

single routine .. (Goffman, 1959: 79). For example, members of a church may cooperate in 

staging shows of hannony, celebration and respectability. Similarly. doctors and nurses 

sometimes cooperate in staging shows of calm confidence and competence under life-
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threatening circumstances, particularly when family members of the patient are involved. 

As I shall demonstrate, members of an AA home group will stage birthday celebrations 

and speaker meetings as a way of selling the AA solution to newcomers. In such cases, 

team members may provide directions through such subtle cues as raised eyebrows or 

strained facial expressions to support one another's performances. 

The concept of role figures prominently in Goffman' s analysis of performance 

teams. He was particularly interested in the degree to which an individual embraces a 

given role. Role distance deals with the degree to which individuals separate themselves 

from the roles they are in. Sometimes, actors exhibit role distance as a method to manage 

stress or alleviate tension among team members as, for example, when a teacher shares a 

story of how he failed a particular subject when he was a student- just as he is about to 

deliver failing grades to his class. 

It is interesting to note that Goffman himself was uncomfortable being labeled as 

a symbolic interactionist (Goffman, 1988). Goffman seemed to draw as much inspiration 

from Emile Durkheim and the British anthropologist A.R. Radcliffe-Brown as he did 

from Blumer, Cooley and Mead, particularly in his analysis of rituals of interaction. 

Ritual, in a Goffmanian sense, refers to the countless routine observances of conm1on 

courtesies and interpersonal etiquette. Bonowing a distinction from Dmkheim. Goffman 

(1971: 62-65) classifies interpersonal rituals as either positive or negative. Negative 

interpersonal rituals are those behaviours through which we avoid intruding upon one 

another·s personal boundaries or tenitories. We would not sit in a chair in a moYie 

theater, for example, if there was already a jacket placed over the seat, thus respecting the 
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jacket as an important boundary marker. However, our ritual treatment of those we do 

know is almost opposite. Friends will go out of their way to cross a street, wave, verbally 

greet and touch each other. This is a positive interpersonal ritual to affirm and signal to 

themselves and others the exact nature of their very personal relationship. Here is the 

way Philip Manning (1992: 133) describes the role of ritual in everyday life: 

For Goffman, ritual is essential because it maintains our confidence in basic social 
relationships. It provides others with opportunities to affirm the legitimacy of our 
position in the social structure while obliging us to do the same. Ritual is a 
placement mechanism in which, for the most part, social inferiors affirm the 
higher positions of their superiors. The degree of ritual in a society reflects the 
legitimacy of its social structure, because the ritual respect paid to individuals is 
also a sign of respect for the roles they occupy. 

Goffman also adopts a more structuralist position on understanding behaviour 

when he focuses on " ... the basic frameworks of understanding available in our society for 

making sense out of the events and to analyze the special vulnerabilities to which these 

frames ofreference are subject" (1974:10). According to Snow (2007), Goffman's frame 

analysis performs three important functions in interpretive work. First, frames focus 

attention on our surroundings by highlighting what is relevant or irrelevant, what is in-

frame and what is out of frame. Second, they act as articulation mechanisms by linking 

the various highlighted elements, so that a story is told about them, so that one set of 

meanings rather than another is conveyed. Third, they serve a transfom1ative function 

through the reconstitution of the way some things are seen in relation to other things or to 

the actor. In this sense, no human utterance or behaviour can be properly understood apart 

from the way it is framed. An executive who uses the corporate jet for a holiday in 
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Jamaica may perceive this act as a justifiable bonus, but for the shareholder the same act 

can be framed as an abuse of power. 

Throughout his writings, Goffman shows us the fragility of society, interaction 

and self. As he examines the condition of the mental patient in Asylums (1959) or the 

impact of a facial deformity in Stigma (1963), he demonstrates that we all employ various 

theatrical and ritual devices to conceal displeasing elements of our personality and to find 

our place in the interaction order. Goffman once suggested that the purpose of studying 

social life is to "cause others to see what they hadn't seen or connect what they hadn't put 

together" (1981:4). Goffman' s work has been very influential in developing some ofthe 

conceptual tools employed in the exciting new field of the sociology of emotions. 

3.2 The Sociology of Emotions 

In the late 1970s, theories of interaction processes began to shift direction, focusing on 

how emotions are involved in interpersonal relations and the structuring of social 

encounters. These emerging theories, arguably on the cutting edge of interactionism, 

remain a diverse and eclectic field. 

Sociologist Arlie Hochschild (1983), recognized as a pioneer in the sociology of 

emotion, argued that emotions are affected by more than just biological or psychological 

conditions. We are socialized to feel certain emotions, and we learn how and when to 

express (or not express) those emotions. The social regulation of emotions is largely 

achieved through what Hochschild termed feeling rules, which shape how, where, when 

and with whom an emotion should be expressed. For example, in her study of airline 

stewards. Hochschild noted that the airline industry as a \;>,'hole encourages stewardesses 
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to suppress feelings of anger, disgust and displeasure even when airline passengers 

engage in obnoxious and rude behaviour. Instead, as part of their professional training, 

stewards are taught to engage in more appropriate emotional labour by greeting rude 

passengers with a smile, practicing body work like deep breathing to calm their anger, or 

learning tore-frame adult passengers as anxious children who are in need of comfort and 

emotional support. Hochschild uses the following case to demonstrate the potential 

negative effects of emotional labour: 

A businessman asked a flight attendant, "Why aren't you smiling?" She looked at 
him in the eye. "I'll tell you what. You smile first, and then I'll smile." The 
businessman smiled at her. "Good," she replied. "Now freeze and hold that for 
fifteen hours." Then she walked away ( 1983: 192). 

Hochschild 's work is one of several efforts in the late 1970s to examine emotions 

sociologically. Her analysis of the mechanisms of emotion work added a dramaturgical 

emphasis to emotional dynamics. 

Other social researchers have built upon Hochschild · s ideas by emphasizing how 

emotions can become social objects that we think should not be expressed. Gary Alan 

Fine (I 987: 87), for example, in his study of Little League baseball teams, points out the 

central importance of emotional control for the boys. parents, and coaches. It is important 

to learn how to play baseball but also to repress inappropriate feelings (i.e. laughing at 

another"s pain or getting angry at other teams winning), to control aggression, to hide 

fears, and to keep from crying. In their study of medical doctors. Robert Coombs and 

Pauline Powers (1975) found repression of feeling. The doctor: 

... cannot take death and dying personally and is expected to retain composure, no 
matter how dramatic or tragic the death scene must be. Rationality and clear 
judgment in moments of grave peril must characterize his or her every action. 
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The physician who loses coolness and presence of mind also loses confidence of 
patients and staff. Clearly, a doctor sobbing over a favorite patient is no doctor at 
all (Coombs and Powers, 1975:251). 

Yet, for those doctors who were interviewed, emotion was felt internally but not 

expressed. One interviewer in the study reported: "Everybody I've talked to so far is 

having a horrible time dealing with death and dying; and it isn ' t just on a professional 

level, but personally too" (Coombs and Powers, 1975: 264). 

The sociology of emotion is becoming more and more diverse as interactionists 

working within this field endeavor to integrate insights from feminism, exchange theory, 

ethnomethodology and phenomenology. In one approach to studying emotional 

exchanges, based more on conflict models, Halberstadt and Saitta (1987) demonstrated 

how smiles reflect the gender-based patterns of dominance and subordination in society. 

Women have been socialized to smile and frequently do so even when they are not 

actually happy. Women were also more likely to sustain eye contact during conversations 

as a means of showing their interest in and involvement with others. By contrast, Wood 

(1999) shows that men tend to display less emotion through smiles or other facial 

expressions and instead seek to show that they are reserved and in control. Men may also 

use eye contact as a sign of domination and are more likely to stare at other people 

(especially men) in order to challenge them and assert their own status. 

3.3 Interaction Rituals and Emotional Energy 

The sociological and anthropological literature on rituals offers a rich perspecti ve for the 

study of addiction and recovery. One ofthe earliest works on ritual theory was The Rites 

of Passage, first published by Arnold van Gennep in 1909, which examined the rituals 
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involved in transitions from one stage of human life to another. Regardless of the content 

of specific rituals accompanying a particular rite of passage in a particular culture, Van 

Gennep noted that the process of transition remains essentially the same. 

According to Van Gennep (1960 [ 1909]), a rite of passage is a universal 

phenomenon involving three phases: separation, in which participants are removed from 

the structure of everyday life in the social order; transition (or margin, or limen signifying 

"threshold" in Latin), in which participants undergo an intense experience with different 

norms and characteristics from those accompanying the regular patterns of social 

organization; and aggregation (or (re )incorporation), through which participants re-enter 

the social order in a different place, status, or state ofbeing. This model remains flexible, 

as Van Gennep notes that while every rite of passage includes "preliminal," "liminal," and 

"postliminal" phases, "these three types are not always equally imp011ant or equally 

elaborated" (1960: 11 ). Thus, as a descriptive framework, the rite of passage engenders a 

broad application and has become, as Terence Turner puts it, "an anthropological 

commonplace" (1977:53) . 

The widespread recognition and use of Van Gennep's model in both anthropology 

and society is largely due to Victor Turner, who has reflected: 

Liminality is a concept, borrowed from the French folklorist Arnold Van Gennep, 
which, like a pebble, I tossed speculatively into the pool of my anthropological 
data about a dozen years ago .... Since then it has been spreading rings in my work 
and thought over wider ranges of data drawn not only from preindustri al societies, 
but also from complex, large-scale civil izations (1992:48; 1977: 361 ). 
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For Turner, the rites of passage model provides a framework not only for 

examining conm1unity rituals ascribing new status, but more importantly, for 

understanding liminal experiences that transforn1 people and, in turn, plays a role in the 

transformation of society. Because Van Gennep was most interested in the structure of 

rituals accompanying publicly recognized changes in social identity, for instance the 

transition from boy to man, single to married, all three phases of a rite of passage bore a 

great deal of significance. For Turner, the "first and last speak for themselves" (1992: 48). 

Turner is far more interested in the transitional (or liminal) phase, stating that the other 

two merely "detach ritual subjects from their old places in society and return them, 

inwardly transfonned and outwardly changed, to new places" (Turner, 1992: 48-49). 

This focus on the middle phase of Van Gennep's framework is due largely to 

Turner's interest in the anthropology of experience. As Turner states: 

In my professional life as an antlu·opologist, the terms "function" and "structure" 
have had almost talismanic. value. Both are borrowings from other disciplines: 
function from biology and mathematics, structure from architecture, engineering, 
and linguistics. I am not going to linger on plains of contention littered with so 
many broken spears. Too much time is wasted on negative polemics. I would like 
to revive our abiding anthropological concern with "experience." We have not 
borrowed this term from other human studies; it is peculiarly our own (1985: 205). 

Turner's anthropology of experience resonates with sociologists who would 

emphasize microsocial processes and subjective experience as the key to understanding 

human behaviour. In his work, Turner notes the existence of rites of passage in complex 

industrial civilizations through such religious and/or secular examples as a 

confirmation/bar mitzvah, high school graduation, fratern ity hazing, or wedding 

ceremony. These phenomena involve some of the same structures and functions as their 
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counterparts in nonindustrial societies, that is, participation in ritualized behaviour that 

results in a socially recognized shift in status. However, within industrial societies, such 

rituals rarely involve that which Turner most associates with rites of passage - the intense 

transitional/liminal experience through which one is revitalized or "inwardly transformed 

and outwardly changed" (1992: 48-49, 129). Thus, for Turner, a rite of passage is less 

about shifting social status and more about personal transformation - a process of 

transition from which one returns to society empowered by renewed creative energy, an 

expanded world view, and a greater sense of hope. 

Randall Collins (2005) offers an interesting example of a micro-level theory of 

emotions that draws on Erving Goffman' s and Emile Durkheim' s insights about the 

emotion-generating effects of rituals. Indeed, Collins' work builds upon Durkheim' s 

notion of "collective effervescence'·- the intense feelings that arise among participants in 

religious ceremonies and rituals (Durkheim, 1912). "My analytical strategy," Collins 

says, "is to start with the dynamics of situations; from this we can derive almost 

everything that we want to know about individuals, as a moving precipitate across 

situations" (Collins, 2005: 4). Local situational encounters have explanatory priority 

because they are the foundation of social life and hwnan experience. Everything depends 

on them (Collins, 2005 : 259). 

According to Collins. the basic unit of sociological analysis is the encounter of at 

least two people who interact. What transpires in such encounters is mediated by the 

exchange of rituals. which according to Collins, contain the following elements: (1) a 

physical assembly of co-present individuals; (2) mutual awareness of each other; (3) a 
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common focus of attention; ( 4) a common emotional mood among co-present individuals; 

(5) a rhytlunic coordination and synchronization of conversation and nonverbal gestures; 

(6) a symbolic representation of this group focus and mood with objects, persons, 

gestures, words and ideas among interacting individuals; and (7) a sense of moral 

righteousness about these symbols marking group membership. 

In Collins's view, interaction rituals are performed in a type of emotion market: 

individuals consider whether they can afford to invest the time, energy, cultural capital, 

and other resources to participate in the various rituals available to them. In his model, 

actors exercise rational choice to select those interaction rituals that provide them with 

maximum emotional energy, that is, feelings of pleasure, contentment, excitement and 

other positive emotions. In Collins' worldview, human beings are all "emotional junkies," 

seeking to avoid those rituals which lead to a drain of emotional energy (Collins, 2005: 

21 ). This leads us to avoid certain types of parties, religious ceremonies, family activities 

or work meetings which we are likely to experience as boring, depressing or emotionally 

unsatisfying. What kinds of rituals provide the most positive emotional energy for the 

costs involved? For Collins, those encounters where individuals can have power (the 

capacity to tell others what to do) and status (the capacity to receive deference and 

honour) are the most likely to generate high emotional payoffs. Thus, for the head of a 

department, a meeting (as a ritual event) might be experienced as emotionally satisfying 

but for someone with little cultural capital to command respect, the same meeting might 

produce low or negative emotional energy. In an AA context, the member who is awarded 

a 20 year sobriety medal experiences positive emotional energy in the form of deference 
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and honour and might also possess power through institutional roles like sponsor, circuit 

speaker or meeting chair. 

The outcomes of interaction rituals are summarized by Collins (2005) as follows: 

1) Individuals feel solidarity with one another; they imagine themselves to be 
members of a common undertaking. 
2) They are infused with emotional energy (EE), a feeling of exhilaration, 
achievement and enthusiasm which induces initiative. 
3) IR membership generates collective symbols. The " lenses through which we 
see," the "very structure of consciousness" (374), symbols are the moral 
repository ofthe group and, hence, are assigned sacred qualities that must be 

defended and reinforced. 
4) Violations of these symbols provoke righteous indignation towards, and 
sanctions against, those guilty oftransgression. 

Interaction rituals, in short, provide the basic ingredients that hold society together in 

'·pockets of solidarity'· (Collins 2005: 15, 235). Interaction rituals also provide the 

individual with an identity and a purpose. And it is the stuff too that explains 

alienation and social conflict. The energized individual, in this case the AA member 

who claims contented sobriety, is someone who is sufficiently integrated into a social 

network. And without interaction rituals (i.e. the reading of sacred texts, the 

qualifying of the chair as an alcoholic, the tum -taking rules of speaking in an AA 

meeting) people could not be readied for perfom1ance, individuals could not fi nd a 

place in the social order and conflict could not be managed. 

In the field of addictions research, interactionist theories emphasizing dramatic 

production, emotions and interaction rituals offer an exciting set of conceptual tools with 

which to examine the reality of recovery from the so-called ·di sease· of alcoholism. 

Other theories, broadly defined as symbolic interactionism, can also be applied to the 

study of recovery. 
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3.4 Symbolic lnteractionism 

Symbolic interactionism represents an alternative to macro-oriented social theories which 

point to large-scale external forces as important determinants of human behaviour. 

Theories like functionalism and conflict theories emphasize the influence of structures 

such as class, the state, religion, or bureaucracy on human behaviour. Interactionist 

approaches, on the other hand, emphasize individual agency and subjective experience in 

human interaction. Interactionists acknowledge that macro structures and cultural and 

economic forces affect the day to day experiences and perceptions of individual actors but 

they also point out that actors endow these forces with meanings. It is this dual nature of 

human experience- that individuals experience culture and macro structure as a force 

which acts upon them from the outside but that they also possess the unique human 

capacity to act back, interpret, manipulate and make sense of their situations from the 

inside that distinguishes interactionist approaches from other theoretical approaches in 

sociology. 

Ethnomethodology is one ofthe approaches within symbolic interactionism that 

offers important conceptual and methodological tools for studying individual agency and 

subjective experience. This approach seeks to understand how people construct a sense of 

ongoing reality. That is, what rules do individuals fo llow as they learn to fit into a 

particular situation? How do we knov.· that we actually belong to a group? Sociologist 

Harold Garfinkel ( 1967) initiated this approach and coined the term ethnomethodology as 

the study of ('"ology'") the interpersonal ·'methods·· that people ( .. ethno ··) use. 
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Garfinkel was critical of mainstream sociology for not focusing on the methods 

that people employ to make sense of their world. He placed considerable emphasis on 

language as the vehicle by which this reality construction is done. Indeed. for Garfinkel, 

our effort to verbally represent our actions to others is the primary method by which a 

sense of the world is constructed. This verbal representation relies on indexicality - that 

is, our own accounts of how our behaviour is tied to particular contexts and situations. An 

utterance, Garfinkel noted, indexes much more than it actually says; it also evokes 

connotations that can be understood only in the context of a situation (Garfinkel, 1967). 

To uncover the indexical nature of ordinary interactions, Garfinkel and his 

associates conducted a series of"breaching experiments'· (Garfinkel. 1967:5). For 

example, in one such experiment, Garfinkel advised his students to return home on the 

weekend but to act as if they were boarders in their own homes, rather than as members 

of the family . Students reported that their parents and siblings suggested that they were 

crazy or making no sense when they asked their parents how much it would cost to eat a 

sandwich from the fridge or if it was okay to sleep in their own bedrooms. In another 

breaching experiment, students were advised to challenge every statement during the 

course of a conversation. The end result was a series of conversations revealing the 

following pattern (Garfinkel, 1967: 42): 

Subject: I had a flat tire. 
Experimenter: What do you mean, you had a flat tire? 
Subject (appears surprised and then replies in a more hosti le mam1er): \\'hat do 
you mean. ··What do you meanT A flat tire is a flat tire. That is what I meant. 
Nothing special. What a crazy question! 
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Garfinkel's research strategy focused on the process or methods for constructing a reality 

rather than on the substance or content of the reality itself. By analyzing the dynamics 

revolving around conversations as they unfold, Garfinkel also helped to develop an 

approach known as conversational analysis, which sought to get a more fine-grained view 

of action. 

By analyzing talk and conversation among people in situations, conversation 

analysis hopes to discover the elementary and more fundamental processes by which 

society is held together. This approach is now a highly technical way of analyzing strips 

of conversations typically recorded and then converted into a transcript. There is a system 

of notation for indicating pauses, points of emphasis, overlaps, and other features of 

conversations. Harvey Sacks' analysis of conversational tum taking further broadened the 

appeal ofthis ethnomethodological approach into formal linguistics and it is becoming 

increasingly popular in the study of human emotion. Etlmomethodological approaches 

such as these revealed emotional commitments to everyday nom1s through purposeful 

breaching of the norms. For example, students acting as boarders in their ovm homes 

reported others' astonislm1ent, bewilderment, shock, anxiety, embarrassment, and anger. 

Family members accused the students of being mean, inconsiderate, selfish, nasty, or 

impolite. Actors who breached a nonn themselves reported feeling waves of emotion. 

including apprehension. panic, and despair. 

Interpretive interactionism lays out a different viev,rpoint from ethnomethodology, 

which some symbolic interactionists criticize for taking too many aspects of a person· s 

life for granted (Charon, 2007; Denzin, 1990). Nonnan Denzin, one of the chief 
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proponents of this approach, was interviewed at a national conference honouring his work 

on symbolic interactionism (Ellis, Bodmer and Denzin, 2002). During the interview, 

Denzin explained his fascination with a recunent theme- the idea of the epiphany. His 

interest in epiphanies began when he was writing On Understanding Emotion (1984). 

Denzin explained that he had been reading Jean-Paul Sartre and Jacques Lacan on 

language and the self, and Sartre' s ideas on human emotion. " It was in Sartre's biography 

ofFlaubert that Sartre asked himself: where do you start with a man who wrote over the 

course of his whole life? To which Sartre responded: you start with a moment that left a 

mark on his life" (Ellis, Bochner and Denzin, 2002: 188). This idea of moments that leave 

a mark on people's lives captured Denzin's sociological imagination. 

Denzin's brand of interpretive interactionism has many applications for the study 

of transformative experiences as it relates to the recovering alcoholic. His description of 

epiphanies as interactional moments that leave a mark on people· s lives and that have the 

potential to create transfom1ational experiences for the person has particular relevance 

( 1989: 70-71; 1990: 15-18). Epiphanies involve existential crises that alter how people 

define themselves, and their relations to others. Through epiphanies, personal character is 

revealed and fundamental meaning structures are altered. Such experiences, Denzin notes, 

involve painful shattering emotions and their meaning is given retrospectively. 

"Epiphanies are relived and re-experienced in the stories persons tell about what has 

happened to them .. (Denzin, 1989: 71). 

Denzin describes four types of epiphanies: the major. the cumulation. the minor or 

illuminative. and the relived: 
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In the major epiphany, an experience shatters a person's life, and makes it never 
the same again .. . The cumulative epiphany occurs as the result of a series of 
events that have built up in the person's life .. .In the minor or illuminative 
epiphany, underlying tensions and problems in a situation or relationship are 
revealed . . .In the relived epiphany, a person relives, or goes through again, a 
major turning point moment in his or her life (Denzin, 1990: 17). 

With its emphasis on symbols, self, significant others and the definitions of 

situations, symbolic interactionism is uniquely positioned to study the experiences of 

recovering alcoholics. While several studies of AA have employed interactionist theories, 

concepts and principles, there are still significant gaps in our knowledge about how 

individuals come to define themselves as alcoholic and how they interpret the AA 

program in such a way that facilitates sometimes dramatic personal transformations. A 

summary of the research on AA will reveal these weaknesses. 

3.5 Research on Alcoholics Anonymous 

Most studies of AA have focused on its history (Pittman, 1988; Kurtz, 1991) or of the 

efficacy of AA as a treatment modality (Thatcher and Clark, 2004; Galanter, 1990; 

Pattison, 1982; Ogbome, 1989). Other studies have been conducted on the process of 

becoming affiliated with AA but these tend to focus more on the psychological and/or 

social characteristics of prospective members. Psychological characteristics that have 

been attributed to AA members by various researchers include authoritarianism, 

extroversion and affiliative needs (Bradley, 1988; Donovan, 1986; McClelland, 1972). In 

one study of affiliation with AA, Trice and Roman (1970) explain affi liation by means of 

a combination of social traits. physical characteristics. and psychological predispositions. 

According to Trice and Roman, ··the successful AA affiliate is characterized by affiliative 

and group dependency needs, a proneness to guilt considerable experience with social 
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processes which have labeled him as deviant, and relative physical stability at the time of 

entrance into treatment'" (1970: 58). A comprehensive meta-analysis (Emrick eta!., 1993) 

point out that nearly eighty percent of studies on affiliation are based on inpatient or 

outpatient treatment samples, and most of these were retrospective. As Emrick et al. 

argue, because of selection-bias, retrospective studies of clinical populations are 

particularly ill-suited for an analysis of factors affecting the likelihood of affiliation with 

AA. Clinical populations consist of people with current drinking problems, and patients 

who have had previous contacts with AA are a selection of members who have failed in 

their attempts to use the AA program to achieve sobriety (Emrick eta!., 1993). 

Only a few studies have focused on the experiential aspects of AA membership 

and these have been based on an anthropological approach focusing on how AA is 

adapted to specific cultures (Maxwell, 1984; Rudy, 1986; Sutro, 1989; Peterson, 1992). 

Rudy's ethnography of AA members in the American Midwest provides a good 

description of the social processes involved in the initial stages of affiliation with AA but 

much of his work is dedicated to describing a typology of members as they come to 

realize they are alcoholics. Furthem10re, there are methodological problems with Rudy"s 

work since he bases his data on observations at meetings (and it is not clear whether these 

are open meetings accessible to the general public or closed meetings accessible only to 

self-professed alcoholics) . Rudy uses other data from a small sample of six life-history 

interviews of AA old timers within the group selected for the study. With such a small 

sample, it is impossible to get a sense about the experiences of newcomers and people 

who leave the organization (AA drop-outs) or about the different levels of attaclm1ent 
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within the organization (i.e. hard core members versus those loosely affiliated with the 

organization). 

George H. Jensen's Storytelling in Alcoholics Anonymous: A Rhetorical Analysis 

(2000) is based on an ethnographic study spanning four years. Jensen introduces his study 

with an analysis of Bill W.'s Story as it appears in the first chapter of AA's central text, 

Alcoholics Anonymous. Jensen argues that Bill W.'s Story as it appears in print cannot 

fully capture the oral tradition of storytelling as it occurs in AA meetings. He discusses 

storytelling as practiced by the Washingtonians, a temperance organization much like 

AA. He also discusses the influence of the spiritual program of the Oxford Group on the 

development of AA's Twelve Steps. Storytelling in AA, Jensen argues, encourages the 

member to cast him or herself as a hero who overcomes great odds to achieve sobriety. 

The best stories employ humor, irony, and parody in the oral traditions of the 

Washingtonians. 

Similar to Jensen' s focus on oral traditions and the central role of storytelling in 

AA, O' Halleran (2003 ; 2009) identifies key features of AA discourse based on his 

analysis of speaker meetings and convention meetings. Categories of AA discourse 

include witnessing, confessing, identifying and qualifying. Witnessing is about 

illustrating the power of AA to transfonn one·s life (similar. he points out. to 

Protestantism· s claims about the power of Clu·ist). Confess ing involves presentation of 

self as a sinful alcoholic and in need of a higher power. ldentifying as alcoholic breaks 

the cycle of secrecy, isolation and shame by allowing AA members to display empathic 

identification and the commonalities of experience. Qualifying involves the assertions of 
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one's identity as an alcoholic and the displays of one's alcoholism through narrative 

accounts of personal experiences - facilitating the 'we· of recovery as opposed to the T 

of recovery. 

In another study, The Alcoholic Society, Norman Denzin (1993) develops a theory 

of the alcoholic self that explains how two myths of American drinking culture contribute 

to the social construction of alcoholism. First, there is the myth of wine and roses which 

asserts that the intimate, loving and sexual self can only come into existence in a setting 

that joins wine (or any alcoholic beverage) and roses. This myth argues that members of 

the opposite sex have the greatest chance of finding love, romance and intimacy in those 

settings where alcoholic beverages are served. Second, the alcoholism alibi argues that in 

any culture, only a small number of drinkers have, or will have, a problem with alcohol. 

This myth allows a culture to have its drunks, alcoholics and problem drinkers 

concurrently with social drinking. Denzin argues that such cultures practice a fom1 of bad 

faith which shifts responsibility away from the culture and its institutions and onto the 

shoulders of the individual drinker. While an undeniably important contribution. Denzin's 

ethnography of American AA members reveals little about how members actually utilize 

the Twelve Steps and employ AA · s body of knowledge as expressed through its literature 

and oral traditions. Again. there appear to be methodological problems in Denzin · s 

approach since his data are limited to observations at AA meetings. As I will argue in my 

study. much of what occurs in meetings is what Goffman would describe as front stage 

performances. The sharing at meetings. particularly open meetings '"'here non-alcoholics 

may be present, are carefully edited speech events describing what an AA member may 
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be experiencing in his battle against the disease of alcoholism and in his own recovery. 

What happens backstage as the AA member works his program by interpreting the 12 

steps, applying lessons gleaned from AA literature and sharing with a sponsor - are all 

important social processes not addressed through Denzin's study. 

There is an emerging literature on AA from a feminist perspective. One feminist 

pioneer of alcohol studies is Jean Kirkpatrick who initiated her own program of recovery 

in 1975 called Women For Sobriety (WFS). Kirkpatrick, who identified herself as an 

alcoholic in Turnabout: New Help For the Woman Alcoholic (1977), wrote about the 

social stigma attached to alcoholic women and the shame and guilt women feel about 

their addiction. Kirkpatrick argues that these negative feelings deter women from seeking 

treatment and make it harder for women to recover once in treatment. Because alcoholic 

women suffer from low self-esteem compounded by social stigma. she advocated a 

unique program outside of AA to address women· s needs specifically (Kirkpatrick, 

1986). 

Kirkpatrick highlighted important differences between male and female alcoholics 

that later research confirmed. For example. women suffering from alcohol ism have also 

been found to have higher rates of depression (Hezler. Burham and Keener 1991) as well 

as suicidal thoughts (Hill 1984) when compared to male alcohol ics. 

Feminist studies of AA tend to be highly critical ofthe spiritual beliefs and 

practices imposed on women in recovery. According to several authors. women have 

been passive recipients of the AA philosophy and are not aware of the patriarchal 

influences prevailing in AA or how these influences affect them (Faludi.l991: Bebko and 
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Krestan, 1991; Rapping, 1996; Tall en, 1995). In fact, these feminist authors suggest that the 

twelve steps are potentially dangerous to women, since they are perceived to be similar to 

the larger religious practices which oppress women. Another feminist scholar, Elaine 

Rapping, in The Culture of Recovery (1996) argues that the twelve-step model of AA has 

created a generation of women who have become self-absorbed and interested only in 

personal development rather than in structural change. As such, women are encouraged to 

view themselves as the problem rather than organizing to change the political, 

sociological and external environment. 

In contrast, other feminist writers describe women as active participants in 

developing a feminist culture within AA and the twelve-step movement (Davis,1997; 

Levi, 1996; Van Den Bergh, 1991 ; Schaef, 1987). These feminist scholars view AA as 

successful in helping women psychologically in terms of emotional and behavioural 

health. Therapists, psychologists, and educators integrate feminist principles into their 

work with women who attend twelve-step recovery programs and reconm1end that 

women modify the program to fit their own feminist interpretations. For example, Melody 

Beattie in The Codependents Guide to the Twelve Steps (1990) suggests that women 

completing the fourth step not only take an inventory of their character defects as 

instructed by the step, but also include a list of character assets at the same time. Such 

modifications allow women to put a gendered lens on the interpretation and practice of 

the twelve steps. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

A summary of the literature on alcoholism and recovery reveals a number of gaps and 

weaknesses. The positivist approach of the medical literature emphasizes the role of 

genetics, biological predispositions and impaired neurochemical processes and states of 

the brain. The preponderance of studies from a medical perspective, while important for 

producing knowledge about the possible role of genetics and heredity in alcoholism, 

reveals little about the actual meanings attached to becoming a recovering alcoholic. 

The sociological literature does not go far enough in clarifying and elucidating the 

recovery experience and what it means to alcoholics to be suffering from the disease of 

alcoholism. The limitations ofthe existing sociological and anthropological literature are 

partly attributable to problems of methodology. This is seen most notably in the 

ethnographies ofNorman Denzin (1988; 1992), Rudy (1985), Jensen (2000), o·Hallerhan 

(2003; 2009) and Sanders (2009). With the exception of O'Hallerhan, who clearly states 

that his data are based on speaker meetings, none of these studies specify whether the 

meetings that were observed were open or closed- important distinctions as we shall see, 

because much of the emotion work that happens in AA takes place in closed meetings or 

it occurs outside of meetings altogether in the personal interactions between sponsor and 

sponsee. Furthermore. there is a problem with observational data ofthis sort. As I 

discovered in my research project. the sharing that occurs in AA meetings is carefully 

edited according to the type of meeting (open or closed ) but is also affected by other 

variables such as the topic raised during a meeting or who is present at a meeting. AA 

meetings should be viewed as public performances. in the sense that Erving Goffman 
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described, wherein the alcoholic reports his/ her activities and experiences to an audience 

of sympathetic listeners. What happens backstage - in locations outside of the AA 

meetings between and among members of AA is not captured at all in the existing studies. 

Yet, these backstage interactions between sponsors and sponsees, between old-timers and 

newcomers, are critical to the socialization of AA members. A closer look at these 

interactions outside meetings also reveals a great deal about the social world of AA in 

terms of its hidden social hierarchies, its gender relations and its subtle power struggles. 

The social scientific literature certainly adds to our understanding of how culture 

contributes to the problem of alcoholism and it does shed light on how deviant forms of 

drinking have become increasingly medicalized - but it does not go far enough in 

elucidating the social processes involved when a person crosses the line from being a 

normal drinker to become, in his own mind and subjective state, a 'sick alcoholic ' 

drinker. Nor does the sociological literature reveal a great deal about what the condition 

or state ofrecovery or sobriety actually means to those who identify themselves as such

as in "I am a recovering alcoholic." To deal with these deficiencies, I outline below a 

particular theoretical perspective which will guide this research project. 

What members of AA describe as the disease of alcoholism and their attempts to 

atTest it, to put it into remission, or to achieve what is commonly called recovery, can be 

conceived in terms of a theatrical presentation. Recovery. in this sense, involves actors 

becoming immersed into the AA subculture and being exposed to key symbols and social 

constructs. For example, the first two steps of AA's approach encourage initiates to admit 

powerlessness over alcohol and to turn to one's higher power as a means of dealing with 
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the negative emotions of guilt, despair and turmoil that initiates often experience when 

they first tum to AA. These concepts are not explicitly defined but left open to the 

subjective interpretation of the individual. Likewise, the official AA position is that 

alcoholism can be likened to an allergy and that alcoholics can never safely consume 

alcohol given their hypersensitive reaction to the substance. Recovery thus requires a 

lifelong commitment to abstinence as well as a lifelong commitment to the AA cure. Yet 

members are left to formulate , in their own terms, what this allergy or disease means to 

their own lives and how the spiritually based AA program might be incorporated into 

their recovery. AA is filled with such open-ended symbols and social constructs, 

particularly in the formulation of the twelve steps. I will explore the meaning of the 

twelve steps, which are considered the heart of the AA program, as they are experienced 

by recovering alcoholics. 

An interactionist perspective on recovery also points to the dynamic social 

processes involving the enactment of rituals. The social world of AA relies heavily on 

ritual. These have never been explicitly coded into the AA Twelve Steps or the AA body 

of literature, but nonetheless rituals guide the interactions of members as they 

individually and collectively experience recovery. To understand the dynamic processes 

involved in recovery, I intend to draw upon Goffman's sociology of face-to-face 

encounters (Goffman1959; 1974). Randall Collins' work on interaction rituals (Collins. 

2005) and contemporary social psychological studies of emotion by Jack Katz (1999) and 

Arlie Hochschild (1983 ). Other research studies into emotional deviance (Thoits, 1990) 
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and the emotions associated with ' ·illegitimate suffering .. (Ke1mey and Craig, 20 12) will 

be examined in relation to the recovery experience. 

Tumer's reformulation ofthe rites of passage, with its emphasis on personal 

transfom1ation rather than shifting status, provides another conceptual framework through 

which the experience of becoming a member of AA can be understood as a personal rite 

of passage. These three major shifts or stages of the AA experience can be identified as: . 

(1) separation, by which the person being initiated is socially disengaged (transformed) 

from a previous status as mere drinker to alcoholic within the context of AA; (2) 

marginality or liminality, the transitional and ambiguous threshold at which the novice or 

initiate AA member undergoes redefinition; and (3) incorporation or aggregation, by 

which the person is reunited into the group as a new member, redefined and not 

connected to the previous identity. 

We will also consider how emotional labor is mediated by significant others in the 

AA organization, particularly through the relationship that evolves between the AA 

initiate and his or her sponsor. These interactions, which occur more often in a private 

setting are part of what Goffman would describe as backstage preparation. The social 

dynamics that exist between members and their sponsors will be examined to understand 

emotion regulation, the processes by which individuals influence which emotions they 

experience. when they have them, and how they express these emotions (Gross, 1998). 

In the next chapter. I will describe the methodology '"'hich I use to try and make 

sense of recovery among members of Alcoholics Anonymous. In the remainder of this 

study. particularl y in the presentation of my findings, I present my subjects · own 
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descriptions, analyses and explanations as to what constitutes the 'disease' of alcoholism 

and what it takes to achieve recovery. In interactionist tem1s, I offer an expanded and 

elaborated ' definition of the situation' for those who label themselves as recovering 

alcoholics within the rooms. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

4.0 Introduction 

This research project aims to present the reader with a richly textured, detailed view of 

recovery as it is experienced by members of AA in Newfoundland and Labrador. The 

methodology in this study will focus attention on the place of emotion, symbols, process, 

others and social interaction as these relate to the phenomenon of recovery. 

In this chapter I outline the research methods employed in my study and the 

procedures I followed in conducting qualitative research on a group of subjects belonging 

to AA in Newfoundland and Labrador. These research methods include participant 

observation, in-depth interviewing, textual analysis and secondary analysis of data on 

addictions. These approaches allowed me to enter into the world of AA and to better 

understand the phenomenon of recovery from the perspective of AA members. In taking 

this approach, I was able to probe the subjects· world in an effort to better understand 

their symbolizations and interactions and the meanings associated with them. Before I 

describe the research methods used in this study, I will discuss how I entered the field, 

made contacts with the subjects in my study and how I made decisions about the type of 

information to include in my analysis. 

4.1 Entering the Field and Selecting a Sample 

I was already acquainted with many members of AA through my personal involvement 

Yvith the organization begi1ming in 2005 . Over this period. out of concern for my own 

drinking habits. I attended closed meetings. open meetings and AA conventions on the 

Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. Although I would describe myself as more of a 
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peripheral; occasional member of AA, my involvement with the fellowship during this 

period provided me with an opportunity to meet a number of prestigious old-timers who 

occupy key leadership positions in the provincial AA organization. 

Despite the fact that I knew many members of AA on a personal level, I did not 

make initial contact with prospective subjects in my study. Instead, I decided to identify 

a particular AA group in the province with plans to participate with that group in the AA 

program of recovery. Much of my own exposure to AA was in St. John' s so I decided to 

conduct my research with a new group outside of the capital city. I felt this would reduce 

my own biases about the AA experience as I had experienced it with one group and allow 

me to approach my subject matter from a fresher perspective. 

I identified such a group on the Avalon Peninsula ofNewfoundland, located 

outside of the city ofS t. John's in a community of approximately 6,000 people. Other 

than this basic infonnation I have decided not to divulge more specific descriptions of the 

group or the community to maintain a level of anonymity for the members. The group 

itself consisted of approximately 30 ' registered' members with 25 men and 5 women, 

ranging from 20 to 82 years of age. To be registered in an AA group means that 

individuals sign their names to a group registry which in this case was a little black book 

listing names (first name and sumame initial only) and sobriety dates (the date of the 

member 's last known drink). As I explain later when I discuss the role of the group in 

individual recovery. signing the book is an important rite of passage since it designates 

official membership and entitles individuals to hold Yolunteer positions like General 

Service Representative or Treasurer. Being a registered group member also allows 
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individuals to participate in group decision-making and to partake in group rituals such as 

birthdays which mark ceremonial milestones for sobriety. 

In terms of group size and social composition, I felt that this particular group was 

a suitable representation of the larger provincial AA body. In Newfoundland and 

Labrador AA reports over 82 active groups (those which meet at least once per week) in 

operation across the province. The smallest group consists of two members and is found 

in the community of Summerside; the largest group consists of 45 regular members and is 

located in Mount Pearl. Total membership in the province is estimated at approximately 

700 members. Other than this basic infom1ation. the AA central office in Newfoundland 

and Labrador does not keep demographic information on its membership. 

It is difficult to determine whether the group chosen for this study was truly 

representative of the provincial AA fellowship in terms of social composition because I 

did not undertake a comparative analysis of all groups across the province. Such an 

approach would only be feasible if all groups kept accurate records of registered members 

and infonnation pertaining to their members' ages. gender and other variables of interest. 

The central AA office, located in St. John's, does not keep such infom1ation. However, 

several of my key informants had many years of experience with AA across the province 

and across the country and offered the opinion that the group selected for this study had 

no unusual or irregular features (such as a ~'TOSS imbalance in terms of gender or age), 

compared to other groups they had experienced. This anecdotal evidence supported my 

ovm view that the group I identified for study was appropriate in terms of my research 

objectives. 
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Based on my own knowledge and experience with AA I decided to make initial 

contact with the group through the person occupying the role of the General Service 

Representative, a role established to represent the interests of the local group. I met this 

representative in person and presented him with a letter introducing myself; outlining my 

research project and indicating that subjects' participation would be confidential and 

purely voluntary (see Appendix I). I further explained how data would be stored and 

noted that no harm would reasonably come to subjects as a result of their participation. 

The General Service Representative was receptive to my research and suggested 

that I should attend the next business meeting of the group to introduce myself and 

outline my plans in person. I appeared before the group during their March 2009 business 

meeting, identifying myself as a member of AA. In accordance with the ethical standards 

of academic research I introduced myself by my full name (a breach of AA protocol) and 

read from a letter outlining my research project and my intended aims. I allowed time for 

questions and discussions about my plans. A lively discussion ensued, mostly around 

concerns that I might violate personal anonymity. One member felt that it was '·totally 

inappropriate·· that I had disclosed my full name. thus breaching the AA code of personal 

anonymity. I assured all present that I would take standard precautions like erasing tape 

cassettes and never, under any circumstance. identify a subject by name or describe him 

or her in any manner that might lead to their identification. After giving assurances 

around anonymity. the group decided that I was welcome to participate as a member of 

the group and to proceed with my research plans. I infonned the group that I would be 

with them as a researcher for approximately one year. 
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4.2 Research Methods 

The purpose of my research was to explore the meanings and experiences of recovery for 

AA members. This would require a focus on the beliefs, language and behaviors of 

members of this organization. In carrying out my research, I wanted to maintain an 

attitude of openness to how members construct their social worlds from the ground up 

and be prepared to take more of an inductive approach to researching the social world of 

AA. 

Below are the particular methods I employed to try to capture the 

multidimensional nature of the recovery experience. 

Participant Observation 

The participant observation research method can be traced back to the work of 

nineteenth-century anthropologists like Boas, Malinowski, Radcliffe-Brown and Mead 

who traveled to pre-industrial cultures to observe ' natives· in their natural environments 

(Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). In the 1920s and 1930s, sociologists from the Chicago 

School such as Park, Dewey and Mead adapted anthropological field methods to the study 

of cultural groups in the United States (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Today. participant 

observation encompasses a much broader range of work. Participant observation can 

vary along a continuum from pure observation. sometimes called outside observation, to 

active participation in the daily activities of study members (Gold, 1958). Participant 

observation approaches can also incorporate different theoretical orientations and aims, 

such as symbolic interactionism. cultural anthropology. feminism. Marxism, 

ethnomethodology, critical theory and postmoderni sm (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). 
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The term 'ethnography' is also used to describe the participant observer approach 

wherein the researcher engages in something extra with their observations: they ·graph' 

or write about the ' folk' under study (ethno means folk). This simple definition can be 

expanded as follows: 

Ethnography is the study of people in naturally occurring settings or 'field· by 
methods of data collection which capture their social meanings and ordinary 
activities, involving the researcher participating directly in the setting, if not also 
the activities, in order to collect data in a systematic manner (Brewer, 2000: 6). 

Participant observation, etlmography and fieldwork are all used 
interchangeably ... they can all mean spending long periods watching people, 
coupled with talking to them about what they are doing, thinking and saying, 
designed to see how they understand the world (Delamont, 2004: 218). 

There are different types of etlmography including confessional ethnography, life 

history, autoethnography, feminist etlmography, critical etlmography and realist 

etlmography (Denzin, 1989, LeCompte and Schensul, 1999; VanMaanen, 1988). In my 

exploration of the AA experience, I have adopted more of a realist ethnographic 

approach. As VanMaanen (1988) explains, this approach aims to provide an objective 

account of the situation, reporting on the information learned from pm1icipants at a site. 

Here, the ethnographer narrates the study in a third-person di spassionate voice and reports 

on what is observed from the participants. The etlmographer may employ the 

phenomenological strategy of bracketing his/her own past experiences, personal bias, 

political goals, judgments and perceptions. and focus instead on trying to reproduce the 

participants· views and life experiences. Thick descriptions of mundane detail s of 

everyday life among the people studied are reported along with closely edited quotations 

from participants included in the study (Gee11z. 1973). 
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Realist etlmographic approaches emphasize objective accounts of the situation, 

reporting objectively on the infonnation learned from participants at a site. Because my 

study focuses on key dimensions of emotional display and perfonnance rituals among AA 

members, I felt that this approach was more suitable than other ethnographic approaches. 

I felt that detailed descriptions of behaviors I would observe at AA meetings and social 

events, along with in-depth interviews, would help to better reflect the dramaturgical 

nature of recovery. 

In this research project, I also draw upon the knowledge and experience gained 

through my own involvement with Alcoholics Anonymous. I have been involved with the 

fellowship for nearly four years. I have personally worked AA's twelve steps (I use the 

tenn working the steps as opposed to completing the steps for, as the reader shall see, in 

an AA context, the recovering alcoholic never fully completes the steps but continually 

uses them as a framework for daily living). My involvement w ith AA provides me with a 

unique personal perspective as well as certain biases. I find many aspects of the program 

appealing for my own circumstances, but I certainly recognize that AA is not the only 

solution for a person who suffers from a drinking problem. Thus. in approaching my 

subject matter as a researcher. I have tried to adopt the role of detached observer, using 

the phenomenological strategy of bracketing my past experiences so that I could attempt 

to understand the full range of experiences of individuals who attempt the AA program. 

with varying levels of success. I do not see my role in this research as being an advocate 

or apologist for the AA program or philosophy. My purpose in caJTying out this research 
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is to provide the reader with insight into the structural and personal factors that shape the 

experiences of becoming a recovering alcoholic. 

A special ethical concern related to the type of infonnation I could use as a 

participant-observer in the meetings. Since I would be participating in closed meetings as 

a member of a home group, I would be privy to personal infom1ation shared by 

recovering alcoholics. There is an admonition in AA that what is heard in the group stays 

with the group. I have attempted to adhere to this ethical principle while fulfilling my 

research objective of gathering data from meetings by describing in a general way - what 

occurs inside AA closed and open meetings. In my writing I have tried to recreate certain 

scenes and describe certain interactions, like the conversations described at the beginning, 

that I have witnessed through my research. My main purpose in writing these descriptions 

was not so much to reproduce the exact words and behaviors exhibited by subjects, as 

might be the convention for other modes of research such as conversation analysis. 

Rather, in describing scenes and interactions as composites and drawing out my own 

impressions, my aim was to identify particular themes or meanings that members attach 

to disease and recovery. I have avoided quoting individuals who speak at meetings 

verbatim, instead trying to relay the meaning of interactions I witnessed or conversations 

I pm1icipated in. 

in-Depth Interviewing 

Whi le group dynamics would play an important role in the recovery experiences of AA 

members. I also fe lt it would be impo11ant to conduct interviews with individ ual AA 

members. There are a number of books written on the subject of conducting interviews. 
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Noaks and Wincup (2004), for example, describe tlu·ee different interviev,· fom1ats and 

the focus group, in which the researcher acts more as a facilitator of a group discussion 

than as a questioner. The types of interviews and their requisite skills are as follows: 

1. Structured Interview - requires neutrality; no prompting; no improvisation; 

training to ensure consistency 
2. Semi-structured interview- requires some probing, rapport with interviewee, 

understanding the aims of the project 
3. Open-ended interview- requires flexibility; rapport with interviewee; active 

listening 
4. Focus group - requires facilitation skills; flexibility; ability to stand back from 
the discussion so that group dynamics can emerge (Noaks and Wincup, 2004: 80). 

No matter what type of interview is adopted, infom1ed consent is also a 

requirement of this qualitative approach. Prior to conducting any interview with a 

member of AA, I presented all subjects with a written letter outlining the purpose and 

approach of the study as well as infom1ation about how the data was to be used (see 

Appendix 2). 

Sampling for individual interviews was also carefully planned. Subjects for this 

study were recruited when I issued a call for volunteers at my appearance at the business 

meeting. Immediately after I had read my letter of introduction and outlined my research 

plans that night, six members of the group agreed to be interviewed. Over the next several 

months, mainly through a snowball technique of using word of mouth refen als, I was able 

to identify other subjects who agreed to be interviewed. The snowballing was facilitated 

greatly \:<.'ith a simple request from respondents that if they knev,· of anyone who might be 

interested in participating in my research project that they should notify the General 

Service Representative of the group who would then make referrals to me. 
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In total, twenty semi-structured face to face interviews were conducted with five 

female AA members and fifteen male members. Their ages ranged from a youngest of 20 

years of age to an oldest of 68 years of age. This sample refl ected a diversity of members 

representing different gender, age, and occupational backgrounds. The sample also 

allowed me to explore the recovery experiences of both newcomers and old-timers as 

well as several AA 'drop-outs' since two individuals in my sample decided to quit the AA 

program altogether (in both cases, after several months of participation) and one 

respondent who moved to another AA group where he relocated for employment reasons. 

In the case of the two drop-outs I was unable to conduct follow-up interviews to 

determine their reasons for leaving the AA program entirely. Two members of my 

sample, one male with over twenty years of experience in the AA program and one 

female with close to thirty years of AA involvement became key informants. These 

individuals were a source of considerable infonnation on the program and the provincial 

fellowship since they had accumulated a great deal of organizational knowledge and 

experience in their multiple roles within the fellowship. 

Respondents were asked about their history of involvement with the AA program 

and about their views on recovery. They were asked to share their interpretations and 

experiences with the twelve steps. They were asked about their relationships with 

sponsors and significant others within the fe llowship. They were also asked about their 

participation in service work and their involvement with AA social roles like meeting 

chair, AA sponsor, General Service Representative and AA speaker. Respondents were 

also asked to discuss their Yiews about the role of the local group in their personal 
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recovery; how their fellow AA members collectively contributed to their experience of 

working the program. (See appendix 3 for the interview schedule.) 

Interviews, most of which were held in an office setting, lasted between one hour 

to three hours and were conducted from February 2009 to January 2010. All respondents 

self-selected into the study by stating their interest either directly to me or to the group 

General Service Representative who made all other referrals. The objectives of the 

research were conveyed in a written letter of consent and all subjects signed forms 

agreeing to be interviewed and agreeing to be tape-recorded (see Appendix 2). 

Tape-recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim and data collected through 

interviews were sorted, coded and categorized. Through inductive analysis, key themes 

and patterns were identified according to emergent themes around the issue of 

interpreting alcoholism as a disease and making sense of the phenomenon of recovery. 

Textual Analysis and Secondary Analysis 

Fettem1an ( 1998) advises that etlmographers should describe the group's history, politics, 

economy and environment by examining texts, financial records. photos and other 

cultural artifacts. AA groups have a number of such artifacts in the fonn of books (i.e. 

AA's Big Book). pamphlets. websites, collected written stories of members, and the like. 

Fetterman also suggests that ethnographies benefit from spatial observations of activities. 

ln my research, observations were made of meeting locations. the number of members 

who spoke during a meeting and whether these speakers were male or female. All of these 

sources of data were used to complement quotations from interview subjects. along with 
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field notes, to paint a picture of the organization under study and of the particular AA 

group that became the site for this etlmography. 

To understand the broader history and philosophy of Alcoholics Anonymous I 

also analyzed AA literature including the book Alcoholics Anonymous (called the "Big 

Book" by members), the Twelve and Twelve as well as several dozen AA pamphlets. My 

access to AA literature was greatly enhanced when I volunteered to hold the office of 

group librarian, a position that required me to manage literature for the group's use. 

In secondary analysis, researchers use existing material and analyze data 

originally collected by others. Existing data sources typically include public records, 

government statistics (i.e. Statistics Canada) or surveys conducted by researchers in 

universities or private corporations. Two excellent sources of secondary data included the 

Comprehensive Addictions Survey (CAS) initiated by Health Canada in 2005 as well as 

the in-house data base maintained by Alcoholics Anonymous. Both of these sources will 

be described below. 

The CAS included 13,909 Canadians aged 15 and older who were interviewed by 

telephone between December 16, 2003 and April 19, 2004.
1 

Highlights from the CAS 

(Adlaf et a!., 2005: Chapters 3 & 4) reveals some of the following demographic trends 

related to alcohol use in the province ofNewfoundland and Labrador: 

1The survey was based on a two-stage (telephone household. respondent) random sample. 
and used random-digit-dialing methods. In each province, a minimum of 1.000 people 
were interviewed. In order to assess trends in substance abuse. questionnaire items were 
typically drawn from existing national surveys. National data on alcohol and other drug 
use and related harms. findings across provinces, and changes over time in alcohol and 

other drug use are set out. 
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• 

• 

• 

Provincial Differences: In the 12 months prior to the CAS. 79.3% of Canadians 
aged 15 years or older consumed alcohol. The lowest rate of past-year drinking is 
in Prince Edward Island (70.2%) and the highest is in Quebec (82.3%) Compared 
to other provinces, Newfoundland and Labrador has the highest number of 
monthly heavy drinkers2 at 26.1 % compared to a national average of 20.2% . After 
controlling for all demographic variables. residents of this province were found to 
be at an increased risk of drinking alcohol in excess of low-risk drinking 
guidelines. However, despite these findings, drinkers from this province report the 
least amount of harm done to self over the past year. 3 Drinkers from this province 
also report the least amount of alcohol ham1 experienced from others over the past 
year.4 

Age DVferences: Drinking rates peak among youth 18 to 24 years of age, with 
about 90% of people in that age range consuming alcohol during the course of the 
year. Most residents of this province drink in moderation, reporting one or two 
drinks per typical drinking day with 85% of persons 65 years of age or older 
reporting this pattern. 
Gender D[lferences: A greater proportion of males than females: drank alcohol in 
the past year (82.0% vs. 76.8%); drank alcohol at least once a week (55.2% 
vs.32.8%); usually drank five or more drinks at a sitting (23.2% vs. 8.8%); drank 
five or more drinks at a sitting at least once a week (9.2% vs. 3.3%) and exceeded 
the low-risk guidelines (30.2% vs. 15.1 %). 
Rural/ Urban Differences: No difference was observed between people living in 
rural and non-rural areas. 
Education Differences: Persons with a university degree are less likely than 
persons with less formal education to have engaged in heavy drinking. According 
to the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)5

, rates and odds of 

2The survey defines two types of heavy drinkers. Heavy infrequent drinkers (less than 
once a week. five drinks or more when alcohol is used): and heavy frequent drinkers 
(more than once a week. fi ve drinks or more). 

}Includes self-reported harms in terms of friendships or social life; physical health: home 
life or marriage: work or studies: employment or finances. 

~Respondents were asked whether these ham1s included insults or humiliations: 
arguments/quan els: family or marriage problems; being a passenger with a drunk driver; 
being pushed or shoved: being hit/assaulted. 

'The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (A DIT). The development ofthe 
AUDIT was suppon ed by the World Health Organization to identify hazardous patterns 
of alcohol use as well as harmful consequences of that use and indications of dependency. 
It consists of a 10-item questionnaire (including lack of control over one·s own drinking. 
failure to meet expectations. drinking in the morning. fee lings of guilt, black-outs, injuries 
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hazardous drinking are inversely and significantly associated '"'ith education. 
Those who did not finish high school had hazardous drinking rates almost twice as 
high as those who finished university (21 .8% and 11.5% respectively) . 
Income Differences: Income is inversely related to rates of AUDIT 8+ scores: the 
lower the income category, the higher the rate of hazardous drinking. Differences 
in odds of hazardous drinking are not significant, however. 

The recently released 2007 Student Drug Use Survey also gives us some insights 

into the drinking habits of young people in this province. Highlights from the survey 

reveal the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

In 2007, 30% of students surveyed reported they had never consumed alcohol. 

More than half (52%) of students reported they had used alcohol at least once in 
the twelve months before the survey, compared to 58% in 2003 . 

The average age of first alcohol consumption was 12.9 years . 

Prevalence of alcohol use dramatically increased from 11 % in Grade 7 to 50.8% 
in Grade 9. 

In 2007, 31.1 % of students consumed alcohol more than once per month, 
compared to 37% in 2003 . 

Consuming five or more drinks at one sitting was reported by 29.7% of students in 
the prior 30 days before the survey. About 27.7% of students reported they had 
been drunk at least once in the month before the survey. 

Patterns of alcohol use were similar between males and females . 

resulting from drinking. and haYing someone express concem for drinking.) An AUDIT 
score of 8 or more indicates harmful use and is an indicator of high-risk drinking. 
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Another study conducted by the Canadian Center on Substance Abuse and 

Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario (1 995) shows that Newfoundland and 

Labrador has the lowest mortality rates for alcohol-related disorders (15 deaths per 

100,000 population), the lowest law enforcement costs attributed to alcohol and among 

the lowest costs of hospitalization due to alcohol. Using .Jellinek' s formula to determine 

the proportion of liver cirrhosis deaths due to alcoholism the same study reported that 

people in Newfoundland and Labrador actually were on the lower end of the mortality 

scale for alcohol-related disorders as indicated below. 

Table 1: Alcoholics per 100.000 population aged 20 and older 
~ 

Province # of cirrhosis deaths per 100.000 

L 2000 

PEl 900 

NS 1900 

B 1600 

QUE 2500 

0 T 2700 

MAN 2400 

SASK 2 100 

ALTA 2300 

BC 2400 

Canada 2400 

Estimated using the Je/linek formula v. ·ith proportion of liver cirrhosis deaths due to 
alcoholism equal to 0.3-: and rate of death f i·om firer cirrhosis among all alcoholics 
equal to 16.53 per 10.000. From Canadian Profile: Alcohol. Tobacco and Other Drugs 
1995. Canadian Center on Substance Abuse and Addiction Research Foundmion o( 
Ontario. 
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Alcoholics Anonymous also collects and maintains its own in-house data base. 

This database can be found on-line and includes information on the 114,000 groups and 

more than 2,000,000 members in the 180 countries reported in AA's annual survey. The 

AA Profile section ofthe website contains information on the age, sex, occupation and 

ethnicity of its members worldwide. Provincially, AA in Newfoundland and Labrador 

also maintains its own rather rudimentary database detailing the number of groups and the 

number of registered members. 

Another source of secondary data can be secured through content analysis, the 

systematic examination of cultural artifacts or various fonns of communication shared 

among the subjects under study. As Reinharz (1992) points out, cultural artifacts are 

products of individual activity, social organizations, technology, and cultural patterns. 

There are many such cultural artifacts to be found in AA including books, websites, 

pamphlets and videos. By far, the best-known AA book is the Big Book. The Big Book is 

now into its fourth edition (Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, 2001) and only the 

story section has received any substantial editing. The most recent edition includes more 

personal stories about women and ethnic minorities. 

Other texts produced by AA's own publishing company, called AA World 

Services Inc., are called conference-approved literature and include: 

• Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (1986. originally published in 1953) 
consists of Bill w· s essays on the content and meaning ofthese two sets of 

principles 
Alcoholics Anonymous Comes ofAge (1957)- describes the events of the 1955 
convention. from which it took its name. It also includes the speech given by Bill 

W. On the history of AA. 
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The AA Service Manual and Twelve Conceptsfor World Service (1962)- lays out a 
detailed description of the organizational structure of AA but focuses more on the 
structure of AA in the U.S. and Canada. 
Dr. Bob and the Good Oldtimers (1980), Pass it On (1984), Came to Believe 
(1973), Living Sober (1975)- shorter monographs of the experiences of the early 
members and co-founders along with some practical advice for maintaining 

sobriety. 

These texts were used in several different ways throughout this study. They were 

used as primary sources for describing the history of the fellowship (see chapter two) as 

well as providing background information on the steps (see chapter six). More 

importantly, these texts are used within the fellowship as aids and resources for recovery. 

Respondents in this study reported utilizing AA literature, including many of these texts, 

as daily readings, learning guides or meditation material to help them learn how to 

recover. The ways in which AA literature is used in carrying out the twelve steps will be 

examined in chapter six. 

4.3 Data Triangulation 

To resolve the inherent weaknesses of each particular design method, sociologists believe 

it is best to combine different approaches to data collection and analysis. Triangulation is 

the term used to describe this approach. Triangulation is aimed not only at addressing 

concerns over validity and reliability but at deepening and widening one· s understanding 

of the topic under study. As Denzin explains (1989:4): 

Triangulation reflects an attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the 
phenomenon in question. Objective reality can never be captured. Triangulation is 
not a tool or strategy of validation. but an alternati ve to validation ... The 
combination of multiple methods. empirical materials. perspecti\ ·es and observers 
in a single study is best understood. then. as a strategy that adds ri gor. breadth. 

and depth to any investigation. 
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Triangulation may be best used in positivist approaches that search for 

generalizations, for laws and for supporting hypotheses. If these are the primary purposes 

ofresearch, then triangulating is a conservative way of helping to draw conclusions from 

the data and dealing with the issue of validity. But if the goal of the research is to 

understand the recovery experience and get some sense of the meanings AA members 

attach to key social constructs like ' higher power' or ' surrender' to alcohol, then 

triangulation is less straightforward. In discussing the role of triangulation in qualitative 

approaches, particularly those which emphasize an interpretivist or constructionist 

approach to understanding reality, Bogdan and Biklen (1998) suggest: 

It has gotten so that it is difficult to find a qualitative research dissertation where 
the author does not evoke the word [triangulation] in an attempt to convince the 
reader that his or her work is carefully done. Unfortunately, the word is used in 
such an imprecise way that is has become difficult to understand what is meant by 
it... We advise against using the term. It confuses more than clarifies, intimidates 
more than enlightens. If you use different data-collecting techniques
interviewing, observation and official documents, for example - say that.. .In short 
describe what you did rather than using the imprecise and abstract term 
triangulation (Bogdan and Biklen, 1998: 1 04). 

While Bogdan and Biklen do make some good points in suggesting that the 

concept of triangulation is perhaps overused or applied inappropriately, there is still a 

need to conduct an ethnography in such a way that the reader is left with some confidence 

in what the researcher says. If triangulation means that a researcher incorporates multiple 

approaches and sources to confirm hunches or dra~ conclusions. then I attempted to 

triangulate the data generated through my study by util izing the fo llowing approaches: 

(A) Partic ipant Input - thi s approach uses member checks or key informants. As 

the researcher collects and analyzes data. the emerging conclusions are checked 
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with the participants in the study. What do they think of the research questions? 

Do they feel the representation of the AA experience or the phenomenon of 

recovery is valid and adequately described? The form this approach takes can 

vary. Some researchers invite focus groups to become involved in the mapping of 

key categories or codes. Others invite key infom1ants, particularly knowledgeable 

about the phenomenon, to read field notes or first drafts and to offer feedback and 

suggestions for the write up and analysis. In my case, I invited three key 

informants to provide feedback on my observations and interpretations of the data. 

At regular intervals throughout my research, I met with these individuals and I 

asked them whether they felt I had captured the essence of the phenomenon or 

experience I was attempting to describe or explain. Their input proved invaluable 

and helped me to hone my presentation of key experiences and interpretations 

presented throughout this analysis. However, it is important to point out that the 

reasons and motivations behind my presentation of accounts as a social researcher 

may have been different from those of my key informants. I was primarily 

interested in dramaturgical presentations of recovery as reflected in verbal and 

non-verbal emotional displays as well as acts of emotional deviance (Thoits, 

1990), emotional energy (Collins, 2005) and the role of emotional micropolitics in 

the AA experience (Clark. 1990). As such, l was more attuned to ce11ain behaviors 

and perhaps more acutely aware of the social factors involved in the emotions of 

recovery compared to my key informants. As Harvey et al. ( 1990) and Orbuch 

(1997) point out: this is due to the nature of accounts. Sociological studies of 
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accounts tend to focus on the motivations and reasons behind the presentation of 

accounts and the influence of others (audience) in the account-making process. 

Thus, while the feedback and perspectives of my key informants might have 

informed my own views, the interpretations of accounts and the descriptions of 

events are grounded in own perspective as social researcher. 

(B) Peer Review - a researcher can involve other scholars to become involved in 

the project at any or all stages of research. Peer review is a standard aspect of 

publication in scholarly journals but the process can begin much earlier. Peers can 

be consulted for their opinions on a host of practical matters and issues including: 

how to access the population, how to analyze the data, how to incorporate 

different methods, or how to focus on the problem from the perspective of another 

theoretical paradigm. My PhD thesis committee provided important contributions 

in this regard. 

(C) Reflective Journaling - reflective journals can be used along with 

observational field notes. Such journals can keep a record of the researcher· s 

thoughts, reactions, feelings and insights as they proceed through the research. 

These journals are often helpful in explaining to others how you arrived at your 

conclusions (Stake. 1995). I made use of reflective journals in my own research 

by recording my own thoughts, feelings and impressions after attending meetings 

or after interviewing subjects. 

(D) Research Audit Trails- The concept of an audit trail is bonowed from the 

field of accounting wherein the accountant follows the money to identify gaps, 
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omissions, overspending and the like. Similarly, a social researcher can keep 

careful records, outlining important information on when, where. how and why, 

particular findings emerged or themes were identified. This can later aid the 

researcher when s/he is ready to write up the study (Lee, 1997). In my field notes 

and journals I tried to keep systematic, detailed notes outlining dates and times, 

locations and general observations of the people and situations I encountered 

throughout this study. 

4.4 Conclusion 

What is the best method for studying the recovery experiences of AA members in 

Newfoundland and Labrador? There is no one best research method. Each method has its 

own strengths and weaknesses. It is the researcher' s task to select the methods that seem 

best suited to the question(s), recognizing that there may be limitations which need to be 

recognized up front and measures taken to compensate for these weaknesses whenever 

possible. 

Patiicipant observation provides opportunities for the researcher to view from the 

inside what may not be obvious to an outside observer. It would be difficult to learn about 

the subculture of AA by simply reviewing statistics on drinking or even by interviewing 

some members of the organization. If a researcher can spend a considerable amount of 

time in the field - in this case. by attending AA meetings and social events as well as 

talking to a number of participants - a richly detai led picture can be constructed of how 

AA members experience their unique social world . Another strength of fie ldwork is that 

the ethnographer can acquire a much deeper sense of hov, recovery plays itself out for the 
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individual as well as for the group by observing key rituals involved in AA social events. 

These rituals, or etiquette as Erving Goffman (1959) described them, are part of the 

performance of recovery in AA circles. That is, AA members do not simply experience 

recovery as a one-time individual event. Rather, recovery is demonstrated as the AA 

member begins to share thoughts, feelings and experiences at public meetings and as they 

learn to perform the role of recovering alcoholic before the AA group. The minute details 

and intricacies of such performance rituals would be difficult to capture in a survey and 

virtually impossible to record through experiments or other such methods. 

A weakness of participant observation is that it is not a method that allows the 

researcher to generalize to larger populations. Fieldwork is well-suited to capture the 

experiences of more localized settings but it may not allow the researcher to apply his/her 

findings across the board to other groups - say outside ofNewfoundland and Labrador. It 

should be recognized that culture will affect the experience of becoming an AA member 

and it is the task of the ethnographer to explain the relationship between recovery and 

culture. 

In addition to the whole host of pragmatic challenges of gaining access to groups 

and individual members, there are many ethical issues the researcher has to contend with. 

I have already mentioned one of these- the issue of obtaining consent at the group level. 

Since group composition changes over time as members join and others leave. a 

researcher should develop some protocol or understanding of how consent from the entire 

group is to be maintained. My approach involved having AA group leaders check in \·\'ith 
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the group every so often and reminding them that they were being observed, and whether 

this was still acceptable for everyone who considered him/herself part of the group. 

A major disadvantage with ethnographies involves the problem of reactivity, a 

condition that is always possible when subjects are aware they are being studied. If 

subjects of a single-group study are aware their behaviors or attitudes will be measured 

and assessed over time, and that these data might be published, then they may not behave 

as they would in a natural setting. It was difficult to gauge how the subjects being studied 

here reacted to my role as both AA group member and researcher. I never personally 

heard any negative comments about my involvement with AA as a social researcher 

although I recognize that some may have disapproved of my research project and perhaps 

kept their views to themselves. 

Finally, the amount of data generated through a participant observational study 

can be overwhelming. As Harry Wolcott argues, it is important for ethnographers to '·do 

less, more thoroughly" as opposed to observing and recording everything that seems 

fascinating (1990:62). It is important, therefore. for the researcher to try to define his/her 

research problem, using concepts drawn from a particular theory or model. Having a 

tighter design and knowing how to detect relevant data are crucial to the success of an 

ethnography. With these cautions in mind. l can now tum to my findings and focus on 

how individuals fi rst enter the world of Alcoholics Anonymous. 
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Chapter Five: The Audition 

5.0 Notes from the field December 4, 2009 

Tonight was a regular Friday night open meeting, meaning AA members and non

members were in attendance. Jack, a friendly old-timer, was at the door performing the 

role of greeter as he extended a handshake to everyone entering the room. I haven't been 

here in a couple of weeks and I'm noticing some new decorations and displays. There is a 

hand-crafted wooden triangle hung on the door with the words "Service, Recovery, 

Unity" displayed on each side. Two large banners have been placed prominently on the 

walls - one with the Twelve Steps; the other with the Twelve Traditions. There is a new 

display case with the Big Book and other AA publications neatly displayed. The group 

must have decided at the last business meeting to purchase these artifacts in an effort to 

enhance the AA message of recovery. 

There is a larger than normal crowd here, close to fifty people, because there are 

some special birthdays. Jane is celebrating her 20th year of sobriety, Scott his second 

year, and Frank is celebrating his six month birthday. Frank. the junior of the trio, is 

called first to receive his medallion. Frank appears to be in his sixties. Although he has 

never disclosed his profession to the group, Frank reminds me of a distingui shed school 

teacher with his neat silver hair. spectacles and pressed shirt and tie which he regularly 

wears at meetings. I have studied Frank over this past number of months and he comes 

across as a nervous wreck. His hands shake constantly and his voice qui vers whenever he 

speaks. He often gets up and leaves the room. darting through the door in mid-meeting as 
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if to escape (I can speculate that this could be delirium tremens or DTs as they are known 

in the medical literature). 

But something has changed with Frank over these past couple of weeks because 

his hands aren't shaking tonight- hardly at all in fact. He is speaking clearly; he holds his 

head high. Frank accepts his medallion and begins his recovery tale by describing the 

"miracles" (his word) which have taken place in his life over the past several months. He 

met his grand-daughter for the first time several weeks ago because he was able to 

reconcile with his estranged daughter who described her father as a "good for nothing 

drunk" according to Frank. "But last week, she finally accepted my apology for being 

such a terrible dad. She told me that she can hardly recognize the new me, that I'm now 

speaking without slurring my words, that I seem kinder and more considerate. I have this 

program to thank for these changes, so this chip means more to me than a million bucks," 

he says, trying to hold back the tears. "I've been coming to AA for years but never been 

able to hold it together for very long. The program didn' t fail me but I failed the program. 

r ve lost everything because of alcohol- and I mean everything - my family, my job, my 

house, my dignity. Six months is the longest I've been able to stay sober. So I'm glad to 

accept this medallion.'· As Frank exits the stage. there are hearty congratulations extended 

all around . 

Scott is presented with his medallion next. He shares his story of how he suffered 

a disabling injury after he drove off the road one night in a drunken stupor. He '"''as filled 

,,vith rage and bitterness and self- loathing after his accident. he shared. even more so 

when his wife left him months later. He began to drink heaYily on a daily basis to drovm 

his physical and emotional pain. He decided to contact AA after a fai led suicide attempt. 
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Two years into the program. he is here to receive his second birthday medallion. Another 

moving performance. 

Finally, there's Jane. Jane is like the Grace Kelly or Katherine Hepburn of our 

little AA troupe. Indeed, she is a well-respected circuit speaker across the island and 

recognized by many in the provincial fellowship. Impeccably and elegantly dressed as 

always - graceful, dignified, articulate and intelligent. It is safe to say that everyone in our 

group looks up to Jane. There is always silence when she shares and many members have 

commented about how much they have benefitted from Jane's life experiences, which she 

generously and eloquently shares with the group on a regular basis. Jane's presentation, as 

I expect, is the most moving. She begins her story of how she started drinking heavily 

shortly after the death of her daughter. "I started to drink every day after Susie died. I 

never missed a day of work but I hit the bottle as soon as I came in tlu·ough the door at 

5:00p.m. I became an absent mother. .. I was there in body but not in spirit... and a 

horrible wife to my first husband. I neglected everybody in my family and became totall y 

self-absorbed in my own pain, in my own grief. It's normal to grieve - especially when a 

child dies. It truly is the worst thing in the world to experience. I wouldn't wish it on 

anybody. But I became self-absorbed and selfish in my grief to the point that l could not 

and would not reach out to anyone else - not even my own famil y. Not even my other 

daughters. I wasn't responsible and I hurt my family tremendously during my years of 

drinking, .. Jane shares candidly. She turns to her (second) husband, \;\/ho is here tonight. 

and thanks him for twenty years of unconditional love. 'Tm so grateful God has given me 

another chance at love. John has been my best friend and together we share a lot of 

contentment today. Not once has he stopped loving me. He is my rock. He is my best 
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friend and tonight I want to say publicly how much I love him and appreciate his support 

as I've worked my program over the years.'· There are tears in her eyes. Tears in her 

husband' s eyes. Tears flowing down cheeks all over the room. 

All in all, the recovery performances are solid - lots of tears, heartfelt emotion and 

sincere congratulations all around to the perfom1ers at center stage. I look at the clock. 

The awards ceremony has left only about thirty minutes in the meeting for other matters. 

"We only have a short time left in our meeting," the chair says, "but in accordance with 

our traditions, I'll ask if there is anyone here for their first meeting or returning to 

Alcoholics Anonymous?" 

There is a newcomer in the room. A tall man, middle aged, neat hair, well 

groomed and unseasonably tanned. Looks like a businessman or professional; more like a 

' nom1al' compared to many ofthe disheveled characters I see around me. He speaks up. 

"Hi everyone, my name is Stan.'· "Hi Stan," everyone responds. ·'I don't know if I'm an 

alcoholic .. . (pause) .. . and I have to say that I find this meeting awfully depressing." The 

room suddenly goes silent. You can hear a pin drop. "I've been listening to these 

people .. . '· He points a lingering finger at Jane, a few feet away, and Scott, now leaning 

forward. ''I've watched them accept their medals and listened to their little speeches and I 

keep wondering- why are their stories so negative. so damn depressing?" 

Stan is obviously comfortable as a public speaker as he continues in a loud, steady 

voice. "Really, I don't understand this. I've been sitting here (long pause). waiting. just 

waiting. to hear something positive but all I've heard are your (he looks around the room. 

sv-,;eeping his hands in a grand gesture to point at everyone). really sad stories ... (Is it 

sarcasm or bewilderment l hear in his tone?) ·Tve been to several AA meetings in St. 
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John's over these past several weeks and this is my first meeting here but every time I 

come to one of these meetings, I feel worse when I leave." 

The group looks stunned; like a deer caught in headlights. Bob, an old timer 

sitting next to me, exhales forcefully and shakes his head in disbelief. Jane is the first to 

respond. She is such a diplomat. "Stan, haven't you been listening?" she says to him in the 

gentlest of tones. "What you describe as the sad stories is just part of our recovery. The 

AA program asks us to share our experiences, strength and hope. Our experiences (she is 

also a seasoned speaker - pausing with great effect while scanning the room with those 

piercing blue eyes), are full of misery and sadness. That's why we come here. But if you 

had really listened ... ,. (Pause, with pitched intonation of 'really') . She repeats the 

statement one more time, "Stan, if you had REALLY listened, you would have heard the 

positives. My life was ruined by alcohol. Now I enjoy life. And it's the same story for 

Scott and Frank.'" Both nod their heads in agreement. 

Stan interjects, violating the norms of 'cross talk. ' He interrupts Jane, saying 

'·yeah, but why do I end up feeling so goddam miserable after coming here?'" He then 

goes on to describe his difficulty in assessing himself as an alcoholic . ·'Look, I did that 

test, you know, those 12 questions ... ,. Stan reaches into his pocket and pulls out an AA 

pamphlet. He begins to read from question one: 
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Is A.A. For You? 
Twelve questions only you can answer 

IS A.A. FOR YOU? 

Only you can decide whether you want to give A.A.a try -
whether you think it can help you. 

We who are in A.A. came because we finally gave up trying to control our drinking. We still hated to admit that we 
could never drink safely. Then we heard from other A.A. members that we were sick. (We thought so for years!) 
We found out that many people suffered from the same feelings of guilt and loneliness and hopelessness that we 
did. We found out that we had these feelings because we had the disease of alcoholism. 
We decided to try and face up to what alcohol had done to us. Here are some of the questions we tried to answer 
honestly. If we answered YES to four or more questions, we were in deep trouble with our drinking. See how you 
do. Remember, there is no disgrace in facing up to the fact that you have a problem. 

Answer YES or NO to the following questions. 

1 -Have you ever decided to stop drinking for a week or so, but only lasted for a couple of days? 
Most of us in A.A. made all kinds of promises to ourselves and to our fami lies. We could not keep them. Then we 
came to A.A. A.A. said: "Just try not to drink today." (If you do not drink today, you cannot get drunk today.) 

Yes No 

2- Do you wish people would mind their own business about your drinking-- stop telling you what to do? 
In A.A. we do not tell anyone to do anything We just talk about our own dnnking, the trouble we got into, and how 
we stopped. We will be glad to help you, if you want us to. r c 

Yes No 

3 - Have you ever switched from one kind of drink to another in the hope that this would keep you from 

getting drunk? 
We tried all kinds of ways. We made our drinks weak Or JUSt drank beer. Or we did not drink cocktails Or only 
drank on weekends. You name it, we tried it. But if we drank anything with alcohol in it, we usually got drunk 

eventually. 

Yes No 

4- Have you had to have an eye-opener upon awakening during the past year? 
Do you need a drink to get started. or to stop shaking? This is a pretty sure sign that you are not drinking "socially'' 

r , 
Yes No 

5 -Do you envy people who can drink without getting into trouble? 
At one time or another, most of us have wondered why we were not like most people, who really can take it or 

leave it. 

6 - Have you had problems connected with drinking during the past year? 
Be honest1 Doctors say that if you have a problem with alcohol and keep on drinking. it wil l get worse --never 
better. Eventually, you wil! die, or end up in an institution for the rest of your life. The only hope is to stop drinking. 

Yes No 
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7 -Has your drinking caused trouble at home? 
Before we came into A.A., most of us said that it was the people or problems at home that made us drink. We could 
not see that our drinking JUSt made everything worse. It never solved problems anywhere or anytime. 

Yes No 

8- Do you ever try to get "extra" drinks at a party because you do not get enough? 
Most of us used to have a "few" before we started out if we thought it was going to be that kind of party. And if 
drinks were not served fast enough, we would go some place else to get more. c· r 

Yes No 

9 -Do you tell yourself you can stop drinking any time you want to, even though you keep getting drunk 

when you don't mean to? 
Many of us kidded ourselves into thinking that we drank because we wanted to. After we came into A.A ., we found 

out that once we started to drink, we couldn't stop. 

Yes No 

10- Have you missed days of work or school because of drinking? 
Many of us admit now that we "called in sick" lots of times when the truth was that we were hung-over or on a 

drunk. 
~.-- j~ 

Yes No 

11 - Do you have "blackouts"? 
A "blackout" is when we have been drinking hours or days which we cannot remember When we came to A.A., we 

found out that this is a pretty sure sign of alcoholic drinking. 

Yes No 

12 - Have you ever felt that your life would be better if you did not drink? 
Many of us started to drink because drinking made life seem better, at least for a while. By the time we got into 
AA, we felt trapped. We were drinking to live and living to drink We were sick and tired of being sick and tired. 

Yes No 

What'~ your score? 

Did you answer YES four or more times? If so. you are probably in trouble with alcohol Why do we say this? 
Because thousands of people in AA have said so for many years. They found out the truth about themselves
the hard way. But again, only you can decide whether you think AA is for you. Try to keep an open mind on the 
subject. If the answer is YES , we will be glad to show you how we stopped drinking ourselves Just call . A.A. does 
not promise to solve your life's problems But we can show you how we are learning to live without drinking "one 
day at a time." We stay away from that ''first drink." If there is no first one, there cannot be a tenth one. And when 
we got rid of alcohol , we found that life became much more manageable. 

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS© is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience. strength and hope 
with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism. 

• The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees for AA 
membership; we are self-supporting through our own contributions. 

• AA is not allied with any sect. denomination , politics. organization or tnstitution : does not wish to engage 
in any controversy; neither endorses nor opposes any causes. 

• Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety. 
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Stan continues, "I only scored 3 out of 12. The AA pamphlet said I need four to be an 

alcoholic. So I'm not sure ifl even belong here ... maybe rm not like you people," he 

states matter of factly. 
1 

Another old timer, Peter, interjects. He is clearly annoyed and agitated as he shifts 

in his chair. His face is flushed. I watch the blood rise up his neck, like the red line 

pushing up a thermometer. "I can't believe what I'm hearing ... You (he points a stumpy 

finger at Stan) have no idea of the crap I've been through in my life. I lost everything ... 

EVERRRYTHING (he gasps) - family, job, friends, health - EVERYTHING because of 

alcohol. And AA gave it back to me and gave it back to a lot of people here." Heads nod 

in agreement. 

Stan inte1jects again. I sigh. Another violation of the cross-talk rule. Stan clearly 

doesn ' t understand that you share once, then shut up. And when you share you don't 

respond to other shares directly. Neither do you address previous speakers by name. Stan 

continues in a loud voice that can probably be heard outside ofthe room" . . . look buddy, I 

don' t mean to hurt your feelings old man. lf s just that I have a hard time relating to 

people here. Let me read you something ... ·· He places a book on the table and begins to 

1 I can relate to Stan's quandary. When I did the AA self-diagnostic test several 
years ago, I scored 4 out of 12. I am an educator. 1 have been marking exams for years. 
Four out of Twelve is not the best score. I remember when I did this diagnostic, I was 
also uncertain. just like Stan. Does the fact that Stan and I scored so low place us in the 
bottom percentile of this class? Does it mean I'm roughl y 33% alcoholic. Stan a little less; 
not quite like the thoroughbred alcoholics we both just v.·itnessed. As rve heard many 
members in the rooms exclaim: .. That was the only test in my life that rve ever scored a 

perfect 1 00%! ., 
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open the pages. I can ' t see the book he is attempting to read from but I can tell it isn 't the 

Big Book, the only book which is safe to reference in an AA meeting. 

"Close your friggin' book. I don ' t need to hear it,'. Peter says emphatically. ·'I 

KNOW what AA has done for me and YOU don' t need you to explain anything to me 

from some goddarnned book." 

Tension rises in the room. The chair finally speaks up. "Stan, we have a rule here 

about cross talking. This means that we speak one person at a time and we share only 

once during a meeting. And we share from the heart. We share our own experiences; not 

our opinions. I would suggest to you myfdend (said with a note of sarcasm) that you 

speak to someone here after the meeting, somebody who can identify with what you' re 

saying." Stan grunts something under this breath and slams the book he is holding. 

Time has run out. The chair calls for the closing ritual - the holding of hands and 

the recitation of the Our Father. Stan refuses to hold anyone's hand and stands on the 

fringe of our human circle like a sulking child. I leave the room and see Stan talking to 

one of our AA performance team members. Stan remains belligerent. ·'J can 't believe the 

nerve of that guy ... Gerry .. . Kerry ... Gary .. . whatever the hell hi s name was .. :· (Referring 

to the chair who was called by name several times tlu·oughout the meeting ... obviously 

Stan wasn' t paying attention to names). I have opinions and everyone here is going to 

hear them whether they want to or not.'' 

I walk to the parking lot. hearing several other members discussing tonight's 

performance and how it was ruined by Stan. "Friggin asshole, .. Joe mutters under his 

breath. "Yeah, .. is the collective response ofthe smokers at the front step. Bob H .. the 

home group's well-respected GSR (General Service Representative). ponders the 
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situation. "True .. . but every baby needs a crib and he needs a mommy to clean up his 

messes and change his diaper. That ' s what a home group is for. It' s a crib for people like 

Stan and it's our job to help him clean up his shit." 

5.1 Introduction 

There is a right way and a wrong way to perform within the rooms of AA. Stan performed 

the wrong way, gauging from the reaction ofmembers of my home group. The group 

tried to stage a carefully crafted birthday ritual , designed to sell the AA program of 

recovery and to celebrate the achievements of its members. But Stan wasn ' t buying. The 

group enacted various inclusion rituals designed to welcome newcomers like Stan to the 

home group, beginning with the chair's question "is there anyone here for their first AA 

meeting or anyone who is returning?'' Stan responded to the question but proceeded to 

violate a number of interaction rituals established by the group. His display of emotions 

was also all wrong. Instead of being contrite and humble, as members expect a newcomer 

to be, Stan was perceived as arrogant, w1appreciative and insensitive. While his 

confidence as a speaker and his emotional display might have been tolerated in the 

context of a lively academic debate in a university seminar, members of the home group 

clearly perceived Stan· s demeanor to be inappropriate and thus rejected his performance. 

Of the many dramatic moments l have witnessed within the rooms of AA this was 

most unusual. In sociology, it is often these unusual. deviant cases that contain the 

deepest insights and most important lessons for understanding a phenomenon. In 

interactioni st terms, the scene l just described reveals something about the manner in 

which social nom1s are maintained by members of an AA home group. Harold Garfinkel 

(1956, 1967), a key figure in the school ofethnomethodology. couldn't have found a 
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better subject than Stan to set up a breaching experiment of AA social etiquette, 

particularly of the norms and protocols surrounding celebrations and awards. If the 

meeting chair had been a director of a stage drama, he would be shouting '·CUT .. . CUT," 

in response to Stan' s acting, throwing up his hands in despair because the recovery 

perfonnance carne undone. Fortunately, in this case, the meeting chair managed to put 

Stan in his place and prevented the kind of'·depressive spiral" that sometimes happens in 

self-help groups when members catch the negative, pessimistic and sometimes hostile 

views which can be spread contagiously by a single member (Dennis, 2003). 

In this chapter, I will examine the affiliation process of becoming a member of 

AA. I view affiliation with AA as something of an audition, where the novice actor 

presents him or herself to a home group and tries out for the role of recovering alcoholic. 

This audition is perfom1ed at every step one meeting, invoked whenever a newcomer 

arrives in the rooms or a relapsed alcoholic returns to AA. I argue here that the process of 

identifying oneself as an alcoholic is not a rational, objective process whereby the initiate 

uses screening criteria as is found in AA's self-diagnostic tool. Rather, claims of being an 

alcoholic depend more on whether the initiate can identify emotionall y and 

empathetically with others in the rooms. 

In the first section of this chapter I will examine the conm1on story line or script 

for every auditioning member of AA. I refer to this common script as the drunkalogue. 

This term is actually used by members of AA as a way of describing their drinking li ves 

prior to joining the fel lowship. As a naiTative device. every drunkalogue details the 

experience of hi tting bottom -that critical ri te of passage whereby the indiYidual passes 
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through and separates from the drinking culture and awakens to the idea that s/he has a 

problem with alcohol. Each individual drunkalogue is also framed in such a way so as to 

conform to the larger corporate message or meta-narrative presented by the twelve steps. 

As we shall see, AA members pay close attention to the drunkalogue as they evaluate 

whether the newcomer has the right stuff to qualify as an alcoholic. 

Following a discussion of the drunkalogue, I will examine the social role through 

which the recovery narrative is performed. I refer to this entry level acting part as the 

penitent role. When I examine the penitent role I will discuss the emotion rules for first 

stepping, in AA terms" ... admitting that we were powerless over alcohol, that our lives 

had become unmanageable." Newcomers as well as individuals returning to AA after a 

relapse are expected to behave in a penitent fashion and those who engage in "emotional 

deviance'· are subj ect to social control measures, some of which I wil l explore in this 

chapter (Thoits, 1990). 

5.2 The Drunkalogue 

The drunkalogue is a historical detailing of the individuar s drinking experiences prior to 

becoming a member of AA. The most common subjects of a drunkalogue involve the 

retelling of past mishaps under the influence of alcohol. the damage drinking inflicted on 

the fami ly and significant others and the circumstances that brought the individual into 

the rooms of AA. As one respondent in this study put it the drunkalogue consists of the 

.. good. the bad and the ugly .. of drinking. Thus. in a sense. the drunkalogue can be 

understood as a kind of prelude or opening chapter in the recoYery narrati,·e leading up to 
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Step One of the AA program: "We admitted we were powerless over alcohol- that our 

lives had become unmanageable."' As I shall explain, such negative life experiences as 

being fired from a job due to drinking, experiencing family breakdown, being arrested for 

impaired driving, or experiencing a health problem - were cited by respondents in this 

study as evidence for having a life that had become unmanageable due to alcohol. 

In the structure of narratives, the point at which the main character enters a new 

path or sets out in a new direction in life is called the 'tum. ' In AA the turn is represented 

by the phrase hitting bottom. When alcoholics share their drunkalogues, either in 

monologue form at a speaker' s meeting, or in written form (as depicted in the stories 

section of the Big Book) they create a sense of tension by describing the problems created 

by alcohol and how these problems lead up to a crescendo of unbearable emotional pain. 

Hitting bottom is the metaphor most often used to describe this crescendo of pain, which 

turns the individual away from the bottle. The expression comes from the Big Book and is 

also heard frequently at Step One meetings, invoked whenever a newcomer enters the 

rooms or a relapsed alcoholic returns to AA. Hitting bottom is thus a prescribed narrative 

device used when the AA member retrospectively shares his or her story. It is difficult to 

say if all members are subjectively aware that they have hit bottom when they arrive at 

their first AA meeting; nonetheless, the tem1 serves as a useful orientation strategy for the 

telling of one ' s story. Framing one·s story in terms of hitting bottom is also an essential 

aligning action to achieve integration into the home group (Stokes and Hewitt, 1976). 

Steve·s story illustrates the drama of hitting bottom and the pains of coming to 

ten11S \Nith the alcoholic identity. Steve is a key informant in this study and vcas a member 
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of my home group. He arrived at the rooms in Nev.rfoundland shortly after moving from 

Toronto. When he learned about my study, he was eager to share his experiences. In fact, 

Steve was the first person from my home group who volunteered to be interviewed. 

Steve grew up in a middle class family in Toronto. His father was a high school 

principal and his mother a full-time homemaker. He described his early childhood and 

teen years as "outwardly normal" and "stable." He was a star athlete and straight A 

student. Steve recalls that he started to drink alcohol at "around the age of fifteen" and 

within a couple of years, he became a daily drinker, while maintaining what appeared to 

be a "picture perfect life" for a big city teenager. 

Because I consistently got good grades and I was never in trouble, I never 

experienced any negative consequences for my drinking. I was the captain of my 

football team, I had no problems getting girlfriends. We had a nice house. two 

cars. I had respectable parents. But I drank every day and also started to 

experiment with marijuana while I was in high school. 

Steve suggested that there was no particular reason for experimenting with alcohol and 

drugs as a teenager. Many of his friends were also experimenting but Steve recall s that he 

seemed to enjoy the feeling of getting high more intensely than his peers. 

At the age of eighteen. Steve left his first year of studies at university to join the 

police force. He developed a tough exterior, even when confronted with horrific violence 

and disturbing images of brutality. Drinking became the primary method of debriefing 

with his colleagues or coping Y'l'ith the stresses of police work: 

From the time I was a constable, I was always the guy who \·vould end up being 

called to homicides or assaults or car accidents or some \'iolent crime. I remember 

one investigation of a woman who had been murdered by her husband. He had 
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used an axe to cut her head off. I went to her autopsy and watched the coroner 
take her head and place it at the top of her torso . . . another time I was investigating 

a child homicide. The victim was a nine month old girl who had been severely 

neglected and mistreated by her own parents. She had every bone in her arms and 

legs broken .. . I was there at her autopsy as well. And I remember going back to 

the office after watching this little girl's body being dissected and examined and I 

went to the vending machine and bought a bag of chips and a Pepsi. I just didn' t 

process or think about what I had just seen ... But these were gruesome images 

which I couldn't get out of my head and my way of coping was to go to a bar 

afterwards and get shit-faced drunk. I would gather with my fellow officers after 

a shift at some local bar and drink for hours into the early mornings. Then I would 

drive home to my family in the suburbs. This became a regular routine for me. 

Steve described in our interview how he drank and used drugs just about every 

day he was on the job as a police officer. To support his expensive alcohol and drug 

habits, he began to steal the pay cheques of fellow officers, men with whom he had 

worked with for over a decade. Following an internal investigation, Steve was arrested 

by his colleagues. The arrest took place on his son's first day of kindergarten. Steve 

describes the day he was atTested as his personal rock bottom. However, this experience 

also represented, in his words, a '·moment of clarity" when he " fully comprehended the 

mess I made of my life" and he realized that his social status and his professional identity 

was about to be radically transformed. 

In September of 1994 I was walking my son to his first day of school and when I 

came back there were t\VO detectives standing outside my home '"'aiting for me. 

There was also a van parked nearby with four other officers on stand-by. I ,.vas 

arrested and charged with possession of marij uana. I was suspended with pay and 

l was referred to our departmenfs Employee Assistance Program. It was here, 

with the help of a psychiatrist. that I began to open up about my alcohol and drug 

use. My psychiatrist initially diagnosed me with having Depression and Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder and referred me to a local drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation clinic- a Detox fac ility. to begin my treatment. At that Detox l went 

to my first AA meeting. That was another defining moment of my life because 
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when I walked into that room I knew that inside there was an answer for me. 

When I saw those people and heard them sharing, they were using words and 

language and talking about feelings that I had had for my whole life that I couldn't 

make sense of and that were driving me insane. 

Steve' s description of the circumstances surrounding his rock bottom experience 

fit Denzin' s definition of an epiphany, as those interactional moments that leave a mark 

on people' s lives and have the potential to create transformational experiences for the 

person. At their core, epiphanies are existential crises that occur in those problematic 

interactional situations where the participant confronts and experiences a crisis. As such, 

these experiences, while always painful, act as a catalyst in the formation of a new 

identity (Denzin, 1989: 70-71 ; 1990: 15-18). 

Another respondent in my study was Richard. a fifty five year o ld native 

Newfoundlander who worked in the offshore oil industry. Richard· s story of hitting 

bottom involved a near fatal suicide attempt: 

My life became totally unmanageable in the sunu11er of2007. My marriage was in 

shambles, I had just declared bankruptcy and I couldn' t work because of a back 

injury. I had bill collectors call ing me every day, my wife told me she was leaving 

and taking the kids and my truck was repossessed. So I went out and bought a 

bottle of whiskey to drown my sorrows. I waited until I was alone in my house, I 

went up to my bedroom. drank the whiskey and swallowed a bunch of pain 

medications for my back. Then I took my hunting rifle and put the barrel under 

my chin. I pulled the trigger. 1 remember the boom. I remember blood trickling 

down over my ears and across my cheeks. I passed out. Somehow, I don ·t know 

how, I survived. Don·t ask me how- it must have been some kind of miracle. but I 

only ended up with a wound to my head. When my wife returned home later that 

evening she found me lying on the bedroom floor. face down. in a pool of my own 

blood. I was rushed to the hospital and placed on a psychiatric unit. It's awful to 

say. but it took that kind of experience for me to realize that my life was totally 

out of control- that I needed help. 
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For prospective members of AA. hitting bottom is subj ectively defined, with some 

members having dramatic bottoming-out experiences. These are described as major 

epiphanies because they shatter a person' s life and make it never the same again. Other 

bottoms seem more mundane and ordinary. These are called minor or illuminative 

epiphanies, involving underlying tensions or problems in a situation or relationship 

(Denzin, 1990). Having a minor epiphany can sometimes lead to problems identifying 

with the alcoholic role for the actor with the less exciting story and the less dramatic life 

tum. Jonas, a middle-aged accountant, shared his bottoming out experience. 

I can' t really identify a specific instant in time, an exact moment, when I first 

realized that I had a problem with alcohol. It was probably in the m onths 

following my separation from my wife and my children. When I came into AA for 

my first meeting, I started to compare my stories to the men and women in the 

room. I didn ' t seem to be like them at all. I was never arrested for impaired 

driving, never been to jail , never been fi red because of m y drinking. I seemed to 

be more of a functional alcoholic compared to many in my group. But I knew I 

had a problem with alcohol because when I started to drink on the weekends I 

would black out and do and say things that I couldn' t remember. I remember 

sharing my discomfort with an older member of the group and he said to me, 

' Jonas, you don' t have to fall as low as me. You don't have to be arrested or crash 

cars or go bankrupt to be an alcoholic. But if you are an alcoholic. then those 

kinds of experiences are more likely to happen. If s just a matter of time." So I 

guess that everyone has a different experience \Vhen it comes to having an 

unmanageable life. 

Robinson · s research ( 1989) illustrates the frequent involvement of family 

members, friends , employers or doctors in the newcomer·s recognition that they have a 

problem with alcohol and that AA might be the solution. My data also suggested that 

hitting bottom was an experience that was initially framed by a significant other. 
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When I started feeling pain around my stomach, I visited my doctor. He told me 
my liver was enlarged because of my drinking. He looked me dead in the eye and 

told me I was an alcoholic. I knev.: at that moment that I needed help. He 

suggested AA and I took his advice. 

My six year old son came into my bedroom one Saturday morning after I had been 

drinking the night before. I was hung over and feeling sick. I remember the look 

on his face when he said "Mommy, I'm scared. You don't look well. You need to 

stop drinking that stuff." 

In my fieldwork, I noted differences between men and women in how they 

presented their stories of hitting bottom at Step One meetings, where members are asked 

to share how they became involved with AA. Many of the male old timers who shared in 

these meetings repeated their oft told tales of how much they drank, how much trouble 

they got into, or how badly they had bottomed out. Displays of humour and bravado 

seemed to be highly valued during these sharing rituals which involved more experienced 

AA members. Dennis, for example, stated that he could drink a 40 oz. of rum in less than 

15 minutes and then look for more. "I never met anyone who could drink as much as I 

could,'" he explained with a sense of pride. Bill, a huge man with tattoos displayed across 

both arms, would often share how many cars he beat up and demolished when he was 

drinking and driving, always emphasizing that four or five police officers were required 

to restrain him because he had the reputation of being a tough guy. Johnny, a diminutive, 

fast-talking, near toothless fishem1an from Newfoundland·s south coast. shared his 

bottoming out experience. which occurred one night when he came home in a drunken 

stupor. 

I got loaded up on pony piss (refeJTing to Newfoundland· s beer brand ·Black 
Horse beer· ) wit ·da byes in my crew. I was so shit-faced that I forgot where me 
bedroom was and I crawled into bed wit me mudder in lav,' \\'ho lives in our 
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house. Tank God I didn 't try to bawl off her drawers (underwear) . ow if dat 
won't turn your guts from drinkin · nothing will. 

It was obvious that these stories were popular with many men in the group. 

During one meeting, when one male member was asked if he wanted to share, he replied. 

' · o thanks, I'll pass. I"d rather listen to Johnny"s stories.'· The response of the group to 

this comment was also revealing as I noticed that the two women present that night 

looked at each other and rolled their eyes, while many of the men simply laughed and 

nodded their heads in amusement. They seemed eager to hear about Johnny's drinking 

escapades. For the men at least, the drunkalogue was part of the '·deviant discourse" that 

provided entertainment but also served as important status markers in the subculture of 

AA (Kosut. 2006). 

For my female respondents. the drunkalogue seemed relatively insignificant in the 

overall recovery story. As one female inforn1ant told me. the only thing you leam from a 

drunkalogue is ·'how much you drank, what you drank. how long you drank, and how 

much you messed up other people" s lives: · Jane. a senior member of the home group, 

complained that many men seemed more preoccupied with their drunkalogues as opposed 

to the .. real message of AA .. which was ··all about recovery:· For Jane. it seems. the 

drunkalogue has its place but the sharing at an AA meeting should involve something 

deeper and more meaningful: 

These guys annoy the hell out of me at times. All they want to do is go on with 

their drinking stories. They don ·t get that thi s is a family di sease. that their 

drinking affects everyone around them. All they want to do is compare hov• much 

trouble they got into and hov; many crazy things they did when they were 

drinking. Yes. we all have drunkalogues. We could all go on and on about our 

drinking adventures. But \vhat f" m not hearing is how they recovered . I come to 
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AA to hear how to recover. I want to find out what people do to get well. to 

improve their self-esteem and to get over their anger. fears and gui lt. I want to 

learn how they rebuild their lives and improve their relationships. 

Jane·s views are echoed in several studies that point to differences in how men 

and women express themselves in AA meetings. According to Vourakis ( 1989), women 

tend to express their emotions, including crying, and have a tendency to disclose more 

intimate details of their lives. Women also speak more candidly than men about their 

relationships with significant others and tend to focus on emotions more than men, 

particularly as they relate to building self-esteem (Kaskutus, 1989). Sanders, in Women 

in Alcoholics Anonymous (2009) explored some of the differences found in female only 

AA groups. One woman in Sander·s study reported that .. women are less likely to mouth 

off AA platitudes and are more likely to talk about the applications of AA principles to 

real life situations.'· Another woman noted a macho edge to men in AA suggesting 

·· . .. most men in AA seem concerned with proving that they were the worst drunk of all 

and are uncomfortable with discussing spiritual matters'· (Sanders. 2009: 167). My 

observations revealed similar patterns among the male and female members of my home 

group, with no notable differences. 

Women were not the only ones to question the relevance of the drunkalogue. Rob 

also shared this view about the limited therapeutic value of dwelling on the sordid details 

ofhitting bottom. Note how this respondent looks for certain ·proofs· of recovery as 

presented in speaker narratives - a topic I will explore later in this study: 

I li sten to what people are sharing. Are they sharing recoYery or are they just 
sharin~ for the sake of hearin2. themselves talk? ls most of their sharin2. about the 

~ - -
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adventures they"ve had when they were loaded? Are they going on and on about 

how miserable they"re feeling and how difficult their lives are, or are they sharing 

what they' re doing today to stay clean and sober. Are they working their steps? 

Are they doing what they're supposed to be doing? In a 24 hour day, I need at 

least Y2 hour or 1 hour to plant these ideas and principles in my life. I'm listening 

to detem1ine if they're in a positive frame of mind. Are they working their steps? 

Are they attending meetings consistently? Are they doing what is necessary to 

stay sober? Or, are they just alcoholics with the cork in the bottle. They've 

stopped drinking but their lives aren't changing. That's the program. It's about 

changing your life. If nothing is changing then you' re not doing the program. 

It was interesting to note that several respondents who were not from 

Newfoundland and Labrador (Come From A ways- or CFA' s) claimed that 

Newfoundlanders seemed to place more emphasis on the entertainment value of one' s 

drinking story as opposed to the principles of recovery embedded within the twelve steps. 

One might conjecture that there is a c01mection here to the story-telling traditions of this 

province where the ability to tell a good yam is highly valued and a means to enhance 

one's social status. 

AA here is just different, not like what rm used to in Montreal. Yes, I' ve heard 

some very humorous stories here and people seem to enjoy sharing tales of their 

misadventures with alcohol. This is all fine and good but what' s the value of this 

if you're not helping somebody out, not educating them about sobriety. 

I do feel that Newfoundland and Labrador groups are missing something. This is 

a twelve step program. But people here like to talk about how they"re feeling or 

how their day was or what their emotional state is like or what their past was like. 

But we all have drunkalogues. I think mine is personally much more exciting than 

most rve heard here (respondent laughs), but there ·s no grov-ih from delving into 

the past. There · s nothing to be learned from sharing an extended drunka logue. 

And ifyou·re going to focus on your emotions, why don't we just call it Emotions 

Anonymous. But I want to hear about solutions. How do you stay sober? How do 

you deal with chal lenges? How do you use the program personally? I think we 

need to really study the tv,'elve steps. focus on them. apply them. understand them. 

But I find here that v..rhen I refer to the Big Book. most people don't know it. 
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People who have been sober for 25 years in this province don 't know certain key 

passages which we used to read regularly at our meetings back in Vancouver. 

Bottoming out is the initial story line of the recovery tale and this part of the AA 

social script is to be performed within the context of a prescribed social role, what I 

describe as the penitent role. The idea of a social role is a fundamental feature of 

sociological theory. Social roles involve the behavioral expectations, the physical 

demeanor, the attitude, and the appropriate emotional display for the actor (Kemper and 

Collins: 1990; Turner, 2002). In AA, it is expected that the newcomer, whether s/he is 

attending their very first meeting, or returning after a relapse, will behave in a certain way 

and express emotion in a certain mam1er. Emotions which are construed as more negative, 

especially guilt, remorse, shame and fear are expected to be displayed by the penitent. If a 

newcomer acts outside of this prescribed role, with inappropriate emotional displays, the 

home group will pull the curtain down on the performance or use various pressure tactics 

to ensure confom1ity to the penitent role. 

5. 3 Playing the Penitent Role 

There is a climactic scene in the movie .. Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade·· that I fee l 

aptly describes the prescribed role for the AA newcomer. In this scene. Indiana Jones has 

discovered the secret cave which hides the Holy Grail. the chal ice supposedly used by 

Jesus Christ during the Last Supper. The hero must cross a dangerous bridge and defuse 

various booby traps before he can grasp the Holy Grail. As Indiana gingerly traverses the 

bridge. he holds his breath and anxiously chants the clues v;ritten on an ancient map ··only 

the peni tent man v: ill pass: only the penitent man wil l pass.·· 
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In AA, contented sobriety is the Holy Grail and to grasp it one must first learn 

how to walk as a penitent using the twelve steps as a guide. Just like Indiana Jones 

crossing the bridge, the body language of the newcomer is expected to be lowly. faltering 

and humble. His or her eyes should be downcast; the expression remorseful, the energy 

levels should be low, emotions characterized, in clinical terms, by negative affect. The 

newcomer should appear beaten and degraded, ready and willing to admit that they have 

been whipped by an enemy - alcohol. Steve, the disgraced police officer quoted earlier, 

remembers how he was described as a "winner" during his first AA meeting, despite his 

appearance and his feelings of humiliation and shame. The irony of this term and its 

significance for the penitent is captured in Steve' s recollection: 

I arrived at the Detox in awful shape. I hadn't slept or eaten in weeks. I hadn't 

shaved; my hair was long and dirty- not at all like my nom1al neat and tidy 

appearance as a police officer. The one thing I'll always remember from my first 

meeting is this woman, I can still remember her name, is that she called me a 

winner (respondent starts to cry softly) ... And that' s a term that is used in the 

rooms sometimes ... winners ... and she called me a winner. And at that point, I felt 
like here I am, I'm a police officer in the Barrie Detox, my family is leaving me, 

I' ve been arrested, I ' m all over the local news .. . and she' s calling me a winner. 
And I had tears. And I couldn' t understand but I just knev.; that I was going to get 

my help here - from these people. That was my start. 

Male respondents, many of whom had been members of Alcoholics Anonymous 

for years. remembered their first meeting vividly and how the warm response of the group 

helped to alleviate their fee lings of shame. embarrassment. and self-hatred when they fi rst 

walked into the rooms: 

I fe lt like a piece of shit when I came through the doors. I couldn ·t find a job. I 

had no friends. I live in a small outport and everybody avoided me. Even when I 

walked to the homes of my brothers or sisters. who lived on the same road, I 
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would see their lights being turned off and their doors being closed . . . or the men 

walking away from their sheds. I wasn't welcome anywhere. Everybody knew l 

was trouble when I was drinking . .. So when l came tlu·ough these doors. I 

remember very clearly the smiles. the hello. the handshakes ... this meant a lot to 

know that I could be accepted. 

I was 19 years old when I went to my first AA meeting. I was an inmate at the Pen 

(Her Majesty's Penitentiary in St. John.s). To be honest, I only went there because 

I was bored and because somebody told me they had free coffee and donuts. So I 

wasn't serious at all about getting help. I was an angry young man and I would 

have ripped the face off ' ya if you looked at me the wrong way . .. so I remember 

how surprised I was to see these older men volunteer to hold an AA meeting in 

jail. And I' ll never forget the handshakes I received from those guys. I still 

remember that. Everybody used to be scared of me but these guys seemed 

genuinely interested in me and shook my hand and smiled and told me that they 

hoped to see me again. 

All of my respondents remembered the shame, fear, loneliness. and guilt that they 

felt during their first meeting and how their displays of negative affect seemed to evoke 

supportive. empathetic responses from the group. However, the female respondents in my 

san1ple suggested that the negative emotions they felt were compounded even more 

because of the additional stigma of being a female alcoholic as well as a minority in the 

mostly male rooms of AA. Such feelings are reflected in a number of research studies that 

point to prevailing negative stereotypes about alcoholic ,.vomen within AA. Berenson 

(1991 ) reports that female AA members were more likely to perceive them selves as 

immoral or bad since ·nice· women didn· t become drunks. 

In this quote. Sue describes some unexpected emotional displays from men during 

her first AA meeting which she found helped to alleYiate her pain: 

~ hen I fi rst came into AA. 1 labeled myself. My mother us d to tell me there· s 

only one thing worse than a drunk man and that" s a drunk woman. It v•as not 
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acceptable for women to get drunk. Only certain types of women drank. So when I 

came into AA it was all men and I had myself labeled as a certain type of woman. 

So I had to overcome that. .. which was hard. rm in a room with a bunch of men. 

rm the only woman. People would have thought, what are you doing there with 

all those men? That was my view of a woman who drank. So when I turned up at 

an AA meeting I really felt like the lowest, the smallest, the most wo11hless type 

of human being. I was so ashamed to be there and I could hardly hold my head 

up .. . but AA allowed me to experience the compassion of men because when I 

walked into that meeting .. . even though I was the only woman ... just about every 

man came up to me and shook my hand, looked me straight in the eye and said 

welcome. And I remember that many of these men were so distinguished looking. 

I remember at the end of that first meeting when the chair called for the closing 

prayer, how gently the man sitting next to me held out his hand. And then the man 

sitting on the other side of me did the same. This was definitely a first for me. I 

had never seen or experienced men do this sort of thing because I grew up in an 

alcoholic home where my father and brothers all drank heavily and they were 

mean, violent drunks ... so to have men on either side of me. holding my hands, 

and saying "Our Father who art in heaven ... ,. and then telling me that they were 

happy to meet me and hoped I would come back ... these were real gentleman and 

they treated me like a real lady. 

A younger female respondent, age 28, shares similar experiences with her mostly male 

AA group: 

The first time I went to the AA meeting. I was the only female there. It was all 

men. But it didn ' t bother me being the only girl in a room full of men. I was there 

to try to deal with my own issues. It was a time in my life when I needed support 

and they did give support. People there would check in with me after meetings, to 

ask how r m doing and that sort of thing. I felt a sense of calm because people 

there were still going through addiction and yet they were managing. Others 

seemed to have beaten their addictions or were doing well. This gave me hope -

that I could also do it. But all these men were all older and quite laid back. And I 

liked listening to their experiences. I never spoke during an AA meeting during 

my first six months I attended except to say ·'hi. my name is Jennifer.·· But I 

enjoyed listening to people·s stories of how they overcame their problems. I 

remember this one guy who was sober for OYer 30 years. That says a lot that he 

doesn·t drink or do drugs. He was also super friendly and he became almost like a 
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grandfather type of fi gure to me. He would hug me and encourage me at the end 

of every meeting and say ' keep coming back .len. keep coming back· . 

This female respondent also fitting the part of the penitent. recalls the comforting effect 

of having a woman from the group offer her support at her first AA meeting: 

When I came to AA everyone had abandoned me because of my drinking. I was 

nothing but a nuisance. Child Protection had removed my two children because I 

was drunk every day. I was angry, upset ... very angry at the world .. . but most of 

all, feeling so ashamed of what a failure I was as a mother. But when I came into 

my first meeting, I remember how friendly everyone was and how they greeted 

me and held out their hands. And I remember how warm Jane was . .. she offered 

to sit next to me during my first meeting. That meant a lot, to know that somebody 

was even willing to be seen with me, to be in my presence. 

Unfortunately, not all encounters between men and women in AA are as 

supportive and empathetic as these quotes suggest. Two women in my sample and three 

male respondents, reflecting on their experiences with AA in different group settings, 

witnessed incidents involving men who tried to take advantage of female newcomers who 

were wracked by guilt, shame, remorse and a general lack of confidence. Such romantic 

entanglements, sometimes based on exploitation, are described as ' thir1eenth stepping' 

within the fellowship. It is outside of the scope of this study to estimate the rate at which 

such incidents might occur, or whether it is even perceived as a problem within the 

provincial fellowship, especially since this infom1ation comes from second-hand 

accounts. However, these respondents suggested that such behaviour is highly 

inappropriate and potentially harmfuL especially for the female newcomer. Notice as well 

how the groups depicted in these quotes enforced social control measures involving social 

isolation and direct confrontation for managing this type of beha\·ior: 
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I remember one instance where a female friend who had just j oined AA started to 

get text messages from another man in the group. He was leaving messages which 

were flirtatious in nature and that really made her feel uncomfortable. So she told 

her sponsor and her sponsor approached that guy's sponsor. His sponsor told him, 

"Stop this nonsense right now otherwise I ' ll drop you as my sponsee. I can't tell 

you not to come to meetings but I'll guarantee you that you won't get everything 

you should be getting out of this group." 

Mark, a CFA (Come From Away) reflected on his own experiences in AA groups 

in other provinces and makes an interesting comment about how social control measures 

in this province tend to be more subtle: 

Sometimes you do get relationships that happen in AA. We call it step thirteen. 

Some female newcomers are vulnerable when they arrive at the rooms and certain 

men know this. So you get some guys leering at women or saying things to them 

that are harassing. You can't ban people from an AA meeting but we have told 
people in my group that NOBODY appreciates their behavior. We used to watch 

out for this behavior in our group in Winnipeg. I remember telling this guy, 

"Look, stay away from these women. Take your dick and put it someplace else.'' 

That needs to be done. But especially in an AA group because newcomers are 

hurting and vulnerable and they don't need some guy preying on women. And the 

groups here in Newfoundland - do all this monitoring and intervention but it's 
more subtle than what I'm used to. Usually, an old-timer or a sponsor will take the 

person aside and say ' look buddy, give that girl some space." So there seems to be 

a gentler approach here. 

Karen, a respondent with nearly 15 years in AA, sees herself as a ' mother hen ' of 

younger women who come into the rooms: 

I feel protective when I see another woman entering the rooms for her first time. I 

remember how vulnerable I \Vas and so I see how vulnerable she is. So I try to 

make contact say hello and try to keep an eye out for her. The men here in this 

group are okay ... they·re fine and generally respectful. .. but rve been part of 

other groups where rve had to wam women about certain men. to say ··watch out 

for Bill there:· 
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ewcomers who fail to play the penitent by engaging in boastful drunkalogues, or 

blaming others for their drinking. or failing to demonstrate remorse and regret for their 

harmful actions, are sometimes publicly challenged in the rooms. Joe. a member of AA 

for over 20 years, recalls a time when he publically challenged a female member who 

appeared to him to be anything but penitent. Joe' s observations may also point to 

different standards for evaluating the perfonnance of the penitent role as it is performed 

by women. 

I was part of a group and this very large, very intimidating woman showed up. 

She was well over 200 pounds and stood over six feet tall with short cropped hair 

and a constant scowl on her face. She was vicious. She could stare right through 

you . . . She would come to meetings, go out and get drunk, come back in and this 

went on and on for weeks. And she was there one night and mouthing off about 

how her husband was an asshole and thafs why she needed to get drunk ... and 

how her boss was a real prick ... and on and on. I spoke up during a meeting. right 

after she shared, and told her "are you serious about getting soberT And she 

looked at me as if to say '·who the fuck are you?" And I told her, ·-rve been 

listening to you for a while now. Why are you wasting our time ifyou·re not 

serious about getting sober? Why don 't you just go and get drunk instead of 

coming here - pissing and moaning. Why do you keep hurting yourself? .. I could 

see right through her. She was angry on the outside but hurting like hell on the 

inside. obody was paying attention to her and everyone in the group was just 

listening to her rant and roar. Everyone at the meeting stayed out of her way 

because she was so angry and intimidating. I said all of this during the meeting 

after she had shared. And she came to me after the meeting and said ·'Joe. will you 

be my sponsor?'" I told her yes. A couple of weeks later. she stood up at a meeting 

and said ·You know. r ve got a male sponsor and I don ·t mind saying it. rve been 

coming here for a few weeks and rve been having a difficult time and nobody 

ever challenged me or spoke up to me but he did. And I admire him for that.· And 

she · s been sober now for seven years. 

In playing the penitent role. it app ars that anger and aggression expressed by V\10men 

seems pm1icularly out of place in an AA meeting. In my observations of first step 
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meetings involving male 'first steppers,' displays of anger and aggression seemed to be 

more tolerated and certainly never evoked a challenging response as illustrated in the 

quote above. 

The concept of emotional deviance is helpful in analyzing such emotional 

displays. According to Thoits (1990) there are four components of emotional experience, 

all of which are interconnected so that a change in one component will trigger changes in 

the other components. Thus, whenever an individual experiences an emotional reaction 

there is a situational cue, a physiological change, an expressive gesture and an emotional 

label. This provides the basis for Thoits' typology of emotional management which 

allows change directed at one component to result in the management of the emotional 

experience. We see this dynamic in the case of Stan, described at the beginning of the 

chapter, who offers an alternative interpretation of the awards ceremony. Stan·s 

interpretation of the situation is different from the award recipients and the rest of the 

home group and it is this interpretive factor which results in his feelings of frustration, 

impatience, and apparent boredom with the AA meeting. 

We also see emotional deviance in the case ofthe female alcoholic described 

above because showing up at an AA meeting under the influence of alcohol is an obvious 

breach of AA social norms. even more so by an apparently angry ,;<,,oman, and a sure 

indication that she was not playing the patt of the penitent. On another occasion. l 

observed a male newcomer shov, up at a meeting v-·hose breath reeked of alcohol. He 

started to speak but his speech was sluned and rambling. As I listened to the incoherent 

ramblings of this man. I observed a number of other members rolling their eyes. shifting 
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uncomfortably in their seats and a couple ofmale old-timers expressing their disapproval 

with audible ··tsssk. tsssk ... ·· sounds. At the end of the meeting, this man left the room 

after several members were observed shaking his hand and encouraging him to return. 

However, since this was the only occasion I observed such an obvious display of 

drunkenness inside of an AA meeting, it was difficult to identify any established norms 

for dealing with cases such as this. In an interview with one senior AA member of over 

twenty years, he described newcomers whom he had sponsored who habitually turned up 

at meetings hung over, possibly inebriated and smelling of alcohol. However, he said that 

they "had the good sense to shut up and just listen .. .'· The same respondent recalls 

incidents where he had acted as a meeting chair and asked drunken attendees to leave the 

meeting, before inviting them to return when they were sober, or declining their offers to 

share. Based on these limited observations. it may be that AA groups show a certain 

acceptance of drunken comportment inside of a meeting but there are probably limits to 

how much the group is willing to tolerate. 

The drunken ·stigmata' of cettain newcomers. particularly the stench of alcohol, 

disheveled clothing and scruffy appearance. also serves as a stark visual reminder of the 

damage and heartache that alcohol can bring. Ironically. it may also serve as a reward for 

conf01mity to those AA members who appear to be more clean and sober and respectable 

looking. Erikson (1966) refers to the .. rewards of confom1ity". that can arise with the 

public shaming of deviants. In AA. attempts to overtly shame a disheveled drunk would 

be considered contrary to the AA message of acceptance and non-judgment. but I have 

heard comments from more established A members like ··there go I but for the grace of 
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God'" or '·thank God, I'm not at that stage in my recovery:· Behind such messages is a 

certain amount of sympathy for the relapsed alcoholic or the newcomer who is just 

coming to tem1s with their drinking problem, but there may also be a sense of relief. pride 

and satisfaction that the alcoholic who is clean and sober is no longer as bad as that 

person. 

Certainly, the penitent newcomer is expected to convey honesty and transparency 

in describing their struggles to maintain sobriety. It is assumed that the newcomer will 

struggle in the early stages of sobriety and claims to have "their shit together" early on, as 

one respondent put it, are challenged. In fact, a number of my respondents suggested that 

old-timers had a special responsibility to put out their bullshit radars to test an AA 

novice's claims that they are recovered or cured or claiming contented sobriety at such an 

early stage of their recovery. Goffman (1974: 83) refers to this inclination to deceive as 

fabrication, " the intentional effort of an individual to manage activity so that. . . others will 

be induced to have a false belief about what is going on.'· Notice how this female member 

of AA uses fine-tuned observations of verbal and non-verbal behavior as she tries to 

verify who is being honest and transparent with their recovery presentations and who 

might be engaging in fabrications: 

When I look at other people I notice some outward signs: fidgeting. agitation. 

anxiety. For me. I pick at my fingers. especially my thumb. not because rm 

drinking but because rm stressed out. People who are in deniaL who are still 

using alcohol or drugs. don ·t like to look at you, look up and look you in the eye. 

Sometimes. if s really obvious if they" re still into the booze or maybe just 

switching to drugs. The person has stringy hair. they haven ' t bathed. they" re 

skim1y and haven't eaten in a week. In AA meetings. r ve seen people come in 

reeking of booze. That"s a big no-no. But I notice thei r body language and their 
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faces. I listen to what they' re saying. Some people trip themselves up. They say "I 

missed the meeting because I went to the park on Monday night" and then two 
hours later they say ·'I was at the movies on Monday night.'. So sometimes, your 

memory gives you away. 

Another respondent shared how he became involved with AA with the hope that he would 

receive a reduced sentence in an impaired driving case. As he puts it, he failed to "get 

honest" in the early part of his program but other members of his home group quickly 

challenged him: 

I had some friends who were police officers and they told me that the judge would 

look more sympathetically upon me if he knew I got involved with AA. So I 

started going to meetings before my charges of impaired driving were heard in 

court. I wasn' t going because I knew I had a problem and I wanted to get better. I 

was doing AA to get a better outcome in court even though I fow1d out later it 

didn't really affect the outcome. When I first started to come to AA meetings I 

really wasn't serious. I didn ' t listen. I would tell the group I was off the bottle but 

I really wasn' t. And within the first few months, a couple of older members called 

me on my bluff They said, man, you' re going nowhere in this program. You just 

picked up a six month medallion but now you·re sharing you relapsed one month 

ago. Start getting honest with yourself and you' ll start to recover. 

In rural Newfoundland there are always risks to presenting the honest truth in an AA 

home group as confidential infom1ation can be transmitted more easily through a small 

community. In this quote, a female respondent describes her strategy of self-monitoring 

her own verbal and non-verbal behavior: 

The honesty is the main thing. There are times in meetings when r ll try to avoid 

talking because ifl talk rll have to lie because people are assuming rm clean and 

rm not. That's not a good recovery ... when you·re using but you·re hiding it. But I 

feel that I have to lie because rm afraid that if anyone finds out that rm still 

struggling \·Vith my drinking. the news will get out into the community and rll 

lose my little girl because everyone knows that I v,.as in trouble with Child 

Protection Services. lt" s such a dilemma. I tell on myself all the time. l can ·t get 
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help for myself unless I tell on myself and unless I deal with the consequences. 

You can' t recover unless you deal with the consequences of your behavior. r d 

hear people lie and I couldn't take that. If I relapsed l"d say it. I wouldn't say that 

I' ve been clean for one month when really, I' ve only been clean for two days. 

The desire to practice what AA members call rigorous honesty is an essential 

component of the recovery performance. As these quotes demonstrate, members listen to 

each other' s presentations carefully, subjecting them to their collective ' bullshit radars' in 

the hope of discerning who is experiencing an authentic recovery and who is not. Behind 

such scrutiny is the recognition that a good performance at a meeting does not necessarily 

equal an authentic recovery. 

When respondents reflected on their early experiences with the AA program they 

suggested that besides being honest, the most important task for the newcomer was to 

listen. It was suggested that listening was perhaps the most important aspect of learning 

how to recover. 

When I first came to AA my sponsor advised that I should come to meetings, 
clean the shit out of my ears and keep my mouth shut. And that I should do this 
for at least a couple of months. I took his advice and I'm glad because I realize 
now that all I had to share were my wild stories and all the trouble 1 caused. I 
didn ' t have much to say about how to stay clean and sober. 

Jane, one ofthe old-timers in the home group. stated: 

You can't learn much from somebody who has only been sober for a few months 
and, in fact, I really worry about the newcomer who seems to have everything 
figured out after a couple of weeks. They" re always talking about how much their 
life is improved and how much better they·re feeling and how much they" ve 
learned. I think ir s better for them to say Jess and listen more because their 

recovery may be premature. 

Another member. Mark. describes hov, his former group in Ontario established 

orientation meetings for all newcomers .. Such meetings were required of new members 
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and had to be attended for a period of three months before being admitted into regular AA 

meetings. While this kind of regimented, primary socialization into the AA subculture 

may occur in other provinces in Canada, I have never heard of such orientation meetings 

in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

I was part of a group on the mainland where newcomers were referred to special 
' newcomer' s meetings. ' They were referred there after their first AA meeting. In 
the newcomer' s meetings, people would be taught a little about the twelve steps, 
they would be shown the Big Book; they would be taught about the rules of cross
talk and sharing. And after about three months, they would then be referred back 
to the regular meetings. This worked very well but here in Newfoundland, I 
haven' t seen this kind of set up which I think is unfortunate. 

5.4 Conclusion 

The scientific, positivist literature emphasizes the diagnosis of addiction or alcoholism as 

a rational, objective, detached, clinical process. In the world of AA the diagnostic process 

involves a subjective, individualistic, emotional identification with the role of recovering 

alcoholic. My data suggest that the more one can identify with others in the rooms, the 

greater the chances one will self-identify as an alcoholic. 

Affi liation with an AA home group requires the newcomer or the prodigal 

alcoholic (who is returning after a relapse). to act within an appropriate emotional range 

of guilt, remorse, shame, embanassment, anger and fear. Along ,.vith these displays of 

negative emotional affect. the penitent is expected to demonstrate honesty, transparency 

and humility. It is not expected that they wi ll get the program right mvay. In fact, claims 

of recovery, that one ·'bas their shit together:· are viewed by the group with suspicion. As 

an AA novice. the actor is encouraged to listen and leam from significant others within 

the fe llowship. 
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More seasoned, experienced members of an AA home group are responsible for 

enacting various inclusion rituals designed to socialize the newcomer into the penitent 

role. Smiles, hand-shakes, saying '·welcome" or displaying AA literature or posters in the 

rooms - such gestures and props are important for creating an inviting space for the 

person who enters the rooms. One respondent remembered the strong impression that a 

poster had on him during his first AA meeting. "When I walked into the rooms and I saw 

the poster which read 'You're no longer alone' that really had an impact on me. I really 

felt it was true." 

The penitent role relies heavily on the emotion work perfonned by the entire AA 

home group. There is a reciprocal emotional energy exchanged between the newcomer or 

the relapsed member and the rest of the group. The newcomer brings a display of guilt, 

remorse, shame, fear and humility and in exchange s/he receives from the group 

compassion, warmth, support, encouragement, empathy and acceptance. This is the 

positive emotional energy that is created inside of AA meetings and it depends upon the 

correct perfom1ance of interaction rituals. Ultimately, the release of positive emotional 

energy is what the newcomer feeds off and it instills a desire in him or her to return to 

subsequent meetings. Some newcomers have problems identifying with the role of 

alcoholic or fail to properly perform the penitent rituals and ultimately fail the audition. 

As a result. they eventually exit the rooms of AA (as was the case with Stan, described 

earlier, who disappeared shortly after his performance). 

Recovery in AA is often described as a journey or process of transformation. The 

means to this transformation is the twelve steps. As I shall explain in the next chapter. the 
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twelve steps offer a structured program of change that helps newcomers to get into the 

role of recovering alcoholic. 
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Chapter Six: The Twelve Steps 

6.0 Profile of a Key Informant 

Michael has been a member of AA for over twenty years but joined this home group only 

two years ago. He retired from his career as an executive manager in the civil service and, 

along with his "long-suffering wife" of over 30 years, as he described his partner, decided 

to make rural Newfoundland his retirement home. 

"Work hard and play hard" was Michael 's motto in life . Working hard earned him 

a great deal of success as an executive. He earned a good salary and rose through the 

managerial ranks because of his intelligence, ambition and leadership abilities. "I had 

every toy, luxury and privilege in the world," Michael shared in our interview, " ... boats, 

trailers, vacations around the world. I had a big, comer office on the top floor of our 

office building in Toronto, two private secretaries and a staff of over 60 professionals 

who reported directly to me. I had a padded expense account and a fancy title displayed 

on my office door. To everyone who knew me, I had it all." 

But there was a downside to Michael's outward successes. Michael was a "hjgh 

funct ioning alcoholic" as described in the research literature on alcoholism. 1 Even though 

Michael had all the trappings of success and privilege, he felt miserable and his home life 

was in shambles. Michael managed to climb to the top of the professional ladder but his 

rock bottom came after a weekend binge with some friends from work. He arrived home 

in a drunken stupor, smelling of perfume and booze after a night of carousing. "My wife 

1 For an excellent review of this literature see Understanding the High-Functioning 
Alcoholic (2009) written by psychologist Sarah Benton. a self-described HF A. 
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and two young children saw me stagger in through the door. I was a complete mess. I 

crashed through a glass table in our living room and couldn't even stand straight. I lied 

again and told them it would never happen again ... but this time my wife told me to get 

out of the house. My kids stared at me and then started to cry. I knew in that instant that I 

needed help. The next day I attended an AA meeting. It took a long time and many years 

of hard work, but today I have contented sobriety." 

Today, Michael describes himself as a committed member of AA. He has lived in 

every province in Canada because of his career and he has been involved in over twenty 

different home groups. He is a favorite AA circuit speaker in his home province of 

Ontario and he sits on advisory boards for professional groups and Employee Assistance 

Programs across the country, eager to share his personal experience and knowledge of 

treating addictions in the workplace. 

In my home group, Michael is a respected old-timer who regularly attends the 

meetings and is active in the local fellowship. When I asked him about his contributions 

to AA, he emphasized that nothing was more important to him than teaching others about 

the twelve steps. "Those steps are the key to my recovery,'· he emphasized. "Without 

them, I wouldn't be here. I tried every type of counseling - psychotherapy, cognitive 

therapy, medications - been to psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, rehabilitation 

clinics - but only the twelve steps made a difference in my life." 

Michael' s unwavering faith in the steps was the reason why he volunteered to 

fac ilitate "step meetings'· in our home group. These special meetings were held during 
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the last Monday of each month. Every meeting was orchestrated in the same way: to 

encourage members to reflect on how they experienced each step ofrecovery. As such, 

these meetings proved to be wonderful opportunities for the members of my home group 

to ' free associate' on the meanings each step held for them, the challenges and difficulties 

they experienced in carrying them out, and the ultimate benefits they experienced in 

working the steps. 

To start each step meeting, Michael would share his story to qualify as an 

alcoholic. He would always end on this note: "If you want what I have, then work the 

steps. Learn everything you can about them but most importantly, live them. The twelve 

steps are the heart of AA. They are the heart of recovery and our blueprint for living." 

6.1 Introduction 

As a researcher, I was extremely grateful to participate in, and observe these step 

meetings. In the twelve month period during which I undertook this study, I participated 

in every step meeting which focused on each of the twelve steps of recovery. Michael was 

a skilled facilitator for these meetings, which served as a type of focus group for my 

purposes. In addition to the meetings, I also conducted in-depth interviews with subjects 

who shared their experiences in 'working the steps,' as described in the fellowship. A 

couple of key informants, Michael included, also provided follow-up interviews 

whenever I wanted to discuss my interpretations or needed feedback. As such, I was able 

to triangulate data as they emerged during the course of the interviews and again, during 

the discussions and sharing at step meetings. 
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In this chapter, I will examine each ofthe twelve steps of recovery and consider 

how they are to be performed within the social role of recovering alcoholic. As I have 

described in previous chapters, newcomers arrive into the fellowship exhibiting negative 

emotional affect. They are expected to act humbly and contritely, entering the rooms in a 

walk of shame. They take their lead from other, more experienced members of the home 

group, as they begin their journey to contented sobriety. Just as there is a right way and a 

wrong way to enter the rooms, !learned that there are norn1s regulating how one should 

work the steps of recovery. 

The twelve steps allow the actor to get into the role of recovering alcoholic by 

teaching him or her a way to transform the overwhelming, negative emotions of fear, guilt 

and shame into contented sobriety. In this chapter, I highlight some common themes or 

patterns which emerged in my interviews and observations. My findings are organized 

around the conceptual framework developed by Van Gennep ( 1909) and Turner (197 4 ), 

whose anthropological work on rites of passage can be applied to understand the personal 

transformation and shift in social status accompanying membership in AA. 

Victor Turner's reformulation of the rites of passage, with its emphasis on 

personal transformation rather than shifting status, provides a conceptual framework 

through which the experience of 'working the steps' can be understood as a personal rite 

of passage. These three major shifts or stages of the AA experience can be identified as: 

(1) separation, by which the person being initiated is socially disengaged (transformed) 

from a previous status as mere drinker to alcoholic within the context of AA; (2) 

marginality or Jiminality, the transitional and ambiguous threshold at which the novice or 
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initiate AA member undergoes redefinition; and (3) incorporation or aggregation, by 

which the person is reunited into the group as a ' new' member, redefined and not 

connected to the previous identity. My intention in using this conceptual framework is not 

to debate whether the twelve steps have all the structural elements of a rite of passage as 

set out by Van Gennep at the tum of the century. l am more interested in using the 

concept of a rite of passage, particularly as it has been reformulated by Turner, to focus 

on personally transfonnative experiences taking place outside of the regular social 

structures - as a theoretical lens providing insights into the experience of working the 

twelve steps. 

6.2 The Separation Stage and the Surrender Steps - 1, 2 and 3 

Step 1: "We admitted we were powerless over alcohol- that our lives had become 

unmanageable. " marks the beginning of the process of recovery. Members of AA often 

call this the first ofthree 'sunender steps' in the journey of sobriety. As such, the first 

step of this journey was often the most difficult, yet crucial, in the work of recovery. 

The crucial rite of passage at this stage of the transfom1ational process is the first 

time members tell their story before the group, beginning by acknowledging. "I am an 

alcoholic." There is a parallel here to rites of passage seen in religious communities. 

Students of conversion and commitment have sometimes pointed out the importance, for 

the conu11itment process of a "conm1itment act'. which symbolizes the initiate ' s 

incorporation into the group (Gerlach and Hine, 1968; Wilson, 1978). For example, 

speaking in tongues or receiving the baptism of the Holy Spirit is the commitment act for 
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members ofthe Pentecostal movement. In AA, the admission "I am an alcoholic'· is 

delivered before witnesses, many of whom are veterans of the program and who welcome 

this commitment act with empathetic verbal and non-verbal displays (nodding heads, 

extended eye contact etc.). In subsequent meetings, the ritual utterance is used again and 

again, whenever the novice member speaks at meetings. "Hi, my name is_ and I' m an 

alcoholic" becomes a powerful signifier of inclusion within the group, aligning the 

speaker with other (sick) alcoholics in the room. This verbal confession, shared in a 

community of witnesses, also shatters any self-illusions that one is like ordinary drinkers. 

Hines refers to this process of demarcation or separation from previous statuses as a 

"bridge-burning act that separates the old identity from the new'· (Hine, 1970: 56). 

Dave, a senior member of the group, spoke about the significance of saying "I am 

an alcoholic" at meetings: 

When 1 first came into the rooms, 1 would say, ' hi, my name is Dave and I'm an 

alcoholic. ' But 1 never really believed it. I said it more to fit in . . . but the more I 

heard myself say it and the more I learned about this disease, the more I believed I 

truly had a problem. I really was an alcoholic. 

The Big Book divides the first step into two sections, the first being "we admitted 

we were powerless over alcohol." The key tern1 here is powerless. A common theme, 

brought up by a number of respondents during interviews and also at step meetings, was 

that alcoholics lose their power to choose once they consume their first drink. This 

capacity to make choices about drinking is what separates the alcoholic from ordinary 

drinkers of alcohol. 
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Respondents spoke of the emotional pain sunounding this sense of powerlessness 

over alcohol. Feelings of despair, loneliness, self-loathing, guilt and shame existed deep 

within the alcoholic but these feelings were never shared with others for fear of being 

misunderstood or being blamed for bringing this misery upon themselves. Kenney and 

Craig (20 12) call this type of suffering "illegitimate pain" because these negative feelings 

are often disguised or veiled from others for fear of possible consequences. According to 

these authors, illegitimate pain exists on a continuum from legitimate suffering (suffering 

seen as sympathy worthy) to the opposite extreme where suffering is misunderstood, 

neglected or even viewed as just punishment. 

Comments such as these reflected the pain behind powerlessness, a pain that could 

not be appreciated by normal drinkers or "earth people" as this respondent put it: 

The powerlessness was that one drink was too many and a thousand wasn't 
enough. Once I started to drink I couldn' t stop. I had to drink until I got drunk. I 

was going to find it somewhere. I had no power to control my drinking. I tried 
many, many times to stop on my own but I couldn't do it on my own. Drinking 

was the only thing that ended my pain. 

I couldn't drink and I couldn't not drink. To me, that's powerlessness. I had no 

choice. There was no power of choice. That's a really important pmi of it. When I 
take that drink, I lose that power of choice. And that's something that non
alcoholics, some people call them 'emih people· , don't fully understand- that loss 

of choice. 

Wanting to stop drinking and being unable to do so meant that the alcoholic had 

no control or power to make rational choices when it came to alcohol. The Big Book 

frames this sense of powerlessness as a symptom or manifestation of an allergy: 
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Alcoholics have one symptom in common: they cannot stop drinking without 
developing the phenomenon of craving. This phenomenon, as we have suggested, 
may be the manifestation of an allergy which differentiates these people, and sets 
them apart as a distinct entity (AA World Services Inc., 2001 : xxx). 

The craving/allergy concepts came up often during respondent interviews, with 

many respondents suggesting they were born to be alcoholics, or that their brains or 

physiology predisposed them toward alcoholism. This biological explanation was 

expressed in many ways: 

I believe my body reacts to alcohol differently from other drinkers. I had my first 

drink when I was twelve years old, when I stole a sip from my father's alcohol 

stash. Even then, I couldn't stop until there was no booze left in the bottle. I had to 

drink, even at that age, until I became drunk. 

I don' t think that alcoholics are wired in the same way. Some people can go out 
and drink and get drunk every once in a while. They don 't go to bed planning for 

that next drink in the morning. There has to be something in our brains that make 

alcoholics different. 

Other respondents rejected the notion that one could be born an alcoholic but 

embraced the idea that there was a biological basis to their powerlessness over alcohol. 

These subjects emphasized the necessity of avoiding that first drink of alcohol. The first 

drink, the first sip of alcohol, was enough to trigger the so-called allergic reaction, and 

respondents reported that they were completely powerless against its effects. Therefore, 

the key to exercising personal power over alcohol was in the moment of choosing 

whether or not to take that first drink: 

I think ifs total bullshit when I hear people say they were born alcoholics or they 

have no choice. Choice is the only weapon we have to get well . . . in AA there's a 

saying that we don' t choose to be alcoholics but we do choose recovery. And I 

choose recovery on a daily basis by not taking that first drink. 
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Being able to admit powerlessness was more difficult for some respondents than 

others. It meant admitting personal weakness. which was difficult for subjects who 

considered themselves as powerful , influenti al or important. This necessarily required 

self-deflation, humility and an awareness of a loss of control. BilL a giant of a man, put it 

best when he stated: 

There' s not much I'm afraid of ... I'm 6'7" and over 300 pounds. But as big as I 

am and as strong as I am, I realize that that little brown bottle is much stronger 

than me. It will beat me every time. 

Benton (2009) points out that high-functioning alcoholics (HFA's) like Michael 

(featured in the profile at the beginning of this chapter) seem to struggle more with the 

admission of powerlessness since they may perceive themselves as having power in the 

domain of work and they often have the outward appearance of success. As long as they 

have good jobs, impressive homes, cars, incomes and the semblance of a normal life, they 

are reluctant to admit that their lives are being impacted negatively as a result of drinking. 

HFA's are more likely to compare their situations with others in the rooms, and if they 

perceive that their lives are more manageable than the life stories they hear, they hold on 

to the illusion of being in control of their drinking. But eventuall y. as this respondent put 

it. the bottom eventually arrives and the alcoholic is forced to admit that the pain is so 

unbearable that they need help: 

I made the mistake of comparing my story with others in the room. So when I 

heard these guys speak about losing jobs because of drinking, or losing their 

licenses to drive, or being thrown in jail I thought. that's not me. But l realized 

that everyone has a different experience of vlhat unmanageable is ... for me it was 

the fee ling of being ashamed of myself and totally fed up .. . with v,·anting to stop 

drinking but being unable to do so. 
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The second section of step one- admitting that our lives had become 

mm1anageable - required recognizing the negative consequences of drinking. Having an 

unmanageable life could be measured in an objective, external way but there was also a 

subjective, emotional quality that came with this realization. Some of the external 

experiences and events associated with an Ulll1anageable life included divorce, 

bankruptcy, incarceration, and health crises. These painful life events provided evidence 

that drinking had become so problematical and out of control that they constituted a 

' bottoming out' as discussed in the last chapter. Other respondents experienced less 

obvious catastrophic events, but experienced an emotional bottom characterized by 

extreme pain or negative emotional affect. Respondents reported that it was important, 

even mandatory, for them to hit some type of bottom, to realize they had a problem with 

alcohol. 

The stress of having bill collectors calling me every day finally got to me. I knew 

then, that if I didn ' t get a grip on my drinking, rd lose everything that I worked so 

hard for. 

I had to lose everything - my marriage, my kids, my house, my job 

everything ... before I could admit I had a problem. I hate myself that it took 

losing everything for me to admit l was an alcoholic even though it was so 

obvious to everyone who knew me that I was. 

Step 2: Came to Believe that a Power Greater Than Ourselves Could Restore Us to 

Sanity 

In Step two the alcoholic is encouraged to tum to an outside force to help him/her 

to recover. In the ·'Big Book,'. Bill W uses a stage-manager metaphor to explain how the 

alcoholic must sunender control in Step 2: 
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Each person is like an actor who wants to run the whole show; is forever trying to 

arrange the lights, the ballet, the scenery and the rest of the players in his own 

way. If his arrangements would only stay put, if only people would do as he 

wished, the show would be great. . . What usually happens? The show doesn't 
come off very well . .. He becomes angry, indignant, self-pitying . .. Our actor is 

self-centered, ego-centric . . . selfishness is the root of our troubles .. . We had to quit 

playing God (AA World Services Inc., 2001: 60-63). 

This respondent carried his Big Book to our interview and had highlighted many 

passages from Bill 's story. He too could relate to the drama analogy, indexing content 

from his own story to the principles of recovery described by AA' s founding father: 

When I was an active alcoholic, my life was one big show which was completely 

out of control. I experienced one battle after another because of alcohol. When I 

realized that I had a problem with alcohol, I learned I had to surrender control. 

Surrender is not a cool word. I'd been trying to fight my alcoholism but then I 
realized that fighting my urge to drink just made it worse. What I needed to do 

was give up fighting. I needed someone or something more powerful than me. 

The challenge for recovering alcoholics is to become willing to believe in a higher 

power. A number of respondents, and many others who 1 heard during step meetings, 

reported extreme difficulty with this step because they struggled with preconceived ideas 

about God and higher power and organized religion. This male respondent adopted a 

feminized higher power to work step two: 

I don ' t believe in a religious God. I've tried to go back to my childhood religion 

which is Catholicism but it 's never fe lt comfortable for me. My higher power is 

Mother Nature/Creator. I really latched onto this idea when I met a lot of 

Aboriginal people through AA because my first exposure to the program was in 

Winnipeg and there were a lot of Aboriginal People in my home group. Females 

are more caring and nurturing and thaf s what I associate with a higher power. She 

cares, nurtures, forgives me and understands that rm human. I pray to this entity 

and it works. 
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Another female respondent also struggled with preconceived ideas about her 

higher power: 

I was brought up in a semi-religious home; I was made to go to church when I was 

young. I didn't like the church I was brought up in. When I finally started to get 

the spiritual part of the AA program I had to give up the control of God. or the 

thought of controlling God. So I changed my way of praying just as I tried to 

change my way of thinking. I never tell God now what I want; I ' ll tell him what I 

need and I seek his will. And I'm content enough to say ·'Your will be done." I 

don' t struggle with it anymore. 

Other respondents were afraid that AA would impose its own version of a higher 

power or would inflict a religious "brain-washing program" on new adherents as this 

respondent put it: 

My family thought I had joined a cult when I told them I was in AA. My language 

changed. I used to curse and swear a lot. Then I started using phrases like 'easy 

does it' and 'let go and let God.' The changes in my life \Vere so dramatic that 

everyone thought 1 was brain-washed. 

On the other hand, some respondents were much more comfortable with the 

spiritual language of AA because of their prior religious upbringing or cunent 

involvement with religion. These subjects, both from conservative. evangelical Christian 

backgrounds, brought their own faith constructs to step two. These quotes demonstrate 

how individuals index material from their own lives into the concepts. ideas and 

principles of the AA program: 

Turning my will over to God \Vasn ·t really a problem for me - at least what this 

means on an intellectual level. It was something r d been exposed to in my 

Pentecostal faith. To me, this means saying God. I can ·t but you can. r 11 leave my 

life in your hands today. 

Ifs so counter cultural to the idea that you·re supposed to fi ght the good fight. 

Sunender doesn·t mean that rm giving up my life like when p ople say ·thafs it. 
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1 can' t handle it anymore.' I'm actually taking back my life. It reminds me of a 
song by one of my favorite contemporary Christian singers - Canie Underwood. 

She wrote .. Jesus take the wheel because I can't do it anymore." And that's what 

Step Two means to me - that I can't do it anymore. 

The word 'sanity' in Step Two has mental health/mental illness connotations. 

However, for respondents, the term was used much more broadly to describe a range of 

alcoholic behaviours. Jen's description of insanity was a common refrain I heard often in 

the fellowship: 

Insanity for the alcoholic means doing the same thing over and over and expecting 

different results. For me, this meant binging just about every weekend, going 

home with men I hardly knew and hoping that my life would somehow turn out 

differently. Change didn' t come to my life until I stopped drinking and changed 

everything about the way I lived including how I get into relationships with men. 

Another respondent framed insanity as "stinking thinking" a common euphemism 

heard in AA circles: 

My insanity had to do with my thinking. In AA, we call it 'stinking thinking.' My 

mind was always racing .. . always afraid of the future ... or always stuck in victim 

mode, thinking about how much everyone else was making my life miserable. 

"Doing the same thing over and over again'· reflects the compulsive nature of 

alcoholic behaviour and '·stinking thinking" in AA parlance describes the cognitive style 

of recovering alcoholics. Denzin (1987a, 1987b ), in his studies of alcoholism, described 

stinking thinking as a cognitive style that is repetitive, obsessive, isolated, often resentful 

and fearful. In the Twelve and Twelve. Bill W. suggests that the twelve steps offer a 

pathway to a sound mind and an antidote to the insanity of alcoholism: 

What can we believe in? AA does not demand belief; Twelve Steps are only 

suggestions .. . like pulling the ripcord on the parachute when you jump . . . Defiance 
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is an outstanding characteristic of alcoholics. Step Two is a rallying point to 
sanity . . . sanity is defined as soundness of mind .. . Right relation to God (Bill W., 

1952:53-55). 

Step two directly deals with the acknowledgement of a higher power, which some 

respondents chose to call God, but others acknowledged with different spiritual tenns. In 

Step three, recovering alcoholics are encouraged to tum to a God of their own 

understanding, which, as we shall see, is wide open to interpretation. 

Step 3: Made a Decision to Turn Our Will and Our Lives Over to the Care of God as We 

Understood Him. 

The Big Book begins its discussion of Step three with these words, which is known in AA 

as the Third Step Prayer: 

Many of us said to our Maker, as we understood Him, "God. I offer myself to 

Thee- to build with me and to do with me as Thou wilt. Relieve me of the bondage 

of self, that I may better do Thy will. Take away my difficulties, that victory over 

them may bear witness to those I would help of Thy Power, Thy Love and Thy 

Way of life. May I do Thy will always!" We thought well before making this step, 

making sure we were ready; that we could at last abandon ourselves utterly to 

Him. We found it very desirable to take this spiritual step with an understanding 

person . .. But it is better to meet God alone than with one who might 
misunderstand. The wording was . .. optional so long as we expressed the idea, 

voicing it without reservation (AA World Services Inc ., 2001 : 63). 

Step three is considered a more drastic and all-encompassing sunendering of 

personal will. The second step implies a willingness or openness to spirituality; to some 

higher power. Step three now asks the recovering alcoholic to go one step further: to tum 

their will over to this higher power of their own understanding; thus making spirituality 

the core of self. It is a turning away from a destructi ve power - alcohol - and a turning 
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towards some higher power that is constructive, life-affirming and based on spiritual 

growth. 

A number of respondents reflected that their sponsors were critical in helping 

them understand and implement this step. Mary, an AA member for 15 years, 

remembered saying the Third Step Prayer with her sponsor after being part of her local 

home group for several months. Saying the prayer was another important rite of passage 

which signaled Mary' s commitment to the philosophy of AA: 

My sponsor invited me to kneel down next to her and we recited the Third Step 

Prayer together. She explained that in doing this, I was demonstrating my 

readiness to do the work of the twelve steps. And she also explained that I was 

free to choose my own concept of God as I understood Him. This was very 

comforting for me. 

Another respondent recalled spiritual advice from significant others within the fellowship 

on how to work step three: 

When I first came into AA I really struggled with this idea of a higher power. r d 

listen to people talk about God and it was obvious that I couldn't relate. Finally, 

some old-timers took me aside and said "Joe, we can see you're really struggling 

with this . . . seeking help for your higher power is different for everyone. Your 

higher power can be anything you want it to be. Maybe you can think of the group 
as your higher power." And thafs where I started. I became open to the idea that 

the group knew more than I did; that the group could be my higher power and help 

me get better. 

The first three steps involved a sunendering to the idea that one was an alcoholic 

and in need of a higher power to recover. The appropriate emotional display of the 

newcomer or 'initiate· ass/he separates from the drinking culture and enters the world of 

AA is reflected in the penitent role, discussed in the previous chapter. Displays of shame, 
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regret, guilt and humility carry into the next stage of the transformational process but 

these are gradually replaced with feel ings of hope and optimism that one can recover 

from the ravages of alcoholism. 

6.3 The Transition Stage and Steps Four to Eleven 

The fourth step reads, "Made a Searching and Fearless Moral Inventory of Ourselves." 

This step was described by respondents as a turning point in the AA program of recovery. 

Step four required a different type of work, one that required the recovering alcoholic to 

tum inward to continue the transformational process. At this stage, the AA member is 

betwixt and between physical sobriety and the ultimate goal of contented sobriety which 

is the promise of working all twelve steps. 

According to Turner (1973), at the liminal stage group bonding is reinforced as 

the initiates undergo standard processes oftesting and humiliation. Respondents in this 

study suggested that step four was perhaps the most difficult and humiliating step to 

complete because it forced them to examine the misdeeds of their pasts. As a test, many 

respondents pointed to step four as the point at which most people are most likely to exit 

the program. This old-timer reflected this sentiment: 

When I started this journey by doing the steps, one of my biggest hang-ups was 

step 4. I would say at least 50% would get caught up with step 4. Now the first 

three steps, there ' s no physical work whatsoever. It's all in the mind - how you 

think, how you feel, how you see. But step 4 tells us we have to write out our 

moral defects. For most of us. this includes anger. greed, pride. gluttony, lust, 

sloth, envy - the seven deadly sins. Then we list the people we resent. we fear and 

hate, we lust after etc. When I did my fourth step. I had many resentments. A 

resentment is like smoldering anger. and I had many people \Vho I hated and v.:ho 

I was angry with .. .. so I had to write their names down. along with a brief 
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description of what they did to me that made me angry. Likewise. I had used a lot 

ofwomen sexually in my life. I lied to them, cheated on them or was just plain 

selfish sexually. So I had to put this on my list as well. .. who I had han11ed 

sexually and how I han11ed them. I also had lists for other harms: property I 

destroyed, money I"d stolen, debts not repaid . . . by the time I finished this step, I 

had about 20 pages of items related to my character defects. 

Step four offers a practical and highly structured exercise for self-transformation 

compared to the first three steps. Chapter five of the Big Book describes how to do a 

searching and fearless moral inventory and the internet contains many websites devoted 

to explaining this important step. Among my respondents, there was a considerable range 

of methodologies for compiling an inventory. The majority tabulated their moral 

shortcomings and flaws or ' defects' as they are described in the Big Book. There were 

tables for each of the following categories: resentments, faults , fears , sexual injury and 

han11s. These respondents explained the processes they undertook to work this step: 

That dreadful step ... I made a searching and fearless moral inventory. To me, that 

means looking back over your life and taking an inventory of everything that has 

happened to you and that you"ve done, identifying any main factors or fi gures 

which impacted your life - such as parents, siblings, girlfriends, friends, wives. 

employers and all of your significant relationships and trying to find your 

responsibility in it but also finding things that they may have done that you have a 

resentment towards and bitterness towards. And you need to put this on paper so 

you can see your patterns of behavior. 

People make that into a big thing. If s the 4 th Step. If s hon·ible. It" s going to make 

you do this. It was explained to me by my sponsor that the 4th Step would show 

me my patterns and it" s written in front of me on paper. 

Other respondents wrote out their life stori es in autobiographical form to complete 

step four. Some respondents reported that thi s step took them several days to compl ete~ 

others rep011ed it took years! Some respondents completed step four completely on their 
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own; others with a sponsor or professional counselor. Comments such as these reflected 

the broad range of experiences in working step four: 

Step 4 became easier with time. But it took professional help for me to get to this 

step. I couldn' t do that on my own. I did tlus work with my addictions counselor. I 

asked her to help me with my AA program and she was quite willing. So I would 

say it took me a couple of years to work through the first four steps of recovery. 

She encouraged me to write a letter to my mother who died when I was 8. I wrote 

it and asked her to read it and we talked about it. I cried and cried. Then I took the 

letter to the graveyard and I read it out loud to her. And I cried some more. I spent 

two and a half years in counseling reliving all of the hurt and pain I experienced .. . 

it was like staring into a pit but it had to be done. 

I spent three months in a treatment center in Ontario so this step came out mostly 

through talk therapy. I did much of this by talking but I also did psychodramas 

and art therapy. The treatment center didn ' t call this step four work but I definitely 

saw a correlation to it. I saw that at a very young age I began to shut my heart off 

and be cold. I saw this happening from the age of 2. I saw it again when I was 

between 7-10 years old . I saw tragic events. 

During a step meeting, there was a lively discussion about the right way and the 

\vrong way to work step four. Participants at the meeting reported that it was important to 

be as thorough as possible and to practice rigorous honesty. It was also suggested that the 

sooner the recovering alcoholic can get their defects out of their heads and onto paper the 

sooner they would start to fee l sane. Aside from these guidelines, I recorded some 

observations on the wrong way to do a step four in my field notes: 

(a) Spending too much time writing out your story or compi ling your inventory. As 

one AA member put it .. ifs not about writing a best-sell ing novel. lf s about 

getting the junk out of your head in the fastest. easiest ' "''ay possible:· The danger 
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with spending too much time writing your story or compiling your inventory was 

getting stuck in the past. 

(b) Omitting character defects because of shame, fear, embarrassment or guilt. Failing 

to practice rigorous honesty. 

(c) Failing to keep the inventory private and out of view of prying eyes. One 

participant shared how his wife found the papers he had used to write his 

inventory. As he said, "I had a lot of explaining to do when she saw the names of 

women I had had affairs with." 

(d) Not seeking help from a sponsor or an experienced AA member when the person 

is not sure how to work step four. 

(e) Skipping ahead to step five and confiding in your sponsor without having made a 

list first. 

Respondents reported other difficulties with step four work during in-depth interviews: 

Step four is not about beating yourself up. It' s not about focusing on your negative 

traits. Some step four guides suggest doing a positive inventory as part of this 

step; that is, writing about your strengths of character, your gifts, your 

contributions, your virtues. I think that' s a good idea and my sponsor suggested 

this in my case. He was a store owner and the way he explained it was that his 

store inventories required him to account for everything in his shop: goods that 
were spoiled or damaged or goods that were in good condition. Same thing with a 

character inventory - so this helped me to get a more balanced and realistic 

assessment of myself. 

Another respondent saw unbelief or a lack of faith as a barrier for completing step four: 

I didn't want to do a list of my character defects. But ifi had done the first three 

steps completely and thoroughly I wouldn ·t have any problems with the fourth 

step. But my problem was step 3 - making a decision to turn my will and my life 

over to God as I understood Him. I turned my will and my life O\'er to God but I 
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took it back again, almost instantly. If I faced some problem or stress I would tum 

it over to God and say ··ok God, this is in your hands now ... You take care of it.,. 

But then fear would set in and I would take the wheel. And I would do that with 

so many situations in my life. 

For those who reported having completed step four, there was a sense of catharsis 

and relief in acknowledging their pasts and identifying their moral flaws and character 

defects. Some described it as "cleaning up my side of the street," or "cleaning the 

wreckage of my past." It is also a humbling step as the AA member investigates his or her 

past with an aim to identify behaviour pattems that negatively affect their lives. Step five 

continues this process of self-discovery. 

Step Five: Admitted to God. To Ourselves, and to Another Human Being the Exact Nature 

of Our Wrongs 

Step 5 involves a confession of the Fourth Step inventory. As an act of confession, it is an 

admission to self, to one's higher power and to another person about one·s past misdeeds 

and wrongdoings. The Big Book recommends that individuals working step 5 should 

carefully choose whom they should confide in. Once the person discloses their personal 

inventory, they are then instructed to return home and meditate for one hour and to 

contemplate if they have left anything out of their inventories. After this period of 

meditation. individuals are to return to their confessor if they discover there are parts of 

their story or their inventory which might have surfaced and that need to be discussed in 

more detail. 

The completion of step 5 should result in a type of psychic cleansing as it is 

described by Bill W. in the Twelve and Tweh·e: 
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Provided you hold back nothing, your sense ofreliefwill mount from minute to 

minute. The damned-up emotions of years break out of their confinement, and 

miraculously vanish as soon as they are exposed. As the pain subsides, a healing 

tranquility takes its place. And when humility and serenity are so combined, 

something else of great moment is apt to occur (1952: 62). 

All of the respondents who completed step 5 acknowledged the healing benefits of 

sharing their stories. For many, step five resulted in a reduction or removal of stigma and 

shame associated with their pasts: 

Talking to another human being gave me joy, comfort and peace that you don' t 

have these secrets inside anymore. It's shared. 

In order to be satisfied with my moral inventory I shared my love, my anger, fear, 

hate - I shared all of that with my counselor. That in itself relieved me from the 
bondage of self. When I wrote out my life story and I shared it with my counselor 

I was a free man. It was a load lifted off my shoulders. 

Fear and anxiety were conm1on emotions which had to be worked through in 

order to complete step 5. After all , as this respondent suggests, the person who is asked to 

hear a moral inventory will end up hearing very private details and information about that 

person· s past; details which are sometimes not known even by the most intimate 

significant others. This respondent noted some of the things that can go wrong with step 

5, especially when the sponsor is the person who hears the confession: 

You· re sharing your life and your most intimate secrets and the person hearing 

your inventory could share it with somebody else. rve seen this in AA and ifs 

devastating. And this is why it's so important to choose your sponsor carefully 
because you are encouraged to do these steps with your sponsor. l"ve seen people 

come into the rooms of AA and after two days they have a sponsor. They don ·t 

know this person, they just heard this person speak. they didn·t know nothing 

about them and they share stuff with them and it backfires on them. r m really 

careful who I share my life with. 
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Another respondent identified the personal qualities one should look for in a 

confessor and the need to find someone who can identify with your story: 

It tells us in the Big Book that we should be careful about who we choose to take 

this step with and that they should have an idea of what we are trying to do. And if 

I do it with someone who is not aware of the program or who doesn't appreciate 
the goal of the fourth step, then I' m not going to get the full benefits of this step. 

With my sponsor, he knows what' s involved with this step, he's done it himself, 

and he can help. And he can be honest with me too and call me out on stuff and 
help me realize what' s beyond what I just said, that my words belie something 

deeper than what I've just related to him. Also, he's able to share with me his 

experiences with alcohol, with this disease. That' s really important. To know that 
I'm not alone, that I'm not the worst person in the world, that the things I' ve done 

have been done by other people. There' s a type of mutual disclosure in this. I say, 

··this is the worst thing I've ever done." Then he says, "well, you think that's bad," 

and immediately, this gives me a sense of relief. 

From the sponsor' s perspective, helping a sponsee with step five was an equally 

humbling experience. It puts the sponsor in the role of confessor and confidante but al so 

provides an opportunity for the sponsor to share part of their story to connect with, and 

identify with their sponsee: 

I' ve heard a couple of fifth steps too. And to be able to do that is a gift. To think 

that the worst thing that I've thought r ve done can actually be used to help 
somebody. That' s one of AA's promises- to discover that no matter how far down 

we've gone, we have experiences that might be able to help other people. 

Another female sponsor recalls an occasion of hearing the fifth step from her sponsee: 

My sponsee did her fourth and fifth steps with me. I know everything about her

about her history, her relationship with her mother. her children. her relationship 

with her ex-husband. For her to trust me with that was a privilege. I had to assure 

her that her story would stay with me. I told her there would be no benefit to me 

talking about her. about divulging her story to anyone. In AA. if s called 
anonymity but to me if s about trust. If I shared her story with anyone. she might 

relapse and start drinking again. 
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There was some debate during step meetings, and reiterated during interviews, 

about the best person to confide in and to share a personal inventory - whether that person 

should be a sponsor, counselor, clergy or friend. This respondent selected a priest out of 

concerns that his privacy might not be respected by a sponsor: 

During one of my forays into church, I contacted a priest and did my fourth and 

fifth step with him. Personally, I don' t think you should do this step with a 

sponsor. Your sponsor could get drunk and divulge your secrets. But a priest 

seems to have more accountability and there's probably less likelihood they will 

share your secrets. 

Another respondent also selected a minister to work steps 4 and 5, choosing a road 

trip to St. John's as a venue for confession: 

A friend of mine gave me a guide to doing step four. It suggested writing out your 

resentments, fears and character defects. So I wrote down my resentments and I 

went over them with my minister during a road trip. We would travel to St. John's 

from our home community and back (about 2 hours) and I used one of those trips 

to discuss my resentments. Another ' road trip' covered my character defects. I 

travelled with my minister to town and talked about my character defects. And I 

had to go back to my minister and ask for another road-trip to deal with the sex 

part. I figure this one is probably going to take at least three trips to town. 

In addition to admitting your wrongs to a human being, Step 5 suggests that the 

recovering alcoholic admit their character defects to their higher power; to the God of 

their understanding. These two respondents offer reasons for this practice, based on their 

interpretations of Clu·istian theology. 

1 admitted it to God. Thafs a funny concept because God is all-knowing anyway 

so my story is not a surprise to him. He still wants me to admit it to him. If s like 

in the New Testament where Christ asks Peter, ··Peter do you love meT He asks 

him three times. God knew Peter loved him but he wanted him to say it. And it's 

powerful when you say it yourself. Peter needed to hear his own voice. And I 
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needed to hear my own voice tell my story. There·s a certain emotional tone that I 

have with God that I don ' t have with anybody else and a lot of times ifs a tearful 

one because He understands my heart so I choose to open my heart to him and let 

him in. If s admitting it to him and admitting it to myself because when I say it out 

loud to him I'm also hearing it myself. 

I found it easier to confess to God because I could stand in a room all by myself 

and talk out loud. Nobody else is there. But it's not enough to just pray to God 

about your past. Because for the first two years of AA, I was avoiding steps four 

and five. I used all kinds of excuses. I told myself "I'm a Christian. All of my sins 

are forgiven anyway." But the point is the twelve steps are suggested as a program 

of recovery and ifl don't do all twelve steps I'm afraid I'm going to go back out. 

And I believe these steps are supported by the bible with the conm1and to confess 

your sins one to another. 

The Big Book recommends a period of meditation after the confession takes 

place. For this respondent, the failure to take some time to reflect and meditate resulted in 

an incomplete healing and, in his mind. contributed to a relapse: 

The Big Book says that you should go home inm1ediately after this step and give 

thanks to God and spend some time reflecting on how far you have come. But I 

didn't do this. I had done what I felt was the hardest step and I felt that I had 

arrived. And right then and there, I stopped. I didn't progress beyond this. I did a 

little bit of one and a little bit of twelve . r d share at meetings and r d do a few 
twelve step calls. And I stayed sober for four years on this basis. lt was just the 

fellowship that kept me going. I used to go fi shing with my AA pals. play spo11s, 

socialize. So after my relapse, I came back to the steps again. I did another four 

and five. This time I wrote it all out. I saw another priest and came out of there, I 

had that same euphoria after confessing. But this time I went back to my home, I 

took out the Big Book and I did exactly as it recommended. I reflected on 

everything that I had done and then I moved on and did step six . 

A number of respondents reported that after Step fi ve. they experienced a spiritual 

experience or awareness. Many felt for the fi rst time that their minds '"'ere no longer 

mired in guil t and shame from past misdeeds. This old-timer described steps four and fi ve 
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as the beginning of serenity and peace, emphasizing that the work of the remaining steps 

still had to be completed: 

Step Five was a real turning point for me. I had been carrying around all of this 

pain. My mind was never quiet or settled. I was always dwelling on the past or my 

thoughts would be swirling with all kinds of fears and worries about the future. I 

would remember things I had done that made me feel ashamed. But writing out 

my inventory and sharing my story with another human being allowed me to deal 

with the wreckage of my past and get ready to build a new future. 

Another respondent also emphasized the spiritual nature of these steps, and like 

many others in the fellowship, recognized that these steps are meant to be practiced on an 

on-going basis. They were never meant to be performed as a 'one-shot' deal but would 

have to be revisited, perhaps many times, over the course of a lifetime: 

Steps four and five are very important. I did these steps 8 or 9 years into my 

sobriety. At the time, I felt really good. But I'm way overdue to do another step 

four and five because I' ve been sober for over 30 years and I 'm now more aware 

of my character flaws and defects and feel the need to talk about more of my 

mistakes. This time when 1 do it, it will be much different. This time I can be 

more honest with myself. I realize that no matter how professional or well 
educated your helper is, you can only be helped if you're willing to be helped. 

Steps four and five were described as major challenges in the transition to 

becoming a recovering alcoholic. Many respondents observed that AA members seemed 

more likely to drop out of the program at this point than at any other stage. It is 

impossible to determine whether or not this perception was accurate since no study has 

tried to identify the step at which attrition from the AA program is most likely to happen. 

The data relating to these steps demonstrate how AA members indexically read 

things from their own lives and social milieu into the principles of the AA program. 
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particularly as they relate to the work of these important steps. As a liminal experience, 

these steps also symbolized a break from the past and a new orientation toward the future. 

This focus on the future is reinforced in the rituals associated with steps six and seven. 

Step 6: Were Entirely Ready to Have God Remove All These Defects ofCharacter And 

Step 7: Humbly Asked Him to Remove Our Shortcomings 

Steps six and seven are performed together. The Big Book offers very little guidance on 

how to perform these steps, devoting only two short paragraphs to them, compared to the 

pages and even chapters devoted to the other steps. While the first five steps can take 

considerable time and effort, sometimes lasting years, steps six and seven can be 

performed in a single day. The work of steps six and seven involves reciting a prayer, 

known in the fellowship as the seventh step prayer: 

My Creator, I am now willing that you should have all of me. good and bad. I 

pray that you now remove from me every single defect of character which stands 

in the way of my usefulness to you and my fellows. Grant me strength, as 1 go out 

from here, to do your bidding. Amen. 

The time initially spent saying this prayer does not accurately reflect the difficulty 

of working this step. In fact, many respondents reported that steps six and seven proved 

to be the most challenging throughout their recovery. This respondenfs experience with 

these steps illustrates this point: 

When my sponsor explained steps 6 and 7, I thought he was joking. All I had to 

do was say a prayer to complete these steps? The first line of step 6 says 
something like ··this is the step that separates the men from the boys'·. And v;hen I 

first came around to AA, I stopped at step 5 and couldn"t continue on. To my 

mind, step 6 & 7, along with 8 & 9. are cri tical. Thafs where the changes happen. 

Just as I needed help with my alcohol. I need help with these defects of character. 
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It"s now part of my morning meditation. I say the serenity prayer, I say the 3rd step 

prayer and I say the i 11 step prayer. You know, r m willing that God takes away 

every single defect of character that gets in the way of usefulness for service to 

others. And I start my day that way because I need help. 

The ritual of saying the seventh step prayer is a continuation of the intense 

transitional/liminal experience through which one is "revitalized," and "inwardly 

transformed and outwardly changed" (Turner, 1992:48-49, 129). Identifying character 

defects and working to remove them - takes a lifetime of work. This respondent sums up 

the necessary requirements to work these steps: willingness and humility. 

Those steps- 6 and 7 read "we were entirely ready ... " There are only a few lines 

in the Big Book describing this step because it' s so simple. The key word here is 

ready. We have to be ready to remove our defects and to humbly ask God to 

remove our shortcomings. My shortcomings involved my impatience and my 

anger. Ordinary things like standing in line-ups or having to exchange items at the 

department store. Those things used to drive me crazy. I would become enraged. I 

still do have a quick temper if I allow others to rent space in my head or get under 

my skin. But it happens a lot less. 

Recognizing that steps six and seven involve a life-time commitment to self-

improvement, some respondents developed a systematic strategy to work on their 

character defects. One respondent announced publicly on his AA birthday celebration 

which defect he was going to tackle: 

Every December, when my birthday rolls around, I tell my group which defect rll 
be working on. I want them to know that my life is still a work in progress. So last 

year I told them I'd be working on my impatience. especially my impatience 

behind the wheel. rm learning to relax more behind the wheel. And when it 
comes to waiting for my \Vife. I make sure I always have something to read ... it 

makes \-\'aiting a whole lot easier. These changes tell me that f'm growing. 
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Another respondent took a similar approach, targeting his '·foul language .. as a 

character defect he wanted to work on. However. he reserved the right to use profanities 

for strategic effect: 

Step six involved me writing out my character defects and I try to shrink it every 

year. I started out with about 30 defects I could identify. Every morning I reflect 

on these defects during my morning meditation. For example, I identified cursing 

and swearing as a defect. I' d use the fword about 50 times a day. Now I might use 

it once every two weeks. A lot oftimes it comes out at AA meetings. I' ll sprinkle 

my language with the f word. There are bankers, teachers, lawyers but there are 

also drug addicts, bikers and criminals in the rooms . .. and once in a while, 

everyone needs to hear the word fuck . 

Step 8: Made a List of All Persons We had Harmed, And Became Willing to Make 

Amends To Them All And 

Step 9: Made Direct Amends to Such People T-Vhenever Possible, Except VVhen to Do So 

Would Injure Them or Others 

Steps eight and nine are listed together in the Big Book and deal with the need to make 

amends to others who have been harn1ed in some way by the alcoholic. One dictionary 

defines amends as "reparation or compensation for a loss. damage, or injury of any kind; 

recompense" (dictionary.reference.com). In AA, making amends means taking 

responsibility for one·s actions and attempting to make right a wrong. 

Step eight also involves another written assignment. It simply asks that the person 

complete a written list of all persons harmed. It is a completely subjective experience as it 

relies on the individual" s perceptions and memories of others who might have been 

harmed. For many respondents. the work of compiling the list of potential \'ictims already 

started earlier wi th step four: 
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I made that list and part of that list came from step 4. Thaf s all step 8 asks. So I 
reviewed my inventory from step four. drew up a list and I added a few more 
names of those I rem em be red hm1ing or was aware of hurting. 

For other respondents, the list of all persons also included organizations and 

institutions. Steve, a former police officer, identified the police force on his list for step 

eight. Others included their employers and even govenm1ent agencies: 

I had to list the police force in my list of harms because I disgraced the force 

because of my addiction. I stole pay cheques from my fellow officers. My story 

was featured all over the news and I know I discredited a lot of good police 

officers in the process and damaged the reputation of the force. So I had to come 

clean and owe up to my harms. 

I stole money from my employer years ago. I had to list this company on my 

amends list as persons I had ham1ed. 

The first part of step eight simply requires making a list. The second part asks the 

recovering alcoholic to "become willing to make amends to them all.'. Some respondents 

appreciated the fact that they could first compile the list of all persons harmed, even if, at 

this stage, they were NOT willing to make amends. For these respondents the willingness 

came later: 

I had quite a long list of people and groups I had harmed. I would write down a 
name and ask myself .. did I really hurt that person? Maybe I was just defending 

myself? Maybe they deserved the treatment they got from me? And I had a good 

talk with my sponsor about this and he suggested that I was making it too 
complicated. Just make a list first, he said. If you think you ham1ed them, write it 

down. He pointed to the word ··all .. as the guideline here. I needed to list .. all 

harms'· - whatever came to mind: real or imagined. That' s all th is step asks of 

you. And I took his advice and came up with this big list. Then I spent about the 

next week j ust asking myself. .. am I at least willing to make amends? 

When I fi rst started step 8. I began to worry. What v;ill this person say when I ask 

them to forgive me and try to make amends? What if rm drudging up old 
wounds? But I put these wonies aside long enough just to identify those names. 
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And this was important because I could no longer deny the harms I had created 

with my drinking. 

One respondent opted to make a mental list to cover his marital infi delity, fearing 

the consequences ofhis wife finding a written list: 

I had a mental list for sexual harms. I didn ' t want to write anything down because 

I thought it would be too incriminating. I had a lot of affairs with a lot of women. 

My wife knows about most of them but I didn't want for her to ever find a written 

list. 

Once the list is completed, step nine requires that direct amends are made to those 

who were harmed by the alcoholic. Respondents reported that they experienced initial 

fear and resistance to this idea for various reasons. Some were concerned about others' 

perceptions: 

When you write down the names of people you hurt or offended, you admit to 

being an asshole in your own mind - to yourself. And then when you approach 
them to make amends, you're admitting to them that you' re an asshole which is a 

different thing altogether. 

Step 9 is like coming out of the closet on so many levels. I not only admitted to 

myself but in seeking to make amends with others, I basically admitted to them 

that I was a thief, an adulterer and a liar because I had initially denied all of my 

wrongdoings. 

In discussing how to cany out step nine, the Big Book recommends that the 

recovering alcoholic seek guidance and support from his or her sponsor because a number 

of things can go wrong. The wording of the step is significant in this regard as it points to 

the possibility that. in the attempt to make amends ... to do so would injure them or 

others:· For some respondents. this meant living with the guilt of haYing committed a 
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wrong and acknowledging that the victim would have to find some sense of closure in 

their own way: 

There's a reason why you don ' t do 8 or 9 right away. Because you need time to 

reflect and to go over your character defects so when you get there you don ' t rush 

into it because you could hurt more people. In my case, I would have affairs and 

throw these women aside. My concern was that ifl called these women one of 

them might call my wife back. That would hurt my wife. Step 9 advises that 

sometimes you' ll have to carry certain guilt and misdeeds with you. You just have 

to leave these amends in the hands of God. 

I had one bad experience. A couple of people took a while to come around and 

grasp what I was saying. One told me to fuck off and get out of here. But I did my 

part. I attempted to apologize but he didn ' t want to accept it. So I just said, thanks 

for listening and walked away. But I cleaned off my side of the street. His 

unforgiveness is his issue to deal with. 

Respondents reported a number of different ways of making amends: making 

direct personal contact, making a phone call or writing a letter or email. In some cases 

amends could be made during a single visit or encounter. In the case of making amends to 

family members, respondents reported that this required on-going. sustained efforts: 

With my wife and my children I also apologized but I have to show them that rm 

sorry. I make amends every day. 1 go out of my way to do something extra for 

them. I still feel a lot of guilt as a father. My daughter was three when I got into 

AA and began my recovery so r ve got at least tlu·ee years to make up for in her 
life. So instead of saying ··rm sorry, rm sorry"· each and every day I j ust try to 

show it and make up for it in special ways. I do the same thing with my son who ·s 

now 9 years old. At night time, I turn off the TV and the games and I"lllie on his 

bed and talk with him for 30 minutes or so. So thafs my way of making amends 

to my son. 

I damaged the careers of some colleagues because of my resentments and 

vindictiveness. I was well known and \·Videly admired within our organization and 

had written papers and policy manuals and held senior administrative positions so 

when I called someone a screw up or questioned their competence this definitely 
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had an impact on their professional lives. But after a few years in AA. others 

started noticing changes and asked me to become a training manager. I had more 

compassion and more faith in people and that was reflected in the way I behaved 

as a manager. And I decided to go back to all my colleagues and I apologized to 

all of them, especially the managers and supervisors who I had belittled in front of 

everyone. I had to apologize to these colleagues and express my sincere apologies. 

The timing involved in making amends was another issue which respondents had 

to address in working this step. For some, it seemed appropriate to contact the offended 

party(s) right away; others recognized that it would be better to wait so as to avoid 

potential injury. These comments reflect some of the considerations around when to make 

amends: 

What I've learned is that you need to go in order. There are certain things that you 

shouldn't jump into right away .. . like step 9 - making amends. I fl tried to do that 

right away I believe I would have hurt them. I've heard some members tell me to 

wait at least one year before making amends but I had to make one yesterday 

morning. It involved a relationship in my church with a man who I had deceived 

two years ago while I was actively using drugs and alcohol. I had asked him for a 

loan of some money and lied to him about how it was to be used. I told him it was 

to help pay for rent and food for my family. I used it to buy drugs and alcohol. So 

that was really eating away at me since I returned to church and I felt I needed to 

clear the air between us to remove the awkwardness between us. I couldn't keep 

facing this guy every Sunday. knowing I had lied to him and taken his money. So 

I apologized to him and admitted everything. In that situation. it didn ' t seem like a 

good idea to wait. 

The only people I really focused on were close family members. There might have 

been other people I harmed but chances are. the:y probably contributed to the 

hmm. I remember \.Vhen J was 18 years old I got into a fight with this fe llo\V. I 

could be losing sleep over that because r d have to find him and apologize. But he 

moved away over 20 years ago! So I had to remind myself that I'm not God and 

that after 20 years he probably doesn·t even remember me smacking him in the 

head. He· s probably moved on with his life so should l. So I can' t dwell on that. 
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The ritual of making a list of those harmed and proceeding to make amends was 

described as a humbling experience for respondents. It was this shared experience of 

humility that also helped to forge a sense of community among AA members. Turner 

(1967: 99) emphasizes that the breakdown ofthe social distinctions which delineate 

people and separate us from one another leads to a strong sense of connection between 

participants during the liminal phase. Through such rituals as acknowledging those 

harmed and making amends, AA members engage themselves in an intense experience 

characterized by a sense of "the generic human bond" and "a strong sentiment of human 

kindness" which Turner calls "communitas" (Turner, 1969: 97, 116). The shared 

experience of working Steps ten and eleven continue to strengthen these bonds of 

communitas. 

Step 10: Continued to Take Personal Inventory And When We Were Wrong Promptly 

Admitted it 

Step ten is often referred to as the first of the three "maintenance" steps which also 

includes steps eleven and twelve. The instructions for this step are as follows: 

We continue to take personal inventory and continue to set right any new mistakes 

as we go along . . . This is not an overnight matter. It should continue for our 

lifetime. Continue to watch for selfishness, dishonesty, resentment and fear. 

When these crop up, we ask God at once to remove them. We discuss them with 

someone immediately and make amends quickly ifwe have ham1ed anyone. Then 

we resolutely turn our thoughts to someone we can help (AA World Ser\'ices Inc. 

2001 : 84). 

Respondents reported that they carried out the tenth step in a variety of \ll·ays: 

some said prayers, others kept a journal or wrote out their tenth steps on a daily basis. 
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Some consulted with a sponsor to find a method which seemed to work for them; others 

after a period of experimentation: 

So the key word in step 10 is promptly. lfl do something wrong, ifl don ' t fix it or 

make amends promptly, right away, I won' t sleep. I" II worry about the person I 

offended and it will be on my mind. lfl don't make amends I' ll try to avoid you, 

I' ll be ashamed and feel guilt. That makes me cranky and irritable with my wife 

and family. That's a burden, a festering sore I create for myself. I become a 

walking time bomb ready to explode at anybody I perceive to be doing me wrong. 

So ifl fix it right away, I can put it away. That allows me to move on and be 

helpful to others. 

Several respondents in my study were involved in therapeutic services outside of 

the fellowship and they perceived this involvement as working the maintenance steps. 

These subjects viewed AA as "part of their medicine'· for the treatment of their addiction. 

Two respondents, in particular, cited the enormous benefits of their E.A.P. plans 

(Employee Assistance Program): 

I was fortunate as a police officer to have so many resources put in place to help 
me with my addictions. In that sense, I'm extremely lucky. Within the police 
department, I had speedy access to a departmental psychiatrist, a psychologist and 
a social worker. They were all very instrumental in helping me to beat my 
addiction and to get well. 

As a federal employee with the Department of Transportation I had a very good 
EAP program. It offered free. confidential and competent professional help. I used 
these services for three years while I was also attending AA meetings and doing 
the steps. I don ' t know if I would have made it without these additional resources. 

In the step meeting devoted to step ten. many participants emphasized that this 

step should be performed on a daily basis. Michael. who fac ilitated the meeting. read a 

passage from the Twelve and Twelve to make this point: ··It is a spiritual axiom that every 

time we are disturbed. no matter what the cause. there is something \:vrong with us·· (Bill 

W. 1952: 65) . He went on to say that alcoholics have only a daily reprieve from their 
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disease and that sobriety is contingent on the maintenance of one· s spiritual condition. 

Others picked up on this theme and made further comments that step ten encourages them 

to be watchful and vigilant every day because the disease of alcoholism can be so 

"cunning" and "baffling:· Therefore, the alcoholic must look at their shortcomings and 

behaviours on a daily basis in order to maintain their recovery. 

Step 11: Sought Through Prayer and Meditation To Improve our Conscious Contact With 

God as We Understood Him, Praying Only for Knowledge of his Will For Us and the 

Power to Carry That out. 

Step eleven is another maintenance step which is designed to be worked on a daily basis 

for a lifetime. Carrying out this step is presented as a remedy for the '·racing, unquiet 

alcoholic mind" referred to in the Big Book. In terms of how to pray and meditate, the 

Big Book encourages individuals to look at their own religious background or current 

affiliations as a starting point: 

If we belong to a religious denomination which requires a definite morning 
devotion, we attend to that also. If not members of religious bodies, we sometimes 

select and memorize a few set prayers which emphasize the principles we have 

been discussing. There are many helpful books also. Suggestions about these may 

be obtained from one's priest, minister or rabbi . Be quick to see where religious 
people are right. Make use of what they offer (AA World Services Inc. 2001: 58). 

Respondents reported practicing this step in different ways and with differing 

frequency. Comments such as these reflect the variety of experiences with prayer and 

meditation: 

I didn't practice any kind of religion growing up. 1 would try cutting deals \\ith 

God as if to say ··well God. if you get me out ofthis. I'll never do it again: · But 

when I got sober. I started praying "give me the strength to get through this day 

without taking a drink ... And I would get through the day and then l would kneel 
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down by my bed and say '·thank you for giving me the strength for getting through 

the day." And then the next moming I'd repeat that. I've been doing that now for 

20 years. 

lfl talk to God, it gives me a sense of security. Many times in a day I might say 

"Well God, if you're there help me with this problem or this person.'· Sometimes 

r 11 wait for an answer and sometimes the answer is right in front of me. 

Sometimes, just by stopping and taking that little time to think and meditate and to 

ask for guidance, the answer comes. So it was always there but I was moving too 

fast to recognize it. So when I slow down, step back and think, the answer is often 

there. 

One respondent was an avid outdoorsman and sought time alone in nature to 

fulfill this need for prayer and meditation: 

Step 11 has become easier for me over time. Even before I became involved in 

church, I had always been pretty good at taking time for myself by going into the 

woods, enjoying nature, even taking a few moments in bed or out on my front 
deck. But I appreciate nature. I would look out over the ocean . .. these quiet times 

would be my times for meditation. I would say out loud or quietly, .. thank you 

Lord for giving me this quality of life. It ' s second to none." I'm on disability but 

I'm so lucky. I can still be fairly active by going fishing, riding my ski-doo and 

enjoying the outdoors .. . These are ordinary things that I didn ' t fully enjoy before. 

But now I do. 

Some respondents developed highly habituaL ritualistic methods to pray and 

meditate: others adopted more of an 'ad hoc· style . I discovered during interviews and 

heard at step meetings that many individuals incorporated AA prayers, readings and texts 

into their spiritual rituals and routines: 

For Step 11 I use the step 3 prayer. the step7 prayer. I use the St. Francis prayer 

from the 12 & 12 I use the ··our Father .. sometimes. but this sometimes tum s me 

off. 1 use the Serenity Prayer. 1 provide good thoughts and I pray fo r people who 

are going through hard times. I' ve also learned that when I focus on another 

person· s fault, the fault is usually present in me. 
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I don't have a ritual like some people. When I"m alone I"ll read my literature wi th 

my tea. When I wake up I ask God that He will give the courage and strength to 

face whatever the day brings. And at night I'll thank God and review my day and 

sometimes I' ll fall asleep before I finish. Somebody told me that means rm 

contented. 

Steps ten and eleven reflect important dimensions of the liminal experience. Many 

aspects of the AA experience are encompassed in Turner' s ( 1969: 96) descriptions of 

communitas - sacredness, humility, simplicity and an altered sense of time. The rituals of 

prayer, meditation and the tenth step inventory are to be performed on a daily basis, in 

accordance with the AA principle that sobriety is lived one day at a time. When the AA 

member maintains his or her program by working these steps on a consistent basis, the 

sense of communitas manifests itself as intense. positive feelings of "connection .. and 

·'being alive' ' (Turner. 1974: 202). 

6.4 The Incorporation Stage and Twelve Step Work 

Step twelve reads, "Having had a .spirituaT awakening as the result of these steps. we 

tried to carry this message to alcoholics. and to practice these principTes in all our 

affairs . .. This step implies that the recovering alcoholic will experience a "spiritual 

awakening'' as a result of having worked the preceding eleven steps. In the TweTve & 

Twelve , Bill W writes: 

What is a spiritual awakening? A new state of consciousness and being is received 

as a free gift. Readiness to receive gifts lies in practice of Twelve Steps .. .Joy of 

li\·ing is the theme of the Twelfth Step. Action its keyword. Giving that asks no 

reward .. . Love that has no price tag (Bill W .. 1953: 109-11 ). 

As a rite of passage. the decision to become involved in twelve step work marked 

a new phase of recovery for the alcoholi c and \'-'as a sign that one was fu lly incorporated 
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into the world of AA. In steps four to eleven, the AA member is engaged in a series of 

transfonnational exercises designed to help him/her make peace with the past and to take 

personal responsibility for the harms they have conm1itted. In step twelve, AA members 

are called to focus on the other as opposed to the self by giving back to the fellowship. 

This focus on helping others in the fellowship would intensify the feelings of conununitas 

and allow the AA member to return to the world outside of the rooms empowered by 

" ... renewed creative energy, an expanded worldview, and a greater sense of hope .. . " in 

the words ofVictor Turner (1974: 105). 

For many respondents in my study, and from others I heard from in meetings, the 

key to maintaining recovery was in '·carrying this message to alcoholics" or being of 

service. Service provided a release from the selfislmess of addiction; the preoccupation 

with meeting your own needs at the expense of others. This philosophy was reflected by 

this respondent: 

We have a slogan, " in order to keep sobriety, we have to give it away.'· Since my 

first year of sobriety, almost 20 years ago, I got into service work. I got involved 

in the structure of the program and starting giving back to AA. Some of that 

service work goes from making coffee at meetings to doing 12 step work which 

involves picking up newcomers. taking them to meetings and sitting with them for 

hours and listening and sponsoring them. And I still maintain that part of the 

structure for my own sobriety as well as for others. I had to stay grounded with 

AA. 

There are many ways to do step twelve work: becoming a sponsor. chairing a 

meeting. making coffee for a meeting. assuming a voluntary role (service roles will be 

discussed in the next chapter) or providing a ride to or from a meeting. Respondents gave 

me a number of examples of sen·ice \\'Ork: 
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I'll bring the Grapevine (an AA publication) to clinics and community centers. 

You can save somebody" s life just by handing out a piece of paper. 

I volunteered to attend a service weekend. And I learned about the bigger picture 

of AA at this conference, about the role of the GSR, DCM (District Committee 

member) district offices, area delegates, New York and the General Service 

Office. AA has a multimillion dollar budget. If you' re not involved in service 

work you might think AA is only about your little group. You might see your 

loony in the basket and think it only covers coffee and donuts. But part of your 

dollar goes to intergroup, the district or the GSO. 

One special type of service work is the twelve step call. This work happens when 

a member of AA visits a person who has not yet joined AA but who appears to be a 

prospect. Referrals for twelve step calls might come from family members, counselors or 

friends. The Big Book offers some advice on conducting twelve step calls: 

Our twelfth suggestion is simply . .. carry this message to other alcoholics . . . 

discover a prospect; learn all you can about him; if it looks like he might want to 

stop drinking, talk to his wife; wait till he goes on a binge, then when he' s in bad 

shape, talk to him; approach him not through hi s family but through a doctor or 

institution; see him alone if possible (that is, without his family, doctor, nurses); 

tell him about your own drinking career; make sure he's willing to believe in a 

power greater than himself; outline the program of action; if he' s interested, give 

him the ·'Big Book'. and tell him to read it: after he's read it, if he· s prepared to go 

through the steps; if he is, make yourself available to hear his story - and here' s 

the fundamental point: Burn into the consciousness of every man that he can get 

well regardless of anyone. The only condition is that he trust in God, and clean 

house ... After all, our problems were of our own making. Bottles were only a 

symbol. Besides, we have stopped fighting anybody or anything. We had to (AA 

World Services Inc., 2001: 89-1 03). 

Twelve step calls can present certain risks for AA members and for that reason. 

not all respondents were comfortable doing them. These two respondents described their 

experiences v.:hich involved risks of violence: 
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I don ' t like doing that work. If s part of my recovery because I look at this person 

and I think ··this was me or it could be me again.·· When you go to someone· s 

house on a 12 step call ifs like visiting a family which has just had a death. Ifs 

like a funeral but nobody died . The man might be sitting down at his table crying. 

His wife is crying. The children are crying. The house is in shambles. All I can do 

is visit and try to give a little bit of hope. I' ll tell them a little of how bad I was of 

what I experienced. I tell them that they can change, that they don 't have to feel 

like this. I'll ask 'do you really want help?' 

I had a fellow pull a knife on me and another beat up the furniture. But I just 

looked at them and asked "are you finished? Are you ok now?" My problem is 

that I'm not afraid of nothing or nobody so I put myself in those situations all of 

the time. But that's my comfort level. I function quite comfortably with violent 

men, with knives and stuff. I grew up like that. I used to have a vicious anger 

problem and I would sooner slug someone than talk to them. I've left many guys 

unconscious on the floor. So I'm comfortable dealing with individuals who are 

like me. I know them from the inside out. 

Respondents offered many reasons for doing service work. For some, the business 

of twelve step work meant that they had little time to think about drinking: 

I knew my sponsee was really struggling with sobriety earl y in his recovery so I'd 

call him up all of the time and volunteer both of us to take on some project. One 

time, we helped a neighbor re-shingle her roof, another time we repaired a door 

for the local church, another time we stocked the shelves at the local food bank 

during Christmas because I knew he really struggled with the compulsion to drink 

around that time of the year. My reasoning for all of this volunteering \Vas that we 

wouldn"t have time to drink or even think about drinking if we were helping 

someone else. Plus it takes us out of our own head-space; our own selfishness. 

Other respondents talked about how service work kept them grounded and helped 

them to cultivate greater humility. especiall y for those recovering alcoholics whose jobs 

provided a great deal of power and prestige outside of the rooms: 

I" m the boss at work. so I put myself in positions where l"m not in a leadership 

ro le. I rarely chair meetings. rm not incl ined to hog the limelight as a speaker. So 

I do the li ttle jobs - I put a pot of coffee on: I set out chairs; I clean the garbage up 
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after a meeting. That suits me fine . More importantly. it helps me to work on my 

character defect of pride. 

Service work also allowed AA members to accumulate social capital within the 

fellowship which was not dependent on job, income, or educational level. As such, 

anybody within the fellowship could do service work, regardless of their socioeconomic 

status. This respondent, a high school dropout and ex-con, remarked on his qualifications 

to do service work: 

There are lots of people out there who have great intellects and impressive 

education and impressive jobs but they don' t have good, strong sobriety. Is their 

sobriety good enough that they can still help a suffering alcoholic? I took on that 

role because it didn ' t require a whole lot of education or intelligence. All it took 

was to share your experience, strength and hope with another human being. That 

is the bottom line. I can do that easily and I' ve done it many times. 

A number of respondents further suggested that the invocation to practice these 

principles in all our affairs, meant that the philosophy of service should be extended to all 

aspects of life: at home, at work and in the community. Conm1ents such as these reflected 

this sentiment: 

I see 12 step work as extending into my entire li fe . 1 coach a softball team for 

kids, I help with the Clu·istmas parade. I clean up garbage around the community. 

All of this is building character. 

I try to volunteer for extra duties at work. Sometimes this is a pain in the ass but it 

helps me to give back. Otherwise. I get into my own little world and quickly 

become selfish. lf s all about what my work can do for me. So I take ,.vhat r ve 

learned in A.A. and try to give back a little to my fe llow employees. So l"ll help 

organize parties and get togethers and r II get involved in fundraisers. 
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6.5 Conclusion 

The twelve steps are presented as a comprehensive program of recovery that takes time. 

work and effort. The steps are not successive assigm11ents with a clear end goal but are 

designed as on-going exercises or disciplines which are practiced over a lifetime. Thus, as 

we have seen, AA members may revisit the steps as necessary, doing a step four 

inventory and a step five confession as the need presents itself. Likewise, the 

maintenance steps- 10, 11 and 12 - are presented as daily exercises to be worked on over 

a lifetime. 

Not everyone who joins AA experiences the twelve steps in the same way. The 

language of the steps are presented in such a way that individuals can impose their ovm 

meanings and interpretations. particularly when it comes to ideas like higher power. As 

we have seen, the idea of surrendering to a higher power carries multiple meanings for 

individuals in the fellowship. Some perceive the group as their higher power while others 

have spiritual experiences which are grounded in established religions and faith traditions. 

Some self-professed alcoholics have never even attempted to do the steps. I met 

several such individuals in my home group. None of them agreed to be interviewed so it 

is difficult to sum1ise their reasons for not doing the twelve steps but. at the same time. 

wanting to participate in the fellowship. Some respondents speculated that fear of change. 

discomf011 with the relif!ious overtones of AA or the inabilitY to coJUlect or identifv with 
~ - . 

the group- could be at the root of their refusal to work the steps. 

One possible explanation is that such members may be replacing one addiction for 

another - that is. replacing alcoho l with the positive feelings that arise from participation 
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in the AA rituals and meetings. This correlates with Collins' (2005) notion of the 

"emotion junkie," the person who gravitates toward interaction rituals simply because of 

the positive feelings they generate. Could it be that AA members become dependent 

upon, perhaps 'addicted ' to the meetings, particularly those hard-core types who are 

heavily involved with AA? 

Within the fellowship, AA members who focus primarily on the meetings, without 

doing the work of the twelve steps, are referred to as ' dry drunks' or untreated alcoholics. 

Kevin Griffin, recovering alcoholic and author of One Breath at a Time: Buddhism and 

the Twelve Steps believes that when sober alcoholics are resistant to doing the Twelve 

Steps: 

... the problem isn ·t really the steps or the program or the meetings or ·those 
people. ' The problem is that getting clean and sober and rebui lding your life is 
difficult and painful work. Whether you use the Twelve Steps or some other 
system, it's going to be hard. Choose your poison - or I guess I should say, choose 

your antidote (2004: 167). 

Griffin (2004) suggests that a twelve step program becomes unbalanced and 

unhealthy when individuals devote themselves so much to AA meetings and activities 

that their relationships outside of the rooms begin to suffer. Another writer who describes 

himself as a '·fom1er AA member .. wams against people becoming so obsessed with 

being in AA that they have to go to a meeting every day, sometimes two or three 

meetings a day, or they feel like their life will go to pieces (Halli,vell. 2009). These 

authors imply that such indi\'iduals may simply be creating a new addiction. and that is 

not at all healthy. After all. the purpose of attending meetings and panicipating in the AA 
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program is to create sustainable, transformational change that translates into a better, 

more balanced and more joyful life outside of the rooms. 

In this study, I employ Turner's refom10lation of "the rites of passage," with its 

emphasis on personal transformation rather than shifting status to understand the 

experience ofrecovery. Turner' s work provides a conceptual framework through which 

the twelve steps can be understood as a personal rite of passage. The first three steps, the 

so-called surrender steps, involve a distinct separation from the normal social order. 

Through the meeting, the AA member becomes socially, spatially, and temporally 

separated from their regular world. In the AA meeting, the individual assumes a new 

identity as a recovering alcoholic and joins other participants at regular intervals to 

participate in the program. 

The decision to continue working the steps, beginning with the inward work of 

step four, is a transitional (or "liminal") phase in the AA member's life, during which s/he 

is -to adopt a plu·ase coined and used extensively by Turner - "betwixt and between" their 

ordinary social roles and expected norms of behaviour and thought (1992: 132: 1969: 95). 

Steps four and five require the AA member to examine the ·wreckage of the past" as is 

often beard in the rooms. Subjects report that these steps mark the most difficult and 

demanding transition in the AA program and is likely the point at which many alcoholics 

give up and leave the fellowship. The remaining steps are oriented toward the present and 

future and involve committing to on-going self-improvement (steps six & seven): making 

amends to others and restoring damaged relationships (steps eight & nine) and practicing 

prayer, meditation and other spiritual disciplines (ten & eleven). 
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Finally, AA members claim that when they arrive at step twelve, they feel 

transformed as a result of having had a spiritual experience. This sense of inward 

transformation often manifests itselftlu·ough noticeably altered behaviours and 

dispositions- outward change- in members' lives when they retum to their regular 

surroundings. This marks the final rite of passage, where AA members are reincorporated 

into the social structure from which they came. 

In the next chapter, I offer an analysis of the key social roles found in an AA 

home group and discuss how these various roles contribute to the maintenance of the 

fellowship. 
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Chapter 7: The Home Group as a Performance Team 

7.0 Notes from the Field, January 13,2010 

When I arrived at the AA meeting tonight I was greeted by Tom, a regular old-timer who 

was assigned as the meeting chair. Tom asked ifl had ever chaired an AA meeting. I 

replied that I had not. "Well buddy, you've been here long enough and I won't take no for 

an answer." And so it was that I ended up as the meeting chair for our regular Wednesday 

night closed meeting. 

I proceeded through the welcoming rituals and the recitation of the Steps and 

Traditions, cued another member to do the daily reading, managed the collection of 

money, and asked if anyone was there for their first meeting. There were about 40 people 

present and I noticed a young man, whom I guessed to be in his twenties, sitting quietly in 

the comer. He raised his hand in response to my inquiry. "Yeah , Pm here for my first 

meeting. My name is Dennis." I was familiar enough with AA protocol to recognize that 

tonight' s meeting would be a Step One meeting. As such, I proceeded to advise all 

members that we would focus on AA's first step, "We admitted that we were powerless 

over alcohol, that our lives had become unmanageable.'" I asked everyone to describe 

their first encounters with AA and to reflect on the first step. 

As the meeting progressed I grew more comfortable in my role as meeting chair. 

With very little prompting from me, the men and women shared their stories involving 

their first encounters with AA. Close to the one-hour mark, I prepared to close the 

meeting. "Thank you to everyone who shared in tonight's meeting;· I said, "now .. . would 

you join hands with me and say the Lord's Prayer:· Suddenly, I fe lt a kick to my shins 
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from beneath the table. Startled, I looked up to see Don, a fellow member of the group, 

lean in towards me. Don whispered in a somewhat irritated tone, " . . . hey dummy ... 

you're supposed to give the newcomer the last word . .. Ask him if he wants to share." 

Don grinned and shrugged toward the newcomer as if to say, "excuse Terry, he's still new 

to this group and doesn' t have a clue about how to chair an AA meeting." 

7.1 Introduction 

Goffman suggests that members of an organization work together as a "performance 

team" to manage impressions, engage in face work, enforce group norms and orchestrate 

interaction rituals (Goffman, 1959). An AA home group can certainly be considered, in a 

Goffman sense, as a perfom1ance team, with its specialized roles such as greeter, meeting 

chair, General Service Representative, Group Treasurer and AA sponsor. Don' s kick to 

my shin was a not-so-subtle reminder that everyone in a home group shares in the 

performance of recovery, especially when a newcomer arrives, and that I had strayed 

from the social script in my role as meeting chair. 

In this chapter, I will discuss how respondents in my study experienced different 

social roles within their home groups. Some of these roles will be familiar to any reader 

who has participated as a member of a voluntary board or formal organization. The role 

of secretary, for example, is similar across many different organizations as it involves 

note-taking, record keeping and writing up reports. In AA there are certain key roles, 

which in my estimation, are instrumental for the perfonnance of recovery on the front 

stages - at meetings, at AA conventions and socials. and at other public gatherings. I will 
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examine four such front-stage roles - the greeter, the meeting chair, the General Service 

Representative (GSR) and the AA speaker. 

Each of these roles contributes to the maintenance of the group as a whole and are 

important sources of status and inclusion for individual members. However, these roles 

can also contribute to feelings of disdain, resentment and disappointment if members 

perceive the roles to be performed inappropriately. Such feelings are part of the 

"emotional micropolitics'· of the home group, a potential source of division and tension 

an1ong AA members (Clarke, 1990). 

Other roles within the fellowship are performed back stage- in the private 

interactions among AA members. As I shall explain, much of the coaching and mentoring 

of new members happens in the sponsor-sponsee relationship, outside of the rooms of 

AA. In these private interactions, a sponsee learns how to perform the twelve steps and 

begins the emotion work of transforming negative emotional states like fear. guilt and 

shame into contented sobriety. Sponsors are critical to the socialization of new AA 

members but as we shall see, the role also comes with a unique set of challenges. 

Finally. in the last sections of this chapter. I will examine the criteria used by 

members of the performance team as they evaluate each other's performances on the front 

and back stages of AA. I also examine the criteria used by members to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the home group as a whole. recognizing the fact that some perfonnance 

teams work better than others in the presentation of recovery. 
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7.2 Front Stage roles: Greeters, Chairs, GSRs and Speakers 

During the interviews, I asked respondents to reflect upon their experiences in voluntary 

positions within their home groups. Key themes related to the performance of recovery 

emerged for respondents who had experiences as Greeters, Chairs, General Service 

Representatives and AA Speakers: 

The Greeter 

At first glance, the role of greeter might be considered an insignificant part of the AA 

performance team. In my home group, the role of greeter was typically assigned on a 

rotational basis during regular monthly business meetings. The primary task of the greeter 

is to spot newcomers and to offer them a wam1 welcome prior to the start of the meeting. 

The greeter is also responsible for setting up chairs and keeping the door closed, once the 

meeting begins, to maintain privacy. These contributions help to create a safe, 

welcoming environment for the newcomer or the person who is returning after a relapse. 

Rob, an AA member of three years, regularly volunteers to be a greeter at meetings 

because he remembers the impact of his own lukewarm first encounter with the 

fellowship: 

The Big Book makes it clear that the most important person in an AA meeting is 

the newcomer. Unhealthy AA groups don't welcome newcomers. If you walk into 

the rooms and nobody comes up and shakes your hand and says hello, thaf s not a 

good group. I've experienced it in church as well where you·re left with the 

impression, this is a cold church. In AA you should go up to the new person and 

say hello and try to make them feel welcome. I've walked into AA meetings on 

the mainland where I' ve seen the slogans on the wall ·'welcome, you·re no longer 

alone" but nobody comes up to say hello. That feels danu1 lonely. So I ask- are 
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you living what you·re preaching? At the very least, there should be that one 

person who is assigned as a greeter. Hell ... they do it at Wal-Mart ... why not AA? 

Respondents also suggested that a wann greeting was a positive way to start an 

AA meeting, particularly if a person was having a bad day. To reference Collins' 

observation on positive emotional energy (Collins, 2005: 15), the simple inclusion ritual 

of a handshake and a verbal 'welcome' helped to build up positive feelings prior to the 

formal opening of the meeting. 

It' s such a small thing . . . but I like this group because there 's always somebody 

sitting at the door who is there to greet you when you come in. Last week was 

tough. My wife was nagging me, the kids were driving me crazy and things were 

stressful at work. So to see a smile and to have a hug from Sue, who was the 

greeter, just made my day. 

Another respondent suggested that in playing the part of the greeter, he was forced 

to 'wear a smile' and 'act friendly ' even though he considered himself to be anti-social 

and unfriendly in most other social settings. 

There's a saying in AA that you got to fake it till you make it. My sponsor told me 

that the best way for me to practice contentment was to volunteer to be a greeter 

as much as possible ... to fake being happy and friendly . .. possibly because I tend 
to be grumpy and crooked as sin most of the time (respondent laughs) .. . So now I 

force myself, for those 15-20 minutes before a meeting, to be friendly, to smile. to 
act interested in somebody, even if rm really feeling miserable and judgmental 

and unhappy .... and you know, ifs had some benefits. I'm beginning to laugh at 

myself more and I feel more at ease coming to meetings. I used to be very shy and 

insecure but now I know everyone here quite well ... maybe it does have 

something to do with putting on that happy face as a greeter. 

Playing the greeter can generate more positive feelings "''ithin the actor but it also 

gives the impression to newcomers that they are encountering a friendly group (and at 

least one apparently happy individual). In the sociology of emotions, this ability to lay 
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aside feelings of sadness, depression, guilt and shame and perform to more positive 

emotional affect is "surfacing acting" at its finest (Hochschild, 1983). 

Meeting Chair 

The official AA website offers few guidelines regarding who is qualified to chair a 

meeting or what the responsibilities and duties of a chair entail. The home group in this 

study established the norm that a chair had to have at least one year of sobriety and that 

the position of chair would be rotated on a regular basis. However, I observed that only a 

handful of AA members volunteered for this position so meetings were most often 

chaired by three to four male old-timers from the home group. When nobody volunteered 

(which rarely happened during my period of observation), a junior member might be 

approached by a senior member just prior to the meeting and encouraged to take up the 

challenge of leading a meeting. In such situations, an old-timer might say, "it' s good for 

you to chair. It's good for your recovery. lt' s a way of serving the group. Go on .. . give it 

a try." Usually, this sort of gentle coaxing would result in the junior member accepting 

the chair position. 

Essentially, the chair is responsible for conducting the flow of a meeting. S/he 

calls the meeting to order, qualifies as an alcoholic, cues and directs other members to do 

the readings, manages the collection of monies, and facilitates sharing and discussion 

among members. The chair is also expected to begin and close the meeting. In my home 

group, a written agenda, placed at the head table in the room, helped to guide the chair 

through the procession of a meeting. 
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Experience and familiarity with the AA program were cited as the most important 

attributes of a good meeting chair. Problems around knowing how to perform the tasks 

and responsibilities ofthis key role was a conm1on theme that emerged from my 

interviews. 

Some chairs don't know what the hell they're doing ... they don't have the 

experience in AA to even chair a meeting or know how to respond to something 

when it comes up. I remember this one chair who allowed this obnoxious new guy 

to curse and swear and rant and rave during his share. This was after he had read 

'please refrain from using foul language in the meeting. ' This happened during an 

open meeting when younger children were in the room. The chair couldn' t or 

wouldn't enforce the rule. 

A meeting tends to run more smoothly under the guidance of an old-timer. Less 

time is spent figuring out who's doing the readings or what the topic for 

discussion is going to be. An experienced chair also knows how to call on people 

when everyone seems reluctant to talk or he can gently shut somebody up who 

seems to be hogging the floor. 

Another subject suggested that being familiar with the members of a group is an 

important requirement for a chair: 

It helps if the chair knows the Big Book, is familiar with all of the twelve steps 

and the traditions and knows all ofthe members of the group. That way, if 

somebody has a particular problem or seems really stressed out, the chair can call 

on a particular member and draw out his experiences. He might say, 'I know that 

Frank there had that same problem. Frank would you mind sharing how you 

handled that?' Or, if a member is having difficulty with a personal issue, the chair 

might reference a relevant passage from the Big Book. 

A number of subjects pointed out that the personality of the meeting chair affected 

the general tone of the meetings. This respondent identified one of his favorite chairs as a 

man with a good sense of humour: 
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Jim is a funny guy and loves to tell stories so when he chairs, he is quick on his 

feet and always has a comeback. Even when somebody is going through a rough 

time, Jim has a way of putting things in perspective by finding the humor in the 

situation. When one guy started to share about the pain of going through a divorce 

and how he was tempted to drink, Jim used this as an occasion to poke fun at 

himself. He looked at the guy who just spilled his guts out and replied, ' look 

buddy ... my first wife and I used to have a quiet home life when I was drinking ... 

I'd never talk to her and she' d never talk to me ... how's that for quiet? Now I' m 

remarried and sober and I gotta say that I can actually enjoy a conversation with 

my second wife ... so hang in there . . . it might be rough now but it gets better.' So 

I find that meetings chaired by Jim tend to be a little more fun and light-hearted. 

Makela et al. (1996) drew a broad composite picture of AA meetings from 

observation and data from different countries. They point to a number of primary rules of 

speaking in the meeting: 

Do not interrupt the person speaking. 

Speak about your own experiences. 

Speak as honestly as you can. 
Do not speak about other peoples' private affairs. 
Do not profess religious doctrines or lecture about scientific theories. 
You may speak about your personal problems in applying the program but do not 

attempt to refute the program. 
Do not openly confront or challenge previous turns of talk. 

Do not give direct advice to other members of AA. 
Do not present causal explanations of the behavior of other AA members. 

Do not present psychological interpretations of the behavior of other AA 

members. 

In my observations, I noted that these speaking rules were adhered to in my home 

group, with one notable exception. This exception had to do with giving direct 

advice. On several occasions, I observed that advice was given to members who 

shared a personal problem openly with the group. This usually happened when the 

speaker would seek input from the group with a plea such as ··you gotta help me out 
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with this problem" or ·Tm open to any advice that anyone here might have for me.'· 

On such occasions, members would address the person seeking advice and share their 

own experiences as a way of connecting with the speaker and offering insights into 

how they handled a problem. This situation seemed to present challenges for the chair 

as s/he then had to prevent the meeting from being all about the needs of one 

individual. I noted that on those rare occasions when such a situation happened, the 

chair did manage to contain extended discussions around the exclusive needs of a 

single member by encouraging the speaker to seek help from a sponsor or to talk to a 

senior member of the group after the meeting for some follow-up advice. 

Although the study by Makela et al. (1996) did not explicitly identify the 

responsibilities of the meeting chair, my observations supported the view that the 

chair was responsible for the enforcement of many, if not all, of these speaking rules. 

Indeed, the ability to manage difficult, challenging or unusual behaviours that might 

occur during a meeting was cited as a requirement to chair effectively. Subjects 

suggested that a chair should be able to deal with individuals who might try to 

monopolize the floor or. conversely, call on individuals to share if there are silences 

during the meeting. 

There's nothing worse than when somebody drones on and on with a long, long 

sob story. There·s a difference between allowing a newcomer or somebody who·s 

really struggling to have some extended time sharing their story because. at times, 

people need this. A few weeks ago. I was at a meeting and one of the members 

lost her husband to cancer .... and she was sharing and crying ... and not saying a 
lot. It took about 20 minutes or so .. . and the chair was very patient to wait until 

she was finished. That sort of thing is okay. But when some asshole is going on 

and on about what a bitch his wife is, and how shitty his j ob is. and how rotten his 
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life is ... and it's all pity, pity, pity . .. then the chair should intenupt and ask if 
anyone has a way to respond to the speaker, as in 'has anyone had to deal with the 

same problems Bob is experiencing?· Bob, let's hear how others have dealt with 

those types of problems. Because if the chair doesn't intenupt, it can prevent a lot 

of others from sharing their stories, or even worse, the entire meeting becomes a 

bitching session. 

Chairing a meeting also provided opportunities to earn social capital and enhance 

status within the group. In my home group, a member who was marking his or her first 

birthday was usually asked to chair their first meeting. Such an occasion can bring out a 

sense of pride and accomplishment for the entire group, especially the celebrant's 

sponsor. I was present on one such occasion when John chaired his first meeting. In a 

halting, stuttering voice, John exerted great effort to string his words together as he 

described how he had sustained a head injury after a near-fatal car accident. Drinking 

became his primary way of coping with the effects of his injury. It took John over fifteen 

minutes to share how he qualified as an alcoholic, whereas normally, it might take 2-3 

minutes to qualify. Because of his stutter and apparent cognitive disability, John's story 

was unusually brief, but the group clearly appreciated what John had to say. When John 

tried reading the announcements, he would hesitate over certain words and show the 

paper to his sponsor who sat nearby. His sponsor assisted in helping John pronounce the 

words and the group patiently waited and listened intently, like a parent listening as their 

child learns to read. When Jolm invited members of the group to share, a number of 

senior members used the occasion to congratulate John on his personal grO\vth and 

accomplishments and complimented him on his perfom1ance as the meeting chair. 
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Learning to chair a meeting is a significant socialization experience in the AA 

subculture. It not only provides an opportunity to develop leadership skills, but it provides 

the AA actor with a more visible stage to display his or her recovery. The chair was also 

in a position to recognize and praise member contributions but also had the difficult task 

of bringing into line those members who engaged in acts of emotional deviance (Tho its, 

1990). 

The General Service Representative 

The General Service Representative (GSR) is elected to represent the home group in the 

broader AA organizational structure and acts as the first point of contact for outside 

groups and agencies such as when local media wish to interview a recovering alcoholic or 

a school requests an AA speaker. The GSR relays concerns and inforn1ation from the 

home group to the AA central office located in St. Jolm· s or to the larger district 

associations representing the entire province. For example, if a member of the home 

group is celebrating an auspicious occasion like a 25111 birthday, this information might be 

relayed through the GSR to other home groups in the region. Or. if a nev.· home group is 

being established in a remote region of the province and requires additional assistance to 

help stage a meeting or it requires start-up money to pay rent, requests will be made 

through the GSR. 

The job description of the GSR is outlined in an AA Conference approved 

pamphlet called .. The General Service Representative .. : 

When you are the GSR you are linking your group to the whole of AA. You 

transmit ideas and opinions and facts and you become part ofthe collective 
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conscience of AA. The GSRs of the U.S. and Canada are the very foundation of 

our general service structure. Through your GSR, you can make your group's 
voice heard at district meetings and area assemblies and eventually at the General 

Service Conference in New York. 

The GSR is expected to attend meetings and conferences at the local level with 

other GSRs from across the province. GSRs are elected for two-year terms. The AA 

pamphlet recommends that a GSR have two to three years of sobriety, be an active 

member with prior service experience and possess character qualities such as patience, 

understanding and a firm determination to place principles before personalities. 

A number of respondents in my sample held the position of GSR. In addition to 

the character attributes listed in the AA pamphlet, respondents suggested that a GSR 

should be a "good talker'· "a bit of a diplomat" "comfortable dealing with the media'· and 

"able to work with others in a team." 

While the GSR position afforded members of a home group with opportunities to 

expand their horizons within the world of AA and to gain more organizational knowledge 

and experience in a leadership role, the position did present certain challenges. The worst 

part of being a GSR according to the subjects who held this office were the number of 

meetings one was expected to attend. Joe put it best: 

Being a GSR can be a real pain in the ass because you're expected to attend 

meetings at the local and district level. It can get pretty boring and monotonous, 
sitting around in a church basement every other Sunday afternoon listening to 

each GSR from the district provide updates on the activities for each home group. 

Everyone is pretty much doing the same thing except for the occasional special 
event like an AA social or round-up which might involve a special speaker. The 

GSR is probably the \Vorst position to take in AA if you're not keen on meetings. 
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The more positive aspects reported by respondents had to do with the opportunity 

to travel, network and meet new friends through the fellowship. 

When my group elected me as a GSR, it was a great honor for me. I have never 

been elected to anything in my life; never been asked to speak at a meeting or to 

represent people. So when my name was put forward and I was voted in, it made 

me feel great. .. like I had the respect of people in my group. And I' ve learned so 

much from this role. I ' ve traveled over the island, met lots of good people. Now I 

can attend meetings in St. John' s or Grand Falls or St. Anthony and know 

different people because the GSR position has allowed me to make so many 

contacts. And I've learned from more senior GSRs how to go about doing an 

interview with the media. Last year, during Addictions Awareness week, I gave a 

radio interview. That was pretty cool.. .. I' ve never done anything like that before 

and I find that as a result of these opportunities, I'm more comfortable with public 

speaking and sharing information about myself. 

One respondent reported that the opportunity to travel across the province, and sometimes 

the country, did elicit suspicions and hard feelings about the perceived benefits and perks 

associated with the position. In this quote, Jim talks about the "grumblings" of fellow AA 

members: 

I'm into my second year now as the GSR. Every few months I get to come into 

town (St. John ' s) or go to Corner Brook for an event so I"ll stay in a hotel and take 

my wife and kids. It 's kind of nice. It's a nice little perk having your vehicle 

expenses and meals and hotel covered from the home group· s expense account. 
But there' s always some group politics at play because some members of the 

group think the GSR position allows you to take these free holidays. Last year, l 
went to Halifax and l took my wife along ... and I heard the grumblings and 

mumblings from certain members that I must have enjoyed 'dining out" on the 

group· s dime. So that kind of attitude can piss you off a little bit. 

Candace Clark (1 990) describes such displays of disdain and di sapproval as part 

of the "emotional micropolitics·· of groups. Clark might interpret the ··grumblings and 

mumblings·· of certain AA members as a micropolitical strategy that inYolves displaying 
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and/or invoking emotions to negotiate/enhance place in interaction. In the case of the 

GSR, there are potential status rewards for the AA member who holds this position as 

s/he can expand their social network in the provincial and national fellowship and gain a 

level of notoriety as the representative voice of the home group outside of the rooms. 

However, the micropolitical squabbles and disputes that sometimes emerge in the 

fellowship can also be a source of discouragement for those who occupy this role. 

AA Speakers 

Many AA groups have a Speaker's Bureau made up of members who are interested in 

sharing their personal stories of recovery from alcoholism. The speaker is thus the 

personal face representing AA to the world outside of the Rooms. Requests for AA 

speakers may come from schools, colleges and universities, professional organizations or 

community groups. 

There is no formal training or coaching in AA for members to learn how to 

become speakers so those who gravitate toward the role seem to have a penchant for 

public speaking and a comfort with self-disclosure. Public speaking skills are honed, of 

course, in the context of AA meetings since all members are expected to talk and to share. 

Room ( 1993 : 171 ) points out that ' ·the heart of AA is a quintessentially oral occasion and 

that much of how AA operates is carried on in an oral rather than a written tradition.'' 

However. speaker meetings involve a lecture or top table style. with a podium or table, 

where a speaker faces the audience and tells an extended \·ersion of her or his recovery 

story. different from the sharing circle style vlhere participants face each other 

(Borkman, 1999). 
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Despite the many opportunities that AA members have to practice their public 

speaking skills in the rooms. the respondents in my study did point out that the role of AA 

speaker was not necessarily an easy one to fulfill: 

It only makes sense that you need someone in this role who is comfortable with 

public speaking. But I' ve seen cases where a school or an agency asks for an AA 

speaker and somebody volunteers who has great sobriety and they' re sincere in 

their recovery but they don' t know how to deliver the message. They' re nervous 

'Nrecks, they' re boring as shit on a stick, and the audience says 'what the fuck ' at 

the end of the talk . . . so we have to be careful as a fellowship to put the right 

people in the right offices. 

An AA speaker must possess more than just good public speaking skills. Gerry, a 

professional musician and entertainer, recalls how he gave a "fantastic speech'. at a 

regional AA convention. The problem was, according to this respondent, was that his 

message lacked credibility and substance, not to mention humility: 

I know how to do a great show and dance. So l volunteered to share my story at 

this event. l was truly fantastic . The audience, many of them professionals like 

doctors, lawyers, teachers and social workers with no AA experience, thought I 

was King Shit. I got a standing ovation. The problem was I was new in my 

sobriety .. . I was only sober a couple of years .. . and I ended up relapsing a couple 

of weeks later. And the truth was. I really hadn ·t contributed anything to the 

fellowship or made meaningful changes in my life up to that point. lf s just that I 

could speak with passion and enthusiasm and keep the troops entertained. I've 

learned now that if rm not living the program and living right. then I have no 

right to get on a stage and give the message. A fev.. months ago. I had an invitation 

to speak at a circuit in Toronto but at the time. my wife and I were having awful 

problems at home and I was being an asshole. So I had to cancel. I had to call up 

the convention organizer and say ... look pal. I'm not living my program the way l 

need to and I need to get back into it so rm not going to be giving that talk. It 

would be utter bullshit ifl did. 
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Another respondent confessed that his desire to give speeches and publically perform was 

motivated by what he called his '·character defect of pride"': 

A couple of years ago, I was asked to speak about alcoholism at a high school. I 

accepted and I did a great job. Lots of cheers, lots of hugs. Kids were coming up 

to me and saying ' you're amazing because ofthe things you've overcome.' The 

principal came up to me afterwards and said 'you' re an inspiration. ' Teachers 

came to line up and shake my hand ... it was all heady stuff. What they didn't 

realize is that I had only relapsed about a week before that speaking event. .. and I 

was still struggling. My recovery was not solid. But I've always been attracted to 

a crowd. I guess I love to hear myself talk and I get revved up by a crowd. I 
recognize this now. I've been sober for a little over a year this time and I've taken 
my name off the speaker's bureau list. I know I've got lots of stories to share, lots 

of adventures and crazy stuff... but I don ' t have a lot of insight into recovery ... 

how to live well. I 'm realizing now that the right place for me to serve is in more 

humble ways. Now, I make the coffee for a meeting or clean up afterwards. I 

occasionally chair a meeting. But I try to stay out of the spot light because I now 

recognize that need to be up front is pride and it's not healthy. 

Speakers usually begin their careers at the local or district level, but if their stories 

are particularly compelling and the speaker is a skilled presenter, s/he may be asked to 

travel to special conventions and gatherings held on national or even international stages. 

Such career advancements are not only a source of prestige within the fellowship but it 

also provides practical opportunities to travel: 

I was always comfortable telling a story so it was only natural that I would 

become a speaker. It started out small when I would be asked regularly to share at 

local conventions. After a couple of years I started to get invitations from all over 

the island. rve done radio interviews and television interviews and had the 

opportunity to travel all over North America and throughout Europe with AA. I 
couple of years ago: I spoke at an AA convention in Moscow. I had an interpreter. 

I also spoke at a convention in New York. I never thought I would get to see so 

much of the world because rm a former drunk! 
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The role of AA Speaker. like the GSR role, both gives opportunities for the AA 

actor to represent the fellowship outside of the rooms. As such, there are social rewards 

attached to these positions which may not be apparent in the relatively low-key Greeter 

position or even the Meeting Chair which is confined to the home group. An AA Speaker 

who masters this role has opportunities to travel to conventions and meetings, sometimes 

on international stages. It is a badge of honour to become a circuit speaker, but in the 

micropolitical environment of the home group, it is expected that such badges will be 

worn with humility (Thoits, 1990; Clarke, 1990). 

7.3 The Back-Stage Role of Sponsoring 

The Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous suggests that the heart of the AA program is 

simply one human being helping another by sharing their experiences. strength and hope. 

Nowhere is this statement more true, especially in the sharing of personal experiences 

with recovery, than in the relationship between a sponsor and a sponsee as the mentoring 

relationship is described in the fellowship. 

Alcoholics Anonymous provides few formal written guidelines for the role of the 

sponsor. The main literature pertaining to this important social role comes from the short 

pamphlet "Questions and Answers on Sponsorship"' (available at V.'WV\ .aa.org). The 

pamphlet details the history of sponsorship and its role in recovery: 

Alcoholics Anonymous began \Vith sponsorship. When Bill W .. only a fev; 

months sober. was stricken with a powerful urge to drink. this thought came to 

him. ·you need another alcoholic to talk to. You need another alcoholic just as 

much as he needs you. · He found Dr. Bob. who had been trying desperately and 

unsuccessful ly to stop drinking. and out of their common need AA was born. The 

word ·sponsor' was not used then; the twelve steps had not been written: but Bill 
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canied the message to Dr. Bob, who in turn safeguarded his own sobriety by 

sponsoring countless other alcoholics. Through sharing, both of our co-founders 

discovered, their own sober lives could be enriched beyond measure. What does 

AA mean by sponsorship? To join some organizations, you must have a sponsor 

a person who vouches for you, presents you as being suitable for membership. 

This is definitely not the case with AA. Anyone who has a desire to stop drinking 

is welcome to join us! ln AA, sponsor and sponsored meet as equals, just as Bill 

and Dr. Bob did. Essentially, the process of sponsorship is this: an alcoholic who 

has made some progress in the recovery program shares that experience on a 

continuous, individual basis with another alcoholic who is attempting to attain or 

maintain sobriety through AA (http://www.aa.org/lang/en/catalog). 

The pamphlet goes on to explain that sponsorship is essential for the maintenance of the 

group as a whole: 

... sponsorship can also mean the responsibility the group as a whole has for 

helping the newcomer. Today, more and more alcoholics aniving for their first 

meeting have had no prior contact with AA ... sponsorship activity is unwri tten 

and inforn1al but it is a basic approach of the AA approach to recovery from 

alcoholism through the twelve steps (http://www.aa.org/lang/en/catalog). 

Of the twenty respondents who provided in-depth interviews for this study, 

eighteen reported that they had an AA sponsor. Two reported that they were interested in 

obtaining a sponsor but had not yet identified a suitable mentor. A smaller number, 

fifteen, described themselves as active sponsors at the time of the interview. Collectively, 

their number of sponsees ranged from one to fourteen. The respondents reflected on a 

number of important dimensions of the sponsor-sponsee relationship: 
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The purpose of sponsoring 

Several key themes relating to the purpose of sponsoring emerged from the data. For most 

respondents, the primary purpose of the sponsor was to help a sponsee with the 12 steps 

of AA. Jane, a well-respected senior member of the group reflected this sentiment: 

You need to find a sponsor who has good sobriety. A newcomer needs guidance. 

This is the duty of a sponsor- to do their steps with a sponsee. I've observed in 

our group that there are a couple of people with good sponsors but they don't 

seem to be doing their steps. And this is something that a good sponsor will do. I 

can share how the steps worked for me and I can make suggestions. But if you 

choose not to, it' s no good in calling me again. I don ' t have tolerance for this. lfl 
ask, " did you try this?" and she says "no," that frustrates me ... because doing 

the steps of AA requires a lot of soul-searching and it requires so much personal 

change that it's overwhelming for some people. 

Another respondent echoed the sentiment that the primary purpose of sponsoring was to 

facilitate personal change in the sponsee tlu·ough the twelve steps. As we saw in the 

previous chapter, the sponsor is patticularly active in helping the sponsee with steps 4 and 

5, which involves self-examination and auricular confession: 

The steps should lead to positive growth. They might be painful to work through 

but the end result should be positive and constructive. The only step we're 

supposed to go over with our sponsor is step 4 & 5. You do feel good after step 5 

because after sharing your story with another human being. out loud, it seems to 

lighten the load. But if tomorrow or next week. something keeps coming back to 

the person, some regret or resentment or feeling of guilt. then they need to ask 

"what am I doing wrongT This is why the sponsee can then go to his sponsor to 

receive his strength. hope and encouragement. The sponsor should be able to 

direct the sponsee if they're still struggling with a step. Perhaps they might need 

to direct the sponsee back to the Big Book on How It's Done. That's how we get 

people to work the steps. 

Another important purpose of sponsoring is to model recovery both inside the 

meeting rooms of AA as well as outside: 
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A sponsor must have worked the steps themselves and they must be continuing to 

work the steps because it' s not just a one-time thing. You might have to work 

these steps many times. They must have a sponsor themselves. They must be 

working a good program themselves. Not someone who misses a lot of meetings 

or someone who swears a lot when they're sharing. They need to be talking 

recovery in the rooms .. . not just sharing a drunkalogue. They have to be positive 

role models. 

I speak with my sponsor on a daily basis. She calls me every day. If she doesn' t 

call me by 3:00 in the afternoon I'll check with her. And she knows by the sound 

of my voice if something is wrong. That's comforting and supportive. You need to 

have faith in your sponsor. It doesn' t mean that your sponsor is ideal or perfect. 
Newcomers may think that a person who has many years of sobriety is wise and is 

able to help. But there are people in the rooms with many sober years who are 

really suffering. For example, one of the older men in the group was asked to read 

the steps the other night at a meeting. He said "yeah, I can read them with my eyes 

closed." In the meantime, he can' t find any contented sobriety. So, he can read 

them but can he do them? He needs to be told that that's a stupid thing to say. 

Anyone can memorize the steps or repeat them if they've heard them thousands of 

times over the years. But try doing them. So I looked for somebody who seemed 

to be enjoying life and thankfully, my sponsor fits the bill. 

Knowing when to give advice directly to a sponsee or withholding it to encourage 

independence and to foster personal growth was something that a number of sponsors 

struggled with: 

The most important thing about being a sponsor is being able to listen. 

Oftentimes, my sponsor wouldn' t give me the answers to my problems. Even if he 

had some advice, he wouldn't give it to me because he thought 1 should find it 

myself. I take the same approach today as a sponsor. rllli sten to my sponsee as 

he describes some problem or issue he· s dealing with and r II ask: what part did 

you play in creating this mess ... and what do YOU need to do to clean it up? 

As a sponsor rm not there for advice because I"m not qualified to give advice. I 

have a couple of sponsees who I talk to a couple of times a year. When they· re in 

trouble they call but I can only offer suggestions and tell them whafs worked for 

me. 1 tell them to go to the Big Book and study it. .. I might be a little too tough on 

them. They' re looking for the answer but if! te ll them my answer they might end 
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up blaming me for the outcome. So you have to keep yourself covered all the 
time. As long as I remember that I'm here to share my experience, not necessarily 

my advice or thoughts about a problem- I'm doing okay as a sponsor. 

A number of sponsors were actively involved in helping sponsees with the work 

of making amends and restoring personal relationships. Sponsors acted as mediators or 

go-betweens between sponsees and their spouses and family members when there were 

interpersonal difficulties: 

If it wasn' t for my sponsor, I'd be divorced today, probably still drunk or dead. 

Because he talked to my wife and he felt the need to convince her to give me one 

last chance. One alcoholic to another, he could understand my seriousness. He felt 

that this time I was serious. And he did convince her. After that, he was involved 

very much in my recovery. We did wood-working at his house. I could tell this 

guy anything. I could tell him about the relationships I had and the things I did 

when I was drinking. He understood and I knew it was safe with him. And he also 

encouraged me to get professional help and to stick with my counselor. So at that 

time. in 1988, until 1994 it was truly a road to recovery. I read the book, did book 

studies, got together with people from AA, and used my counselor and my 

sponsor to begin dealing with all of my issues. 

It' s helpful for the sponsor to know about your family life, about your wife and 

kids. I can go to my sponsor and say everything is great at home; I'm happy and 

so on. And if it ' s not, a good sponsor will spot the bullshit. He will call you out on 

your lies and say it doesn ' t sound great. .. my sponsor has told me on many 

occasions that I'm fu ll of shit. . . in a loving way. 

Respondents noted impon ant differences in the social roles of sponsor-sponsee as 

opposed to the professional roles established between counselor-client. Giving food. 

money and housing to sponsees was something several sponsors reported : 

I have one guy who r ve been sponsoring. He·s celebrating 9 months sober today. 

l gave him clothes. a place to stay and some money until he got back on his feet 

after being in jail. 
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I give my home number and my cell number to my four sponsees. I' ve had calls at 

2:00 or 3:00 or 4:00 in the moming from a sponsee struggling, often in his first 

year of sobriety. I had one sponsee live with me for a month ... my wife is very 

supportive of this ... she doesn't complain when I have to leave the house to go 

help a sponsee because I've experienced the same thing in my recovery. I realize 

that not all AA members could do this, but for me, ifs my way of giving back. 

A number of sponsees in the sample also reported that they benefitted by having 

frequent contact with a sponsor as opposed to the time constraints imposed by a 

professional therapeutic relationship: 

My sponsor told me that the first year would be the toughest but that he would be 

there for me to encourage my sobriety. He promised that he would call me every 

morning for one year. And you know ... that man did call me every morning at 

8:00a.m. for a full year and asked how I was doing and he would tell me to stay 

sober for the day and to do my best to live the AA program just for today. And 

before you know it, I had a full year of sobriety under my belt and I attribute that 

accomplishment to the help of my sponsor. 

My sponsor was alcoholic and he could relate to me on that level. My counselor 

was significant to me because she had had a lot of clinical experience based on 

working with so many different clients over the years and she assured me of 

confidentiality. Nothing would go outside of that counseling room. That was a 

reason to go to counseling twice a week for three years. I looked forward to it. 
That was a long journey of sobriety. When I was in recovery, I became a real 

father. I was there for my kids ... so I used my counselor to deal with problems 

related to finances and parenting and I used my sponsor to help me stay clean and 

sober while I was rebuilding my life. Those two - my counselor and my sponsor-

were my main supports. 

The sponsor-sponsee relationship was described as a helping relationship, but not 

necessarily as a friendship. These respondents note some important differences between 

friends and sponsors: 

A sponsor is not your friend. I have friends. Once you cross that friendship 

batTier it's hard for a sponsor to speak into your life . They have to be given the 
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right to speak into your life and to tell you '·something is off with you ... you' re 
not right. . . what's going on?'" They need to guide you through the steps, to listen 

to you, to share with you and really get to know you. They need to know your 

bullshit and be able to call you on it. 

There·s a difference between a sponsor and a friend. I can't say that I always 

enjoy my sponsor's company . .. it's not always fun and I can't say I experience 

the pleasure that I do with a friend . . . because when I meet with my sponsor, our 

discussions and conversations usually revolve around my problems ... whereas I 
like to get together with my buddies just for fun or just to hang out for the sake of 

hanging out. 

Selecting a Sponsor 

The choice of a sponsor would seem very important to a sponsee's recovery. While AA 

emphasizes the seriousness of this partnership, some sponsors and sponsees in my sample 

viewed the relationship and the role much more casually and didn ' t appear to put much 

thought into the selection process: 

When I first joined AA I didn't really know what a sponsor was. And when I 

asked a guy to be my sponsor I didn't utilize him at all. I told my wife I had a 

sponsor just to keep her quiet and the meetings gave me an excuse just to get out 

of the house. I wasn't working the steps. I talked with this one man and asked him 

to be my sponsor. He said yes but we never really talked. He never initiated 

anything either. The sponsor thing was just a label. I could say he· s my sponsor. 

He could say Bob is my sponsee. Now I see the seriousness of it. And now that 
I'm back in the program rm going to take enough time to identify the right 

sponsor for me. I'm searching for a sponsor and I'm also searching for the right 

home group. 

A number of respondents suggested that sponsor-sponsee compatibility should be 

based on similarities of personality. education. gender and lifestyle. Comments like those 

below were typical in this regard: 

lfs so impo11ant to choose your sponsor carefully because you do these steps with 

your sponsor. r d never share my story with another woman in AA because it 
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could develop emotional ties. I would never share it with somebody who I don ' t 
know intimately. Or it might just be a gut feel ing that I can't trust this person. I 

recognize that there's always a risk in disclosing. There are no guarantees that this 

person will respect my privacy. If they've told me things then I feel I can tell them 

things. 

I needed to find a sponsor who could give me a good kick in the ass when 

necessary. I've served time in jail so I wanted someone who knew those ropes. No 

good in teaming me up with some straight family guy who wouldn't know his 

head from his arse hole. 

However, not all respondents selected a sponsor based on social similarities. This 

35 year old male respondent reflected on the differences between himself and his sponsor 

and saw these differences as a way of challenging his own assumptions about recovery: 

My sponsor and I didn' t seem compatible at all. I'm an only child who grew up in 

a middle class home and I have a university degree. My sponsor is thirty years 

older than me, he 's the youngest of 17 children and he grev,, up poor and on the 

wrong side of the law. Really, we have nothing in common socially, 

professionally, personally- nothing! He' s a retired bus driver from a tough 

neighborhood in St. John' s. He is not particularly sympathetic and he's tough and 

menacing looking. My friends describe me as easy-going and mellow. My sponsor 

and I were driving home after a meeting one night and I was spilling my guts out 

about this problem I was having with my girlfriend. I was on the verge of tears. 

And he started laughing. Then he called me an asshole. Then he started offering 

some suggestions based on his own experience with relationships. And as I was 

listening I thought, ·has he heard anything that I've just been saying. Are we on 

different planets?· But after think ing about his comments I realized that he was 

just offering a very different perspective on my problems and I ended up 

following his suggestions and my problems worked out. 

Outside of some basic guidelines- like choosing someone of the same gender or 

choosing somebody who appears to be working a good program - the choice of sponsor 

came down to individual preference; what this respondent describes as a ·gut feel ing· 

about compatibility: 
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I think sponsorship has to be founded on complete trust and that fee ling comes 

from the gut. There has to be some reciprocal sharing between a sponsor and 

sponsee, some give and take, to develop that trust. There are certain criteria for me 

to be a sponsor. The sponsor has to have experience with the program and they 

must have worked the steps. They have to be working a healthy program. They 

have to have a sponsor themselves. It took me a long time to find a sponsor. I had 

to really listen to people at meetings and know that they have the same values in 

life and have a similar line of thinking as mine. Some people suggest you should 

get a person who is your opposite - that a sponsor should be able to give you a 

good kick. But I don' t believe that. A sponsor should be understanding and 

compassionate and be able to tell me where I' m going wrong without hurting me. 

Rewards and Challenges of Sponsoring 

The work of sponsoring has its rewards and challenges. One source of satisfaction was 

the sense of having contributed to a sponsee ' s recovery: 

Seeing how far a sponsee comes in a short while is inspiring. When someone 

comes in and they' re beaten and battered. physically and emotionally. then after 

three months they' re looking better, there's a bit of a shine on their face and tlu·ee 

months after that, they' re starting to get a little bit of contentment. As time goes 

on, they' re getting back into their hobbies. Their attitude is beginning to change. 

It ' s almost like Jekyll and Hyde. At first they have no hope, now they have the 
look of hope on their face and they" re speaking about doing things for the future. 

Just knowing that you· ve contributed to these changes makes you feel good as a 
sponsor. 

For many respondents. being asked to be a sponsor was seen as a compliment and 

honour: an affinnation that the sponsor must be doing something right to play a part in the 

sponsee' s recovery. In my estimation, the social capital of sponsoring vvas in pa11 related 

to the number of sponsees a member worked with. As such. I observed that some senior 

members of the home group seemed to derive more prestige by having a large possee of 

sponsees. Thi s also had the effect of creating ce11ain cliques within the meeting space as a 
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prominent sponsor might be sitting on one side of the room with his possee while on the 

other side of the room, another sponsor might be sitting with her possee of sponsees: 

It can be a problem if a person has too many sponsees. In our group, Dan has three 

sponsees. They usually drive together in the same vehicle and sit around the table 

together. Then there ' s Jane with her three gi rls. And Dan has his little philosophy 

about the program and his take on sobriety and Jane has hers . .. and if you listen to 

what their sponsees share in the meeting, it all sounds like they're reading from 

the same hymn book. 

When somebody tells me they have five or six sponsees, I feel concerned because 

that's time consuming. I wouldn't be able to sponsor that many people and I' m 

retired. I have lots of time but not to waste. 

Sources of dissatisfaction with the sponsor role related to the emotional and time 

demands imposed by needy sponsees: 

Satisfaction with sponsoring depends on your own mind set. I could say when 

someone calls me at 2:00 a.m. ·'Why are you calling me at this hour?"" And 

believe me. I've had lots of calls like that, but rve never refused any person who 

did make that call in over 20 years. 

It takes a lot out of you when you hear your sponsee struggle with the same old 

problems day after day and week after week and month after month ... I 

sometimes feel depressed and despondent myself just listening to the messes my 

sponsee finds himself in and I get frustrated that he's not working his program the 

way I might want him to work it. 

One respondent reported that he preferred to co-sponsor as a ,~-, ·ay of reducing the 

demands of the role. Co-sponsoring could also pro\'ide opportunities to blend personality 

styles in the helping relationship: 

I prefer to co-sponsor. This works really well. I did this with a very happy-go 

lucky guy and I was the serious guy. Like good cop-bad cop. One time our 

sponsee was tel ling us how he was planning a big pm1y and he had bought some 

alcohol free beer. So I smacked him across the head and said ""are you out of your 
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f!'* mind. '" And Joe, the happy guy. gave the sponsee a hug and said gently, 

.. maybe you should re-think that plan."' 

Violence was a particular risk cited by a couple of respondents in this study. This 

sponsor describes his experiences relating to sponsees who were prone to violence: 

I had a fellow pull a knife on me and then he beat up the furniture. But I just 

looked at him and asked "are you finished? Are you ok now?" My problem is that 

I'm not afraid of nothing or nobody so I put myself in those situations all of the 

time. One of the AA guidelines for sponsors is that you never visit someone alone 

if the person is an active drunk, that you should always have somebody else with 

you. But it's just my way of doing things. But ifl get burned one day then I'll 

probably change. But that's my comfort level. I function quite comfortably with 

violent men, with knives and stuff. I grew up like that. I used to have a vicious 

anger problem and I would sooner slug someone than talk to them. I've left many 

guys unconscious on the floor. So I'm comfortable dealing with individuals who 

are like me. I know them from the inside out. Maybe that will change now that 

I'm getting older but for now, it works for me. 

When a sponsee relapsed, this often caused the sponsor to examine his or her own 

contributions, or Jack thereof, to the setback: 

When your sponsee relapses you question yourself. I've asked myself ··should 1 

have done this or said this or noticed something was going wrong?"" Should I have 

seen them more? Those are the thoughts that J"ve had . But now I realize that 1 can 

only cany the message; I can' t cany the drunk. I can bring him the message and 
hopefully he won't go out drinking. I can·t sit with him 24/7 . Thafs impossible. 

One source of dissati sfaction for sponsees related to the breaching of confidential 

infonnation. One respondent in this study described being ··burned·· by a sponsor who had 

'·loose lips"': 

Sponsorship in Nevvfoundland has a lot of problems. I would not fee l comfortable 

talking to a lot of people in this fellowship. At meetings I" m careful about what I 

say. I don"t say everything rm fee ling or thinking because 1 k11ow if s going to be 

repeated outside of the rooms. Because rve experienced that - info rmation being 
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shared outside of the rooms that should have stayed in the meeting. Thaf s a trust 
issue with me. So I'm cautious about who I talk to. I don't care what people think 

they know. I don't want to be the subject of gossip. 

Sponsors and sponsees sometimes become so dissatisfied with their relationship 

that one or both may come to the decision to terminate the sponsorship. This is a delicate 

emotional issue, and respondents noted the potential for disappointment and hurt feelings. 

The reasons given for terminating a sponsoring relationship related to perceived 

incompatibilities, judgmental attitudes or unfulfilled expectations: 

I've heard sponsors tell their sponsees, "Well, if you don' t listen to what I say, I 

don't want to be your sponsor anymore." It' s hard to build up trust like that. 

That 's why our home group tried to develop a temporary sponsor list... But you 

should be able to say to a sponsor, ·'look, this relationship is not really working 

out for me." You don't have to criticize that person but it might not be a good 

match for a whole bunch of reasons. So everyone should be able to say that...but it 

doesn' t work that way in reality. Sponsors here would feel really upset or hurt if 

they heard their sponsee say that. 

I felt judged by my sponsor. I never felt comfortable telling her things about my 

past or about my current struggles ... so I decided to get a new sponsor. .. maybe I 

was uncomfortable because my sponsor reminded me of my mother. She was 

older and her daughters were about my age ... so I was careful to choose a female 

sponsor who was more my age and had more things in common with me. 

Studies ofthe guru-devotee relationship offer some insights into the social 

processes involved in the pairing up of sponsors and sponsees. In his study of the guru-

devotee relationship in the Radhasoami/Divine Light Mission tradition among Hindus, 

DuPertuis (1986) suggests that devotees often project the personal quality of charisma to 

their guru on an unconscious level. According to DuPertuis. this projection represents a 

desire to find within the guru an ··ideali zed self' v>hich the devotee hopes to achieve 

through the di sciplines of prayer. visualization. chanting and trance induction. Data from 
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my interviews reveal a similar tendency to project an idealized self when sponsees 

perceive personal qualities and attributes in their sponsors that they hope to cultivate in 

themselves. This respondent reflected this sentiment to be more like her sponsor: 

I look to my sponsor for direction. I've heard her story many times during 

meetings and I listen closely to her experiences so I can find out how to get some 

contentment in my own life. It seems to me like she has her act together so I'm 

trying to become more like her. 

Sponsors may also be aware that they are displaying a potential "ideal self' to their 

sponsee. Another male respondent reflected this idea that he must be doing something 

right if he is asked to become somebody's sponsor: 

I guess you're doing well in your program when someone comes up to you and 

they want what you have. It's a boost to know that you must be doing something 

right. 

Another parallel between sponsor-sponsee and guru-devotee can be seen in the 

roles as teacher and guide (Kakar, 1985: 846). Lubin, in his study of Hindu gurus, reports 

that one of the principal roles for the guru was to be interpreter of holy texts to the 

devotee (Lubin. 2002). Likewise, as my data demonstrate. AA sponsors sometimes direct 

their sponsee to key passages in the Big Book for guidance on how to properly carry out 

the steps. Sponsors also instruct sponsees in the rites of discourse for a meeting such as 

how to frame subjects, or what to disclose and what not to disclose. 

Of all of the social roles described in this chapter. the sponsor is perhaps the most 

significant other when it comes to the socialization of the AA member. Novice AA 

members look to their sponsors for clues about hov, to act out recovery - to demonstrate 

that they are ' getting the program." ln the next section. I v>ill present more data 
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illustrating how actors evaluate each other·s performances on the front and back stages of 

AA. 

7.4 The Evaluation of Recovery Performances 

Recovery is experienced on a subjective level but it is also performed before others in the 

rooms. A convincing recovery performance should thus leave the audience with the 

impression that the actor can live in the present; experience a full range of emotional 

expression; and be freed of the bondage of self-concern in order to focus on others. How 

do members of AA judge each other' s performances? To answer this question, it is 

helpful to apply the concept of framing as it is used in dramaturgical theory: 

It has been argued that a strip of activity will be perceived by its participants in 
tem1s of the rules or premises of a primary framework, whether social or natural , 
and that activity so perceived provides the model for transfonnation . . . It has also 
been argued that these frameworks are not merely a matter of mind but correspond 
in some sense to the way in which an aspect of the activity itself is organized -
especially activity directly involving social agents. Organizational premises are 
involved, and these are something cognition somehow anives at, not something 
cognition creates or generates. Given their understanding of what it is that is going 
on, individuals fit their actions to this understanding and ordinarily find that the 
ongoing world supports this fitting. These organizational premises - sustained 
both in the mind and in activity - l call the frame of the activity (Goffman, 1974: 

247) . 

The primary framework for the acting out of recovery is the AA meeting. Each 

and every AA meeting becomes a venue through which recovery is ultimately performed 

and the work of constructing a new identity as recovering alcoholic is continued. On these 

_Font stages. respondents pointed to the behaviour of AA members during meetings as 

containing important clues as to whether they are getting the program and thus 

experiencing an authentic recovery. Missing meetings. failing to socialize before and after 
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meetings, sharing in gossip about fe llow members. not volunteering for AA events were 

some of the behaviours indicating that a member might not be recovering. Outside of the 

rooms, members looked for behavioural changes in how members related to significant 

others (family, friends, others in the community). Thus, an AA member was not only 

scrutinized on the front stages during meetings and AA social events (dances, speaker 

meetings, conventions etc.) but the back stage domains of work, family and community 

were also examined for proofs that a member was living out their programs of recovery: 

If I go to meetings five nights a week, I see who' s at the meetings. I see people 

who are there and who speak and who participate. They take part. I get to know 

them on a personal level. Then I go outside the meeting room and l will see where 

they work and what they do in the community- their involvement. And then I get 

to know their family. To me, that's where the fruits of recovery can be seen. 

That's recovery. The person who shows up once a week and sits in the back ofthe 

room, and leaves right after the meeting - I watch that person for a long time and I 

worry about his recovery. That's different from the person who shows up a little 

before the meeting, shakes hands with people, gets to know others in the group 

and who shares and who stays after the meeting. You can pretty much tell based 

on this who is going to 'go or grow.' 

Even the manner in which the actor exits the stage is fair game fo r evaluating the 

recovery perfom1ance: 

Someone might sound great in a meeting. He might know the Big Book inside out 
but if I see him drive out of the parking lot with hi s tires screeching ... or I go out 
the doors and he· s talking about somebody else . .. these are signs that the person 

may not be recovering. 

Respondents also pointed to imp011ant dialogue or script indicators of recovery -

again. looking for active references to the authoritative Big Book. Speaking explicit ly 

about the steps. about one· s higher power w·ere indexical markers of recovery. Attributing 
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success to one's own efforts (as opposed to the steps or higher power) were negative 

indicators - that one wasn't getting the program. Also, as I have shown in previous 

chapters, sharing drunkalogues with no redemptive themes was an indicator of not being 

in recovery. The following respondent highlighted such considerations when he was in 

the process of selecting a sponsor - someone he hoped was working a good program: 

I asked a guy in this new group to be my sponsor last night. And I asked him for a 

couple of reasons. When he spoke it was about helping others. It was about getting 
out of yourself. It was about service work. It was about the Steps. It had nothing to 

do with him. He wasn't talking about himself and he didn't speak very often. That 

tells me that this person has achieved a sense of humility; that he doesn't have to 

speak at every meeting. He doesn' t have to tell everybody how great he is or how 

well he's doing. He' s sharing how he got that way. And when I see somebody 

who is gaining health in their recovery I look at the way they're living their life. I 

see how they act, how they perfom1. When I came here. I was watching people. I 

needed to know who was working their program because 1 knew that I needed to 

find somebody. Members who are not working a good program never talk about 

the steps. Or they never talk about a power greater than themselves. Nothing bums 

me more than hearing a guy with 20 years speaking at a meeting and not 

mentioning God once.ltjust bums me because thafs what AA is all about. To 
give the message of AA without pointing to God - I feel very impatient and 

intolerant when I see that. But thaf s what I look for - somebody who is focused 

on the steps, working their program and they"re doing well and they"re healthy. I 

look for people who are quiet but when they do speak. ifs useful information . lfs 

not self-serving; it' s to help other people. 

Seniority in the fellowship was also a factor in evaluating performances. Vocal 

newcomers who readily dispensed advice, who appeared to know it all and who claimed 

to ·'have it all together·· were perceived with suspicion. One member refened to 'one year 

wonders· to describe the phenomenon of the newcomer v·:ho claims to be making 

progress but who fizzles out after a year of initial enthusiasm: 
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One of the things I've seen here is that newcomers can be so full of pride and 
enthusiasm. They feel they really get it. rm so happy to be here, rm saved, things 

are coming together. Life is perfect. I call these people 'one year wonders.' I see 

countless people in this category. When I hear people say ·'my life is great . . . life is 

really fantastic," that really worries me. Life ' s not like that. They' re not being 

honest. This disease isn' t like that. You can't talk yourself into recovery. You 

can't get up in the morning and read a positive affirmation "I will not drink today, 

I will not drink today." "I'm a good person. I like myself." That's not going to 

work. 

Respondents seemed reluctant to attach a time frame to recovery but several did 

point out that it seemed impossible to claim recovery after a relatively brief period of 

working the program. Comments such as these were typical in this regard: 

There's no way you can recover in two months. And there ' s people who show up 

in meetings and they say that everything is great. They got their marriage back, 

their job back, their finances are stable. I haven "thad a drink in 2 months and rm 

never going to drink again. I can' t see it getting to that point that quic!Jy. It ' s a 

time healing process and time is the biggest factor. 

In the evaluation of recovery performances, members try to '·spot the cons .. - in 

Goffman terms (Goffman, 1967) - as they tried to assess truth claims about recovery. This 

respondent discusses the rationale for trying to verify whether others appeared to be 

getting the program: 

It' s tough to know who·s getting it and who·s not getting the program. If s really 

none of my business. But if I want to be of some help, I need to know these signs 

and go and talk to that person and share what it v;as like for me. Because when I 

first came to AA, I was so enthusiastic but so green. I thought - the Big Book says 

I can have every single defect of character removed. But that just sets me up for 

failure. I"ve done this countless times - set impossible goals that l can ·t achieve. 

And so I fail again. lf s not about achieving perfection. lf s dangerous to think that 

way. You can· t do thi s program perfectly. You·re going to fal l. you· re going to 

get angry. you·re going to get lonely. you· re going to get sad- all those 
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experiences and feelings that normal people have. Just because you're a 

recovering alcoholic doesn ' t mean you're exempt from these things. 

This quote is significant because it highlights how judgments about recovery are 

made on the basis of accounts. From an interactionist perspective, accounts are the ways 

members signify, describe or explain the properties of a specific social situation 

(Garfinkel, 2002). They can consist of both verbal and non-verbal objectifications and are 

indexical to the situation in which they occur (Orbuch, 1997). That is, the evaluation 

criteria used to judge whether a member is getting or not getting the program, depends on 

the context of the account. As this respondent puts it, an individual can give a compelling 

account that s/he is working a good program in the context of sharing at a meeting, but as 

we have seen previously, if that same individual drives carelessly after the meeting or 

engages in gossip or back-biting outside of the rooms, then there may be little validity 

attached to the account of recovery. Thus. giving a good performance inside of the rooms 

does not necessarily equate with experiencing an authentic recovery outside of the rooms. 

7.5 Effective and Ineffective Performance Teams 

AA belongs to the mutual aid movements where activities promoting self-improvement 

are perfonned in a group context. One respondent captured this sentiment with the 

succinct motto '·there is no I in these steps ... only we.'· As we have seen, roles like the 

meeting chair or the sponsor contribute to group maintenance as a whole, and to the 

socialization of new AA members. However. it is important to recognize that not all AA 

home groups perfonn with the same level of effectiYeness. This raises the issue of what 

constitutes an effective or healthy home group. 
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An effective home group is good at staging rituals and takes great care to ensure 

that rituals are perfom1ed conectly. As members of a home group reflect upon their 

collective perfonnances, particularly as they relate to the presentation of recovery rituals, 

they are practicing a form of reflexivity. In sociology, reflexivity is regarded as an 

essential capacity adjusting the actors to situations, or to the specific contexts of social 

phenomena (Tsekeris and Katrivesis, 2008: 3). In an AA context, functional , effective 

groups create a sense of order and consistency through rituals, the regularly repeated and 

carefully prescribed forms of behavior that symbolize the beliefs and values of AA. 

The rituals embedded within an AA meeting must be followed with precision. 

According to Collins (1982:34), "In rituals, it is the fom1s that count. Saying prayers, 

singing a hymn, performing a primitive sacrifice or a dance, marching in procession, 

kneeling before an idol or making the sign of the cross - in these, the action must be done 

the right way." Collins reminds us that '·ritual is a body process" starting by the 

movement of bodies into the same place (2005: 53). The gathering of individuals in a 

common location with a common focus helps to star1 the ritualization process of an AA 

meeting. 

When the home group was not perceived to be '·doing what it is supposed to be 

doing·· and perfom1ing dysfunctionally, interaction rituals were at the hear1 of the matter. 

The lack of inclusion rituals, like shaking the hand of a newcomer, is an important rite 

which many groups assign to the greeter. The omission of this ritual can be associated 

with an unhealthy. dysfunctional group: 
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If you walk into the rooms and nobody comes up and shakes your hand and says 
hello, that's not a good group. In AA you should go up to the new person and say 

hello and try to make them feel welcome. A good group will ensure everyone is 

welcomed warmly. 

More recent work in ritual theory points to the idea that rituals and traditions can 

be "invented" by groups as a method to establish social order and to make linkages to the 

past that are not necessarily present (Hobsbawm, 1984). On the occasion of a business 

meeting, I made notes on a lively discussion concerning what members called the "cake-

cutting ceremony." Ceremonies are very important human activities that can strengthen 

the bonds of group members ( d'Aquili , 1985). This particular occasion involved the 

awarding of the one-year medallion and the presentation of a cake to AA members who 

celebrated their first year of sobriety. "We need to get this right," argued Jane, a senior 

member of the group. "Otherwise the person celebrating their first year of sobriety won' t 

realize how special this occasion is." 

Other senior members supported Jane's view. '·Yeah, she's right,'. interjected Bob, 

another old timer, "the cake cutting ceremony is pathetic:· Bob went on to describe how 

the chair used to armounce birthdays at the beginning of the meeting and then encouraged 

everyone to stay after the meeting for cake. Bob lamented that most people would just 

leave as soon as the chair ended the meeting. Barb, an AA member of tlu·ee years. and 

one of Jane's sponsees, commented ··but we also tried awarding the chip and cutting the 

cake at the beginning of the meeting and that would drag out the whole meeting. not 

giving everyone in the room time enough time to share:· The group seemed stalled 

around this issue: hov,: to create the most meaningful. compelling cake-cutting ceremony 

possible. Finally, the group agreed on a compromise: they would present the medallion at 
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the beginning ofthe meeting and just before the meeting formall y closed. the meeting 

chair would make an extra effort to remind members that there was a birthday cake being 

offered and that everyone should stay. 

The extended discussion around the cake-cutting ceremony at the business 

meeting was revealing because it emphasized the important role of rituals for the 

maintenance of the group. As Turner (1986) points out, ritual performances reinforce and 

increase the level of attachment between participants. Wuthnow (1988) also makes the 

point that the group may be utilized in consciously orchestrating rituals to commemorate 

or initiate an event that is important for a community and its collective life. Sharing of 

meals in ritual settings can increase the bonds that participants feel toward each other 

(Mintz and DuBois 2002) and events like the cake-cutting ceremony also help to 

distinguish in-group and out-group boundary distinctions (Tajfel 1982). My observations 

revealed how old-timers are invested in birthday celebration rituals because seniority is 

important in AA and the cake-cutting ritual is a reminder to everyone in the home group 

of how important one' s accumulative sobriety years are in the fellowship. Thus, rituals 

like the cake-cutting ceremony establish status hierarchies, create a sense of community, 

and help establish mechanisms of social control against those who violate norms (Tho its. 

1990). The fact that some members were leaving the rooms without partaking of the cake, 

and paying homage to the birthday recipient, was an assault on the established social 

order and a further demonstration of the intense micro political environment of the home 

group (Clark, 1990). 
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Involvement with self-help groups undoubtedly meets various social and 

psychological needs for the individual. Research has indicated that important 

conununities of choice can replace and/or supplement more traditional religious, 

neighborhood, kinship, and occupational groups in tenns of integration and regulation 

(Forster 2004; Kidder 2006). Data from this study suggest that, for many AA members, 

the home group became a key primary group whose interactions centered on the meeting: 

If I wasn't part of a group, I wouldn' t have gotten sober. I' ve been to many 

meetings where I've heard this same thing. There were six or seven men in my 

home group, all of us were unemployed. We would all go into the woods in the 

winter and cut wood. It could have been for us or for somebody else. That didn "t 

matter. All that mattered is that we were out in the woods. We· d boil up the kettle, 

sit around and talk and joke and carried on. Then we would come home, have our 

suppers and go to a meeting - all together. After the meeting, we would visit 

somebody' s house. play crib until midnight and then go home. We ate. drank and 

slept AA together. I could not do that on my own. Thafs why the language in the 

steps says ' We.' You don"t see ·r. 

I experienced a really healthy group in Ontario this past year. I loved it. It was a 

group called the Primary Purpose Group (PPG). It was all young people. Average 

age was 26. There were about 150 people in the group. They talked recovery and 

lived recovery. They always made me feel welcome. I was asked to do a reading 

in my first week there. I went Monday. Wednesday and Friday. Friday was called 

spiritual kindergarten where we a ll just talked about certain issues of life . 

Saturday night we might go to a baseball game. Friday we might play football. All 

of this activity kept me sober. I never had the time to feel sorry for myself and fall 

into the temptation of drinking as long as I remained involved with this group. 

Another respondent described a situation when the home group assembled around 

him at panicularly challenging occasion in his life: 

I fe ll down a fli ght of stairs on the job- this v;as early in my recovery. I fractured 

my spine in several places and needed three different back surgeries. r v;as in a 

body cast for a full year and had to lie flat on a bed for six months. During those 
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six months, my entire AA group would visit my house once per week to hold their 

meetings. Just so I could get my meeting in. Thaf s support! 

From a macro social perspective, AA and other self-help groups appear to fill gaps 

in an underfunded, inadequately equipped treatment system for addictions. At the same 

time, the fellowship meets the deeper social and psychological needs of its members in an 

age where more traditional social structures (churches, voluntary associations, community 

organizations) are becoming increasingly fragmented and isolated (Putnam, 2000). 

7.6 Conclusion 

The promise of Alcoholics Anonymous is that one can find relief from the disease of 

alcoholism. However, the language of the twelve steps of recovery make it clear that this 

personal relief is also experienced collectively and tied to the AA home group. As one 

respondent pointed out to me during an interview, none of the twelve steps contain the 

word 'I' - they are written with the collective 'We.' This collective 'we' is evident 

whenever the group springs into action to initiate inclusion rituals and to unfold the drama 

of recovery. As such, every home group in Alcoholics can be seen as a perfonnance team, 

some staging better perfom1ances than others. Erving Goffman highlighted the fact that 

within many organizations, members work together to manage impressions, engage in 

face work. and convey key messages and themes. An AA home group can ce11ainly be 

considered, in a Goffman sense. as a performance team. with its highly specialized roles 

such as Greeter. meeting chair. Group Treasurer and General Service Representative . 

The conventional sick role offers far fewer. if any. opportunities to dispense 

advice and actively treat other sick persons. As Parsons ( 1951 ) and others (Weitz, 1996; 
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Crichton eta!.; 1997) have pointed out, the physician plays a critical gatekeeper role in 

the medical establislm1ent to control people who enter the sick role. Conflict 

perspectives also make the point that power, prestige and profit are often attached to the 

privileged and restrictive knowledge base of professional groups like doctors. Foucault 

(1994/1963) suggests that the "clinical gaze" creates a mystique among the public that 

doctors have special knowledge and hence should be granted special powers. The media 

also promote this idea that the doctor knows best when it comes to addictions. Popular 

shows like "Celebrity Rehab" or "Intervention" feature experts like Dr. Drew Pinsky, a 

licensed psychiatrist who is Board Certified with the American Society of Addiction 

Medicine. Dr. Drew and the addictions experts like him have acquired some of their 

legitimacy because they possess valued medical credentials and it is apparent in the 

program that Dr. Drew has also mastered the clinical gaze as he stages interventions and 

treats the alcohol and drug dependent Hollywood clientele. 

In AA, there are no experts in the rooms who offer diagnoses or prescribed 

treatment plans. AA is unique in this regard because it encourages one recovering 

alcoholic to become active in the recovery of other alcoholics. This occms mainly 

through the role of sponsor but is also seen in other service roles such as AA Speaker, 

meeting chair and General Service Representative . Data from this study suggest that the 

diagnosis of alcoholism in the rooms is not dependent on expert knowledge and objective 

assessment; nor is it a mostly rational process - ·rational· in medical/scientific terms. 

Rather. self-identification as an alcoholic is a subjective. largely emotional process 

involving empathic responses from significant others in the rooms. Within the 
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fellowship, the most significant other is the sponsor who plays a critical role in this 

identity work. The more the novice AA member can identify with a sponsor, the more 

likely it iss/he will maintain the role of recovering alcoholic and the more willing s/he 

will be to follow the prescribed AA treatment. 

Sponsoring and other forms of service are supported by the core belief that in 

order to maintain sobriety, the recovering alcoholic "must give it away." This is more 

than a simple call for volunteerism; respondents believe that recovery requires a reduction 

of selfishness and a "freedom from the bondage of self'- an expression I would hear 

often in the rooms. Not only does service facilitate this transfom1ation of self but service 

roles like the sponsor encourage the recovering alcoholic to offer a fom1 of pseudo

counseling and support to those who are perceived as sick. Being a sponsor bestows 

honour and prestige. It signifies that the member appears to be working a good program 

and is becoming healthy enough to begin dispensing advice and guidance to sponsees. 

Just as physicians accrue prestige for having busy practices, having a respectably large 

number of sponsees is a potential source of prestige within the fellowship. 

Within the rooms, the sponsor may potentially displace the key role played by the 

physician in the treatment of addictions. This relationship has the potential to create 

tension with the medical establislunent. Concerns about maintaining their power base 

might help to explain the uneasy relationship the medical establislunent has had with the 

self-help movements. Titles such as ·'Victims All? Recovery. Co-dependency. and the Art 

of Blaming Somebody Else:· (Rieff. 1991) or ··Alcoholics Anonymous - Cult or 

CorrectiYe: A Case Study: · (Khantzian.1995) written by authors coming from a med ical 
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perspective, point to the dangers of lay persons engaged in amateur diagnosis and 

treatment of addiction and alcoholism. While there may certainly be legitimate concerns 

about the possible harm of lay people diagnosing and treating alcoholism, it may be that 

much of this criticism stems from a desire of the professional classes to protect their own 

power bases. 

From a dramaturgical perspective, the home group provides the venue for the 

novice AA member to act out his or her recovery. Thus, meetings which are staged by a 

home group provide an audience as well as a supporting cast for the theatrical 

dramatization of recovery. All AA members, from the most senior old-timer, to the 

meeting chair, to the greeter at the door- must all play their parts appropriately so that 

the novice AA member can be properly trained and the role of recovering alcoholic can 

be maintained. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

8.0 Introduction 

Alcohol is the most conunonly abused drug in Canada, affecting individuals, families, 

conununities and the larger society. Research on alcohol consumption suggests that the 

people ofNewfoundland and Labrador are among the heaviest drinkers in the country 

(Adlaf et a!., 2005). It is against this cultural back drop that I have explored the recovery 

experiences of members of AA in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

There are different approaches to the study of addiction and recovery. Medicine 

may focus on the brains and bodies of the recovering person, looking for changes in brain 

chemistry and improvements in the overall physical health of the individual. 

Psychologists may look to changes in thinking patterns, problem-solving abilities, or 

changes in personality to indicate recovery. In this thesis, 1 examine recovery through the 

theoretical lens of dramaturgical analysis. I argue that recovery can be viewed and 

understood as a type of perfonnance. AA meetings provide a stage. an audience, props 

and actors playing roles. The twelve steps provide a social script for getting into the role 

of recovering alcoholic. On one level. this is a somewl1at cynical view of social life, 

perhaps leaving the reader with a sense that AA members put on a performance. in 

somewhat of a contrived manner. as they attempt to convince each other that they possess 

this elusive quality called contented sobriety. It is not my intention to leave the reader 

v,rith such a negative impression. However. th metaphor of a performance highlights how 

addiction and recovery are socially constructed by actors within the \-\·orld of AA. 
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In this chapter, I will present a summarized account of the factors which help to 

shape and script the recovery experiences of the men and women who become members 

of AA. While this dissertation does not offer a comprehensive explanation of recovery, I 

have been able to identify some of the common themes and structures underlying the 

narrative accounts of recovery in the rooms of AA. In the first part of this chapter, the 

major findings of this research are discussed in relation to the theories of interactionism 

outlined in chapter three. The second part continues with a discussion of how 

dramaturgical approaches can be applied to the study of recovery. Third, I examine some 

of the policy implications for the treatment of addictions, given the results of the study. 

Lastly, I examine some of the implications for future research in the area of addictions 

and I offer a brief discussion on the suitability of interactionist approaches for studying 

how men and women recover from alcoholism. 

8.1 Making Sense of Recovery from an Interactionist Perspective 

This study set out to describe the experience of recovery for the men and women who 

belong to AA in ewfoundland and Labrador. My aim was to give the reader an insider·s 

view of how AA members conceive of. and make sense of, the so-called disease of 

alcoholism. as well as the signs and indicators they look for in relation to recovery. In 

carrying out this study. I hoped to add to the existing knowledge about the AA. experience 

and to expand upon the definition and conceptualization of recovery. 
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Problems of definition and conceptualization continue to plague notions about 

addiction and recovery. A case in point is the current controversy surrounding the 

upcoming publication of the fifth edition ofthe Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental 

Illnesses set to come out in 2013. Proposed changes for the DSM-5 include merging 

alcohol dependence and abuse categories into a single diagnosis: substance abuse 

disorder. Critics of this change argue that the diagnostic criteria proposed to cover a 

single category will be so broad and expansive that the number of patients diagnosed with 

substance abuse disorder will artificially increase (Schuckit, 20 12). A New York Times 

article goes so far as to suggest that the DSM-5 could categorize 40 per cent of college 

students in the U.S.A. with substance abuse because of their binge drinking habits 

(Urbina, 2012). Changes to definitions are significant because without a good 

understanding of what addiction and recovery mean, doctors, cow1selors and researchers 

have no way of drawing the line between what is considered nom1al and not normal when 

it comes to drinking. 

In my examination of the research literature on recovery, I pointed out that few 

studies have tried to understand recovery and addiction from the perspective of the actor 

who identifies him or herself as a recovering alcoholic. The bulk of the research literature 

is written from a positivist, rational and scientific perspective. dominated mostly by 

medical researchers. 

In the sociological literature, l noted significant knowledge gaps about how 

recovery is experienced on a subjective. emotional basis for members of AA. Ex isting 
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studies do not offer insights into the factors that shape the emotional experiences of AA 

members; nor do they reveal the complexities of how actors interpret and make sense of 

the symbols found in the twelve steps. A significant gap exists in understanding how 

emotions are displayed as they relate to recovery and in how personal transformations of 

the actor are achieved by working the steps. Finally, a review of the sociological literature 

shows a lack of knowledge about the dynamics of the home group and how this 

mesostructural agency is involved in individual recovery. 

I began my study with a historical analysis of Alcoholics Anonymous, pointing 

out how the men and women who enter the rooms of AA inherit a script for recovery built 

around the twelve steps and twelve traditions. The principal architects of AA, Dr. Bob 

and Bill Wilson, were moral entrepreneurs in the sense that they helped to re-cast the 

suffering alcoholic as a sick person and not necessarily a bad person. AA thus facilitated 

the medicalization of alcoholism as a disease and planted the seeds for the modern twelve 

step recovery movement. One of the most important initiatives which helped to legitimize 

the fledgling organization was the successful alliance AA built with the medical 

establishment. 

The disease concept of alcoholism is framed in the Big Book as an allergy to 

alcohol. For AA members, the idea that alcoholi cs are allergic to alcohol provides a 

pseudo-scientific basis for explaining hov.: and v,:hy AA drinkers are different from other 

non-alcoholic drinkers. The allergy theory also deflects moral judgment av•ay from the 

individual and posits that it is the genetic make-up or the physiology of the person that 
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makes him or her sick and not weak-willed or bad. Respondents in this study suggested 

that the greatest impainnent deriving from this allergy is the loss of choice when it comes 

to drinking. Alcoholics cam1ot choose to stop drinking on their own, according to those 

within the fellowship. The cure for their disease involves a total spiritual transformation 

by finding one's higher power and working the twelve steps. 

The appeal of the AA recovery script is that higher power is presented as a 

flexible, open-ended construct which allows the actor to impose his or her own meaning. 

In fact, many of the symbols embedded within the language of the twelve steps can be 

described as polyfunctional and polyvalent - that is, they mean different things to people 

from diverse backgrounds and in various eras. In the early days of AA, the founders of 

the fellowship were influenced by the ideas of Carl .lung, Sigmund Freud and William 

James as well as the religious ideology of the Oxford Group. I suggested that the twelve 

step program and the organizational structure built by Bill W. and the early founders 

could thus be viewed as a type of bricolage. Today" s AA members may also be 

considered bricoleurs as they blend ideas from New Age mysticism to create versions of a 

higher power or as they modify the language of the twelve steps to better suit the needs of 

women, as I discussed in my revie\"1 of the feminist literature on recovery. 

While there is flexibility in the interpretation ofkey concepts and symbols in the 

AA program. there is a common structure guiding the nanatives of recovery for AA 

members. Subjects in this study suggested that their transformations into recovering 

alcoholics began with the experience ofhitting rock bottom. Hitting rock bottom is the 
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metaphor which subjects use to describe the turning point in their drinking careers. The 

intense negative emotions and sense of personal crisis at this stage represent epiphanies -

those interactional moments that leave a mark on people's lives and have the potential to 

create transformational experiences for the person. The bottoming out experiences 

described by respondents in this study corresponds to Denzin's typology of major, 

cumulative and illuminative epiphanies as described in the sociological literature (Denzin, 

1989: 70-71; 1990: 15-18). 

The transformation of recovering alcoholics is facilitated by working the twelve 

steps of AA. In this study, I have suggested that Victor Turner's reformulation of the rites 

of passage, with its emphasis on personal transformation rather than shifting status, 

provides a conceptual framework through which the experience of working the steps can 

be understood as a personal rite of passage. Data from my study reveal that Turner·s 

ideas on liminal experiences and communitas are meaningful in describing the 

transformational processes involved in becoming a recovering alcoholic. As I discussed in 

chapter five, the key rite of passage which marks the separation of the person from the 

role of ordinary drinker is the first time the person admits that ·'I am an alcoholic.'· This 

declaration, when made for the first time before an assembly of AA members, initiates a 

step one meeting and draws the entire home group into action as a perforn1ance team. 

Thus begins the process of socialization into the fellowship. 

Drawing from the sociology of emotions. I suggested that the social processes 

involved in the construction of an alcoholic identi ty are not grounded in rationality and 
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objectivity, but are largely subjective and emotional. Unlike the medical model which 

relies on experts to rationally determine whether the patient's symptoms align with the 

criteria for addiction as described in the DSM, the self-diagnosis as an alcoholic is an 

inter-subjective, emotional process involving the self and significant others. A person 

entering the rooms looks to other alcoholics to determine if s/he belongs. If the individual 

identifies with others on an emotional basis, particularly with a sponsor, s/he will assume 

the identity of recovering alcoholic and learn to play that role. Thus, the decision that "I 

am an alcoholic'· is based more on feeling rather than thinking. The implication of this 

finding is that it is entirely possible that a person might identify him or herself as an 

alcoholic in an AA sense, yet fail to meet the clinical (medical-model) standard for 

alcohol dependency. It is also possible that a person who enters the rooms might meet the 

clinical definition of alcohol dependency but fail to identify on an emotional level with 

the label of ' alcoholic" as it is used within the fellowship of AA. This inability to identify 

and empathize with the nanatives and symbols of the group makes them not qualify as 

AA penitents and may be a reason for withdrawal from the program. 

There are certain emotion display rule for the novice AA member. The penitent. 

as I have described this social role. is expected to display a narrov,: range of negative 

emotional affect which restricts the newcomer to displays of shame. regret. confusion. 

anger and fear. Such contrite and humble displays are considered the right way for a 

newcomer to behave. This kind of performance wi II elicit a warm welcome into the 

fellowship. On the other hand. if the newcomer acts outside of the penitent role. the home 
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group will be less receptive, making it more difficult for the newcomer to identify with 

the role of alcoholic. Thus, emotional displays which portray confidence, joy. peace or 

serenity, especially at the early stages of recovery, are more likely to elicit a negative 

evaluation of the novice' s perfonnance. A person who is new to the fellowship is not 

expected to "have his shit together" as respondents so eloquently put it, and those who 

make this claim risk rejection or isolation from the home group. 

My data also point to some important differences in how emotions are displayed 

for men and women in AA. The male penitent is afforded a greater range of emotional 

expression, particularly when it comes to displays of anger, aggression and hostility. 

Female alcoholics, on the other hand, appear to be more restricted to a narrow range of 

emotional expression. A woman who shows too much anger or resentment may be 

perceived as "unwm1hy'· according to the rules of "sympathy etiquette" in the mostly 

male rooms of AA (Clark, 1987: 298). 

In chapter six, I described how individuals experience each of the twelve steps of 

recovery as a personal rite of passage. The first three steps of the AA program, called the 

surrender steps, require the novice AA member to admit to being an alcoholic and to thus 

separate him or herself from other drinkers. These steps also involve learning how to 

relate to one's higher power. As my research illustrates, subjects impose a variety of 

meanings to higher power but the common theme v,rhich emerged from my data is that 

higher power is depicted as a constructive. life-affinning force which helps to guide the 

subject in his or her recovery. 
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Step 4 marks a turning point in the transformation of the recovering alcoholic 

because the actor is required to look back at the past to carry out a personal inventory. 

Step 5 continues this process of self-examination and reflection but it goes further by 

requiring the actor to confess his or her faults to another human being, often the AA 

sponsor. Evidence from subjects in this study suggest that steps 4 and 5 mark the most 

difficult and demanding transition in the AA program and is likely the point at which 

many alcoholics give up and leave the fellowship. Those who successfully complete steps 

4 and 5, I argue here, are in the liminal stage of transformation as described by Van 

Gennep (1960) and Turner (1992). In carrying out these critical steps, the actor attempts 

to make a break with the past, and is thus "betwixt and between·' the former status as an 

active drinker and the evolving status as a recovering alcoholic. 

Steps 6 to 1 1 continue the liminal stage as members engage in set of exercises 

designed for personal transfonnation. These steps involve committing to on-going self

improvement (steps 6 & 7); making amends to others (steps 8 & 9); and practicing prayer, 

meditation and other spiritual disciplines (1 0 and 11 ). Because of the open-ended nature 

of AA constructs, members are able to interpret the language of the steps in different 

ways. My data point to considerable variation in how amends to others are made and how 

spiritual practices like prayer and meditation are carried out. 

When the AA member arrives at step 12. there is a more complete reunification 

into the world of AA and a sense of personal transformation that becomes apparent to the 

world outside of the rooms. This marks the third transition in Turner·s model -
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incorporation or aggregation. The language of step 12 reflects this sense of transformation 

with the words, "Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps.'· The 

message inherent in these words is that once the AA member accomplishes the work of 

the first 11 steps and arrives at step 12, s/he would have had a personal transfom1ation- a 

spiritual awakening. 

Turner's ideas on communitas provide a useful framework for explaining the 

transformation of the individual in the context of giving back or serving the home group 

through twelve step work. In communitas, the self is stripped ofthe structural attributes 

that define social roles and hierarchical relations. Individuals become disengaged from 

n01mal social roles like employer-employee, parent and spouse when they enter the 

rooms and assume the role of alcoholic. In this new identity, individuals are released from 

the many degrees of super ordination and subordination that separate them from one 

another, and they find themselves in a situation of nonidentity which provides the 

potential for personal change (Turner, 1992). 

The experiences of men and women in this study exemplify the intense experience 

of communitas. Subjects found a temporary release from their ordinary social worlds and 

entered the rooms of AA to embark on a shared journey of recovery. By participating in 

the various interaction rituals of the AA meeting. by sharing their stories and listening to 

the stories of others, and by working the twelve steps. subjects reported finding a sense of 

community which allowed them to return to society empowered by ·· ... renewed creative 
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energy, an expanded worldview, and a greater sense of hope ... ,. in the words of Victor 

Turner (1974: 105). 

My data highlight the theme that along with the spiritual awakening that comes 

from working all twelve steps, there is the realization that one will always have to work 

the steps. Recovery is thus depicted as a life-long, ongoing process. As illustrated in my 

research, AA members are encouraged to identify defects of character throughout their 

lives and to engage in spiritual activities designed to eradicate or, at least, minimize their 

impact. ln this sense, one is always becoming recovered and always working toward an 

improved and idealized self. 

8.2 Dramaturgical Analysis and the Evaluation of Recovery Performances 

How do AA members judge whether a person is recovering and actually becoming an 

improved or more authentic version of his or her self? In this study, I have employed 

dramaturgical theory to answer this question. Evaluations as to whether someone is 

getting or not getting the program, whether a person has achieved contented sobriety or is 

simply a dry drunk. are made as AA members observe each other· s performances at AA 

meetings. 

Each and every AA meeting becomes a venue through which recovery is 

ultimately performed and the work of constructing a new identity as recovering alcoholic 

is continued. On these.fi·ont stages. respondents pointed to the behavior of AA members 

during meetings as containing important clues as to \Vhether they are 'getting the 
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program' and thus experiencing an authentic recovery. Missing meetings, failing to 

socialize before and after meetings, sharing in gossip about fellow members, not 

volunteering for AA events were some of the behaviours indicating that a member might 

not be recovering. Outside of the rooms, members looked for behavioural changes in 

how members related to significant others (family, friends, others in the community). 

Thus, an AA member was not only scrutinized on the front stages during meetings and 

AA social events (dances, speaker meetings, conventions etc.) but the back stage domains 

of work, family and community were also examined for proofs that one was ' living out' 

their programs of recovery. 

One of the main findings of my research, which is not apparent in other studies, is 

the extent to which recovery is indexed by the principal AA text, The Big Book. For the 

medical establishment, the authoritative text is the DSM IV (TR, 2000), the so-called 

bible of mental illness, which provides a guide for the diagnosis and treatment of 

addiction. In AA, the Big Book helps to structure and make sense of the recovery 

expenence. 

To say that recovery is indexical is to emphasize that the meaning of that 

expression is tied to a particular context. Indexicality draws attention to the problem of 

how actors in a context construct a vision of reality in that context. They develop 

expressions that invoke their common vision about what is real in their situation. Thus, 

indexicality is at work when an AA actor makes explicit references to the steps and 

higher power in relation to his or her recovery. Attributing success to one· s own efforts 
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(as opposed to the steps or higher power) become negative indexes- that one is not 

getting the program. Also, as my data indicated, sharing drunkalogues with no 

redemptive themes is an index of not being in recovery. 

As an example of the indexical nature of recovery, when I asked respondents in 

my study how they knew they were in recovery, a number of them made reference to the 

"Twelve Promises." The promises are listed at the end of the Big Book. These are claims 

and assertions depicting the rewards for following the AA program of recovery: 

(1 ) We are going to know a new freedom and a new happiness. 

(2) We will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on it. 

(3) We will comprehend the word serenity and we will know peace. 

(4) No matter how far down the scale we have gone, we will see how our experience can 
benefit others. 

(5) That feeling of uselessness and self-pity will disappear. 

(6) We will lose interest in selfish things and gain interest in our fellows. 

(7) Self-seeking will slip away. 

(8) Our whole attitude and outlook upon life will change. 

(9) Fear of people and of economic insecurity will leave us. 

(1 0) We will intuitively know how to handle situations which used to baffle us. 

(11) We will suddenly realize that God is doing for us what we could not do for 
ourselves. 

(12) Are these extravagant promises? We think not. They are being fulfilled among us
sometimes quickly. sometimes slov.·ly. They will always materialize if we work for them. 
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The promises suggest that emotional recovery is possible for the one who works a 

good program. This is contented sobriety, used synonymously in the promises with words 

like freedom, happiness, serenity, and peace. Recovery also implies the reduction or 

elimination of such negative emotional states as regret, feelings of uselessness, self-pity, 

selfishness, self-seeking, fear and confusion (situations which used to baffle us). 

Respondents pointed to these key passages of the Big Book as describing the benchmarks 

for recovery. 

Further proof that the individual has completed the rites of passage and become 

incorporated into the fellowship as a recovering alcoholic is found in his or her 

willingness to perfonn service work. In chapter seven, I outlined the various social roles 

within the AA home group. While a number of etlmographies of Alcoholics Anonymous 

have been carried out, my research is the first to explore these roles in any depth and 

detail , particularly the role played by sponsors in the socialization of new members. 

Sponsors are the most important significant other within the AA fellowship for the novice 

member. Sponsors provide all sorts of practical guidance for newcomers such as how and 

what to share at a meeting and how to carry out the twelve steps. Sponsors also act as 

confidantes and pseudo-counselors to their sponsees, sometimes offering advice on 

marriage and family affairs. relationships. work and finances. There is no formal training 

in AA to become a sponsor and those who gravitate toward this role become essential 

mediators and interpreters of the AA program for their sponsees. 
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Other roles such as the meeting chair, the AA speaker and the General Service 

Representative are critical to the maintenance of the home group and the larger AA social 

structure. Perfonning this type of service work allows the newcomer to develop 

interpersonal and organizational skills, expand his or her social network within the 

provincial, national and even international fellowship, and accumulate prestige and 

honour. Indeed, as my research indicates, involvement in service roles may account for 

some of the status differences in Alcoholics Anonymous. 

8.3 Implications for Social Policy 

Unfortunately, very little research has been done concerning people's experiences with 

seeking and receiving help for drinking problems in this province. The government of 

Newfoundland and Labrador, through its Department of Addictions Services, does not 

publish data on the numbers of people suffering from various types of addictions, the 

types of treatment services being accessed or where they are receiving treatment. 1 Critics 

argue that the province does not offer a coherent system of health care for those suffering 

1 In Newfoundland and Labrador, the Addictions Services Branch ofthe Department of 

Health and Community Services offers a number of services for those suffering from an 

addictions problem. After an initial consultation with an addictions services counselor, a 

client or patient might be refened for outpatient counseling at one of its regional offices; 

undergo a period of detoxification at its St. Jolu1"s Recovery Centre or receive inpatient 

care at the Humberwood Centre. its provincial facility in Corner Brook which offers a 

three-week inpatient treatment services for men and women over the age of 18 years. 

However. critics of the province·s treatment system for addictions point to long waiting 

lists. lack of resources and a shortage of specialists v.-ho are trained in the treatment of 

more complex forms of addiction. 
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from addictions, only a patch-work of services, concentrated mostly in the province· s 

urbanized areas. Data from this study shed some light on the experiences of individuals in 

recovery and has important implications for the treatment of alcohol related problems. 

Addiction is now recognized as a public health concern worldwide. According to 

the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration of the U.S.A. there are 

more than 11 ,000 treatment centres across America. The addiction treatment industry is 

expected to generate revenues of more than $34 billion by 2014- an increase of 55% 

from 2005 . The vast majority of that spending - roughly 80% - is underwritten by public 

funding with the remainder paid by private insurance companies (New, 2011 ). Services 

range from hundreds of dollars paid to drug or alcohol specialists up to $2,000 per day of 

treatment. The exclusive addiction treatment centre Promises, where Britney Spears and 

Lindsay Lohen have logged stays, can cost up to $1 00,000 for a month in a beach-view 

private suite with private physicians. A month-long-in-patient stay at Hazelden, one of the 

oldest and most prestigious U.S. treatment faci lities, costs nearly $30,000 (New, 2011 ). 

Similar to the U.S.A. market, services in Canada offer exclusive, spa-like 

treatment centers offering gourmet meals, nutritional coaching. full-service gyms, 

massage. yoga and every imaginable luxury - all provided under the guise of treatment. 

At the higher end of addiction services are treatment centers like Greenestone Muskoka. 

which targets executives and their families in need of addiction treatment. Their internet 

advertisement reads as follov,,s: 
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Located in a resort setting in scenic Muskoka, Ontario and equipped with holistic 

spa services, delicious, nutritious and seasonal menus offered through our Lodge 

Restaurant, and a full suite of fitness and recreation facilities, GreeneSt one 

Muskoka is a place where you can heal, rest and recover while under the care of a 

multidisciplinary team of skilled and experienced professionals. Our physicians, 

psychiatrists, psychologists, therapists, nurses, nutritionists and physical fitness 

experts work collaboratively to produce the best treatment outcomes for you 

(http:/! greenestone. neti). 

Canada appears to be following a trend already established in the U.S.A. whereby 

inpatient care for alcoholics appears to be a luxury afforded only for the well-financed or 

generously insured addicts. Poorer alcoholics, which include a disproportionate number 

of etlmic minorities, are left to fend for themselves. Some researchers speculate that many 

of these less fortunates have no choice but to join AA and other self-help organizations or 

seek church and charity-based recovery programs (McKellar et al. , 2003). Ernest Kmiz, a 

widely respected AA historian, has stated that his professional mission is to recover the 

real AA which he feels has been compromised by the erosion of state-funded programs 

for addicts and alcoholics. Kurtz points out: 

Today, when virtually every hospital, treatment center, court and prison mandates 
AA referral, the result is that many AA meetings are overrun by a growing 
assortment of sullen, recalcitrant men and women mandated to attend AA 
meetings by their employers. judges and probation and parole officers ... who 
outnumber the core members by t\'-'0 or three to one on a given night... I have 
heard other infom1al estimates that put the number of what lam calling POW 
members of AA at more than 70 per cent of the current AA membership (1991 : 
? - -) _)) . 

It is difficult to establish how class and socioeconomic factors might affect 

treatment choices and options in this proYince. Certainly, 1 was not aYvare of anyone in 
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my home group who had been mandated to participate in AA. However, as I discussed in 

chapter six, several respondents in my study were involved in private therapy and 

treatment in addition to their involvement with AA. These subjects viewed AA as an 

essential complement for the treatment of their addiction. Two respondents, in particular, 

cited the enormous benefits of their Employee Assistance Programs. 

One might reasonably assume that people who avail of counseling services 

through a private insurer or an Employee Assistance Program are employed or else they 

have enough income to afford a counselor' s fees. This raises the issue of how factors like 

employment and income might be related to access to different services and treatment 

options. It would appear from these cases, at least, that AA is an important supplement to 

other fonns of therapies and that the unemployed or those without employee assistance 

benefits may not have access to the same range of services outside of AA. 

Social class also plays a role when recovering individuals consider some of the 

newer alternatives to AA. In the United States and in larger Canadian cities, the Rational 

Recovery Movement and the organization Women .for Sobriety offer some choice for 

people with drinking problems. People who gravitate toward the fom1er group report that 

they are attracted to the non-religious, intellectually-oriented philosophy of the program 

which asse11s that ·'it is pure drivel to think that alcoholics are powerless over their 

addictions .. or that members need some ·'Higher Power .. to fmd sobriety (Kasl, 1992: 

177). Rational Recovery groups recruit more members with higher education than does 

AA (Galanter, Egelko, & Edwards, 1993). At present. to this researcher·s knowledge, 
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groups like Rational Recovery and Women For Sobriety do not offer recovery programs 

in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Gender presents another barrier to treatment of alcohol related problems. The 

proportion of female members in AA is not necessarily related to the number of female 

heavy drinkers in the population. Studies have shown that women's drinking is more 

stigmatized than men's, and attitudes more strongly oppose alcohol use and intoxication 

among women than men (Eisenbach-Stangl, 1986; Sclunidt, Klee, & Ames, 1990). It has 

also been shown that women are less often referred to alcohol treatment than men through 

social control channels such as physicians, employers, or judicial authorities (Duckert, 

1989). Yet, a disproportionate amount of women seek help for their alcohol problems 

compared to men, consistent with several studies which show that women in general seek 

help for health and other problems more readily than men (Duckert, 1989; Thom, 1986). 

One study suggests that AA is particularly attractive to female drinkers because it is free 

and thus may attract women with limited economic resources (Beckman, 1994). 

Even when women join AA, data from this study suggest that they may have 

unique needs which are not being met if the home group is comprised mostly of men. 

This is consistent with research findings discussed in chapter three. Women for Sobriety 

was founded by Dr. Jean Kirkpatrick. a Ph.D. in sociology. who joined AA but \vas 

turned off by its apparent chauvinism and its insensitivity to women·s needs. According 

to Kirkpatrick " ... AA meetings did not meet my needs ... the men were set in their \·vays 

and ideas, they dominated the meetings, their stories \.vere often lurid and contained an 
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ego element of bragging, and their descriptions of women were often very chauvinistic'· 

(Kasl, 1992: 166). In orth America. Women for Sobriety seems to attract women in very 

high social positions with higher occupational status and higher levels of education 

compared to women who join AA (Kaskutas, 1989). 

Age represents another barrier to treatment of alcohol related problems. 

Membership surveys carried out by AA's own General Service Office in New York 

indicates that there is no simple relationship between the age of the membership and the 

age structure of the general population. One clinical study reports that older patients are 

more likely to attend AA meetings compared to younger patients (Emrick et. al. , 1993). 

However, AA can attract substantial numbers of young members with some studies 

showing an increase in members under the age of thirty years (Robinson 1989: 27). 

Findings from this study point to some potential problems that young people experience 

in identifying with the role of recovering alcoholic since most AA members in this 

province are over the age ofthi11y, according to AA's own in-house data. Unlike larger 

urban centers, it appears that it is much more difficult for a young adult in this province to 

find a home group comprised of similar age cohorts. 

Aside from the social barriers to treatment, sociological research points to changes 

that must be made at the societal level if the problems associated with addictions are to be 

reduced or eliminated. For example. social pol icy changes would address govemmenf s 

own addiction to the profits of alcohol sales or tlu·ough broader initiat ives that target the 

housing. employment and community factors that might contribute to alcohol ic 
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tendencies. Dr. Gabor Mate, a physician and Medical Director of the Portland Hotel 

initiative in Vancouver's notorious Downtown Eastside suggests that the healing art of 

medicine must extend its focus beyond the individual. His project directly targets the type 

of alcoholic and drug addict who becomes homeless and is often involved in street crimes 

like drug dealing, theft and prostitution to pay for their addictive lifestyles. Rather than 

locking them up or processing them through the criminal justice system as part of a 

continued War on Drugs strategy, Mate calls for more compassionate social policies 

which foster what he calls an ecology of healing. In his book In the Realm of Hungry 

Ghosts (2008), he offers evidence, based on MRI studies, that the brain chemistry of 

children living in abusive or neglectful homes is impaired enough that it makes them 

much more susceptible to developing addictions later in life. To address this problem, 

Mate advocates high quality prenatal care for mothers and children, care which would 

extend into the first five years of life. He also suggests that governments target 

fundamental needs like housing, employment and basic medical care as a way of treating 

alcohol and drug addictions. 

Similar social policy approaches have been advocated by Richard Thatcher, a 

clinical sociologist in Saskatchewan, with more than 30 years of experience in the field of 

addictions research and community development among Canada· s Aboriginal People. 

Thatcher, author of Fighting Firewater Fictions: Moving Beyond the Disease Model of 

Alcoholism in First Nations (2004) also advocates initiatives focused on early childhood 
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education and sustainable conununity economic development as the primary tools to 

tackle addictions. 

Interestingly, both of these researchers resist the urge to preach simple abstinence 

of drugs and alcohol. Mate, a medical doctor, advocates decriminalization of drugs and 

harm reduction strategies using methadone clinics along with a more holistic social policy 

approach. Thatcher suggests that recovery approaches must be sensitive to the cultural 

context of particular populations like Native People and must learn to incorporate 

traditions involving elders and Native spirituality. He also suggests moving beyond 

simple admonitions that abstinence is the only way to achieve sobriety, arguing that the 

medical model for too long has bought into this notion promoted by AA and other groups. 

Thatcher presents evidence that the healthiest segment of the Aboriginal population 

(those who have high incomes, high levels of education, fewer health problems and 

higher life satisfaction indicators) are, in fact, moderate alcohol drinkers and not 

abstainers at all. Surely, he suggests, recovery programs might recognize this possibility 

that Aboriginal drinkers are not doomed to alcoholism because of some genetic or 

physiological predisposition which poisons their minds and bodies - and that learning to 

drink moderately is a distinct possibility for the Aboriginal population. 

8.4 Future Research 

Although widely used. the lack of a standard definition for the tem1 recovery has hindered 

research on the phenomenon and possibly prevented better recovery-oriented 
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interventions for addiction to alcohol. Future research could investigate and attempt to 

identify some of the core characteristics and measures of recovery from addiction. A 

clearer conceptualization ofrecovery has implications for some of the policy initiatives 

discussed above. For example if policymakers have standard indicators ofrecovery, they 

can better measure the successes or failures of state funded programs and have more 

information at their disposal to support and extend the recovery process. 

The approach taken in this study of recovery is interpretive so I have tried to give 

the reader a better sense of how actors conceive of recovery from the unique perspective 

of the AA subculture. The main dimensions of recovery have been described in terms of 

emotional displays, role behaviors, group performance. and transformational experiences 

through working the steps. From an AA perspective, recovery manifests itself in different 

ways at different stages. I have described the appropriate emotional displays of the 

penitent role, for example. and tried to distinguish this level of recovery from the person 

who claims to have completed all twelve steps of the AA program. Such individuals 

report the highest level of subjective well-being, namely contented sobriety. 

Other models have attempted to isolate key dimensions of recovery. The 

prestigious Betty Ford Center. for example. defines sobriety as complete abstinence from 

alcohol and all other drugs of abuse. delineating early sobriety as between 1-11 months; 

sustained sobriety as between 1-5 years and stable sobriety as fi ve or more years (Betty 

Ford Institute, 2007: 22 1-228). This measure of simple physical sobriety is certainly one 

of the measures of recovery that AA memb rs look for but as one respondent put it. ··you 
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can be sober in body, but still be a lonely, miserable S.O.B." His comments reflect the 

more holistic view of the World Health Organjzation in its defin ition of health as" .. . a 

state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not merely the absence of 

disease" (WHO, 1985: 34). 

When we examine the personal stories and narrative accounts of AA members we 

may be able to use such material to guide the development of codes and help to construct 

quantifiable categories or dimensions of recovery. Mishler (1986), Riessman (1993), 

Veroff et a!. (1993 ), Surra (1988), and Weiss ( 1994) have written extensively on various 

stages ofthe gathering, coding, and analysis of personal stories and narrative accounts. 

These researchers suggest that such approaches can be interpretive and must be planned 

and executed carefully. Based on my observations and in-depth interviews of AA 

members, data could be coded and treated within quantifiable categories as they relate to 

the recovery themes of emotional well-being, service/volunteerism, and a sense of 

community (Antaki 1988; Veroff et al 1993 b). Such work could be used to guide the 

development of surveys or other quantitative research methods which would be valuable 

for generalizing to the larger community of recovering persons. 

Further research into recovery should also explore the methods employed in the 

recovery process. In AA, the principal method involves working the twelve steps. 

However, despite a considerable amount of research into AA, there are still a great many 

unknowns about how the steps are actually experienced and used within the program . One 

longitudinal study recruited more than 2.000 subjects and used statistical techniques to 
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evaluate the nature of the correlation between AA membership and sobriety (McKellar et 

al. ; 2003). The analyses indicated that the conelation between sobriety and AA 

membership was a function of actively engaging in the AA program. The idea that AA 's 

success is really a function of individual characteristics of those who choose to stay in 

AA (and not what they do in AA) was not supported by the data. In a metanalysis George 

Vaillant (2005), a renowned expert on alcoholism, concluded that "Alcoholics 

Anonymous appears equal to or superior to conventional treatments" (2005 : 431 ). Despite 

such lofty claims about the overall efficacy of AA, such studies hide important 

information related to the twelve steps. 

One of the surprising observations arising from this study is that some AA 

members do not even attempt the steps, let a lone complete all twelve. Future research 

projects could investigate how many AA members actually work the steps, how long it 

takes for members to complete them (to get some measure of average duration), and at 

which step (stage) AA members are most likely to give up. This kind of infonnation may 

require quantitative research designs that use randomized. representative samples from 

the AA population. Such infom1ation would be useful for researchers who want to know 

more about how sobriety is maintained within the fellowship and hov.• the AA program is 

actually used by its members. Research of this type might also help to explain the attrition 

of individuals from the AA program. 

Future research studies might also explore status differences and hierarchies in 

AA, areas cunently not explored in the research literature. If we examine AA as a 
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potential emotion market we can assume that individuals may have differential access to 

what Collins refers to as emotional energy. In Collins' model, individuals considering AA 

as an option for treatment would consider whether they can afford to invest the time, 

energy, cultural capital, and other resources to participate in the various rituals available 

to them. Actors exercise rational choice to select those interaction rituals that provide 

them with maximum emotional energy, that is, feelings of pleasure, contentment, 

excitement and other positive emotions. Presumably then, this would lead some AA 

members to avoid certain AA meetings, or drop out of the program altogether, if AA 

interactions are experienced as boring, depressing or emotionally unsatisfying. Such 

individuals, according to Collins, are likely to be located at the fringes of " social 

networks" (Collins, 2004: 1 05). Drawing on Collins· ideas about emotion, future research 

could investigate the development of typologies, based on levels of attachment and 

involvement with the fellowship, to better distinguish between the hard-core members of 

AA who presumably derive greater emotional rewards and the more peripheral member 

who would seem to be more at risk of dropping out of the program of AA. 

The issue of status hierarchies within AA might al so be related to the opportunity 

to provide services and work that is otherwise monopolized by helping professionals like 

doctors. clergy, psychologists or social workers. AA members who gravitate toward roles 

like sponsor. chair or speaker are. to a certain extent. offering quasi-professional 

assistance as they take confession, offer marital advice and claim expertise on matters 

related to addiction and recovery based solely on personal experience. Thus, the AA 

member who lacks status and prestige in his occupation outside of the rooms has 
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opportunities to accumulate prestige and status in the various service roles offered 

through the fellowship . Future research might probe further into the relationship between 

service work, status accumulation and the 'professionalization' of the self-help 

movement. 

A focus on status hierarchies and typologies of AA members also points to a need 

to understand how structural factors like gender, etlmicity, socioeconomic status and age 

affect the AA experience. There is a growing literature on women's experiences in AA 

and such studies do reveal some of the unique challenges experienced by women who 

enter a mostly male-dominated organization. Along these lines, future research might 

examine the gendered division of labor within AA (by examining such roles as speakers, 

meeting chairs and sponsors). According to one study of AA in the United States, the 

higher echelons of the organization are finnly in the hands of men with more men serving 

on the national service board as well as chairing regional boards (Rosenquvist, 1992). 

What are the implications of such gender imbalances? Aside from gender, I have also 

raised the issue of how employment, education and income variables might affect the AA 

experience, alluding in the previous section to a couple of subjects who were able to avail 

of Employee Assistance Programs in their programs of recovery. The interplay between 

variables like socioeconomic status. gender. and ethnicity and involvement in AA groups 

and other types of addiction services are poorly understood in the research literature and 

require further investigation. 
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This study also has implications for applied research and program design in the 

alcohol and drug addiction field. Data from this study yield important insights into why 

AA appears to work for certain types of drinkers but it is clear that AA's twelve step 

approach is not for everyone. Some people who enter the rooms may be turned off by AA 

spirituality or the over zealousness of AA members. Jim Christopher, the founder of SOS 

(Secular Organizations for Sobriety), is one well-known AA 'failure' who appreciated the 

small group setting and mutual support elements of AA but who was turned off by the 

religious overtones of the organization. Christopher' s SOS organization now advertises 

itself as an alternative to AA or NA for atheists and non-religious people who sti ll want 

support in a group setting to help them overcome their problems with addiction 

(w1v1\ .sossohriety.com). Future research might offer comparisons of the recovery 

experiences of AA members with the recovery experiences of those who have worked on 

overcoming alcohol problems through self-help groups like SOS or Women For Sobriety 

(WFS) or Rational Recovery (RR). Such research might identify specific elements of 

personal transformation that lead a person to overcome addiction and experience the 

positive changes associated with recovery. This would provide valuable information for 

the design of intervention programs in the alcohol and drug addiction field. 

Finally, future research might examine the experiences of significant others who 

are drawn into the recovery performances of AA members. AA members experience 

recovery as a collective phenomenon in the context of a home group, but they also relate 

outside of the rooms to spouses. partners. parents. children, friends. neighbours and co-
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workers. Family members and significant others are sometimes present at open AA 

meetings but little research has been conducted to explore the exact nature of their 

involvement and participation as 'outsiders.' For example, how are family members and 

significant others perceived and managed when they are present in the rooms of AA? To 

what extent do significant others become involved as the AA member works the twelve 

steps? Answers to these questions would help to further flesh out the phenomenon of 

recovery as it is lived and experienced by AA members. 

8.5 Conclusion 

This study offers an expanded understanding of the AA experience of recovery. Recovery 

involves more than just changes in the brains and bodies of the addicted person. It is more 

than changes in positive affect, mood or personality structure. Recovery is more than the 

gradual modifications of behaviour associated with learning models. In this dissertation, I 

present a new and alternative interpretation of recovery by applying insights from the 

fields of ritual theory and dramaturgy. A qualitative research design, using participant 

observation and in-depth interviews were used to generate thick descriptions of the social 

processes involved in recovery. Data generated from these methods have yielded new 

insights into the ' inner workings' of AA not yet described in the existing sociological 

literature. 

As a theoretical approach, dramaturgical analysis and the conceptual framework 

of symbolic interactionism as a whole. has been criticized for focusing on the micro-
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interactional process of behavior at the expense of macro-organizational influences 

(Jenkins, 1996; Tumer, Beeghley and Powers, 2002; Snow, 2001 ). Proponents of 

dramaturgical analysis have argued, however, that organizational and macro social factors 

can be accommodated within this analytic framework (Denzin, 1990, Brisset and Edgley, 

1990). Fine goes so far as to argue that dramaturgical analysis can explain "the interface 

between macro and micro approaches to the social world" (1993 :69). 

This study demonstrates that dramaturgy and interactionist theories provide useful 

tools for the examination of recovery in AA. Drawing on insights from the sociology of 

emotions, particularly Hochschild ' s work on emotion management, I have identified the 

emotion display rules of the AA newcomer through my description of the penitent role. I 

have also elaborated on the meanings attached to contented sobriety as an important 

affect goal pursued by AA members (Kemper, 1981; 1987); and how notions of sobriety 

and recovery are indexed by actors as they relate with significant others within the 

fellowship. My research has also brought new insights into how actors make sense of the 

symbols embedded within the twelve steps. Such insights may have applications for 

studies of the emotional experiences of individuals involved in self-help groups and 

mutual aid organizations (AA, NA, Overeaters Anonymous etc.). As Putnam points out in 

his classic study, Bowling Alone (2000). such groups remain important exceptions to the 

overall decline ofvoluntary associations and organizations. 

This research also has important implications for the study ofrituals and how 

these are used to facilitate transformational experiences in AA. As we return to Collins· 
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(2005: 48) theoretical work, we can see how social interactions in AA contain all of the 

prescribed ingredients of interaction rituals: 1) '·Group assembly (bodily co presence )"is 

apparent throughout the meeting process due to the high level of physical and social 

interaction; 2) "Barriers to outsiders" are enacted through informal mechanisms such as 

the reading of the requirements to attend a closed meeting which is restricted to alcoholics 

only and the closing of the door at the start of each meeting; 3) "Mutual focus of 

attention" occurs as common objects, such as the Big Book, and common activities, such 

as birthday celebrations and closing ceremonies, promote the mutual awareness of 

participants in terms of "each other' s focus of attention"; 4) A "shared mood" exists as 

participation encourages a common mood and/or shared emotional experience through 

activities, shared meeting spaces, and participation in readings and the sharing of personal 

experiences; (5) a rhythmic coordination and synclu·onization of conversation and 

nonverbal gestures; (6) a symbolic representation of this group focus and mood with 

objects, persons, gestures, words and ideas among interacting individuals; and (7) a sense 

of moral righteousness about these symbols marking group membership. These 

ingredients feed on each other to create the positive emotional energy (feelings of peace, 

serenity, contentment, optimism) that is necessary to draw people back into the rooms. 

This can produce a process similar to Durk.heim· s '·collective effervescence·· with the 

sharing of beliefs and norms (Durkheim, 1965). 

Figure 1 shows a synthesis of the theoretical concepts employed in this study to 

make sense of the recovery experience. Organized around Turner· s ri tes of passage 
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model, the table highlights the appropriate emotional displays and role behaviors as the 

novice/penitent alcoholic learns how to experience and perfonn recovery within the 

unique social world of AA. I present this as ' ideal recovery', recognizing the need for 

future research as the model does not explain why some individuals remain on the 

periphery of AA as ' dry drunks ' who never immerse themselves in the steps. Nor does the 

model acknowledge the reasons why some AA members decide the quit the program or 

seek alternative treatment for their addiction. The lack of knowledge about such 

individuals who do not follow the ideal recovery path in AA warrants further sociological 

research. 

Future research might build upon my findings around emotion displays, 

communitas and service work, and the rituals involved in the transformational work of the 

steps to further flesh out conceptual models of recovery. Insights drawn from this 

research might help to identify the dimensions of recovery so that conceptual categories 

can be developed to actually measure this phenomenon. Status hierarchies and 

inequalities in AA might also be explored tlu·ough conflict models of interactionism 

which focus on access and exchanges of emotional energy. Such studies might also 

expose some of the tensions and barriers experienced by women, etlmic minorities and 

others who are attempting to find recovery in the rooms. 
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Figure 1: Ideal Recovery in AA 

Rite of Passage 

Steps 

Emotional Display 

Role Behaviors and 

Major Themes 

Separation 

1,2 & 3- The Surrender 

Steps 
Shame 

Regret 
Fear 
Worry 

Remorse 
Anger (males) 
Sorrow 
Contrition 
Humility 

Focus on Self and pain 

of illegitimate suffering; 
Playing the Penitent; 

Separating from the 
drinking culture; 

Surrendering to higher 

power; 
Publically admitting to 

being an alcoholic; 
Receiving empathy and 
support from the group; 
Finding Sponsor 

I 

Liminal 

Steps 4-11 

Relief of Guilt 

Cathartic release 
Hopeful 
Reflective 

Determined 
Acceptance of past 
Humility 

Focus on Self to relieve 
pain and suffering; 

Self-examination 

(personal inventory); 
Dealing with the past; 

Committing to self

improvement; 
Experiencing the 

present through prayer, 
meditation and other 
spiritual disciplines; 

Rigorous honesty; 
Working steps with 
Sponsor 

Incorporation 

Step 12 

Serenity 

Peace 
Contentment 
Joy 

Concern for others 
Humility 

Focus on Others; 
Immersion in AA 

subculture; 

Participate in ServicE 
Roles; 

Concern with group 

unity and harmony; 
Become a Sponsor; 

Demonstrate changE 
outside of the rooms 

Bringing Message of Hope to 

other alCoholics through AA 

service Work 

From a soc ial policy perspective. my findings have implications for the delivery 

of addiction services for the people ofthis province. Factors like gender. age and 
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socioeconomic status affect treatment of alcohol related problems. While there are more 

heavy drinkers and problem drinkers among males, females may show more of a 

willingness to look for and receive help for addictions (Adlaf et al. , 2005). Individuals 

with more income can also afford more options when it comes to help for addictions. 

Private counseling sessions or private rehabilitation centers are options for the rich when 

it comes to battling addictions but these services are not readily available to the more 

economically disadvantaged segments of society. Even free services like AA may have 

invisible barriers which make it difficult for some individuals to access. Clearly, there is a 

need for further research to obtain a clearer picture of alcoholism in this province and to 

identify the types of services which aid in recovery. 

While this research has contributed to the body of knowledge on recovery in AA, 

there are limitations to this study. This is partly a consequence of the research questions I 

posed and the theoretical lens through which I analyzed the experiences of men and 

women in AA in Newfoundland and Labrador. The questions I raised in this study are 

'how' questions - not 'why' questions. Nonn an Denzin explains the distinction between 

why and how questions in sociological research when he discusses the epistemological 

characteristics of symbolic interaction theory with its emphasis on subjective meaning 

and interaction. 

Interactionists don·t believe in asking 'why" questions. They ask, instead, ·how' 

questions. How. for example. is a given strip of experience structured. lived and 
given meaning? The likes and dislikes of interactionists mean . .. they are often 

criticized for not doing what other people think they should do, like doing macro-
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studies of power structures, or not having clearly defined concepts and terms, or 

being overly cognitive, or having emergent theories, or being ahistorical and 

astructural (1994: 44-46) . 

As a theoretical perspective, interactionism is limited because it must focus on 

some aspects of reality and ignore or de-emphasize others. Interactionist approaches, 

more than most theoretical frameworks, appear to be so flexible and elastic that they can 

respond easily to new topics and subjects of sociological inquiry. For this reason, 

interactionist approaches remain a useful way to understand the social world, particularly 

the world inhabited by those who frequent the rooms of Alcoholics Anonymous. 

The title of this dissertation portrays recovery as a quest. The term quest brings to 

mind a pilgrimage or some type of spiritual journey. A quest also requires supreme effort 

and sacrifice because of the enormous obstacles that need to be overcome. In this study, I 

have examined the quests of the men and women of Alcoholics Anonymous in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. The infom1ation presented in this study will hopefully shed 

some light on the obstacles to recovery and illuminate the paths for those on the quest for 

contented sobriety. 
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Appendix 1: 

Letter oflntroduction: Members of Alcoholics Anonymous Needed for Research 

Project: 

My name is Terry Murphy. I am a doctoral student with the Department of 
Sociology at Memorial University ofNe\7\rfoundland. I am interested in hearing the 
experiences of AA members, particularly with regard to how they experience the AA 
program of recovery. I would like to hear how you make sense of the twelve steps, the 
twelve traditions and how you experience recovery within the fellowship of AA. 

For example, how do you feel your "Higher Power" helps you to recover? How 
have you experienced each of the twelve steps? V/hat are your personal views on 
recovery? \\That does it take to recover from the disease of alcoholism? 

If you volunteer for this study, I will be asking you to describe, in your own 
terms, your experiences and opinions about such matters. I have a list of open-ended 
questions which encourage you to express your experiences and opinions on these topics 
in your own words. With your written pen11ission, interviews will be audio taped on 
standard cassettes, and later transcribed for use in this study. Interviews \;vill be 
conducted in person at a location of your choice. The whole process should take you no 

more than an hour or two to complete. 
No harm will come to you as a result of participating in this research. Your 

participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and you can rest assured that any 
co1m11ents you personally make to me is entirely confidential. What you say \"'ill not be 
shared with other members of AA, other researchers or anyone else in the area. In 
addition, you must feel free to decline any questions that may upset you, and, if you 
choose, must feel free to stop at any time and be assured that all your comments will be 

deleted at your request. 
Confidentiality will be assured in the following manner. First, I urge you not to 

use your real name or the names of others, referring instead to people by their roles (e.g. 
the "Meeting Chair" or "my sponsor"). Second, you can rest assured that any actual 
names or inappropriate details inadvertently given will be deleted, replaced in the above 
mrumer, and never used in any publication. Indeed , you will only be referred to by a 
number, in addition to your age and gender. Third. any detai ls that m ay call attention to 
your identity will either be left out. or when necessary. discussed at such a broad level of 

generality that no clear identification can be made. 
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In addition, all tape record ings. transcripted data. and computer disks 
will be stored in a locked drawer in a secure room \\'hen not being used in thi s 
research. Following completion and publication of this study. al l consent forms. tape 
recordings, surveys. computer diskettes, and transcripts will be destroyed. 

Ultimately, if you choose to participate in this research. you wil l have the 
opportunity to provide input for a study that may contribute to the body of knowledge 
on alcoholism and the recovery process. For, if we can find what out how members use 
the AA program of recovery to achieve sobriety, we may find solutions to the seri ous 
social problems posed by alcoholism, particularly in the province of N ewfoundland 
and Labrador. At your request, a copy of the research findings will be made available 
to you upon completion of this study through the Provincial Archivist of Alcoholics 

Anonymous in Newfoundland and Labrador. 
If you are interested in participating in this study, please contact the GSR who 

will then put youin contact with me at the addresses below. Thank you. 

Teny Murphy PhD Candidate 
Department of Sociology, Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Email : Tenv.Murphv@cna.nl.ca 
Telephone: St. Jolm ' s 709-737-7443 
Carbonear 709-596-891 7 or home 709-786-1 158 . 
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Appendix 2: Consent Form for lnterYiews 

Please read the following carefully before deciding whether or not to proceed w ith this 

in terview. 

1 am a Ph.D student with the Department of Sociology at Memorial University. 1 am 
inviting you to participate in my research study. The purpose of this project is to explore the 
little-studied experiences of AA members as they become acquainted with the AA program of 
recovery and learn to make sense of the Twelve Steps, Twelve Tradi tions and the roles 
associated with becoming a member of Alcoholics Anonymous. If you choose to participate, 

your role will involve participating in an interview. 
You will be asked to describe, in your own tenns, your experiences and opinions about 

the AA program in your life . I have prepared a list of open-ended questions which encourage 
you to express your experiences and opinions on these topics in your own words. Your 
participation is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from this study at any time without 
penalty. With your written permission, sessions will be audio taped on standard cassettes. and 
later be transcribed for use in this study. The interview· should take you no more than an hour 

or two to complete. 
You can rest assured that any comments you personally make to me are entirely 

confidential. In addition, please feel free to decline any questions that may upset you and. if 
you choose, feel free to stop at any time and be assured that all your comments v,rill be deleted 
at your request. All infom1ation obtained in this study will be kept strictly confidential and 
anonymous. J will keep all information and observations in the strictest confidence, ,~-,,hether in 
terms of data collection, storage, reporting or publication. No real names will be used in data 
collection, and J urge you to refer to people in terms of their roles (i.e. My sponsor, the 
Meeting Chair). Aside from observable demographic details (i.e. age and gender), I will record 
information using only the official role that the specific parties occupy in the AA organization 
(Chair, GSR, AA delegate). Subjects' real names I identif·ying information will appear 
nowhere except on these consent fom1s, which will be securely locked away in sealed 
envelopes. All other data will be separately stored in a locked office accessible only to myself. 
Once it is no longer reasonably necessary to refer to these data, al l consent forms, coded data, 

and computer files will be securely stored. 
Ultimately, ifyou choose to participate in this research. you v-;ill have the opportunity 

to provide input that wi ll not only contribute to academic understanding. but likely contribute 
impm1ant insights into the experiences ofrecovering alcoholics. 

Please feel free to ask any questions about the research or the interviev1 process. lf you 
have concerns that cannot be answered by me. you may contact my PhD supervisors, Dr. Peter 
Sinclair, Dr. Robert Hill or Dr. Scott Kem1ey at the Department of Sociology. Memorial 

University at 709-737-7443 . 
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Please keep one copy of this form for your own records. ThanJ-: you Yery much for 
agreeing to participate in this important research. 1fyo u would like to review a summary 
of the research findings upon completion of this study. please write your mailing address 
and other contact information on the back of this form and 1 \Vii i notify you v;hen 1 
submit a copy of my findings to the provincial AA Archivist. 

lf you feel distressed in any way as a result of participating in thi s research. 
infom1ation on local counsellors may be obtained by calling the Association of 
NeV~rfoundland Psychologists for an appropriate referral: (1 ) (709-739-5405). 

Thank you in advance for your assistance in this project. 

Terry Murphy, Ph.D Candidate 
Department of Sociology 
Memorial University 
St. John's NL 

1. I agree to be interviewed. 

Signature ___________ Date: _______ _ _ 

2. I agree/disagree that the interview will be audio-taped. 

Si.rrnature Date: - ---------- -- -----------

3. I agree/disagree that the interview transcript may be deposited in a public 
archive for five years after the research has been completed. 

Signature ------------
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Appendix 3: lnterYie'' Schedule 

Questions for Topical Life History 

Early Experiences with Alcohol 

When did you realize that you had a problem with drinking? 

Please tell me how you came to realize that you were an alcoholic. 

\Vbo do you reveal this identity to and who do you conceal it from? Vl hy? 

Entry Into AA 
Please describe how you became involved with AA. 
Please describe your initial impressions and experiences with AA. \Vhat else attracted you 

to AA? 

Probes: 
(Probe: What was your first meeting like?) 
How did you find out about the organization? How did you make first contact- i.e. did you 
call a service office? Receive a visit from an AA member (12 step call). attend an 

open/closed meeting? 

Interpretation of Disease 
AA suggests that alcoholism is a disease but there is some discussion that it' s more of a 
morality issue or if s more of a personal choice? ·what are your thoughts on alcoholism as 

disease? 

Experience with Steps 
Note: Hand out the 12 Steps: 

The first step of the program says that you ··admitted powerlessness over alcohol." Hov; do 

you interpret the idea of powerlessness? 

The second step talks about turning to a --Higher Power .. fo r assistance. 
Vl'hat does this step mean to you? 
What does the tem1 '·Higher Power'· mean to you" 
Did your conception of ··Higher Pov,·er'· change as a result of your involvement v;i th AA? 

If so, hov,·? 
Please describe how your Higher Power helps you in your reco\·ery - pro\'ide examples. 
How has your sense of spiritual ity affec1ed your reco\·ery - please give examples. 
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Please tell me about your experience of doing a ··moral inYentory .'· How did this help your 

recovery? 

Step Five suggests that you should admit to another human being the exact nature of your 
wrongs. Could you tell me how you can ied out this step and what it meant to you? 

\Vbat is significant to you about step 6 (having God remove defects of character) and step 7 
(asking God to remove our shortcomings)? 

Please tell me about your experiences of naming persons you ham1ed (step 8) and making amends 
(step 9). How did you go about doing this? \Vhy did you feel this was necessary? 

Step 1 0 talks about taking a personal inventory and admitting \Vrongs. Please tell me about your 

experiences with this step. 

Step 11 encourages prayer and meditation to understand. God 's will. How do you incorporate this 

step into your recovery? 

Step 12 talks about canying the message of AA to other alcoholics. Why do you think this is 
important to your recovery? Please provide some examples. 

Using Literature 

AA provides a great deal of literature on alcoholism and recovery. 
Has any of this literature been significant in your recovery? 
How did you use the literature? Please provide examples. 

Service Work: Giving Help to Significant Others & ReceiYing Help from Significant Others 

Have you ever perfom1ed any service work for AA? lf so, could you describe this work? Probe 
for experience as sponsor, GSR, district officer. AA delegate, 12 step caller. 

In your opinion, is service related to recoven ·? If so. how? Could you describe hov, your service 
activities have affected your own recovery or of others in the fe llowship? 

Sponsorship: 
Have you been a sponsor to anyone? 
What are the primary responsibili ties of being a sponsor? 
What are the most important tasks and responsibi I ities of a sponsor? 
What do you like about being a sponsor - what' s the most sati sfying? 
What is the most diffic ult thing about being a sponsor? 

Have you personally had a sponsor in the AA program" Please tell me about your relationship 
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with your sponsor- how you met. your early experiences? 

How did your sponsor help you in your recovery? Did s/he help you to come to terms v·:ith your 
identity as an alcoholic0 

The Group: 

The role of the AA group. How is the group involved in your recovery? Why is group unity so 
important to you? Why is the welfare of the group important to you? 

Tell me what a healthy AA group looks like? Vv'hat about an unhealthy one? 

Emotional Experiences 

Could you describe your emotional state when you first got involved v,rith AA? 

How would you describe the emotional changes of your recovery? Probes: how did you deal with 
(guilt, remorse, shame, etc.). 

How did your sponsor or others help you to deal \Vith these feel ings? 

How did you feel when you fi rst admitted to being an alcoholic at an AA meeting? 

AA speaks of '·finding i1111er peace'· and '·serenity". How would you describe this ··peace'· in 
emotional ten11S? Have you achieved this ··peace·· ? If so, how? 

Probes: How did you express your emotions prior to your involvement in AA - i.e. did you find it 
difficult or easy to express how you were feeling? 

Conceptions of Recovery 

AA suggests that members never fu ll y recover from the disease of alcoholi sm - that they will 
always be '· in recovery:· Do you agree \~· i th this interpretation? 

What does ·'bein!:!. in recover\'·· mean for vou - i.e. what are the sif:!:ns or indicators of recoverY? ~ ~ ~ ........ .,.. 

HO\o\' can you tell if somebody is not recovering or simply ··going through the motions··? 

Please complete this sentence: Reco\ ery means __________ _ 
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Conclusion: 
ls there anything else that you would like to add? ls there anything about your experiences \;.,'ith 

AA that you would like to share? 
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